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HAZELWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT

ST. LOUIS COUNTY

HAZELWOOD, MISSOURI

PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

Democracy in the only acceptable way of life by us as Americans. We know it is not

inherited and it must be learned anew by each generation.

The wpose of the educational program then becomes evident: the practice of demo-
cratic principles, aid the preservation sad improvement of the democratic way of life.

We understand that l a democratic society the dignity and worth of the individual are
of prime important'. A democratic society is dependent upon the education and develop-
ment of each individual to his maximum cepabilities. Mtuly agencies such as home, church,
school and community share the responsibility of the growth of all individuals, but the
school is perhaps the only one that has as its specific purpose the direction of formal
educational growth.

Each individual maintains his own unique rate of gradual, continuous change of physical,
mental, social, emotional ani academic characteristics. We believe that each child has

the right to a basic program of individual education which develops his petentialities
to the utmost.

In achieving these purposes we are obligated to provide a continuously evolving edu-
cational program whereby each individual has the opportunity to develop self-realization,
human relationships, economic efficiency, and civic responsibility.

Self-realization maybe developed through critial thinking, competency la tools of
learning, good habits, awareness of self-potentialities, and building of character.

!NEW' zelationshipo sky he developed through understanding of human i.od 12iritual values
and an appreciation of democratic living.

Economic efficiency may be developed through knowledge of intelligent consumer habits,
conservation of resources, and essentials to earning a living.

Civic responsibility way be developed through practicing good citizenship.

We propose to teach the academic skills demanded by our nation's society, but never at
the sacrifice of the individual. WA will do this through the beat methc4s known to the
profession.

I * *
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SOCIAL STUDIES GUIDELINES

FOREWORD

Social Studies is subjective by nature. Its purpose is to understand the relationship.. among
inherent concepts in the various disciplines of the sciences and to develop ettitudes, values

&ad ideals.

It encompasses messy of the skills if hums relations, meuy of the attitudes, values 3nd ideals
men need to uoderstand, to make decisions, to question prior judgements, to invite *Id to ex-
'lora new solutions to old, continuing, and new problems.

With this in aiud, the Social Studies Guidelines have been prepared to facilitate caminuity
in the learning process K-12.

I. ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE AND APPRECIATION OF OUR PERrfAGE

A. Decome acquainted with sipnificaot elements of our social, moral, spiritual,
cultural, political, and scotioic heritage

B. Analysis the pressing issues of our social, moral, spiritual, cultural, political

and economic life
C. Develop a social consciousness that is built on the understanding that 4301

individual le in part responsible for the preeervatiin and improvement of sen's

cultural heritage
D. Develop wbolesomn allegiance to ideals of American democracy

I. Develop an accurate understanding of the semiotic systems of the world -s dstermlned
by industrial, rtitical, geographical, social, cultural, moral, and spiritual

influences
F. Understand lure-relationship. and inter-..nlationships among social, moral, spiritual,

cultural, political, and economic probleme tad issues

0. Understand reiationahips of all peoples through the study of geographical, oocial,
economic, and political divisions

li. DEVELOP RESPONSIBLE CITIEENSEIP

A. Learn to live with self and others throe ii
2. Understanding behavior
2. Respecting humanity
3. Respecting righte and property
4. Respecting authority
S. Appreciating purposes and values of rule, and laws

B. Apply acquired learning
C. Understand and apply moral, Spiritual, 4104 ethical values underlying good

citiaeaship
D. Lure to deal with controversial issues in proper perspective
I. Lure :o rseogaise and deal rationally PAU% propaganda
P. Learn to Nam ietelligeat decisions based on the best available information from

varied media
0. Investigate basis of attitudes, beliefs, and V41u0,

E. Assure respossibilitiss and duties, as well as rights and privileges, in a

democracy
I. Study problems of hone, family, and community living and their effects on a

successful family life
J. Understand commonality of ail peoples of the world
K. Lean, to appreciate sad wisely use natural resources
L. Develop and coastructively use bums resources
M. Develop essential attitudes which would motivate participation as a responsible

citisou

III, MEW TO DIAL EFTECTIVILT VIII MIKA

R. Dide.taed ever increasiag iaterdependence of PAS
E . Datong aware of the mead for greeter understanding of society as affected b,

dolomitic and foreiga Lallans**
C. MIMS a smepesilible role in *octet/ as result of experiesces and changes

D. Suareise eelf-diseiplima sad self-reepomeibility thr,ugh developmental stages
of the isdivi:val

S . Require a reset:sal sad theoretical usderstmAltig of oeoloade concepts whidi makes
poosihle ea adeptIbility to show

I. Adapt (*tweet and Allitiss to meet the setts of a changing society
O. Dos individual poteatialitios is a changing soesty to wait,* telfrealimition

IL lietahlieh a mitotic philesophic approach to life situations



SOCIAL STUDIES V-12

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Social learning takes place in all situations in which students interact with others - the home,
school, local community, other communities in the Unitea States and the World.

The suggested asqweriences in this social studies guide are not intended to be all inclusive or
ictive. Thin guide will assist in cCaulatiog the teachers to use their own initiative,

imagination, and creative ability in planning and implementing social learning experiences.

LEVEL BASIC TE6 SPECIFIC UNITS ELECTIVE PROBLEMS AND
ERIE! DESCRIPTION

K Individual and Families

1 Individual and Families

2 Individual and Families

3 Commuolties

4 Coemucities and Missouri

S V.I. Today and Yesterday

6 Selected Countries

SUM MUM AND LICI110101
111 TVS VIITOID Star (7-6)

7 trebles* sad decision in
the V.I. today via the
imdividvalle role emphasised
(Imcledea gait of tedy os
hiseousi Constireties)

S A ehrenelegleal study of
Americas history vie% gen.
greed:lei sossenda, govera-
mratel, sed social aspects.
(Laclede' Study ei ,

Ceastitetion)

Orientation to School
None
Neighborhood Living

Family Living In Local Areas
family Living In The V.3.
Current Events

nasty, Schools and Neighbor-
hoods in the U.S.
Fatally, Schools and Neighbor-
hoods in Japan, India and
Switzerland

Indiou Communities
Ranching and Tangos Conmunities
Mining and Lumbering Communities
Large City Communities

Desert Commnities
Tropical Rain Forest Communities
Plains Communities
Mountain Communities
Our State, County and City

European Explorers
Euro:von. Settle In The New World
Early Tears of Our Country
Westward MbrAtent
War ratween the States end Reconstruction
The U.S. 5440041 A World Leader
'our Major Areas of the U.S.

In Selected Countries:
Meeting Similar Needs
Adaptation
Naas Relationship to Vie Savironnent
Pettekss and Development of Nations
Intl:a:loudest. of Nations

Inquiry and Critical Thinking
The 'adolescent in tniety
Croup Relatiessaps
Tie Inerpeee of Cities
Major Urban troblane
The Student's Dols is Isderal.

State and Local ilevermalt

Dolor:sties and Oelesisation
The Om Motion
Sealy hue of the Depeilie
Weeteen laflessee and Nemifeet
Motley

The Skeet Crises
Americo linters the Notslator Age
the V.S. Decease A World Soper
The V.S. hoed the World of Tommy



LEVEL BASIC THEME

CULTURES (9-10)

9 Deals in depth with nine
map cultures in the world
today and yesterdry

10

TIM MIT= ELM MOTU
ONERO/NOIESTIATIONALcapiestrrt
(11.11)

11 American Sistory

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE (Cont'd)

SPECIFIC UNITS

Semester One
Discussion Techniques
Religious Freedom
Negro Vizi/. of America
American Economic System
Government of Missouri
Education

Semester Two
Russian Culture
Africa (Kenya)
Southeast Asia (Indonesia)
Latin American Culture

Semester One
Western Civilisation

Semester Tvo
South Africa
Brasil
India
China

SemesterSit
Population Growth
end Changes

Evolution of American
Democracy (Constitution)

Foreign Policy

SsMater Two
Economic Maar! end

Development
Growth of Equal Rights
The American Cbaretter

Hi

ELECTIVE PROBLEMS AND
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

These areas lend thee-
selves to a problem
approach with consider-
able emphasis on the
student working directly
with a teacher in an
independent study program.
These are essentially one-
half unit courses.

MISSOURI RISTORT - This
course will give particular
aat:nlion to our State's
history, geography, contri-
butions to the arts,
sciences, and government.
The relationship between
Missouri's influence un the
nation and the nation's
influence on the state
will be emphasised.

GEOGRAPHY - This course is
A study of our world and

way man has adapted to
his environment. A study
will be made of the polit-
ical, physical, and environ-
mental features of various
countries.

ECONOMICS - A basic course
designed to acquaint the
student with the economic
structure of our country
and the world. It is a
study of production of goods
and services, the consumer,
money and credit, price
setting, government regula-
tion, growth and stability
of our economy and inter-
national economic relatios-
ships.

SOCIOLOCT - Itudy of men's
relationship to culture and
society. It deals with
heredity and emviroumeet,
culture changes and controls
imotitutions, and problems
relating to fireless, crime,
employment, resources, edu-
cation and minority groups.



LEVEL BASIC THEME

CONTEMPORARY PROMS
12 in the U.S. and in the

other partw of the world

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE (Cont'd)

SPECIFIC UNITS

American Economic Systems
Current Economic Problems
Comparison of Economic

Systems
Fzrsonalily
Group Relationships
Prcbteas of s Contemporary

Society
Comparitive Political

Systems
Role of a Citizen in a
DAmocrecy

American Government in
International Affairs

Motivation
Intelligence
Learning
Basic Social Institutions
Marriage

8
viii

ELPCTIVE PROBLEMS AND
ARISE DESCRIPTION

SOCIAT PSYCHOLOGY - A scien-
tific study of the individ-
ual as Is relates to society.
It dells principally with
the reasons the individual
beSaves as he does. Th'

course is designed to aid
the studnt in self-under-
standing, and evaluation of
motives, helpful and harmful
to himself and his relations
with others.

FAMILY RELATIONS - Emphasises
the role of the individual
within the family group and
the relationship of the
featly to the community
group. Dotting, mate selec-

tion, divorce and its
affects and various life
cycles as they relate to
permanence and successful
family life are studied.

AMERICAN WVER"TNT - A
study of the orgauic struc-
ture of federal, state,
and local vvernmet:, with
emphasis on comparison of
the American s:Itemo. A
study of the origins and
evolution of American demo-
cratic principles ie made.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS -
This course is comprised of
a study of geographical,
technological, economic,
political and cultural
reasons why the United
States is itvoled in
world affairs. The course
centers around a stud: of
the interaction betvJan
natives throughout the
world.
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NINDERGA&FEN LEVEL

INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES

OBJECTIVES

1. The pupil Should undertstand that school is a place Where each one shares, helps, works
and has experiences.

2. Develop the understanding that there are many people Who help us at school.
3. Develop responsibility in the care of his personal possession., the possssaions of othere

and school property.
4. Develop the understanding that each of us belongs to a family.
f. Recognise that each member of the family has the responsibility of sharing in the work

as well as play.
6. Develop the understanding that a neighborhood is a place Where we live with many other

families.
7. Develop the understanding that certain days are holidays because they are important days

in our country's history.

OUTLINE

I. Orientation to School
A. Safety To and From School
B. Getting Acquainted in School
C. Our School Family

II. Nom,
A. Family Members
B. Physical Environment
C. Things Fam'lies Do Together

III. Neighborhood Living
A. Workers
B. Seasonal Changes

I. ORIENTATION 10 SCHOOL

CONCEPT

1. Safety is important.

2. We learn safety.

3. School is a friendly place and needs
saay helpers.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Tour building end playground.
B. DINUSII safety on playground, in the

building, and to and from school.

A. Maks stop signs and other safety signals
and signs.

B. beaks mural 'bowing school, home, helpers,
playgrounds, etc.

O. Practice fire drills and other safety
measures.

D. Display safety signs.

A. Draw helper.. Use child as a model, draw
around his on kraft paper, paint or color.

B. Have a safety 7atrol boy or girl visit the
classroom.

4. WI leers about our school family. A. Nest school staff.

S. A family is a group. A. Play guessing gameorho Am I?" to describe
school helpers.

II. BONN

Matt svarns= ACTIVITIES

1. Members of ths Emily work together to A. lend a story. Stress that eaoh character
who a happy home. is the story is a member of a storyto4k

family.
B. Collect pictures of various Made of homes

sad display them Es some spiropriate meaner.

2. fluilies do Wags together for work, A. Bring pictures from home 'hosing diffeveat
fun, mad 2eormisg. oeeepatiems.

B. *joy riddles.
C. Demerit, a job that father or mother doss

10
I



CONCCIS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

3. Our boas is Id/ere we live.

rt Alien work together.

5. Families have fun together.

A. Draw a picture of how a home would look if
no one kept it clean.

B. Follow up with discussion of hose respon-
sibility.

C. Dramatize dressing up, playing house, and
preparing food.

D. Impersonate members of the family.
E. CIMINO STORE WINDOW -- Children like to make

mittens, snow suita, warms aid galoshes,
and other articles. Us. cellophane to make
windows look real.

F. DEWS A. CHILD IN CLOTHES APPROPRIATE TO FALL
(or other season). Color fall clothing.

O. Teacher writes an experience chart story,
dictated by children, about clothing.

H. Use flannel board stories to illustrate
different types of clothing and homes.

I. Tell about any cooking the children helped to
do-pop corn, sake gingerbread boy, etc.

J. Make a bulletin board chat on craft paper.
Cut pictures of things th.t belong in various
rooms as follow.:

Make a chart of foods, clothing or furniture
that belong together.

K. Take a walk to observe different hoses.
L. Make a class scrapbook with each child's

drawing of HIS home.
M. Make a class phone directory.
M. Make a class scrapbook - -paste magazine

picture/ to illustrate food, clothing, or
hoses.

O. Listen to poem. about home..
P. Dray pictures of bows.
Q. Construct a playhouse.
R. Kaki a scrapbook on large pages--paste

magazine picture. of drawings to illustrate
food we eat.

S. Make a food, clothing or hoes mobile.
T. Make place sate --draw in the plate, silver-

ware, napkin, etc.
U. Kaki a mural of children dvemod ao ording to

the 1/41111101111114

A. Make a lis of activities fsailies enjoy
indoors an.. outdoors.

B. Discuss the roles and responsibilities of
family ambers.

C. Dranstize activities showing bow the family
can work together.

D. Stress the need Ror cooperation for a happy
boas.

E. Make individual picture booklet..

A. Make a picture of some leisure time activity
that the family would enjoy.

B. Collect pictures showing family fun activities.
C. Tell about trips or veloatione.

11
2



III. NEIGHBORHOOD LIVING

CONCEPTS

1. The neighborhood is the community whore
we live.

2. Our hook and school are in the neigh-
'borhood.

3. There are many streets leading to our
school.

4. We learn safety rules.

5. These people help uss Fireemn, Policemen,
Poa:.an, Dootors, Dentists, Purees, Patrol
Boys and Girls, School Staff-Cafeteria
Helpers, Custodial Workers, Repairmen,
Others.

6. Some people lire in the city. Some people
live in the country.

7. We live in a state and a nation.

8. Naps help people find their way about.

9. We are citizens living in a democracy.

10. V. have a United States flag.

11. Living in other parts of the nation is in
some ways different mad is some ways the
same as the ray we live.

12. People live on the earth.

13. The globe is t kind of map to show where
people live.

14. There is more water than land.

15. The earth is mode up of rock, soil, water,
and air.

16. The earth has both land and water.

17. The earth is large.

18. The earth is one of 'say planets in the
universe.

19. The sus is very big.

20. The moos is also big.

21. There are four &moose.

22. Trees ohmage with the gessoes.

SUOGEETED ACTIVITIES

A. Draw a map of the school on krait paper-- -
include streets leading to school and label.
Pasts on houses the children brought in or
made and place house numbers on them.

A. Talk about house numbers -- telephone ousbern
and addresses.

Write an experience chart story on safety.
(Children dictate to teacher -- teacher writes
story.)

A. Make fire engines. Tell appropriate finger -
plays, stories, and poems. Learn songs about
helpets. Construct a grocery store and dram-
atlas buying and belling.

A. Discuss the names of important places.

A. Ask the children to help IOU say the pledge of
allegeance to the flag.

B. Make a chain flag as follower Cut and paste
red, white strips and a blue field to make a
flag. Staple to the bulletin board.

A. Tell appropriate stories.
H. Show film and use other audio-visual aide.

A. Discuss the &ape of the yarth.

A. Learn that the blue area indicates water and
other colors show the land.

A. Discuss tho location of the United States,
Missouri, the North and South Pole.

A. hoopla, a glob. as a symbol for the world.

A. Talk about specs. Talk about places on the
ground, and in the city. Use vocabulary ass
up-lows, near-far, in-out, nor -then, before-
after, day-tight, light-dark.

B. Display pictures and chart*.
C. Display pictures of current event*.
D. Bee a tape recorder. Tape sous experiences,

songs, or At. activity.

A. Make a mural. for each stases.

4. Start a leaf oollections Place a leaf under a
piece of paper and go over it with a crayon.

3
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CONCEPTS

23. Seasons change many things.

24. Holidays Are special days.

25. Halloween is a special day.

26. Columbus Day is October 12.

27. Columbus was a great explorer.

28. Thank/geeing Day is in November.

29. Pilgrim celebrated first Thanksgiving
in America.

30. Animals Flepare for the winter.

31. Living things in winter need special
CIS.

32. Wasthar and seasons affect animism

33. Pets are fun.

34. Pets need special oar..

35. Boas birds fly south for the winter and
tome do sot.

36. Christmas is special day.

37. familia' have fun together.

38. There are many Idaho of evergreen toe's.

39. At Christmam time' there is each to do
mad seep

SUOGESIID ACTUITIES

A. Walk outside to observe charges in trees,
gardens, homes, etc. After children return
to claasroom, here them make pictures of what
they have seen.

H. Imitate: Falling, whirling leaves.
Raking and piling leaves.
Trees swaying.
Squirrels runnirg through rustling
leaves.

C. Mahe en autumn mural. Make use of real leaves.
D. Use npproprSate flannelboard stories.
E. Take a field trip - -walk in the neighborhood

and observe seasonal charges.

A. Make hats frcm paper bags.

A. Cut rest pumpkin into a Jack-01-Lantern.
H. Model out of clay -- pumpkin, cats, faces, etc.
C. Make ghosts from facial tissues. Stuff head

with nevapsper and draw in features.

A. Use globe to shon Columbus's voyage.

A. Display picture. about Columbus and his voyage.

A. Construct Tom-Toss from oatires1 boxes.
Decorate them.

A. Make a large turkey and let each child cut out
a tail feather -- staple on bulletin board.

B. Make an Indian headband.
C. Construct a large teepee of kraft paper and

decorate with Indian designs.
D. Make "Thank You" .scrapbook or bulletin board.

A. Discuss animals that hibernate and animals
that Mora food.

A. Teacher writes appropriate orperience chart
story dictated by the children.

A. Look at picture books about animals.

A. Discuss feeding birds in winter. *kg a
feeding stationfeed birds. Discuss birds
in winter and in other SiOSAODS.

B. Model anicpla and birds from clay or paper-
Mahe

C. Cut large mime.. ant of brown kraft paper,
oolor or paint, and stuff vf.th paper. Use
empty wrapping poor rolls for lass and nook.

A. Decorate the room for Chriews.
S. Mike paper chains.

A. Mahe cardboard churehts. Use ste41!os
for windows.

S. Mob a Christmas moral.

paper

A. Bring is evergreen branch*. for children to
observe.

S. Draw or paint Christmas pictures. Cut or tear
Christmas trims. Sake Lc*" decorations.

A. Midas gift. for parent..
S. Make yerioss dvaoraticas.
C. Plan a Christmas party. Hake doilies and

asphins.
D. Liatos to Priet.. stories, soap, and record,.
S. Nam Christmas cards.

13
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

40. Valentine's Day is February 14.

A.. Some animals hibernate.

42. Sow birds migrate.

45. 7.insoln's Birthday is February 12.

Lincoln 6.41 the 16th President of the
United. States of Aftsrica.

45. Wasbington's birthday is February 22.

46. Washington was the first president of
- the United U.atss of Marina.

A. Mark Valentine's Day on calendar.
B. Build a poet office - -each person's box is tie

separate mailbox.
C. Dramatize buying, selling, and sailing

valeines.
D. Each child c:ecorate his own valentine box, sack,

or envelope.
E. Coe fingerplays, songs, games, and poems about

Valentine's Day.
F. Make strawberry gelatin to serve at Valentine's

Party.

A. Make a class booklet depicting hibefastion and
migration.

A. Listen to poems, songs, and eories of
Watorical significance.

A. Tear and paste pictures of cherry trees or
log cabins.

B. Build a cabin from lincoln loge.
C. Sponge paint pictures using red, white, and

blue colors. Dip sponges in paint and etre

to creates various effects.
D. Make log cabins from other ex:. media (model

with clay).

A. Make patriotic book marks.

A. Study pictures of Lincoln and Washingtcp.
B. Sing apprepriets acsgm.
C. Make and display the United States flag.
D. Make, color, out, and paste cluirriec and

hatchets.
E. Make silhouettes and paste on whits drawing

paper.

49. The President today is A. Call retention to special "February days" on
the calendar.

48. Spring is one of tho four seasons. A. Maks a spring mural.
B. Pln a hike to look for signs of spring.

49. Trees and plants change in the spring. A. Observe trees, buds, etc., daily.
B. Plant seeds in paper cups.

50. °rasa is posting and the weather changes A. Plant A small garden.

in the spring. B. Being in and observe pussy willows and
forsythia.

C. Keep a record of temperature changes.

A. Writ* as experience .h..rt story or poem the

children have dictated.
B. Study shadows.
C. Uss globe and flashlight to desonstrats day

and night.

51. Children enjoy being outdoors in the

spring.

52. tutee is a special day in the spring.

53. Arbor Day is in the spring.

54. Trees are planted on Arbor Day.

14

A. Draw large eggs -- color, pant, or fingerpaint.
B. Make an Easter aural.
O. Display spring and Easter pictures.
D. Make Castor baskets.
N. Make Caster deearations.
F. Dye Castor eggs.
O. Model clay objects.
O. Draw lug* buanies out of kreft paper, paint,

than stuff with newspapers.
A. Disease Arbor Day--care of trees.

A. Cut cut pictures of various kinds of trace --

display.
B. Draw Nes.
C. Tear paper and past* in tree shapes on

oonttruction paper.



CONCEPTS

55. May Day is the first day of May

56, Mother's Day is in May.

57. School vacation is in summer.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Make a paper chain Maypole.
E. Make May Day baskets to take home.
A. Make Mother's fay cards.
H. Use child's picture in a card or gift for

Mother's Day.
A. Mae silhouettes.
H. Discuss vacation plans.

EVALUATION

1. Are the children making desirable adjustments t" school socially, intellectually, and
physically?

2. Are the children learning to live, play, and work in a group. as well as independently?
3. Do the children understand the need for good health and safety habits, and for rules of

courtesy?
4. Are the children learning to assume responsibility toward themselves and their family and ti

respect school property?
5. Are the children acquiring some interest in and understanding of immediate neighborhood?
6. Do the children have better understanding of why and how we celebrate certain days and

holidays?
7. Are the children becoming aware of Cue duties of the helpers in the home, school, and

community?

SAMPLE UNIT

*SEWING ACQUAINTED, SAFETY, AND HELPERS

A. Justification

We ell have a special need for becoming acquainted, to learn about safety and helpers at this
tine.

H. Overview

The home has been the pre-school child's world. When he enters kindergarten, hie new school
environment, a play center in the room becomes a bridge between hame and school. Gradually
the play canter becomes a playhouse and a real means of awaking understanding and appreciation
of the home and of the 7..ntribution which each member of the family makes to happy home life.

Children will become aware of many helpers in school and at home. They will take on new
meanings for them. They will learn to be helpers, too.

To acquaint the children to this new and strange environment, the equipment in the room must
lend to friendly happy rtmosphers, where they will feel ccatent and happy, and where aefely
is a pert of all activitisa.

They will need to become familiar with the safety rules at school, on the playground and on
the way home. (Dust etc.)

C. Objectives

1. To bridge the gap between home and school
2. To acquaint children with the school, helpo's. and safety devices
3. To develop an interest in school from the beginning
4. To develop safety habits from the beginning (Obey patrols, etc.)
5. To learn that school is a happy place
6. To feel secure at school

D. Introduction or Approach

1. Talk to children about' a. Listening at school b. Coming to school c. Going home (safety)

E. Apecial Technique'

1. Name tap=
Pin am sack child his name and bus number large enough for t%e teacher to eee from a dis-
tance. This will help you in becoming acquainted with him as well as helping him feel
little more secure.

2. Gamest
Play games to familiarise yourself and others with AWNS, Play games they all can play,
as, "Drop Handkerchief", "SAng Around the Rorie ", or "Farmer in the Dell ".

3. Reapers*
Mention helpers and friends ass
a. bus drivers f. Patrols
b. Teachers g. Policeman
e. Prim:1pol. h. Parents
d. Cafeteria workers i. Firemen
0. Custodians j. Others

.15
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F. Suggested Activities

1. Art (Let all of these activities be original and creativ , NO PATTERNS for them)
a. Draw helpers- -Use child as model, draw around on kraft paper, paint.
b. Make clay objects.
c. Make stop signs and other safety signs.
d. Make a mural showing school, busses, helpers, playground.
e. Cut out pictures of trees, school, etc., (ones they made).
f. Paint or fingerpaint if you wish, (however, later may be more advisable).

2. Music
a. Songs: (Select from the following)

From THE MAGIC OF MUSIC - -Ginn
Morning Greeting Good Afternoon
Clap Together Resting Time Stop and Look

Everybody Loves Baby

From MUSIC ROUND kBOUT US-- Follett
People We Need We Like to Get Up
The Mailman What Shall I Be Today
The Policeman's Song

From SINGING FUN -- Webster
Five Little Firemen Five Little Hands

b. Records
Use records which accompany the three books listed under:
a. Songs Safety Songs--County A-V
Lullabies for Sleepyheads --Educational Record Sales

o. Rhythms
Select music records which give opportunities for children
movements.
Let children use their own imaginations for a variety of movements such as:
Ice Cream Man Health and Safety Series:
Milk Truck Delivery Man Safety at Some and School
Bakery Truck Delivery Man Safety on the Playground

Safety To and From School
3. Fingerplays

From RHYMES FOR FINGERS AND FLANNELBOARDS--Scott and Thompsor,
Five Strong Policemen The Baker Man
Five Little Firemen Two Little Souses

4. Science
a. Take a walk around the school ground, noting: plants, animals, soil, rocks, air,

and water.
b. Use selected pictures to show changes in air, soil, and Imams.
c. Tour building. Watch signs of science to discuss.
d. Blow a balloon until it bursts to observe action of air.
. Talk about getting pets for the room.
f. Visit a pet hop.
g. Set up a science table for children to place items they bring which show signs of fall.
h. Dissolve sugar, salt or gelatin to observe changes.
i. See Hazelwood Science Curriculum Guide for additional suggestions.

S. Language Arts
a. Set up an experience chart

(1) Mahe up stories with the children. Use simple language, clearly end properly in
manuseripti read to the children their story.

(2) Stories stout the following are examples:
(a) Timms (d) A .dente tour
(b) Helpers () A Holler Goose Abyss
(e) School

b. Vocabulary in conversation may istrodust many sew words. Some may bee
aolusisted safety belt patrol girls
helpers friends patrol boys
rules safety temperature
traffie playground thermometer
stop crossing bandage
listen look scales

My Baby Brother
My Dad

How Old Are Tou?

Poetry Time--Album
(Scott Foreeman)

to sake responses by body

safety badge
6. flimbers

A. la ray instances bas marchers
=slain that this is zer.

Oart B11 SE0
b. Other

m
siaTmiiribich are a part

(1) School room umbers
(2) Ages

yellow line

are confusing to the children. Sham thee the number and
number. Numbers are to be taught incidentally is kisder-

of obildreala overdo: liras may be istroduod isforsallys

(3) TPrater
(4) Calendar date

7



G. Suggestions for Culminating Activih

1. Make a aural showing "WorkinG and Playing in School".
2. Make a display out of "Kinder City" of school end playgrosnd.
3. Illustrate how we walk in a line, atop, look and listen through pictures, or bulletin

board displays.
4. Use traffic signs.
5. Dramatize family living, eating a meal, going on a trip, etc.
6. Dramatise aafetyt crossing a street, bow to hand scissors to awesome, haw to use the

water fountain, or how to walk up and down steps.
7. Many parents will be visiting after the first few weeks of school-these displays will

give them an idea of the kindergarten program.

N. Evaluation Questions

1. Are the children acquainted with each other, with school personnel?
2. Are the children at hone in their new school environment?
3. Are they becoming more onsiderate?
4. Are they becoming more cooperative?
5. Have they grown to be independent about their coming to school?
6. Rave they learned to nasal, to Chit* and to share?'
7. Have they learned many safety rules, an do they practice thee?
8. Can they be quiet during "rest time"?
9. Can they walk in a line, step up into a bus, and sit quietly on the bull

I. Selected References for Pupils

1. Mother Goose and Nursery Rhymes
2. Fairy Tale, such as Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood, sod others with which children

are somewhat faailiar.
3. Safety stories-Exempla Nr. Do and Mrs. Don't
4. SAFETY CAN BE FUN --Berta and Elmer Beier
5. THE LITTLE MAISE- --Burton-Alesco
6. THE GREAT BIG FIRE ING/NE---------- ------ -------A Golden Book-Simon Schuster
7. THE LITTLE wan THAT OMAN -Viper
8. THE LITTLE FANILT - Lois Ltnak.--Doubleday, Doran and CecianY
9. LET'S PLAT NOUSE- Lois Lenski-Doubloday, Doran and Company

10. MANNERS CAN BE FUN --Munro Leaf-4. P. Lippincott and Coeptny
11. LET'S JO OUTDOORS -Harriett Huntington-Doubleday and Company
12. ASK MR. BEAR --- -- ----Marjorie Flack -Kusillon Company
13. BACK 1' SGROOL WIN BETSZY- - - ---- Haywood - -Meson

14. ximman SERIES ---- ---- -Holt, Rinehart and Company

J. Selected Referenats for Teachers

1. THE MAGIC Or MUSIC -Gina
2. Totcher'e Guide ----Holt, Rinehart and Company

CEILDRIN'S WALD KIT
pages 9-21

3. Nos Gait tray
NOME AND CCOWNITT IN CHILDREN'S WORLD Rinehart and Company

4. A BOOK OF CNIIDRENIS LITERATURE---- -- -'Bolt, Rinehart and Company
b) Hollowell (Nay be Could in Children's World Kit)

5. MUSIC RDOND ABOUT
6. STROM RV Webster
7. KINDERGARTEN FOR TODAY'S -Follett

by Willa--Liadberg
8. DIMES FCR FINGERS AND FILUNIZLBOARDS---- ------ -Webster
9. LET'S DO TINGERPLATS.- -Luce

10. Uselwood Curricelde Guides
a. &Limos
b. Lonsuaga Arts
0. Matheestics

11. II DIRICT/ONS IN KIstimaJnmx- .--drescherm College Prose
12. TINE FOR FAINT TALES--- -.Scott Torisos&
13. TINE FOR TRUE TALES Foreamas
14. TIME fOR 1101121..-- ---Soott Toressaa
15. Carda WORKERS IN OUR KETCHIMPOO Webster

17
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OBJECTIVES

LEVEL ONE

INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES
LOCALLY AND IN THE UNITED SATES

1. Develop the understanding that each mambaz of the family has responsibility to the group.

2. Enable the student to understand that families choose from many different kinds cf houses,
in many different locations.

3. Develop the understanding that there are many kinds of work by which people earn a living

in the United States today.
4. Recognize that recreation of various kinds is important fur a rich, happy life.
5. Understand that families must have food to 'Any healthy.
6. Understand U 't people must adept their clothing and rays of living to Ile climate in

which they live.
7. 10:ognite that important services are provided by worke-s within one's own community.
8. Understand and appreciate our natural heritage of freedom and democracy through our

holidays.
9. Recognize that citizens in a democracy have both rights and responsibilitiec.

10. Understand that maps and globes show where we live in relation to our school, neighborhood,
country and world.

OUTLINE

I. Family Living In Local Areas
A. The Homes We Live In
B. The Food We Eat
C. The Clothes We Wear
D. The People Who Kelp Is

II. Family living In The United States
A. Our Government
B. Our Flag
C. Our Holidays

III. Current Events

I. FAMILY LIVING IN LOCAL AREAS
A. TEE SINES WE LIVE IN

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. People everywhere live together in
family groups.

2. Souses differ in aim, style, age and
construction.

A. Bring magazine pictures of familic. for
bulletin board.

B. Make booklet& about "Our Family" that tell,
number of members in the family, what each
member looks like, what each member does.

C. Make puppets of father, mother, and children
in the family.

D. Learn finger plays about members of the family.
B. Bring baby pictures to school. Post the pic-

tures one by one on the bulletin board and try
to guava whose picture each is.

F. Sing songs about families and the things they
do.

0. Make lite sine models of self.
B. Set up am area where pupils cam play various

roles of a family.
I. Illustrate captions, "We eat at boss eV*

sleep at bome,etc.
J. Draw racism of family webers on paper plates.

String plat's together.

A. Talk about the various kinds of buildings
people lire in and con home. Flake a list

of different kinds of bomas in the suburban,
oity, and rural areas.

B. Make balletic board of pictures of kinds of
homes in U. resighborkood.

C. Dimas apartmesta, single dwellings, trailers,
tandomants, and loud*/ pro4acts.

D. Display pictures cf the insides calm*, such
as trailers and apartments.

B. Make scrapbooks of different kinds of homes.
7. Visit a site where a house or other building

is molar oonstructiou.

9
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

G. Mike a simple floor plan of own homes or rooms.
Use flannel board to place cutouts on.

B. List different kinds of material, used to build
houses. Bring different samples to display.

I. Make a model of a community showinA different
kinds of buildings. Indio-ate the type of
community, suburban, ity, rural.

3. The family group tries to have the home A. Each child tells evout his homes The number

that suite them beet. of rooms and kind of house and What it is
made from.

B. Draw lActure of own boucle and cut it out.
Paste white paper above the doe'.: for house
number.

C. Mak, silhouette from colored paper of the
building (house, apartment, trailer) in which
he liven. Hole, any be cut and backed with
yellow or white paper for doors and windows.

D. Brasatice a story celled, "If We Lived in the
Country". Children ill/41110 themselves and
their families in new and different situations.
Children of rural area may imagine themselves
living in a city. Draw pictures to illustrote
their story.

E. Draw pictures about family work that contrib-
utes to asking a house a home. This cork may
be inside the house, in the yard, or garage,
or away-from-boas woek in the nature of an
errand.

F. "Act Out" 8080 Sobs which are done at bome.
Guess what each is doing.

4. Some family members work outside the home A. Peed books-;Mommies and Daddies and What Ihli
to earn money the family neeos. Do All at.

B. Make a list of kinds of work mothers and
fathers do.

C. Brill; picture, from magazines showing people
doing work.

D. Pantomime different ways people any earn a
living. Guess the kind of work being
dromatitsd.

E. Make a Aura Showing the work mothers and
fathers do to earn family income.

F. Dramatize buying expertencea: Father buying
a car, mother buying clothing, a child buying
a gift for Motberts birthday.

G. Bring sample grocery list from home which
shows amount of groceries the family requires
for one week.

B. Discuss items children's families have bought
that are advertised on T. V.

I. hake up riddle. Describe lob that father
of mother does and guess What it is.

J. Dramatize "helping eituations" for the family.

S. Families partiOipate in various forms A. Discuss simple Courtesy and thoughtfulness to
of fun and reogiatiomal activities. help make a hoes more pleasant place in which

to live. Dramatise some acts of courtesy.
B. Bring mgazine pictures of family members doing

various activities. Display on bulletin board
"Families Work and Play".

C. Drew a pioturu doing something for someone else
in a helpful wall helping younger child in
the family or an older person.

D. Make list of activities families can do for
backyard or outdoor fun mod for tun indoors.

B. Collect magazine pictures showing family tun
activities.

F. Discuss tripe thildrez have with respective
families.

Q. Make scrapbook shoving different ways a
family can have fun through activities that
take them away from home.

10
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JONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

R. Make a mural about families and what they do
together.

I. Ciscuaa each family's favorite playtime
activity.

J. List games that children and adults can play
together simple word games, making up riddles,
hide the thimble, etc.

K. Make modals of families having fun at home.
Use stand up cutouts and place in box lid
about 12" x 12". The lids are used as "rooms"
or "lawns" where the family is having fun.

L. Plan a field trip to zoo or close-by park.
During planning, include a map activity.

B. THE F03D WE EAT

1. Plants and animals are the chief source
of our food supply.

A. Make chart entitled "Things We Eat Every Day".
Cut or draw to illuatrake the ch.rt.

B. Make booklet about good foods: Good Fruits to
Eat, Good Things to Drink.

C. Collect labels from cans, jars, and packaged
goods. Display on bulletin board.

D. Locate pictr.es in books, magazines and
catalogs whi:11 show different types of foods.
Classify according to source- -plant or animal.

E. Classify picture: of food into three sections -
-breakfaat, dinner, supper (or lunch).

F. Make clay models of fruits and vegetables.
0. Read and tell stories about food. (Johnny

Appleseed)

R. Learn poet. or songs that use food as their
themes.

2. The food we sat crass from many different A. Bring toys that show different ways food may
communities near and far. be transported: trucks, airplanes, trains.

B. Discuss different sources of food in the
suburban, city and farm areas.

C. Make a mural -- "People Who Kelp Us Get Food ".

D. Make a list of the foods produced in how area
and another of those that came from other areas.
Tell how they get to the grocer.

3. Farmers grow many foods that people eat.

20

A. Make a chart showing items from a farm which
city people need: Eggs, milk, vegetables, etc.,
and the items manufactured in the city which
the farmer needs such as acchinory, clothes,
and furniture.

B. Make and display clay models of animals that
might be found on a farm.

C. Sing "Old MacDonald Had a Farm". Discuss
different animals in the bong. Illustrate song.

D. ClasOfy rictuses of fare aninole. Discuss why
each is valuable tc us.

B . Take a field trip to a farm such as a dairy,
truck. or poultry farm. Discuss apecialirad
fame.

F. Illustrate captions: "This Parser Grows
Crepe", "rola Farmer Palma Animals".

0. Talk about farm vocabulary -- meadows, fields,
orchards, pardons'. And pastures.

B. Collect samples of various grain and talk about
Must products coma from each one.

I. Display different kinds of vegetable seeds.
J. Plant eeeds in milk cartons to observe as they

grow.

K . Make a list of the different kinds of meat '

play a game matching the kinds of meat with
the animals from which they come.

Le Build a model farm of cardboard or blocks.
Make farm &sisals from mmodeliag clay.

M. Maw a mural of a farm including picture, of
kmildiage, machines, and animals. Discuss fare
Voosbulery--silo, tarn, chicken holes, tractor,
111 t4

N. Basis reading easy stories of farms and farm

I1
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED hCTIVITIES

4. Families today sem* most of their food A. Visit local supermarket. Observe the
from stores. various jobs held by employees and t,,e kind.

of articles that are sold.
B. Sot up a model supermarket. Take turns

playing the part of custoaere, clerks, and
other workers connected with the supermarket.

C. Mks a floor plan of a food store. Show
location of dif"erent departeents.

D. Use rcslos to show how food ie weighed. Bring
apples and potatoes to use for dramatiminE
weighing them.

E. Make up a list of kinds of food a family
might need for one day. Discuss importance of
a well balanced diet.

F. Plan a breakfast at aohool. Itemi a lift of
things that will be needed. Keep a breVast
chart for a week.

C. Make mashed potatoes froa instant potato
flakes to show that tho water which was
removed can be replaced to make food edible.

C. IRE CLOTHES WE YEAR

1. Clothing vories according to climate, A. Ask, "Why do we nerd different kind& of
ceasonal changes, and day by day temper- clothing'!"

stuns variations. B. Discuss what clothing is suitable to weer
for the various eeaeons.

C. Illustrate captions- -"Clothee We Wear Indoors-
in Sot Weather-and in Palmy Weather".

D. Compose chart story about types of clothing
we 10117 in different seasons.

E. Make self portrait* dressed for each type of
weather.

F. Make pictures of bow people dress to keep
comfortable in hot weather, ii a desert,
tropical forest or in a city of the United
States. Others try to voles area i picture.

2. Clothing varies according to work. A. Pantoaime different jobs which require
different kinds of uniforms -- policemen,
firemen, etc.

B. Make a bulletin board of people in different
types of olothing suitablo for his job.

C. Invite policemen, bus driver, nurse, etc. to
visit clascroom to show uniforms.

D. Illustrate caption "Cloths@ for Special Volk ".

3. Clothing varies according to materials A. Make a collage of all kinds of materials (sool,
available. cotton, silk, synthetic fabrics).

B. Make a bulletin board tracing the making of a
dries from a cotton used to a dress. (Show
cotton plant if available.)

C. Rave 41 resource, pereou abeam sheep and explain
process of wool for preparation of cloth.

D. Visit a local clathiag atoro or fabr ester.
Identify different typos of material.

X. Make chart story about threiedi Some tires.' is

mode fro, the wool of animal.. Some thrtof. is

lade from the flax plant. Some thread is made
by silkworms.

F. Set up a fabric rotors" sad take turns playing
shopper and shopkeeper.

4. Clothing 'wise according to tradition A. Make a list of clothing, iacluding hate, coats,
and custom. drosses, shape, sendels, sneakers, etc.

B. Show pictures of clothes thou and pow to illus-
trate style changes.

0. Discuss different kinds of clothing storeu.
J. Display dolls dressed is *octanes of other

Loads.
I. Bring picharoa for bulletin board titled

"Clothes of Loag kip" and "Clothes of tod-.1".
F. Make self- portraits 'oaring feorita clothes

In a party ur other special occasion.
0. Invite Soy Scouts, Oirl Scouts, Campfire Girls,

etc. to visit room dreasid in their uniforms.
B. Draw pictures "Cloth's for Special dye".

12
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D. THE PEePLE WHO HELP US (Refer to Kinds:Tarte:1 Level)

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Special workers provide us with the A. Make a chart classifying neighborhood workers
services we need in our homes, schools, to show relationship between services end
and communities. helpers.

B. Display pictures of "helpers" on bnilletin
board.

C. Hare skits or puppet shows. Dramatics
persons who help us.

D. Memo up guessing games such as Who Am I?
E. Sing songs about helpers.
F. Make a scrapbook of neighborhood helpers.
G. Invite various community helpers to visit

classroom.
H. Read "I Want To Be" books.
I. Make a mural of the community helpers.
J. Construct cardboard milk cartons into a

model of comunity.
K. Make a asp of neighborhood showing fire station,

police station, library, post office, etc.
I. Write "thank you" letters for visits or field

trips,

2. Each helper contributes a special service A. Policemen
to his community. S. Invite a policeman to discuss his cork and

safety.
C. Visit a local police station.
D. Draw picture and write experience stories

about the work of the policeman.
P. Discuss safety to and from school.
1. Firemen
O. Make an exhibit of models of fire engines

and other equipment.
H. Dizeuus fire extinguishers. Take s walk in

building to observe where they are.
I. Dramatize how to call fire station --using a

toy telephone. Ask for fire department.
Give name end address. Tell exactly where
the fire is.

J. Invite fire department to bro,, trueks during
Fire Prevent:1.0n week. liars a fire drill.

K. Make a chart listing the rules for a safe fire
drill. Illustrate rules.

L. Compose experience chart "How We CIL, Kelp
the Fireman".

M. Use life size puppets to dramatize the role
of firemen.

N. Ask fireman to speak to the children about
safety during a firs drill.

O. Sing song' end read stories about firemen.
P. Doctors, Nurses, and Dentie.si
Q. Choose roles of doctor, nurse, patient, and

parent. Dramatise a trip to the doctor's
office for a routine examination.

R. Read stories about going to the doctor.
S. Make a list of good health practices.
T. Invite the school 0111,4 to speak about keeping

well and about when it is best to stay home,
U. Make pictures about the doctor, nurse, and

dentist. Cut out and paste on stripe of
oaktag to be used as puppets.

Y. 7111 pictures of helpers in old magazines.
Maks charts --nits, Kelp Keep Us Veil".

V. Talk shout rays to keep from catching cold.
X. Mike balletic board titled ''Cover /our &Noses".
T. Observe Dental Health Week. Stress good health

habits- .visit dentist twins a year.
S. School Helpers

AA. Invite principal, secretary, nurse, custodies,
sad Other helpers to discuss their work.

BO. Draw pictures of each helper. Writs s dictated
sentence on seal over victure. Make into class
booklets.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

CC. Write an experience chart about each school
helper.

DD. Other. Helpers

El. Make a scrapbook about the other helpers in
the neighborhood such as postman, milkman,
deliveryman, service station attendant,
builders, etc.

II. FAMILY LIVING IN THE UNITM STATES
A. OUR GOVIMNMENT

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Our nation is the United States of America. A. Recognize the United States on a map and globe.
Observe various shapes of etrtes.

B. Locate ocean. on either side of the United
States. Find Hawaii and Alaska.

C. Dic.cuas presidents of the United States and the
need for their leaderealp.

D. Make display on bulletin board of various
presidents of the United State's.

E. Prins post ..orde and other pictures showing
scenes of Washington, D. C.

F. Discuss the White Kona* and why the President
needs to live close by.

2. The people of our nstioo must follow rules. A. Display a map of school, neighborhood, city,
stet., and country. Discuss need for planning,
rules, leaders, and rollovers just as school
and hones do.

S. Discuss and dramatise need for organizaticn
and rules in the olaaaroom,

V. Compose a chart of needed rules-safety,
summers, learning.

D. Invite the principal to tell about his work
and how boys and girls can help.

E. Develop a chart story of rulea.coanon to most
families.

F. Dramatize a family watching T. V. Mother says
it is tiles for bed. What should the children
do?

G. Display asp of Missouri.
H. Discuss the capitol, the rivers, the city of

St. Louis, Florissant, and other points of
interest.

I. Learn the Missouri state, bird, &tate tree and
flowers.

J. Make bocklets about Missouri.
K. Learn to recognise and write name of your city,

state, and sip code.
L. Introduce "vote," and "election" into a

diocuarion.
K. Talk about where to go to vote.
K. Make a sample ballot children night wee to

elect their room helpers later in year.
O. Vote to decide which gas' to play at recipes.
P. Ask an elected community official to talk

about his job.

B. OUR FLAG

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. the flog of the Gaited States is a symbol A. Rest stories shout the origin of our flag.
of ea estantry. B. Lear. stags about our flag.

C. Display a oolleation of flag pictures: flags
is parades, on buildings, @hip', flag poleaoto.

D. Compare the flags state and baited States.
E. Cot tripes. Discuss the 13 coloalos.
F. Count the stare. Show United States acp

incloding Alaska and Bewail.
O. Count the states. Each star is one state.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

2. We show that we are proud of our flag
when we dieplu it.

3. The salute to the flag is a promisee of
allegiance to our nation.

A. Demonstrate the care ead displaying, of our flag.
B. Compose an experience chart of single rules for

caring for the flag. Illustrate the rules.
C. Invite someone to come and show how to fold the

flag properly.
D. Discuss flag etiquette.
E. Draw and color pictures of our flag.
F. Plan a rhythm band parade. Carry the flag

to "Yankee Doodle".

A. Seiy pledge to Use flag proudly. (See sample
unit)

B. Make booklets about the flag. (See sample
unit)

C. Charts may be made of Pledge of Allegiance.
(See sample unit)

D. Plan a program for Flag Day. Children march
in rhythm parade, play drums, carry flag, and
sing "America", etc.

C. OUR HOLIDAYS

1. Ye celebrate eons apeoial days in the fall. A. Columbus Day - -October 12.
B. Tell about the discovery of America on

Columbus Day. Make cutout pictures of 3 ships.
C. Read stories about Christopher Columbus.
D. Use globe to show how Columbus traveled and

case to America
N. Halloween - October 31.

I. Color and cut out black cats, witches, and
jack -o -lanterns for mural.

O. Make jack-o-lantern men.
H. Make Halloween --cats, witches, ghosts,

etc.
I. Read poems about Halloween and illustrate.
J. Pantomime bats flying, witches riding on a

broom, children pretending to carry pumpkins
and skip from house to house.

K. Make ghost puppets. Stress importance of
wearing white after dark.

L. Practice street crossing (in room). Dee a
good meek and a poor one; show importance of
using one which allows chilZ to see.

M. Cut a jack-o -lantern. Scoop outE. seeds.
Save seeds to plant in spring.

K. Write an experience chart about making the
jack -o -lantern.

O. Veteran's Day--November 11.
P. Read stories about Veteran's Day.
Q. Discuss why we have this holiday.
R. Make soldier and sailor hate. Have a parade.
S. Tnankegiving--Movomber
T. Make creative drawings for a mural of the

first Thanksgiving.
U. Dramatize the first ThankegivLig,

Pilgrims, etc.
Y. Make pictures of things titled "Y. are

Thankful For"
W. Craw a family at the table on Thanksgiving Day.
X. Make turkeys using pinecones or potatoes.

Use feath^rs for tails.
Y. Tell stories about Thanksgiving using new

vocebulary learned.
3. Record story on paper or tape recorder.

AA. Make Indian headbands and Pilgrim bats and
collars.

33. Plan a Thanksgiving Feast- -Divide children
into Indiana and Pilgrim, each group
bringing movie to share.
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OONCLIDTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

2. We celebrate some special days and A. Christmas December 25.
birthdays of great men in winter. 3. Learn scups and poems about Christ.sas.

C. Decorate rooms with ptper chains, little
trees, and window decorations.

D. Decorate place mats for Christman party.
E. Make Santa puppets. Use in puppet theater.
P. Lea,a some choral readings. Use tape 2.v:order.
O. Pop corn for the party or use to string for

the trees.
H. Learn about Christmas In Other Lands. Plan a

Pinata, or Swedish Breakfast.
I. Observe St. Nicholas Day. Wooden shoe is

filled with wrapped candien.
J. Tell or read a story about St. Nicholas Day.
K. Read story or show filmstrip "Night Before

Christmas ". Make a Christmas aural about it.
L. Plan a toy shop for the room. Dramatic* toys

in try shop (toy soldiers, dolls, La.).
N. Dc rhythms -- bouncing balls, danoing rag dolls,

tin soldiers, jack-is -ths -box, airplane', toys,
rocking horse.

N. Write an xparienca chart using Christmas words.
O. Make Christmas cards and gifts for mother and

father.
P. Use plaster of paris for making handprints

for gifts.
Q. Lincoln's Birthday -- February 12. Washington's

Birthday --February 22.
R. Read stories about Lincoln and Washington.
S. Mks a bulletin board display of Lincoln and

Washington silhouettes.
T. Dutra sou* songs and poems about our past

presidents.
U. Show films and filmstrips. Discuss the early

childhood of each and ccapare with that of
today.

V. Trace Lincoln's head from a penny. Rub with
crayon or pencil.

V. Conbtruot log cabins from corrugated cardboard.
Valentine's Day--February 14.

Y. Discuss messing of Valentine's Day. :tress it
isn't really a holiday but a "special" day for
tun.

B. Make a Valentin* train with name on ir©h car so
Valentines may h delivered easily.

AA. Maks Valentine people and animals.
88. Prautics folding paper and cutting hearts.
00. Build a post office --each child having a

warat* box.
Dramatkse buying, selling, and riling
Valentines.

Er. Visit a post office. Mail Valentines.
Yr. Learn songs and poass about Valentine.

We calibrate some spacial days in spring. t. Bastar
B. Maks a bulletin Loard r'cut Easter.
C. Decorate blows out egg &hallo for an Latter

egg tree.
D. Make Easter hats for Parade to another roam.
S. Learn songs and poems about Basta'.
7. Maks Easter egg baskets frca silk cartons.
J, May Day--Nay 1.
N. Ma. paper chains maypole for the bulletin

beard.
I. Comatrsot May baaksts to hang OA friends' doom.
J. Noth404 DeyItay
4. Maks Mother's Day minds.
L. Writ* a poem mid illustrate it.
M. Maks silhouattls (tree filmstrip projector).

Cut out of el/Ai:matt* paper and glue to
12 A 18 paper.

N. Arbor i) y
0. Play AA Arbor Day assembly.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

P. Read stories about Arbor. Day.
Q. Invite a conservation resource person to show

films and disease planting of trees and how
to care for then.

R. Plant a tree in the school yard. Learn to
care for it.

4. Certain "other days" are observed through A. Discuss and plan some activities for "other

the year. days" such as:
United Nation's Day
St. Patrick's Day
Birthdays of Great Inventors
Independence Day

5. There are many everyday occurrences and A. Use news items of interest to help the children

changes taking place in the family and home. develop more awareness of things happening in
the world around them.

B. Display a bulletin board about current events- -
space program, etc.

C. Make booklets about recent space program.
D. Discuss elections, sports events, changes in

the city or neighborhoods.
E. Celebrate child's birthday.
F. Tape record stories about family trips.

6. 'Mere are changes taking place at the local,
state, and federal levels.

7. There are ctanges taking place in foreign
countries.

S. There are changes taYing place in space.

EVALUATION

1. Are the children showing a greater appreciation and understanding of home and family life?
2. Do the children understand that parents usually earn money to provide food, clothing, and

shelter for their family?
3. Do the children have en interest in and some knowledge of how to have fun at hoe., in school,

and in the neighborhood?
4. Do the children show a greater appreciation ter the work done by our community helpers?

5. Are the children showing growth in understanding patriotism/
C. Are the children developing a feeling of responsibility in making their community a better

place to live{
7. are the children sore aware of the interesting world in vhich they live?

SAMPLE UNIT

OOR FLAG

A. Overview

Knowledge of what our fling symbolises will tend to instill in young tmericans e greater

respect and loyalty to the flag. The origin and development of the knerican flat is the

story of cur co:nitres beginning and its growth.

The patterns and colors of the flag have a significance which the young child can understand.
The concepts found in the Pledge of Allegiance and in patriotic songs can be lemrned in a
meaningful owner and can develop greeter depth of understanding.

B. Objectives

1. Understandings to be develnpedi
a. Patriotism has a definite &conies.
b. The words and Ooneepts in patriotic American songs have significant meaning to us.
o. Champs have been Bede in cur American flag.
d. Proper respect should always be shown to the flag.

2. Attitudes to be developed:
a. Developeent of an appreciation of our country
b. Respect for our oountry's flag
0. Realisetion of the importance of good citieenahir

3. Skills to be developed:
a. Ability to use a richer vocabulary
a. Knowledge of the use of proper flag etiquette
e. Knowledge o. seaming end significance of the Pledge of Allegiance
d. Understanding of .hat the stars and stripes represent
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P. Introduction or Approach

1. Arrange a bulletin board with pictures of the first flag. Jiscuse the difference in
design between this flag and the present day flag.

2. Give a brief description of the Thirteen Colonise and hcw the colonists met in
Philadelphia to write the Declaration of independerce.

3. %seism the story of our first President, George Washington, and other famous presidents.
4. Discuss our country today. Bring out fact that history is etill in the making--two new

eters were added to our flag.
5. Maple./ a flag in the front of the room so stare sad eiripes are clearly ideals's.
6. Collect books, pictures, stories, and poems about patriotiom.
7. Learn to rem:lair.* the National Anthm, "The Stet Spangled Banner", when heard. Discuss

places where it is ueually heard.
8. Compare the flags- -state and United States;

a. Why ire the eters different in number?
b. Why ere the number of stripes the same?

9. Say the Pledge to the flag proudly.
a. Discuss meaning of words;

Pledge is a promise.
All* once is loyalty and respect.

1.fers to the type of government the Unibrd Staten has.
a s another word for a country.
Under God--We believe that our United States was cremted and won with God's guidance

P.
divisible means re cannot be torn apat.
Ift1=Wert --Ve are not bound by forts to anyone or anything.
Justice Ton may be heard it someone hurts you and you may defend yourself, your
prTey ant your loved ones.

D. Content Outline

1. The flags
a. Colors of the flag
b. Design of the flag
o. First American flag
d. Chaafes in the flag:

1) 164 stars
2) 50 stars

2. Pledge of Allegiances
a. Keening as a whole
b. Mseniae of sash word and phrase
c. Synonym and definitions for each word

3. Songs of American
a. America the Beautiful
b. America
0. Yankee Doodle
d. Chorus of Battle Symms of the Republic
e. National Anthem--Star Spangled Banner

Z. Suggested Activities

1. Musics
a. Songs (make selections)

1) From Meeting/tasteAmerican Book Company
Our flag
'!be flag

The Fourth of July
Columbia, The Gem of the Ocean

2) from Music Through the DaySilver Burdet
America
Yankee Doodle

3) From the first Grail Book--01no Company
There Are Many flags is Many Lands
America the Beautiful
Bottle Hymn of the Republic
Star Spangled Eiszner

M. Rhythms%

1) Rhythm band -- Battle Rpm of Republic
2) MarcLiag emd oleppiag to *Makes Doodle" and chorus of "Battle Byes of lepsblic"

3) Rhythm parade carrying flag to "Teak*. boodle"
e. Records;

1) Patriotic soap
2) Stag R' Do- -Album 3 "Toe flag is Passing By"
3) Solidays for United States (Luther)

is
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2. Arts and Crafts:
a. Draw and color a picture of our flag. Discuss why there are only 13 stripes and the

arrangement of stars and atripee.
b. Make a flag from construction paper using paper chains. Use red, white, and blue paper

to fore flag on bulletin board.
c. Discuss oolora it first flag and flag of today. Did they use the same colors?

3. Language Arts:
a. Use the words "red, white, and blue" and write creative rhymes.
b. Compose an experience chart of simple rules for caring for the flag. Illustrate rules.

c. Charts may in made of Pledge of Allegiance. Simple words like "promise" and "to love"
may be put ( separate pieces of paper and taped. over difficult words like "pledge" and

"allegiance". Children may substitute simple for difficult words.
d. Write sentsues using new vocabulary words.
e. Write original stories and poems about patriotism.
f. Make a booklet of writing paper:::

I Pledge All to the Flag
I Love America
We Love Our Country

4. Science:
a. Discuss types of weather for displaying flag.

5. Possible Trips and Resource Peoples
a. Take a trip outside to see the flag hanging from the top of the fl' pole. Let children

give descriptions of the flag. Write an experience chart using new words the children
have learned (unfurl, flagpole, respect).

b. Invite someone to come and show how to fold the flag properly.
6. Math:

a. Count the stars --show United States sap including Alaska and Hawaii.
queationat How :any stripes do you see in the picture?

How many stars do you sea in the picture?
b. Count the states --each star is one state on the flap
C. U04 magnetic boards for showing number of stare we have on our flag.
d. Cut out atars and stripes to Lake a flag for the flannel board.

7. Literature:
a. Poesa--Teacher's Reference:

1) Our Flag
2) We Love Our Country
3) Our Country's Emblem
4) The Flag Ooes By
5) Ear. Comes the Flag
6) There's No Land Like Our Land

b. Stories:
1) How We Cele rate Fall Holidays
2) Childcroft-You. 5- Holidays and Custom:a
3) Our American Flag-Rand McNally
4) Our Coin:tree Story-Cava a, Rand McNally

8. Vocabulary:
Liet new vocabulary on a charts
flag liberty Flag Day
pledge Snatioa anther
Allegiance Betsy Rosa freedos
republic Hawaii presidents
nation Alaska state
under Cod etiquette unfurl
indivisible salute country

flagpole respect

F. Suggeated Culrinating Activities

2. Have an assembly program and invite the parents.
2. Write invitations to other classes inviting them to a patriotic program.
3. Act oat skits about a national song with a mural background.
4. Dramatise the meeting of Betsy has sad George Washington and the making of first flag.

(Boo Teacher's Informatios)
5. Plan a program for Flag Day. Save a rhythm parademe play drums, one carry the flag,

and others sing songs such as "America".

O. Evelastire

Make a checklist with the following questions for each child to be checked off by the
teacher. Circle "yes" or "no".
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(Name)

1. Has learned to stand proudly to salute the flag.
2. Has shown growth in understanding the words and

concept. fornd in the Pledge of Allegiance.
3. Known the words to DODO of the patriotic songs.
4. Has shorn growth in classroom oitizenship.
5. Has gained a greater vocabulary.

H. Selected Rafe/end/la

yea no

yea no
yes no
yes no
yes no

1. Books,
a. Banks: Marjorie Ann. HOW WE CEMZRATE OUR SPRING HOLIDAYS. &mate Pres., Chiago
b. Banks, Marjorie Ann. HOW WE CELIBRATE OUR FALL HOLIDAYS. Benefic Preas, Chicigo
o. Field Enterprises Ed. Corp. CHILDCRAFT, HOW AND .BY LIBRARY. Chicago
d. Field Ihterprises Ed. Corp. WORLD BOOK ENCYCLCFEDIA, Chicago
e. Field Enterprises Ed. Corp. PRIMARY GRADES ACTIVITIES, Chicago

2. Pamphlet. and Free Materials,
a. Flags. Veterans of Foreign Ware' National Headquarters, Anerf,canirm Director.

Broadway at 34th Street, Kansas City 11, Missouri. /Yee. Titles are,
OUR FLAG FOREVER
THE HISTORY OF TUT; STARS AND STRI2E3
FEDattl, FLAG CODE
TEN SHORT FLAG STORIES (Deals with the origin, evolution, proper display and respect

for the Aviaries. flag.)
UNITED STATE:; FLAG (Questions and answers)

b. HOW TO DISPLAY AND RESPECT THE FLAG OF THE UNITED STATES. Department of the Navy.
School-College Relations, Bureau of Navy Personnel, Washington 15, D. C. Frs.

18" chart explaining with words and pictures tie proper was to display mad
respect the flag.

o. BOW TO RESPECT AND DISPLAY OUR FLAG. United States Marine Corps Recruiting Station
(Tour nearest address) pp. 30. Free

3. Records:
Educational Record Sales, 157 Chamber,/ Street, New York, N. T. 10007.

4. Audio-Visual Materials
a. Films:

"Our Countspa Flag"
b. Filmatrips/

America, The Beautiful

I. Teacher's Information

1. Our Country's Flag (poem)

Our country's flag has fifty stars.
Seven red, and six white bars,
The fifty stars stand for fifty states,
the thirteen strip.. oommomorate.

The thirteen original colonies,
Home of the brave, land of the free,
By the fifty stars we are shown
Now vast we are, how great we've grown.
Our flag tells the story, with stripe and star,
of the small land we wore, of the great land we are.

2. Our Flag (fingerplay)

Fifty stars on a field of blue,
(Open and elcse hands five times)
A pretty sight to see.
Like piece of sky on summer night
(Point up with imdox finger of right hand)
Dropped dole/ for you and as.
(Raise right are high and suddenly drop it)
Thirteen stripes of red and white.
(Make Wire of drawing lines)
These represent the states
That dare4 to fight for freedom
sad the joys it oreatas.
/Iva millich children love our flag,
(Move arse in as expansive motion)
Each °me of us adore it.
To honor sod primarye its foss,
Each one will do his bit.
(Raise fingers) 29
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3. We All Love Our Flag (poem)

We all love our flag, the red, white, and blue,
So proudly hold it high, as soldiers dol
Sea bow it usveel Never let it fall:
The Stara and Stripes, the beet flag of all.

Let's all face the flag, the red, white, and blue:
And attention stand as soldiers dol
Hand on your heart, pledge of allegiance to
The Stars and Stripes, the red, white, and blue.

4. Betsy hose has ben credited with the making of the first American flag: however, many
historians dispute this fact. The story is told that General George Washington had heard
of Betsy Ross's beautiful sewing, so he Weed her to help his. Together they plannsd a
flag that had thirteen stripes--seven red and six wilte stripesand thirteen stars in
field of blue which represented the thirteen colonies. A few days later Betsy Ross Showed
General Washington the flag. He was so pleased that he told his soldiers to have flags
made from it at once.
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LEVEL DP

INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES IN SELECTED PARTS OF THE WORLD

OBJECTIVES

1. Understand that people have family croups in all countries.
2. Develop an understanding that food, clothing, and aheltsr are basic needs of all families

and are met according to tradition, customs, and ilcoass.
3. Develop the understanding that ttve site and type of home is determined by location, amount

of land, tradition, oustom, and it:oone available.
4. Understand that the things thr.t trail!** do for fun are determined by climate, location,

amount of song available, tradition, and custom.
5. Develop the understanding that schools teach children how to read and write.

uOTIZOS

I. Japan
A. A Country
B. Families
O. Homes
D. Food
E. Clothing
F. Schools
O. Recreation
H. Holidays

II. 8witserland
A. A Country
B. Families
O. Food
D. Bones
t. Schools
F. Recreation
O. Special rays

III. India
A. A Country
B. Food
C. Families
D. Homes
I. Wails
F. Schools

00PCSPT8

1. Japes is a oountry made up of a group
of islands.

2. Fathers in 'foam do many kinds of work.

3. Mothers take oars of the homes. Soso
work away from owe, too.

M. Japan*** bores are sma11 and are built
close together. loses in cities have
tile roofs.

S. Moat hoses have gardens.

6. Rio* and tick are two common foods of
Japanese people.

7. Chopsticks are used to eat from small
bowls.

8. Some Japes**, drew like we do. Others
wear kimonos.

9. Soma obildrie weer uniforms to school.

I. JAPAN

SUOGSSTED ACTIVITIES

A. Find Japan on a slob*. Discuss rhsrs it is in
relation to the United States.

A. Find pictures of jobs Japanese fathers do which
are different from jobs in our country. Dis-
cuss these jobs.

A. Find pictures of pagodas and discuss their use
and design.

A. Bring straw to school and weave it to Ahoy
what a thatched roof looks like.

A. Build a modal oa a sand table of a Japanese
garden.

A. Dieouss the reason for fish being so impertant
is the diet of the Japanese.

A. Compare the use of chopsticks and forks for
**flag.

A. Bring pictures of kinceos. Try to bring a
Japanese Macao to school and take turas
wearing it. Try running and sitting with it on.

A. Discuss reasons for wearing uniforms --advan -
tages and disadvantages of them.
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CONCEPTS

10. Nearly all Japanese children go to school.

11. Children go to school on Saturday to
study muaio and art.

12. Japanese write with a brush dipped in ink.

13. Japanese children a. a an abacus in arith-
metic.

14. Japanese children have homework to do in
the miner.

15. Japanese families like to travel together
to see lakes and mountains in their country.

16. Bicycles and trains are ccamon means of
transportation. Bicycles are used like
cars are in our country.

17. The Japanese are very polite.

A.

A.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Find out what uubjects are studied.

Compare them with subjects in own school.

A. See how an abacus works by the moving of beads.

A. Pretend you are Japanese children and imagine
you are doing your summer homework. Draw the
colles:tions you have made cf shells, flowers,
leaves, Deb, and frogs.

A. See slides, pictures, postcards, and films
about old Japan. Contrast the old ways std
tLe new ways.

A. Demonstrate bow Japanese bow to each other
when they meet. Discuss reasons for removing
their shoes before entering each other's homes.

18. Boy's Day is celebrated in Japan on Nay 5 A
with flags and fish side of cloth or paper.

19. Girl's Day is celebrated on March 3. A

Spacial dolls are dinplayed.

20. The New Tear is celebrated Ly flying kites
of many sizes and crape'.

21. Baseball is a favorite sport.

CONUEPTS

1. Switzerland is a country with many
high mountains.

2. Swiss people live ouch like All do in
America.

3. They like to eat fondue.

. Construct paper fish kites stuffed with paper.

. Make paper dolls dressed is Japanese fashion.
Set up a special display of the dolls.

Discuss the Cherry Blossom Festival in
Washington, D. C.
Bring articles to class that have been sad.
in Japan. Discuss the fact that things rade
in Japanese factories are sold all over the
world.

II. SWITZERLAND

4. Swiss fathers have Jobs similar to lobo of
AmrAcan fathers.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Locate Switzerland on globe. Note the site
of the country and its many high mountains.

A. Trace a route from the United States to
Switzerland on a globe. Dieeusa the tranvor-
tation that could be need to sake the trip.

A. Discuss what fondue is and how it is lode.
Make a movie showing the main steps in leaking
cheese.

A. Draw a picture showing a fanny at work on a
Seise fare.

5. Swiss mother& work st boom and 0044 have jobs

outside the hose.

6. Goods produced is Sviteerlaod are mold all
over the world.

7. Sows is the souetaios arm chalets. Somme
in the cities are such like ours.

8. Swiss children CO to school.

32

A. Bring things to school which have been sad.

is Switaerlaad. Dimple might be watches,
cheeps, and cb000late.

A. Listea to or read stories about herds/ma Irking
cows to the high mouatais pastures in spring
and returaiag is the fall.

A. Disease bow children get to school. Talk

about Way so children ski to school and why
some stay all night at sob 1.
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CONCEPTS

9. Swiss children learn mare than one
language in school.

10. Swiss fanilies like to be outdoors.

11. Each part of Switzerland has special days
which they celebrate by dancing, sinning
and playing games.

iX)NCEPTS

1. People in India are called Indians.

2. Indians like food seasoned with curry.

3. Most Indian fathern are farmers.

4. Mothers of India take care of their

5. Moat people in India are poor.

6. Every member of the family works hard.

7. Voter for the family to use must be
carried from the village well.

8. Most Indian families live in one ram.

9. Oxon are important animals in India.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Locate Switzerland cu a map again and note her

closeet neighbor,. Discuss why German, French,
and Italian fro the official languages of
Switzerland.

A. Discuss activities which whole fasiliea
participate in such as skiing, swimming, and
mountain climbing. Bring pictures ,bowing
these activities.

A. Listen to stories eliout some Swiss festivals.
Examples are the Carnival of Basel, the Feast
of Bochael Night, and the Feast of St. Nichols.'.

B. Listen to records of Swiss Yodeling conga.

III. India

10. The poor people in the cities use what-
ever they can find to make a hams.

11. Not all people In India aro poor. Some
live in louts Domes on beautiful streets.

12. Not all children in India go to seaaol.

13. Some schools are held out of doors.

14. Slates are often used instead of paper.

13. $004 parents go to school at night.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Find Indio on a globe. Note where it is in
relation to the United States. Discuss that
Indiana of India and Americus Indians are two
different groups of people.

Bring curry powder to sehcol. Taste a mall
bit of it.

A. Discuss that the Indian mothers must do their
work by hand. Contrast this with the conven-
iences American mothers have.

A. Make a moclel of an Indian village on a sand

table.

A. Carry water jar on One's head to see Iv it
feels. A weighted plastic pail coal.? be used.

A. Discuss the reasons for cooking outside.

A. Look at pictlrea of oxen pulling plows or
threshing grain.

A. Look for pictures of schools or outdoor classes
ft India. Make a display of then. Make a list
of the school supplies Indian children have in
their schools and compare it to the supplies
that /Aericsn children have.

A. Discuss that elites era cheaper to use than
paper and that paper is scarce in India.
Practice writing on a slate or small chalkboard.

A. Discusa why parents would want to go to school.
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EVALUATION

1. Do the children recognize that people live in family units throughout the world?
2. Do the children rattlise that food, clothing, and shelter are basic needs of all families?
3. Have the children learned that location, amount of land, tradition, custom, and amount of

income available determine the size and type of home?
4. Do the children know that all families like to hare fur together and that the type of

things done for fun are determined by climate, location, amount of money available,
tradition, and custom?

5. Have the children learned that in most countries schools teach children how to read and write?

SAMPLE UNIT

JAPAN

A. Overview

People lire in family units in all countries. The country of Japan is one part of the world.

B. Objectives

1. To learn how Japenew fsviliea live.
2. To learn S,nt Japanese foods.
3. To learn S:udt Japanese clothing.
4. To learn about Japanese school..

5. To learn about Japanese recreation.
6. To learn about special days in Japan.

C. Introduction

find Japan on a globe. Hots that it is a country made vp of a group of islands.

D. Content

1. What kind of work do Zapanese fathers and mothers do?
2, What kind of clothing do the Japanese wear?
3. that are common foods? How are chopeticke used?
4. How are Japanese schools like ours? How are they different?
5. Whet special ways do Japanese fmaillea have fun together?
6. What are favorite games of Japanese children.
7. What are some special days in Japan? Pow are they celebrated?
8. How do the Japanese Wow that they are very polite people?

B. Special Techniques

1. Bring straw to ecbcol and weave it to Show what a thatched roof looks like.
2. Build a model on a wed table of a Japanese garden.
3. Compare the use of chopsticks and forks for eating.
4. EIS bow the *butte works by the moving of beide.
5. Co./truck paper fish kites stuffed with paper.
6. Hake a monastic, of articles that have been made in Japan.

F. Film and filmstrips

1. Tatrodwiag Globes-4
2. Farm Village is Jape -FS
3. Industries in Japan-4S
4. Rural Japes -T$
5. Japanese Children-4S
6. Dissevering Music of Japes-4
7. Japan as a Vacatioalemd-411
8. Teamsportatioa in Japan --F'S
9. Children of Japan -,FS

G. Lineup Artie

1. Language experiences;
a. Discuset limows, foods, chopstick., bowls, rice, pagodas
b. Dramstiwt ways Japans.. show their politeness.

2. Literaturet
a. Books,

1) OUR JAPAN= PLATXA?%S Ruth Murat
2) SCDOOLS ASOUND WORLD Patsy Starry
3) CROW DOT Taro Tunisia
4) THZ DANCING KRITLIt AND OTHER JAPANLA POLL TALES Teahiko Uchida

b. Folk %Lest
1) IUD 2t0 FAIR? TALKS Arbetbmet
2) URASKIMA !ADD AND TEl PPM/MOT TEl SSA
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H. Culminating Activities

1. Make up a play about family life in Japan. Try to use special props such as chopsticks,
rice bowls, kimonos, etc.

2. Discuss similarities and difference., of Japan and the United States.

I. Evaluation

J.

1. Have the children diacovered that there are many similarities between Japanese and
American families?

2. What are some of the ways in which Japanese !Maine. have fun together? Do American
families have fun some of the same ways/

3. Why is it especially necessary for the Japanese to show good manners?
4. What are come Japanese apeoial dap/ How are these days celebrated/
5. How are Japanese schools different than American Schools?

Selected References

1. Japans Information Service, Consulate General of Japan, 235 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
1001?

2. Japan rational Tourist Association, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. T. 10020
3. Folklore of the World, Edward W. Dolch. Garrard Press, Publishers, Champaign, Ill.
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LEVEL MEE

COMMUNITIES LOCALLY AND IN PARTS OF THE UNITED STATES

OBJECTIVES

1. Recognize that thorn are important likenesses and differences in things and people.
2. Understand that scientific and technological advances have changed man's way of living.
3. Understand that man continuos to explore and discover in order to continue to change

his way of living.
4. Develop the understanding that the democratic way of life recognizes the rights of all

members of a group.
5. Recognise that in a democracy each individual has to shave the responsibility for tLa

welfare of all.
6. Develop the understanding that geographical, economical a,, social forces have influenced

man's way of living and will continue to be a powerful influence on his way of life.
7. Develop the understanding that a map is a plan, picture or diagram showing a part or 01

the earth.
8. Recognize the globe as a fairly accurate mod,: of the earth because it Shows the earth's

roundness.
9. Develop the understanding that there are four cardinal directions: north, south, oast,weet

10. Develop the understanding that there are four intermediate directions: northeast, northwest,
south- -sat, and southwest.

OUTLINE

I. Indian Communities
A. Protection and Conservation
B. Production, Dietritution, and Consumption
C. Transporting of People and Goods
D. Communication
E. Education
7. Recreation
0. °curviest
R. Spiritual and Aesthetic Expression

II. Ranching and Farming Communities
A. Protection and Conservation
B. Production, Distribution, and Consumption
C. Transporting of People and Goods
D. Communication
E. Education
7. Recreation
0. Government
R. Spiritual and Aesthetic Expression
Mining and Lumbering Communities
A. Protection and Conservation
B. Production, Distribution, and Consumption
C. Transporting of People and Goods
D. Communication
E. Education
7. Recreation
0. Government
R. Spiritual and Aesthetic EXpresaian

IV. Large City Communities
A. Protection and Conservation
D. Production, Distribution, and Con option
C. Transporting of People and Goods
D. Communication
E. Education
7. Recreation
0. Gmvernment
R. Spiritual and Aesthetic Expression

I. DOME COEKCEITIES

CONCEPTS

1. Indian communities provide protection and
conservation of life, resources, and
property.

2. In each Indian community there are many
different kinds of needs.

SDOCESTED ACTIfITIES

A. Make floor plans to show different kinds of
Indian bones.

S. Make costumes from gunny seeks. Plan individual
signs.

A. Make clay dishes using the coil nothod.
S. Talk about and road about ways we protest

ourselves today.
C. Read bow the Indians lived. Compare ways of

living in Os tribe, village, etc., for
protection in different areas.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Rave children bring in article. and rt;terea
regardiAg protection.

E. Discuss itov the Indians set the hardships and
dangers tail encountered.

F. Report on Cow the Indians were dvpendent on
their immediate environment. Some examples
might be the effect of weather on their lives,
how they treated illnesses, and eeperstitions
about cures.

G. Be a map detective and locate various Indian
tribes.

B. Gather vocabulary words used in connection with
the Indians and illustrate each.

I. Pare chalk bores filled with review question.
J. Read stories and poesy. Show gooier' and film-

atrips on Indian life.
K. Make a dictionary of ple.mi,s used for medicinal

purposes.
L. &WO the children discuss the Indians' use of

natural resources to provide their food, water,
shelter, and other needs.

M. Compare and contrast two tribes which lived in
the same area to show that not all Indiana
lived the same way.

N. Make dioramas of Indian Villages. Pueblos may
be made frog cardboard boxes of all sizes. Wet
mud, twigs, and Lincoln loge may also be used.

3. Indiana provide moat of their production, A. Collect picture., verse, and excerpt. front
distribution, and consumption of vale and stories which deal with phases of fo'd getting
services, and consumption.

B. Study the nelnoda of planting, cultivating, and
harvesting corn, squash, beans, wild plants,
wild 'meat potatoes, and turnips.

4. People living in Indian communities depend A. Discuss clothing worn by Indians and also
on other conmenitiee as well as each other collect samples of different kinds of materials
for these goods and servicee. B. Discuss tools used in makiug olothing, and the

ornaments.
C. Collect picture of the kinds of dwelling

Indiana used in various parts of the comtry.
Study the mothodr of construction.

D. !take a pueblo using boxes and papier ache.
L. Male a chart showing the animals and plants

that furbished food, clothing, shelter and fuel.
7. Report on how the ekira for clothing were

treated and dyed.
G. rind nut of what materials the utensils, tools,

and weapon the Indiana used were made.
N. Maks a simple trap for catching rabbits and

other gars.
I. Dramatise a day's activities of an Indian

family.
J. Grind some mains between stones). Use the seal

to make Johnny cafe.
K. Dry some fruit in the sun.
L. Make a dictionary of kinds of food or types of

homes used by the Indiana.
N. Hock with Indian rhythms, chants, and dances.

3. Indian comwunitLes provide ways of trims- A. Make a model of a trarois.
porting its people and their goods. B. Using heavy tagboard sake a papoose cradle.

C. Collect and sake pictures or make scrapbook
of transportation and communication used by
the Indians.

D. Discuss how goods were used in trading and in
exchange.

K. rind out Low geographic environment affected
the moans of transporttion and living in
litany vole.

7. Report on how the Indians found their ray from
plane to place; use of stars in telling
directions.
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CONCEPTS

b. The Indian communities provide for the
communication of its ideas and feelings.

7. The Indian communities provide for the
education of their young.

8. Indian oommunities provide recreation for
themselves and others.

9. Isaias ecommaities provide procedures
moose of which they can organise and
govern themselves.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

G. Make a mural depicting different kinds of
trane7;,eCation.

H. Make a map of the United States, showing
mountnina, plains. rivers, etc.

I. Compare the transportation used in early
times with that of the Indians today.

A. Make totem pole to tell a story in symbols.
B. Use ideographic or picture writings to write

a scary.
C. Make a mural depicting the meaning of different

types of smoke signals.
D. Make drums from Crisco cans. Try to communi
' sate by using the drums.

E. Discuss Braille, used by blind, and sign
language used by deaf people.

Y. Compare transportation of mail in pioneer
times and now.

G. Obtain a Girl Scout or Boy Scout manual. Find
and draw trail signs.

A. Make a Large map of the Indian reservations
for the room.

B. Rkad stories about Indians and how the
children 'ere taught.

C. Make a list of questions on the topic, What
We Want To Know About Indiana and How Were
They Taught?

D. Make a model of a home in which you show the
children watching and listening to parents and
other members of family.

E. Have an opinion box with stimulating questions
in it. An example might be: Why do you think
Indian children should be give; the same sort
of schooling you have?

F. Keep word folders that a child might want to
use in writing en Indian story.

0. Post class charts with questions that need
answering. Than Show films and filmstrips to
help answer them.

H. Act out iraginary aituations about family life.
I. Have boxes filled 1,4'.a review questions.
J. Have a student leader ask questions that will

stimulate information.
K. Read poem's about Indians as found in TIME FOR

POETRY, Scott, Forman, and Company.
L. Write to an Indian School for a pen pal.

A. Learn some Indian songs and dances or maks
mural about Indian life.

B. Make a costume fir an Indian dance.
C. Maks a largo drum for Indian dance.
D. Learn an Indian game.
K. Make gourd rattles and leg rattles out of smell

boil, filled with stones, and small bells tied
to string: or thongs.

P. Listen to Indian musical bistrusants and songs.
O. Learn dances and songs of Ober countries and

compare then to Indian evinces.
R. Make a study of folk tales, tall tales, etc.

by A. Prepare set of questions to get information
ranted about Indian governing bodies, reed
books, and finally make a mural on information
obtained.

10. Sash melba of the oommunity has to be
responsible for making the oommunity a
better plane in which to live.

A. Make a list of responsibilities an a good
citisen.

B. Organise class club and draw up a constitutio,
and by-laws, then compare your government to
the tribal council,.

C. Make a aural to Show "Our Community Now" And
"Our Community Long Ago".
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Divine the clozo into groups and each group
should put on abort skit shoving democracy in
acti(n.

E. Compere a Hopi Kiva type of government with the
city council type of government.

11.Indian communities provide for the ex- A.

pression of their spiritual and aesthetic B.

impulses.

11.

Read Indian Legends about Kiva tales.
Prcteed he is an Indian and writs a letter to
a friend describing an Indian ceremonial.

C. Make t collection of poen° about Indiana.
D. Find tut how and why the Indians devoted such

of their time to religious ceremonies and
dancer.

E. Study one of the Indian Festivals of one tribe
and pesent a dramatic program.

F. Have he children write questions and have them
asswewed by other members of the class.

G. Make ocrapbook of different Indian dances ex-
plain.ng them along with pictures of the daixe.

H. Write letters for free materials of ancient
India:. ceremonial dances, etc.

I. Make r. diorama to show a special ceremonial.
J. Make roil masks by cutting aluminum foil pane

and 'rah:citing in the ease way an paper
stapler..

K. Make reports on the following:
e. Hot Indians pray for rain.
b. Indians thought animals, biras, insects,

And flowers were spirrte which could work
against them. Find oct what they did to
wit nature to their aide.

c. BA they prayed for atundant harvest.
d. Hoe they prayed for plenty of game.

RANCHING AND FARMING 009SUNITIES

CONCEPTS

1. Farmers and ranchers and people of cities
are interdependent.

2. Climate affects what is grown in an area.

3. Diseases in ranch animals, crop diseases,
and insect enemies era very dangerous and
need to be :ought.

4. Protection and conservation of life and
property are important to the farmer and
rancher.

5. Ranching and farming communities provide
for the production, distribution., and con-
sumption of goods and services.

6. New methods of transporting, packing, and
preserving foods, allow us to have a vari-
ety of food.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Debate the atatementt /latching in a better
occupation than farming.

A. Collect pictures to show how weather affects
ranchir g and farming.

A. Maks picture charts, experience charts, end
murals, or individual reports, to record
information on the way a farmer or rancher
protects his farm.

B. Make model of a plane used to spray crops
to rid than of insects.

C. List the crops grown on a faro and tell bow
they are protected.

A. Show large pictures of ranch and farm lift.
B. Make a sap of the United States showing the

major farming and ranching areas of the country.
C. Write letters to the Secretary of Interior to

get information concerning water conservation.
D. Ask a county agent to visit the class.
S. Find out what standards seed companies,

hatcheries, and equipment companies must meet
in selling goods and services to farmers.

F. Lay out a model ranch or farm.
G. Plant some vegetable seeds.

A. Bring cotton plants to the classroom to examine
and use in a Naton display.

B. Show filmstrips and movies about cotton
farming, truck farming, and fruit raising.
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7.

aoCEPTS SUCC1LSTM ACTIVITIES

Most of tLe work done c ',rya and ranches A. Draw pictures and moke up experience charts
today is done by machines. to go with it.

B. Make a map of United States showing ranching
and farming areas.

C. Report on early methods of caring for vegetable'
fruits, and meats before refrigeration. Com-
pare these methods with those used today.

D. Collect pictures of fruits and vegetables
raised in Missouri.

Z. Make a display of citrus f., it and report why
it is important to our diets.

F. On map of the United States locate fruit
growing centers.

0. Have committees report on cotton growing,
harvesting, where it goes after harvesting,
and bow it is distributed after being made
into cloth.

H. Collect pictures of and read stories about
cattle ranches, cowboys, roundups, kinds of
cattle, etc.

I. Keep a cumulative list of words used in
connection with ranching and farming.

J. examine pictures of brands of cattle ranches
and design brands of your own.

K. Discuss a cowboy's clothing such as chaps,
boots, handkerchiefs, large hat, etc.

L. Discuss the importance of ranchers and farmers
to the welfare of all people.

M. Discuss the meeting of consumption and tell
how many of the products from farms and
ranches are consumed.

N. Compare farming and ranching communities to
fishing communities in different parts of the
country. How are they alike? How are they
different?

0. Make a map of the general location of important
farming and ranching communities; cattle, sheep
cotton, citrus, etc.

P. Make a picture of various parts of caws we use:
hides, hooves, hair, tail, etc.

Q. Find out where largest markets for these
products are and trace probable routes or the
map.

R. Trace certain foods as milk, beef, etc., from
the table beck to their original form.

8. Oat exarplea of raw wool, carded wool, and wool
loth. Discuss the processes the wool and
cotton have gone through, where these services
have been performed, end by whom and how
cloth reaches

T. Read and report on and show models of the kinds
of transportation used by terse and ranches.

U. Report on earlier methods of farm and ranch
transportation of products.

V. Find and trace manor truck, air, and train
routes on map.

V. Make a mural showing products from our farms
and ranches.

X. Make and dress dolls or cutouts to represent
particular kinds of workers on faros and
ranches.

T. Use gases, riddles, drmaatications, etc., to
review kinds of transportation used by farm
and ranch communities.

Z. Report on the ways the farmer or rancher
prepares his goods for shipping or moving and
ways of protecting goods during ttipsent.

AA. Difanise where the products of our farms and
ranches may go and how they say travel to their
destination.

118. Find out what products from other placea are
used by our fortiori; and ranchers. Where do
they get thee?
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CONCEPTS SUIES:ED ACTIVITIES

8. Ranching and farming comunitiea provide
for the commmoication of their feelings
and idear.

9. Ranching and farming communitiea provit.
for the education of their young.

10. Ranching and farMing communities provide
recreation for themselies and others.

A. Make a mural de-Acting scenes of the Poly
Express, till how it operated, and compere
with modern will service.

B. Ccllect pictures and read stories and pnema
showing comenlication in early daya and
modern times.

C. Make puppets of some of t i animals and workers
on the farm. Write and uramatime a stony
showing ditfe:ent w,:s of communicating on the
farm.

A. Make s list of reasons why farmers and ranchers
need to commwiicate and compare this with the
necessity of oommunicationa in pioneer dila.

B. List the souries frog which we can learn:
Parents, schools, other children and adults,
churches, cluha, etc.

C. Find out hvo, tar children lave to travel to
achool and thin compere th!ts with diatom:es
people traveled many years :.go.

D. Make a diorami to show a one-room achool.
E. Make a chart showing likeneasea and difftrences

of schools in farming and ranching comenriities
to thoet of other type of communities.

F. Discuss the iarioua jobs of the people a; they
try to educeto their children. Include 'MB
drivers, custodians, teachers, principal:,
parent., etc.

0. Diacusa how the climate and environment iffect
the kind of materials used in achool buildings.

H. Make an experience chart of the discuesitn
abort why all communities need good schoile.

I. Some people travel frog one farming and
ranching community to another. lievi a

committee find out bow the children get is
education.

J. A committee may find out bow some famous men
get their education. (Abraham Lincoln,
George Washingtoo, etc.)

A. Learn a moors dance.
B. Use theme tviica of dienussion to clear u?

misconceptions about ranching and farming:
1. Ranching is a businens, not a rodeo.
b. Animals are handled to promote greatest

growth per pound of feed.
c. Today more work on a ranch is done by

machinery than on horseback.
C. Read stories, listen to, and learn some

cowboy songs.
D. Decorate equates with paint, stitching or

patch work, to put together for a quilt.
E. Rave committees report one quilting bees, corn

husking bees, and house raising bees.
F. Let the children make up a skit depicting a dap

in the life of cowboy or farmer.
0. Discuss how ranchers and farmers shared work

with their neighbors and turned this work into
a social situation.

B. Find cut bow people years ngo celebrated
special holidays.

I. Arik someone who plaps guitar to play and sing
some old folk songs.

J. Have children, parents, neighbors, and friends
bring their hobbies to school to) an exhibit.
If your bobby cannot be diallayed, write a
report and display that.

K. Debate the statement: Children how have more
to than pioner children did.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

11. Ranchers and farmer's organize and A. Talk about ..y we have a organize and govern
govern themselves. people.

B. Set up a class government, and elect helpers.
Relate these helpers to city officials.
President of the cleats - -Mayor of the City

Clean-up Helpers - -Stxnet and Sanitation
Commissioner

Play Equipment Helper -- Recreation and Park
Commissioner
Fire Drill Leader - -Fire Commissioner

Patrol--Police Chief and Officers.

12. The government of ranchirk and farming
areas are similar to other communities.

13. Individuals and groups work together to takeA.
care of the community.

14. Ranching and farming communities provide
for the expreasic-, of their spiritual and
aesthetic impuleee.

KIND40

CONCEPTS

1. Ve use many natural resources for the
benefit of sou.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

Discuss the word democracy. Have the children
tell what they think democracy is and put it on
a chart. Look up d9socracy in the dictionary
and compare the chart and dictionary to see if
there meeda to be any changes made.
Maks drawings of our different flags and write
sentences to tell by there have been changes.
Discuss patriotism and have children tell what
it means and learn to sing some patriotic songs.
Find out how many presidents lived their early
life on farms and ranches.
Jiecuaa elections.
Telk about our responsibility as citizens' and
how ranchers and farmers show they are good
citizens.

A. Locate on a map some of the beauty spots of
the United States.

B. Carry on a 'Project Beautiful" to beautify
the school.

C. Collect pictures of different kinds of homes,
CT make =dela and discus& the place of
climate in the pictures and models.

D. Collect pictures of ranch and farm houses to
they looked many years ago and how they
look now.

E. Let each child make a scrapbook of things
which are beautiful to him or her.

F. What part did religion play in the founding and
settling of this country.

0. Tell about something you like about your parti-
cular church or synagogue.

H. Make a collection of pictures of beautifUl
churches and mission buildings.

I. Make a big book of pictures, stories, reports
and poems to show why you love America.

J. Make a chart of ways you can help others be

baPPY.

AND LUMBERING nOMMUNITIEB

2. Some resources are replaceable -- others
not.

3. Coussmtion is very important in
14111641q64 and SLAW areas.

E000ESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Display pictures that ahoy "industry".
H. Pantomime types of industry for others to guess.
C. Discos. industries in Missouri.
D. List faf'Arat occupations on a chart and

illustrate thee.
B. Take brief field trip to a quiet area, let

them sit around it, and discuss.

A. Discuss what happens before a new tree can grow
and the Leportance of plann-mg ahead to replace
our forests.

B. Have a carpenter come in to show how he uses
lumber in his job.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4, Mining and lumbering communitiea provide A. Make a cross-section mural of In underground
for the protection, distribution, and mining operation.
cooeumption of good. and services. B. Write a letter to American Forest Products

Industriee, Inc. fora lumbering poster.
C. Write etories, such aim Story of a Tree;

From Seed to Lumber; Story of a Baseball Bat;
Story of Copper; From Ore to Bracelet.

5. Mining and lumbering industriea are very A. Make a lumbering and mining exhibit.
dangerous. Examplea, pieces of wood or ore.

B. Draw pictures to tell the story of lumbering
and mining.

C. Write poems about trees.
D. Write a skit, "A Pageant of Lumbering" and

represent some lumber worker. the worker
tells what kind of work he does.

E. Have a Paul Bunyon Day. Read stories and
write tales.

F. Make a dictionary of Logging and mining tares.
O. Read to find out bow these mines and lumbering

companies diatribute their ore and lumber.
Where and how is it sent?

H. Locate and find out about a mining "ghost"
town. Make up creative stories concerning
the town.

I. Make report on steps in mining and smelting.
J. On the map of the United States trace the

routes lumber and ore travel.
K. Make a list of all the workers in mines add

lumbering businesses and decide which ones are
producers of goods and which ere producers
of services.

L. Make a picture map showing forest and mine
areas in the United Statae.

6. Mining and lumbering provide ways of A. Show picture. of equipment used in transporting
transporting themselves and their goods, lumber from the forest to the mill to the

lumber yard.
B. Display different kinds of wood.
C. Make a list of names of equipment used in

transportation.
D. Make a movie of lumber being transported from

the forest to the ,till to the lumber yard to
your home.

E. Maks a display table or dioramas of equipment
used in lumbering.

F. Make a display of different kinds of ore and
how it iv transported.

G. Compare transportation in mining and lumbering

cummusities to transportation in large cities
such as Now York.

N. Make a chart shoving likenesses and difference.
in transportation in small communities and
large cities.

7. Mining and lumbering communities provide A. Make a diagram of an underground mine and label
for the communication of their feeling and areas in which communications would be
ideas. necesearyt

a. Safety precautions marked-bleating, height
of abaft, etc.

b. Instruments indicate the amount of air.
e. Sign language might be used for distant

communication over noise.
d. Flashing lights might be used.

B. List as many things as you can that come from
a mine or froa lumber. Plan advertising
campaigns to sell some of these product. and
correlate activities.

C. Proper* abort talks about some kinds of
communication and tape record the talks.

D. Decide bow advertising may help our forests.
E. Make a bulletin board to show bow copper

is usetbl in communication.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

8. Mining and lumbering communities provide forA. Draw a picture of school building, irside
the education of their young. and out.

B. Write a letter to a pen-pal in a mining or
lumbering community.

C. Make a chart like the following:
Schools Long Age Schools Today
Buildings
Books
Libraries
Studies
Teachers

D. Write stories about children of seversl years
ago going to school and how they differ from
pioneer children in the East.

E. Compare schools in our community with mining
and lumbering schools.

F. Pro'.end that there are no schools. What would
happen?

9. Mining and lumbering communities provide
recreation for themselves and others.

A. Make a movie, or make a mural about a log -
pulling or log-rolling contest.

B. Make stick puppets showing how miners And
lumbermen dress.

C. Give a dramatic play showing what lumb,rmen or
miners do on a day off.

D. Maks a mural showing all of the activities a
family might do in the forest for recreation.

E. Make fire prevention posters.
P. Read about some of the people who have written

stories for people to read and enjoy.
G. Make a list of activities in which you like

to participate.
R. Plan a party for another class.
I. Find out how children in mining and lumbering

communities celebrate special days.

10. Mining and lumbering communities provide A.

Maas by which they can organic and govern
themselves. B.

C.

11. Government helps people to live and work
together safely and well.

12. Many levels of government are responsible
in helping us look ahead and plan to
cone/wee our resources.

13. Mining and lumbering communities provide
for the expression of their spiritual
and aesthetic impulses.

Use wood or a piece of ore to make a gift for
your mother or father.
Organize a clamerooe government.
Find out what kind of rules would be ne:essery
for a mining operation or a lumbering operation

A. Make a mural of an open pit mite and 1,1.1
places where laws or rules are neceasary.

B. Discuss the importance of conservation in
lumbering and mining.

A. Find out what kind of jobs are neede4 as the
ore from a mine is made into a product w)
Can 118.4

B. Trace the steps of chopping down a tree And
processing the lumber to find needs for Jaw.

C. Find out how mines were protected long ago
and how they are protected today.

D. Discuss age limit laws and why they were
needed.

t. Use a play to dramatize an old miner protecting
his mine.

F. Discuss mining and lumbering operations and
compare with city and state government.

0. Compare the state government to a federal
government.

R. List things we can do to show our patriotism
to our state and nation.

A. Collect pictures of beautiful forest scones,
picnic areas, fishing streams, and boating
areas in Missouri.

B. Tell about experiences you have had camping,
fishing, or hiking in the forest. (Use 02MER
RESOURCS, MATERIAL)
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

C. Invite a Forest Ranger to come and discuss
recreation in the National Parks.

D. HPV0 a Paul Bunyan Day.
E. Show films about forest areas.
F. Collect pictures of all the beautiful spots

in the United States and discuss how we can
keep it beautiful.

0. Find out how children in mining and lumbering
areas celebrate Christmas, Easter, and other
holidays.

IV. LARGE CITY COMMUNITIES

1. A large city needs rules to make it a
safe place to live.

A. Read poems about policemen.
B. Di*cuee these questionsi

a. Why do we teed policemen?
b. What ,aunt s. city have to keep its people

safe?

2. There are many jobo in large cities and
cities grow larger as more jobs are needed
for its people.

3. Large city communities provide protection A. Name some safety and health rules you would
and conservation of life and property. expect a big city to have.

B. Using the rules make a chart of men responsible
for seeing these health and safety naive are
enforced.

C. Find stories about people who live in a big
city. How do they keep it a nice place in
which to live and work?

D. Write a story about one helper. Tell why he
is needed and what be does.

E. Invite a policeman, fireeen, or some other
city worker to visit the class.

F. Show pictures of 1-rse and awn eties.
0. Discuss how large and smell cities are

different and alike.
R. Talk about the different kinds of buildings

found in cities and their uses. (Homes,
factories, stores)

4. City communities provide for the consump- A. Discuss why each family needs one or more

Lion of goods. persons to earn money.
B. Discuss the Job that some parents have.

Find out which Jobs are found only in cities
and which Jobe can be found in cities and
town.

C. Select one Jot to learn about by reading
stories. Find iictures or ask someone to
tell him about the lob.

D. Discuse what jobs .rou would like to do when
you get older.

E. Take a field trip to bakery or a milk plant
to see sow they prepare food and how they
keep it clean and fresh for ointomers.

F. Invite a mother who sews to talk about choosing
and fitting a ptern for clothes.

0. Talk about garment factories and what they do.
H. Start a product map of the United States.

Place symbols near manufacturing cities.

City communities provide ways of trans- A. Discuss how large cities supply needs of the
porting themselves and their goods. people living in it.

B. Make a bulletin board slowing ways people and
goods travel from one piste to another in a
city.

C. Make a list of foods children in cities would
have to do without if there were no railroads,
trucks, or other transportation.

D. Take a trip to a grocery store and find out how
the food gets to the store.



CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

E. Using a map, trace the food from its source
to the large city. (Truck, train, airplane)

F. Collect labels from different pieces of
clothing that includes the names of the places
where they are manufactured. Discuss the
location of the place, how far it is from
St. Louis, and what different means of trans-
portation might have been used to bring it to
the store where it was purchased.

6. City communities provide for the communi- A. Find things in the pictures put on the bulletin
cation of their ideas and feelings. board that help people communicate with one

another.
B. Locate telephone poles and radio television

relay towers and ask why they are important.
C. Visit a telephone company.
D. Diacuss why a city needs a newspaper.
E. Study a newspaper and make a class newspaper.
F. Visit a post office.
G. Find out and draw a chart showing how a letter

gets from you to the person who receives it.
H. Discuss why we need to communicate with one

another in a large city.

7. City communities provide for the education A. Talk about the schools in the large cities.
of their young. B. List the kinds of subjects studied in schools.

C. Ask where students live who go to elementary
schools, and universities.

D. What other kinds of schools may be found in
large cities?

E. Why are these special schools located in large
cities?

F. Find different kinds of schools located in the
St. Louis community.

0. Locate some well-known schools on a map of
the United States.

H. Write stories about the kind of job you want to
have when yon grow up, and how you expect to
do it.

8. City communities provide recreation for
themselves and others.

A. Talk about places families go to have fun.
B. Discuss visitors to St. Louis and what they

come to see.
C. Visit 'Ns-atlas in the area.
D. List on the board things you can do to enjoy

big city.
E. Tell about visits you made to the city to see

hockey, baseball, football game, T.V. ohow,
too, or some other entertainment.

7. Make a chart grouping types of entertainment
into grouper
a. Paid for by taxes and
b. Paid for in some other way.

0. Arrange on bulletin board or in a scrapbook
under such headlines ea, Sports, Theaters,
Parks, Muoeums, and other places of recreation.

9. City communities organise and govern them- A. Use current events, select political issue
selves. or project (election) discuss it, and follow

its development.
D. Organise a government within the room.
C. Collect, display, and discuss current events

and pictures related to community projects.
D. Se. how many kinds of tax., your parents pay.
D. Make a poster showing different workers who

are paid by taxes' opposite each write a
sentence telling about the work.

7. Discuss sehool government (student council) and
study its rospansibtlitits, students needs for
000peratiom, etc.

0. Dimas with the children the importance of
trails and garbage disposal with respect to
health, odors, and animals runniag loose.
Discus, this using the St. Louis area as an
e xample.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

B. Discuss how cities and counties maintain roads,
street., and alleys.

I. List wayu in which community people help school
children.

J. Have the children locate the state, county, and
community on different saps, coloring the
representative areas.

K. On a map have the children locate the national
capital and their own .Cate capital.

L. Koko a list of improvements the children think
are needed in their community and organize a
community worker.' club.

EVALUATION

1. Are the children able to observe and diacuaa the important likenesses and differences of
things and pupils in a community?

2. Are the children aware and able to recognise that change takes place as man continuea to
progress.

3. Do the children practice within the classroom the democratic idea that in our society each
individual has rights and reaponsibilities1

k. Have the children demonstrated theirundsratand:kg of the many forces that influence their way
of life by ouch things as answering questions, discussion, a project, or other techniquel

5. Are the children able to use the map or globe to point out directions: locate cities
states, countries, continents: locate mountains, plains, rivers, lakes, and other land Korea?

SAKPLE UNIT

INDIANS OF YESTERDAY AND =AY

A. Overview

The geographical location has a great effect on the way w live. Because we live in such
complex :misty, this influence is easier to see if we study a more primitive society. The
Indian as he first lived in this country is a very good example.

the American Indian settled in five main regimns, and because of the difference in climate
and terrain, these groups led very different lives. These differences are reflected today
although they have changed greatly.

If children are to develop understanding about other people of the world, they need to know
about the culture* of these peoples, and how and why they are different from ours. Indians
are ar interesting topic to third grade children, and one about which they already know quite
bit. A study of their culture offers many contrast. to that of third grade children. A

unit on Indiana also helps the children appreciate that people may live in the same natural
environment as others, but live very differently ae a result of scientific and cultural
advantages.

B. Objectives

1. Understandings:
a. Ve have sway different types of climate, geography, and natural resources in our

country: they affected the Indians' way of life and continue to influence um today.
b. People who lack means of comunication and transportation must doped on the resources

of their immediate region.
c. Indium have the same fundamental need: and desires that are common to all people.
d. The Indian has had to go through many changes in his way of life as the United States

grew.
e. Through knowledge of backgrounds, we learn to respect ell people, regardless of race

or oslor.
f. The radians have made sang worth-while contributions to our culture.
g. The Indiana, like all people, made provisions for government, recreation, said protection.
b. Some of today,. American Indiana have retained a segment of their culture that they had

when the first bottlers came to America.
i. Plaey Indians of today have successfully integrated into American society.
j. Some Indiana live on land reserved for thee by our government. Those areas of land

are called monitions.
2. Attitudes:

a. Appreciation of nature and its influence on our way of living.
b. Attitude of tolerance toward differences in people.
0. Appreciation of the contributions the Indians gave to our culture.
d. Beeliset4on of the fact that change I. often necessary for the better.
o. Appreciation for the radian today, and his struggle to adapt to our ways of life.
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3. Skills:
a. The ability to locate the five main Indian tribes on a map of the United Stai2a,

and describe the general climate and land in these locations.
b. The ability to recognize the various types of Indian art, such as weaving, pottery,

molding, and painting.
c. The ability to explain the differences in the lives of the Indian tribes, due to

geographic influences.
d. Increased ability in using reference materials.
e. Increased vocabulary concerning geographical locations and Indians.

C. Initiation of the Unit

Most third grade children have a "build-in" interest in Indians, and will need little more
than an introduction to Indians in general. They need to learn more about Indian life of
today, and the part they played in the early history of our country. The unit should be
introduced through a study of Indian children, as moat children have played "Indian" at
some time or other. They may read some of the Indian legends, find pictures of Indian
children, and learn how they help to herd the sheep, and also how they may serve as
interpreters for their parents who are unable to speak English. They may read about the
Indian schools and how the children are learning ways to improve their way of living.
The teacher also may ask the children what they would like to learn about Indiana.

D. Suggested Activities

All activities should be derived from accurate information about Indians. Children should
be aware that all Indians did not dress alike, live in the same kinds of houses, raise the
same crops, etc.

1. On a map of the United States, help the children locate the part of our country where each
of the five types of Indians: the woods in the East, the desert in the Southwest, the
Northwest coast, the California coast, and the plains in the center of our country live.

2. Encourage the class to make an Indian booklet. List the topics they would want to include:
Homes and family life, food, clothing, work, living in the community, music, art, gams,
children, tools, weapons, dances, etc.

3. Compare the organization of an Indian tribe or village with that of our local community
government.

4. Discuss with the clans the places outside their texts where they can get information about
Indians. Divide the group into committees, each committee taking several topics to develop
for their booklet. Develop the concept of a plain, or other area, that the children may be
able to associate the types of homes, the crops grown, the method of transpOrtation, and
the natural protection offered by the area in which these Indians lived. Discuss the kind
of government the Indiana had, and the different levels of authority included. After the
children have completed their gathering of information,let them combine the work of all.
Picture illustrations by the pupils, written plays, poems, songs, etc. will all make
interesting contribution to the booklet.

5. Compare our foods with the Indian foods. Make a list of two column' listing our foods
in one, and that of the Indians in the other; emphasize "natural foods ".

6. Try making some tools out of real stone. Discuss the value of this experience with
respect to the way the Indiana made their tools.

7. Grind cr pound some corn with a wooden paddle, and make some corn bread with the meal.
Discuss the difference between this meal and the kind used today in making corn bread.

8. Use some vegetable or fruit Juices to dye or paint designs on cloth.
9. Make drawings to illustrate the differences between girls' and boys' clothing today and that

of the Indian children,
10. Compere the methods of transportation used by the Indians with that 'sod by people today.

Do the same for communication.
11. Write imaginative stories about living as an Indian child.
12. Make a chart of Indies: symbols and label each according to meaning.
13. Describe life on a reservation. Why do we have Indian reeervationa in '.he thrted Stated
14. Compare the life of an Indian girl with that of an Indian boy. EXplain why they were

treated differently.
15. Associate Use following terms with Indian life' totem pole, menden, mesa, pinon tree,

wigwam, Kogan, kiva, council house, sealing slab, smoothing stone, tepee, pemmican.
16. Make a list of the foods we use in our menus that are contributions of the Indian culture.
17. Illustrate the different ways the Indians obtained their meat. What methods did they

nes for preserving and cooking itl
18. Maks a poster displaying pictures of famous Indians helping the white settlers.
19. Read Indian legends and discuss their contribution to literature.
20. Explain bow the Indiana learned to tell directions by the stars end time by the soon.
21. Learn some Indian songs and sing them to other members of the class' Use home -lade

instruments if possible. Learn some Indian games and demonstrate them &leo.
22. Write a paragraph telling about the mate of the Indians: include the kinds of instruments

they mood and where they got them.
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E. Evaluation

1. Have the pupils acquired knowledge of the different climates and regions within our count
2. Do they understand that although people are different in looks and appearance, they all

have the sane needs?
3. Do they know the main differences in the ways the various regions of Indians lived?
4. lo they realize and appreciate the influences Indians and settlers had on each other?
5. ;an they viauslize the changes that have occured in ways of living is our C..,:antry?
6. an they locaee on a map the five Indian regions?
7. Can they compare Indian, pioneer, and modern life?
8. Can they recognize important, lasting Indian influences?

9. Do they recognize the place of the Indian in our modern society?

F. Selected References

1. Booker
a. Harty, Elizabeth. AMICANS BEFORE COLUMBUS. Viking Prose.
b. Bronson, Wilfrie S. PINTO'S JOURNEY.
c. Brown, P. WAR PAINT AND INDIAN PONY.
d. Buff, Mary. DANCING CLOUD.
a. Clark, Ann Nolan. THE LITTLE INDIAN POTTERY MAKIN.
f. Clark, Ann Nolan. IN MY MOTHER'S ROUSE.
g. Cutright and Clark. LIVING TOGETRER TODAY AND YESTLTDAY. The Macmillan Company,

Chicago, 1958.
h. Dalglieeh, A. COURAGE 01+ SARA NOBLE.
is d'Aulaire. I. M. POCAHONTAS.
j. Elting, M. FIRST ROOK OF INDIANS.
k. Fletcher, S. E. BIG BOOK OF INDIANS.
1. Gridley, Marion. INDIAN LEGENDS OF AMx.RICAN Donohuo Preae.
m. Belling, B. C. ROOK OF INDIANS.
n. Runt, W. B. GOLDEN BOOK OF INDIAN CRAFTS AND LOkE.
o. Mitchell, Lucy. CUR COUNTRY. D. C. Heath and Company, Chicago, 1955.
p. McGaw, Jesse B. PAINTS) PONY RUNS AWAY.
q. McIntire and Hill. WORKING TOGETHER. Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1958.
r. McNeer, M. Y. STORY OF THE SOUTHWEST.
s. Preston and Clymus. COMMUNITIES AT WORK. D. C. Heath and Company, Boston, 1964.
t. Sorenson, C. WAYS OF OUR LM. SILVER BURDETT, Dallas, 1961.
u. Tiege and Adams. YOUR TOdN AND MINE. Ginn and Company, Chicago, 1960.
v. Wyatt, Edgar. OERONIMO. McGraw-Hill Book Compaq'.

2. Films:
a. Indian Boy of the Southwest
b. Indians of the Plains
C. Indian really of Long Ago
d. Hopi Indian Arts cod Crafts
e. Desert People

. f. Navajo Children
g. Boy of the Seminoles
h. Wradland Indians of Early America

3. Filmstrips:
a. Indian Houses
b. Indian Crafts
0. Indian Transportation
d. Indian Ceremonies
. Indian Food
f. Indian Clothing
g. The History of Coanunication

4. Free and Inexpeneive Materials:
a."Our Gift from the Indians" Corn industrials Research Foundation, Ind.,

3 Seat 45th Street. New York, 17, N. Y.
b. "Arts and Crafts of le; Mexico Indians" New Mexico State Tourist Bureau,

Santa Fs., New Menlo*.
C. Indian Informational Pamphlets and Maps (teachers only) Haskell Inst., Publications

Service, Lawrence, Kansas.
4. Why Indians Need Our Help, (Include 6e stamp to corer postage) Indian Rights Assoc.,

1505 Rear Street, Philadelphia, Penn.
5. Resource Place:

Jefferson Memorial
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G. Other iesourcee

1. Catalog of Instructional Materials. Audio-Visual Education Department, Cooperating School
Districts of St. Louis Suburban Area, 1969.

2. CHILDCRAFT--The How and Why Library. Chicago, Field Enterprise Educational Corp., 1966.

3. Clymer, Christenson, and Russell. Kit A. Chicago: Ginn & Company, 1965.
4. Department of Elementary Kindergarten-Nursery Education, N.E.A. "Guiding Children

Through the Social Studies". 1964.
5. Dunn, L., and Smith, J. Peabody Kit, Laval I. Minnesota: American Guidance Service, Inc.

1965.
6. Helpful Ideas for Bulletin Board. Minneapolis, Minnesota: T. S. Denison.
7. 10.ruouri State Department of Education. KINDERGARTEN: A YEAR OF B.LCOMING A GUIDE FOR

TEACHERS. Publication No. 1350, 1968.
8. Primary Grade Activities, Chicago: Field Enterprises Educational Corp., 1968.
9. Records. Educational Record Salea. 157 Cambers St., New York, New York 10007.

10. Scott, L. WORKERS IN OUR NEIGHBORHOOD. St. Louis: McGraw Hill, 1967.
11. Scott, L., and Thompson, J. RHYMES FOR FINGERS AND FLANNEIBOARDS. St. Louis:

McGraw Hill, 1960.
12. Society for Visual Education, Inc. Picture-Story Study Prints and Kits. Chicago, Illinois.
13. Sparks. HANDBOOK OF GAMES AX ACTIVITIES TO MOTIVATL TEACHERS OF SOCIAL STUDIES.

Michigan: Educational Services, inc.
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LEVEL FOUR

LIVING IN WORLD COMMUNITIES AND OUR STATE, COUNTY, AND CITY

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop the understanding that people try to make their homes and ways of li-ing fit the
kind of place where they live.

2. Recognise that people she a hiving depending somewhat on the climate, rainfall, soil,
topography, and resources.

3. Recognise that man uses his ingenuity to change his environment.
4. Develop the understanding that trade makes it pose.:ble for people to enjoy the products

of other countries.
5. Develop the understanding that people of the various communities are more alike than

different.

OUTLINE

I. Desert Communities
II. Tropical Rain Forest Communities
III. Plains Communities
IV. Gasaial Communities
V. Mountain Communities

VI. Our State, County, and City

I. DESERT COMMUNITIES

CONCEPTS

1. Large regions of the earth with low rain- A.

fall are called deserts.

2. The surface features of deserts vary
widely, although they all have low rain-
fall and little plant life.

3. Deserts are Shut off from moistl.e-
bearing winds.

4. Desert rainstorms are infrequent, and they
usually come in the form of sudden, revere
elcudburata.

5. Water is the key to life in the d^sert.
An adequate water supply is the biggest
problem to people in desert regions.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

6. Desert temperatures may be high or lows they
say vary sharply between day and night and
from season to season.

7. Moat desert tribes live far frca each other.

8. The lives of desert people are changing
through contact with people from other
communities and by new opportunities for
work and travel.

9. Few people live in desert regions
because the resources thert are limited.

10. People living on deserts depend on one
another to help avot their seeds and wants.

11. The people of ease desert ree.nas are
nomads; they move their homes from place
to place is they seek fresh pasture for
their animals.

12. The grazing of Nasals is the chief
occupation is asst deserts.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

On a large outline map of the world, color in
all the areas that are occupied by desert
regions. Name and label the continents on
which they are located. Indicate the color
in the map legend,
Make a class collection of pictures taken in
American deserts.
Display them around a map of the United States.
Use yarn to connect each picture to the desert
where it was taken. See map that indicates
amount of rainfall.

Collect photographs of canyons and eroded
areas. Display these with a paragraph telling
how water caused the effects shown.
Request pamphlets giving information about
Hoc,-.er Dam, Boulder City, Nevada. From the
data provided, prepare a report with diagrams
for presentation to the class.
Draw bar graphs showing the daily high and low
temperatures where you live.

A. Make a sap showing where oil is found. Find
information about locations of oil wells.
Transfer this information to a desk map.
Decide what legend to use for oil, tank, an
oil well rig, or a pump.

B. Display pictures of oil derricks, pipelines,
and refineries located in the desert land
of northern Africa and the Middle East.

C. Maki, models of homes used by families in
various desert areas.

A. Report on how well equipped the camel is for
life and ea:Ot on the desert.
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CONCEPTS SUGGE6TED ACTIVITIES

13. The clothes of desert people, made from A.

materials available to them, are the best
possible protection they can devise against
daily and seasonal extremes of heat and cold.

14. Different kinds of plants and animals are A.

found in the different kinds of Caserta.

15. An oasis is an isolated area in the desert A.

where plants of many kinds grow because there
is water from springs, wells, or other
natural sources.

16. People in oasis communities have perm-
anent homes and lead lives much like
people in any other settled community.

1?. Much desert land has been found to be good
farm land and the cultivated areas in
deserts are increasing.

18. People living on deserts must have rules
about the use of water, animals, and land.
They must also have ways of enforcing
these rules.

19. Leaders are chosen in different ways.

CONCEPTS

Dress clothespin dolls to illustrate clothing
in the Sahara. Explain to the class why this
type of clothing is worn.

Find and display pictures of plants and
animals that you might see in a desert. Find
out how they are suited for life on the desert.

Make a model of part of a desert that is away
from an oasis and another Lsdel showing al.
Oasis.

B. Make believe you srr going shopping in an
oasis market along a caravan route. Make a
shopping list for yourself.

C. Display a picture of the flatroofed desert
homes. Make small forms of wood, fill with
mud, and dry in the sun. Construct an oasis
village out of these mud blinks.

D. Make a simple model to show irrigation of land.
List the things produced in the area before
and after the land was irrigated.

/I. TROPICAL RAIN FORZST COMMUNITIES

1. Some climates are better for growing
crops than others.

2, Rain forests are dense with many trees
and vines.

3. We can tell much about the climate of a
region if we know the plant life in that
region.

4. Some rain fells alum: every day in a
tropical rain forest.

5. Rubber trees are an important resource
of these communities.

6. Great rivers are used for transporting
resources and goods in tropical rain
forests.

T. Clearings in rain forests are usually
surr4unded by steaming jungles tilled
with tropical plant and animal life that
often Deese more the enemy than a friend
of man.

8. Malawi and quiet air make hot places
erem hotter than they really are
according to the thermometer.

9. Because the land wears out rapidly
ahem the forest are cut dome, fusers
in tropical rein forest communities must
mows to new fame every few years.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. On a world map, find ports in tropical rain
forests. Then choose two porta and make a
list of the products that are shipped from
them. Use a reference source for this informa-
tion. Tell where these products cant from.

B. Collect pictures of tropical plants and flowers.
Plan a field trip to the Climatron.

C. Find out which months of the year would be best
for travelers to visit the Amason region.

D. Read how men get Latex from rubber trees.
Explain how they have improved ways of
hardening it.

E. On a globe find the Mississippi River and the
Amazon River. Use a piece of string to find
Which one is longer. Try to decide which
river is wider.

E. Prepare a short play showing lift in a
tropical rain forest. Be. words appropriate
to that coemunity.

O. Mike a bar graph comparing the annual rainfall
of the Amazon region with Missouri, the Sahara
Desert, and the Congo in Africa.

R. Visit a greenhouse. Find out whet kinds of
plants grow well in a greenhouse that is kept
very warm aid damp,

1. Make believe that your family is building its
own bout. in a rain forest near the Amason
River. Make a picture showing how you think
the house ahould look. Write a story do: ymx
picture. Is your story tell abet each member
of your family *mild do to help with the work
of the building the house.



CONCEPTS

10. Communities in tropical rain foreets are
email. Cities are found only on the edges
of a forest and along the great rivers.

11. Most people living deep in tropical rain
forest have little contact with other
communities. Therefore, their way of life
is very much like that of people who lived
in rain forests long ago.

12. People living outside of cities in tropi-
cal rain foreste usually live in tribes
ruled by a strong chief.

13. Living in hot, et lands is difficult,
and it has taken real effort on the part
of people just to survive in them.

14. Many of the people who live in tropical
rain forest, obtain food, clothing,
shelter, and most of the other things
they need from the sorest.

15. Early explorers in the tropical rain
forest of South America found Indiana
living along the Amazon River.

16. Early explorers along,the Congo found
tribes of Pygmies and Bantu living there.

17. Education 13 an important need of most
rain forest communities.

18. When Europeans came to the rain forests,
real change began.

19. Land near the equator, except high
plateaus and mountains, is hot and wet.

III. PLAINS

CONCEPTS

1. Plains are formed in places where
glaciers, rivers, or lakes drop layers
of sail.

2. Habitable plains are found on all
continents except Antarctica.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Rich farmlands are the major reaouaces
of plains.

Farms and cities are found in many
productive plains areas.

Plains are good places for build-
ing made and railroads.

The Indians of the plains of North
America depended upon buffalo for food.
They oleo made clothing, shelters, and
tools free parts of the buffalo.

7. The invention of Modern farm machinery
and improved transportation caused
farmers on many plains to produce sore food
than was needed by their families.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Make a report explaining why it would be hard
to build and maintain roads between communities
in a rain forest.

B. In current or old magazines look for pictures
of tribal customs and also village &sense.

C. Prepare a day's menu for a child living in the
Amazon region.

D. Make a "travel movie" that will show how people
live in rain forests. Draw or find pictures in
magazines showing their homes, clothing, and
food. Include pictures of t!*.e things they
trade. Paste pictures together in one long
strip. Put the picture strip on a roller and
unroll it to make a ODVIO.

E. Learn about the types of ausical instruments
used in the Congo. Find pictures of bongo
drums and other musical instrumente.

F. Use Vacbel Lindsay's poem "The Congo" Car
choral reading. Pat hands on desks ter simulate
the drum beats and to keep the rhythm.

0. Compare the kind of government and schools
in the Amazon region with those of the
United States.

H. Draw a asap of South America; indicate location
of the equator, Amazon River and its tributar-
ies, and bodies of water surrounding

South Asc.ica.

0OMMUNITI33

A.

B.

C.

A.

a.

C.

D.

S.

F.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Look at a world map that shove plains. What
color does your sap show them to be7
Study the amount of plains land on each
continent.
liat the continents in or!er of the amount
of plains land.

Make booklet entitled ANIMALS OF AUSTRALIA,
which includes pictures and stories of the
unusual missals and other c..eaturea found there.
Discuss why cattle, hugs, and sheep are raised
in the wheat and torn belts.
Show several places on a asp where big cities
have developed on the pleins. Can you explain
whyl

Read about old time ranching and sake s report
on cattle drives to the railroad.
Find stories about the Indiana who lived in
the interior plains. Read or tell one of the
stories in close. Find or drew pictures that
show some of the scenes in the story yos choose.
Make a class display of models of ;ictuaes of
machinery a wheat fuser or a corn terser
might bury.
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CONCEPTS

E. People in other regions often depend upon G.

people of the plains for meat and grain.

9. People living on ferns or ranches can
produce most of their own food. They can
trade or sell extra food and animals for H.

another type of goods they need or want.

10. The seemingly endless supply of natural
resources often made early plainsmen in our I.
country careless and wasteful.

11. Because of modern communication and trans-
portation, farmers no longer lead isolated
lives, unaware of happenings in the nation
and the world.

12. Scientific farming is taking the place of
farming done by traditional methods passed C.

from father to son.

13. Because of the different products of plains,K.
plainsman throughout the world earn their
living in many different ways. L.

14. People in some plains areas earn mare money
than people in other plains areas.

N.

15. The seasons are reversed in Northern and
Southern Hemispheres because the noon sun
is moat nearly overhead for one hemisphere
when it is lowest in the sky for the other.

N.

0.

P.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Make a collection of as many of the corn and
wheat products as possible. Paper muffin cups
provide unif-rm containers for samples of corn
or wheat, or other seeds, flour, cereals, etc.
Label the various samples clearly.
Make a roster that shows different kinds of
grains. Name each grain and tell how it is
used; and on a map show where it is grown.

Draw a large circle on a piece of brown
wrapping paper and divide it into four equal
parts to represent the four seasons of the
year. Label the four quarters of the circle,
"Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter". In each quarter
of the circle, draw or paste pictures to make
a picture calendar, shoving the work and the
weather in each season of the year in the
central plains of the United States.
Make a mural of a particular plains community,
some type of farm or ranch, or kinds of trans-
portation used on plains today.
Collect and arrange pictures of the by-products
of the cattle industry.
Write a report on one of the following topics;
Sheep and Cattle Raising in Australia; School
in the Outback; Canberra Capital; The Industried
of Australia.
Find two different calendars shoving all the
months of the year on one page. Label one
calendar Argentina. Label the other one
United :Mates. Mark off and label the seasons
on each calendar.
Learn to sing some of the well -knew cowboy
songs.
Pretend that you are visiting an Australian
boy or girl. Write a letter to a friend
telling how the children in Australia have
school and how the cattle are cared for on
the ranches.
Construct a model farm typi:al of one found in
the central plains of the United States. Make
your farm as complete as possible, including
buildings, fields, feed lots, and machinery.
A model grain elevator may also be included.

IV. COASTAL COMMUNITIES

CONCEPTS

1. Sven though all coastal land lies next to
the ocean, it is not all the same.

2. Bays, harbor., and gulfs are breaks in
coastlines. These inlets are protected
from the big, powerful f the open

ocean.

3. Many of our country,s early settlers case
from the western coastal lands of Europa.

A.

B.

C.

4. In addition to running water and wind, D.
waves and moving ice can make important
chamges in the appearance of the earth.

5. The pull of the moos causes a movement of
the ocean waters called the tide. Mere
are two periods of kigM tide and two of E.

low tide each day.

6. Ocean current* cftea influence the
climate of coastal regions.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Find and display pictures of a coast that
illustrates high cliffs, a sandy beech. and a
rocky shore bordering the ocean.
Locate cities in the United States that arc on
or near bare, harbors, and gulfs. Model an
island showitf lane features such as a bay,
peninsula, ,:cre, or irregular coastline could
be shown.
Give a report to the clam' about early
settlera.

Use a map of the world to find a plate where
there seess to be a good harbor, but no large
city. Check, the products of the lend nearby
and find out why little trade bee been carried
on there.

On a map find and trace the wars ocean current
that crosses the Atlantic Ocean.
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CONCEPTS

7. Different patterns of family life are
found in different coastal communities.

8. New inventions halp coastal people
lead safer and more comfortable lives.

9. People living in the different coastal
communities do many different kinds of
work. The work depends upon the coastal
areas, the natural resources, and the
transportation systems.

10. Modern fishing equipment and methods
differ from those of early days.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Prepare an exhibit of inventions, coastal
installations, building; ships, and miscell-
aneous safety devices which have helped to
make the life of coastal people safer and more
pleasant.

B. Look at Winslow Homer paintings. Try to
paint a seascape.

C. Make an exhibit of models and pictures of
different kinds of boats and ships.

D. Compare old and new fishing methods and tell
what safety improvements have been made.

11. Many different : a of products come E.

from the oceans 0..muse of the wide variety
of resources to be found there.

12. The people in coastal lands make laws
about using natural resources.

13. Farming, forestry, recreation, and the
fishing industry are often important in
coastal communities.

F.

G.

14. Modern methods of freezing, frying, canning,
and salting permit the products that come
from the ocean to be shipped to all parts H.

of the world.

V.

CONC2TS

A.

B.

C.

Find and bring in poems and songs that tell
about men of the sea.

Report on the whaling industry as it was
conducted in the days of the small boats
and hand-thrown harpoons. Contrast that
report with whaling today. Make a map of
today's whaling areas.

Make a large chart showing a picture of
fish or sea animals. List the products that
can be made from them.

Report on methods used to prepare and ship
the fish and lobsters to market.

Make a set of small travel posters. Show
things people enjoy doing in towns on the coast.

Make a model of a lighthouse or draw a picture
of one.

See how many meanings you can find for each
of the following wordei
marine coat knot line

lock bow wake perch

mean fathom school whale

MOUNTAIN COMMUNITIES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Mountains were formed mainly by faulting, A. Locate some mountain ranges.
doming, folding, and volcanic eruptions.

2. Glaciers are hug fields of ice and snow
that move down mountainsides.

3. She tops of many mountains are covered
with snow which may melt in spring and
form mountain stream.

k. Sncw on peaks of some of the highest
mountains never melte. The point above

which it does not melt is called the snow
line. The nearer the equator, the higher
the snow line.

5. A timber line is the point on a mountain-
side et which trees grow.

C. Valleys are the only places in the
mountains that crops can be grown.

7. Very few plants can grow high in the
mountains. It is too cold there.

S. Explain how glaciers are formed. In what ways

are they helpful? In what ways are they a
hindrance? Explain.

C. Find Europe on a map or globe. Locate the
Alps. Look for the names of the large rivers
that begin in the Alpe. Tell in which direc-
tion each one of theta rivers flows and into
what bodies of water they empty.

D. Locate the Andes on a map or tobe. Find out
how long this chain cf mountains is. Locate
and measure the length of the Rocky Mountains.
Tell which chain of mountains is the longest.

E. Collect pictures taken in the Rocky Mountains.
Arrange them around a map of North America.

F. Make a list of mountains and compare their
heights. Tell on which continent each rang.
is located.
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CONCERTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

8. Every continent has mountain ranges.

9. Mountain ranges separate one region from

another.

G. Model the Rockies showing a pass and the
mountains around it. Use toy cars and trains
to show how the pass can help people travel.
in the mountains.

10. Explorers of western North America traveled A. Rake a report on the discovery of Pikes Peak

through mountain passes. or the story of Zebulon Pike or some other
mountain discovery.

11. Modern transportation and communication are
helping to bring hill and mountain people B. Read some of the stories that have been
into closer contact with the rest of the written about the first expedition to climb

Mt. Everest. Make a list of the tools and
equipment used by this expedition.

world.

12. Life in mountain regions, even in one
country, differs from area to area.

13. While natural resources differ from one
community to another, in the main they
fall into five groups: pasture for mountain
livestock, forest, mining, water power, and

mosaic beauty. Not all five are found in
every mountain region, and the use made of
the ones available often differs from place
to place.

14. The higher in the mountains people live,
the smaller are their communities and the
more isolated from other communities.
Because of this, high mountain communities
were slower to change than communities at

lower levels.

15. People in moat mountain communities must
meet their own needs. They must grow or

make things they need and want.

16. Many people spend their vacations in
mountains each year. These vacationers
provide lobs for people living in the
mountains.

17. Temper.turea Decos lower as altitude
increases.

A. Read about Norway in Europe, Peru in South
America, and Tibet in Asia. Make a list of
the ways in which they are alike and those in
which they are different. Consider: location,
distance from bodies of water, distance from
the equator, size, height of mountains,
seasons, kind of soil, government, schools,
and work of the people.

B. Make a scrapbook displaying types of dress
of people who live in different communities.

C. Collect current news items about mountain
regions, mountain climbing, mountain sports,
construction of tunnele, and the like.

D. Find someone in your school or community who
has been to the mountains. Have him tell the
class about hie trip.

E. Look at the recipes on cake mix boxes. See
if the recipes are different for baking in
the mountains. Find out why.

EVALUATION

1. Are the children beginning to understand 'net communities and their peoples around the glob.
have more points of similarity than differences?

2. Are the children learning to work cooperatively with others and assume their share of
responsibility?

3. Are the children learning that physical factors such as climate and topography affect the
lives of people in various regions?

4. Are the children growing in their knowledge and understanding of democratic citizenship?
5. Are the children growing in tolerance and understanding of cusLoas and beliefs of people

here and throughout the entire world?
6. Are the children learning to understand and love their own community, state, and nation?
7. Do the children recognise the interdependence of family and school people, residents of

neighborhoods, neighborhoods of cities, states and countries?

SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Andreas, Edna M. EXPLORERS aND PENGUINS. Scribner, 1 55

Arnett, Kathleen. AiRICAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS. Walck, 1963
Ault, Phil. THIS IS THE DESERT. Dodd, 1959
Ayer, Margaret. GETTING TO KMW THAILAND. Putnam, 1959
Bacon, Phillip. TO GOLDEN PICTURE ATLAS OF THE WORLD: AUSTRALIA, OCEANIA, AND THE POLAR LANDS.

°olden, 1960
Bendlek, Jeanne. MT FIRST BOOK OF SNIPS. Putnam, 1955
Bleaker, Z. /II ESKIMO. Morrow, 1959
blesh, Marie Balm:. MOUNTAINS CO !US MOVE. Coward, 1960
Boer, Friedrich. IGLOOS, TVRTS, AND TOTEM POLES. Pantheon, 1957

Brewster, Ben$aain. nil FIRST BOOK OF ESKIMOS. Watts, 1952

Brooks, Anita. PICTURE BOX OF FISBERIES, Rey, 1961
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Brown, Bill. RAIN FOREST. Coward, 1962
Buehr, Walter. BIRTH OF A LINER. Little, 1961
Buehr, Walter. HARBORS AND CARGOES. Putnam, 1955
Buehr, Walter. TIMBER. FARMING OUR FORESTS. Morrow, 1960
Burger, Carl. ALL ABOUT FISH. Random, 1960
Caldwell, John C. LET'S VISIT BRAZIL. Day, 1961
Carbonnier, Jeanne. CON00 DeLORER. Scribner, 1960
Carr, Marion. GOLDEN PICTURE BOOK OF SEA AND SHORE, Golden. 1959
Catherall, Arthur. THE ARTIC SEALER. Criterion, 1960
Coateworth, Elizabeth. DESERT DAN. Viking, 1960
Cooke, David O. BEHIND THE SCENES AT AN OILFIELD. Dodd, 1959
Darling, Louis. KANGAROOS AND OTHER ANIMALS WITH POCKETS. 1958

Douglas, Williea O. MUIR OF THE MOUNTAIN. Golden, 1960
Dreany, E. Joseph. MA3IC OF RUBBER. Putnam, 1960
Earle, Olive. CAMELS AND LLAMAS. Morrow, 1961

Estop, Irene. PIONEER SODBUSTM. Benefic, 1956
Estep, Irene. PIONEER TENDERFOOT. Benefic, 1957
Fribcurg, Marjorie. PORTS OF ENTRY, U.S.A. Little, 1962
Gida1, Sonia and Tim. SONS OF THE DESERT. Pantheon, 1960

Goetz, Delia. GRASSLANDS. Morrow, 1959
Goetz, Delia. MOUNTAINS. Morrow, 1962
Goetz, Delia. THE ARTIC MDR,. Morrow, 1953

Goats, Delia. TROPICAL RAIN 'OUSTS. Morrow, 1957
Hammond, Diana. LET'S GO TO A HARBOR. Putnam, 1959
Harmer, Mabel. ABOUT DAMS. Children'a, 1963
Harris, Leila and Kilroy, LET'S READ ABOUT AUSTRALIA. Fidsler, 1955

Janes, Elly. NOMADS OF THE NORTH. Macmillan, 1962
Joy, Charles R. DESERT CARAVANS. Coward, 1960
Joy, Charles R. aTIING TO KNOW THE AMAZON RIVER. Putnam, 1963
Joy, Charles R. GETTING TO KNOW THE SAHARA. Coward, 1963

Joy, Charles R. ISLAND IN TES DESERT. Coward, 1939
Kau/a, Edna Mason. THE FIRST BOOK OF AUSTRALIA. Watts, 1960
Kittler, Glenn D. EQUAT3R/AL AFRICA. Nelson, 1959
Knight, David. FIRST BOOK OF DESERTS: INTRODUCTION TO THE EARTH'S ARID LANDS. Watts, 1964
Lauber, Patricia. THE CONGO. Garrard, 1964

Marcus, Rebecca B. THE FIRST BOOK OF GLACIERS. Watts, 1962
Mauzey, Merritt. RUBBER BOI. Abelard, 1962
Neurath, Marie. THE WONDER WORLD OF THE JUNGLE. Lothrop, 1963
Rankin, Louise. DAUGHTER OF THE )i)UNTAINS. Viking, 1948
Ravielli, Anthony. THE WORLD IS ROUND. Viking, 1963
Rubies., Harry C., Jr. MEN AT b/0:1K IN THE GREAT PLAINS STATES. Putnam, 1961
Schwartz, Julius. THE EARTH IS YOUR SPACE SHIP. Whittleaey, 1963
Sperry, Armstrong. ALL ABOUT THE JUNGLE. Random, 1959
Sperry, Armstrong. THE AMAZON (Rivers of the World Books). Garrard, 1961
Sullivan, Walter. POLAR REGION. Golden, 1962
Sutherland, Efua. PLAYTIME IN AFRICA. 1962

Sutton, Felix. THE ILLUSTRATID BOOK ABOUT AFRICA. Grosset, 1963
Warren, Ruth. THE FIRST BOOK OF THE ARAB WORLD. Watts, 1963
Watson, Jane W. LIVING DESERT. Golden, 1959
White, Anne Terry. ALL ABOUT GREA. RIVERS OF THE WORLD. Random, 1957

DESERT

VISUAL AIDS

DESERT

FILMSTRIPS

Desert Nomads Arctic Foxes and Wolves

Eskimo Hunters Arctic Birds of the Northland

Eakiao Children Northland

Polar Regions Great American Desert

North of the Arctic Circle Eakimo Village Life

What Makes a Desert? Desert gonads

Water for Dry Lands
Life in the Nile Valley
Life in an Oasis
Creatures of the Desert
Hoses Around the Vtrld
Navajo Indian
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FILMS

TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS

Nomads of the Jungle
Amazon Family
Amazon, People and Resources
Animals of the Indian Jungle
Malays, Land of Tin and Rubber
People of the Congo
Burma, People of the River
Life of a Philippine Family
Thailand: Land of dice
Tropical Africa
Tropical Lowlande
Tropical Rain Forest
African Girl: Male):
Aftican Village

PLAIN,:

Horsemer of the Pampas
Northwestern States
Wheat Farmer
Pioneers of the Plains
Settling of the Grea', Plains
Great Plans, Land of Risk
Argeutina
Canada: Prairie Provinces
Farmers of India
Prairie
Riches of the Veldt
Corn Farmer
Cattle and the Corn Belt

COASTAL COMMUNITIFS

Maine Harbor Town
Nmt England Fisherman

:ese Fish:.ng Village
.e of the Western Shore

Paste of Scandinavia
Life in the Sea
Farmer-Fisherman
Freighter in Port
Tides
Harbor Lighlighte
Salmon Story

FILMSTRIPS

TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS

Land of the Tropical Forests
Africa Native Tribes
Africa: Plants and Flowers
Life Along the Congo
Bantu in South Africa
Bantu People of South Africa

PLAINS

American Prairie
America's farms
Coyotes and Other Prairie Animals
Great Plains
Corn for Al).
The Cornbelt

COASTAL COHNUNITIES

Story of West Coast Lumber
Pacific Northwest

MOUNTAINS MOUNTAINS

Life in the Alps: Austria
Highlands of the Andes
Glacier Park and the Rockies
Yellowstone and Grand Tetons
Mountains and Men
Songs of the Mountains

Northern India
Western Mountaine
Rocky Mounta.:na
Mountains
Austrian Alps

SAMYLE UNIT

,UR STATE, COUNTY, AND CITY

A. Justification

Through his experience in the first four years of his school life, the child's world has
expanded from his home, school, and community to include the entire world. As he le be-

ginning to realize his dependence upon people in other communities, be needs to increase
his knowledge and appreciation of the state, county, and city in which he lives.

B. Overview

Tbis unit is planned to give the pupils a better understanding and appreciation of the
historical background and development of Missouri, St. Louis County, and St. Louis. The

topics given below are suggestive and say be modified or expanded as the teachers and pipila

working together find necessary. Some may went to spend longer time than others on the study.
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C. Objectives

1. To learn about and preserve with pride, the history of our state, county, and city,

2. To develop a greater love and loyalty for our state and its people.

3. To acquire a knowledge of the richseso of our state and county in natural and developed

resources.
4. To develop an appreciation of the changing conditions tarough years which have affected

thP modes of living of the people.
5. To develop en awareness and appreciation of the achievements of our ancestors.

6. To develop the habit of using maps and charts in interpreting and presenting factucl

material.
7. To strengthen the habit of self- reliance in usirs tacks and other sources of usteriale.

8. To develop a desire on the part of each child to tslp make this a better comuunity and

state in which to live.

P. Approach to the Unit

The following are a few suggestions which may be used in arousing the interest of the pupils

in this unite

1. Reim the question as to how the state or city got its name.
2. Who were the first people to come to Missouri/
3. Where did they come from/
4. How did the city of St. Louis first get its stern
5. Why ill St. Louisa not a part of St. LOUIS County's'

6. Call attention to some of the early Narkers.

7. Let the pupils bring to class soma interesting relics retained by their parents or other

ancestors.
8. Let pupils tell and discuss trips they have taken in the state.

E. How the Land of Missouri Came to Se

1. Once a sea
2. Pre-historic life
3. The Glacial Period

F. Early Explorers

1. De Soto (Filmstrip: De Soto)

2. Marquette and Joliet (Filmstrip: Marquette)

3. Is Salle (Filmstrip: Robert deLs Salle)
4. French Priests established the Mission of St. Francis.

G. Early Settlements

1. Sta. Genevieve - French, 1735
2. St. Louis-Fiknote, 1764
3. Others

H. Louisiana Furchaso, Lewis and Clark Expedition

1. Filmstrips Louisiana Purchase: Key

2. Film Louisiana Purchase

3. Film: Lewis and Clark
4. Filmstrips Lewis and Clark

I. Missouri Becomes a State

1. Missouri Compromise, 1821
2. Nuaber of Counties
3. Site of State
4. Population then and now

J. Sow Missourians lived, worked and played, compared with today

1. Ross and Homo Life (filmstrips Pioneer Fire Room)

2. Food (Film American Pioneer)

3. Clothing (File: Heritage We Guard)

4. Neighbors
5. Churches Pod Religion
6. Education and Schools

7. transportation:
a. River Swam (Film: Flatboat:man of 1.N1 Frontier)

b. Stage Coaches
e. Railroads (Film: Life and Times, Iron Horse)
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8. Factories and Industries (Filmstrip: Missouri's Manufacturing)
9. Tools and MSchi.-..es (Filmstrip: Indian Tools)

10. Fur Trappers
a. Kit Carson (Filmstrip: Kit Carson) (Filmstrip: Wild Bill Hickok)

b. Jim Bridger
0. JudediaL Smith
d. Others

11. Fur Companies
12. Communication

a. Pony Express (Film: Pony Express)

b. Oregon Trail (Filmstrip: Oregon Trail)
1. Santa Fe Trail (Film: :Santa Fe and the Trail)

K. Natural Resources

1. Animals
a. Mammals (Filmstrip: Missouri: Introduction)

b. Birds
c. Reptiles
d. Amphibians
e. Fish
f. Insects

2. Plasts
3. Forests (Filmstrip: Missouri's Forests)
4. Soil

5. Minerals
a. Coal (Film: Missouri: Underground Resources)
b. Lead (Film: Story of Lead)

0. Zino
d. Tripoli
e. Sprite
f. Gas and 0±1
g. Cobalt
h. Marble and Granite
i. Clay and Linsatne
J. Copper and Silver
k. Tungsten
1. Aluminum
n. Iron
n. Glass sand

6. Rivera, Lakes. Springs, and Caverns
a. Film: The River
b. File: People Along the Mississippi

L. Climate

1. TeeTerature
2. Rainfall
3. Seasons

M. State Symbols

1. Seal
2. Flag
3. Bird (Film: The Bluebird)

4. Flower

5. Trips
6. Sons ,

N. Legends and Folklore
1. Filmstrip: Mike /ink)

O. Famous Missourians

1. Denial Boons (Film Dele.el Boons)

2. James B. Bads
3. George Washington Carver (Film Story of Dr. Carver)
4. George Caleb SrinShas (Taw Missouri's Fitting Artist)
5. Stoma Clemons 'Filmstrip: Mark Nsin) Film Adventures of Tom
6. Massa Austin H.=
?. Eugene field
8. Gemmel John J. ?grains
Y. Others ..
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P. Special Techniques

1. Oral and written reports presented to the class on special subjects.
2. Game: Rivers, Cities, and Products of Missouri. One child who is "IT" points to another

and calls out "River, City or Product". The one pointed out must name a river before "IT"
counts to ten. If he fails, he must take the place of "IT". The name of the river cannot
be used again in the game. The winners are those who do not have to be "Proe

3. Develop a time line of persons important in the development of Missouri. Time lines can
be developed in a notebook rather than on the wall. A fold-out arrangement can be made by
gluing pages together with strips of tape ao that the time line is incorporated as part of
a report. For displey purposes the notebook can be opened, set on and, said the time lino
extended for viewing.

4. Obtain a map of Miseouri from the Missouri Department of Highways, Jefferson City, Missouri.
Working as a group, locate and discuses mountains, plains, plateaus, cities, rivers,
major mountain peaks, and national parks and monuments.

5. Make a big chart celled "Then end Now". Draw and color or paste pictures under each title
to show changes in clothing, food, transportation, communication, shelter, and education.

6. Make a poster which includesi state bird, state flower, state tree, sta-A flag, state
seal, and state acing. Use pictures or illustrations if possible.

7. Collect current items about Missouri.

Q. Suggested Coordinated Activities

1. Music:
a. Missouri Welts
b. River Songs
C. Ozark Yolk Songs
d. Square Dances

2. Artt
a. Prepare an illustrated booklet portraying the history and development of the state of

Missouri.
b. Design a mural or fries* for a well decoration ir, the classroom which tells the story

of the history of St. Louis.
o. Learn to recognise, and draw the Hawthorne, Dogwood, sr? Bluebird.
d. Draw a map of Missouri, locating the most important rivers and cities.
o. Make a pictorial or salt zap of Missouri.
f. Make pottery from clay.
g. Become acquainted with Missouri artists and some of their works.
h. Construct a diorama depictiug a scene of one or more aspects cf Aissouri hIstory.

3. Creative Writings
a. Write a diary of some special person such ass Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, or Lewis and

Clark.
b. Write lettere to obtain reliable information on natural, resources. (Missouri Conserves

:ins Commission, and Missouri State Division of Resources and Development.)
0. Write letteru of thanks to management.
d. Make e. :ist of !lords newly learned or peculiar to the unit and learn to npell the most

commonly used.
o. Write poems about tLe triauty of the state, or why one likes to live here.
f. Write articles for the school paper.
g. Write storiea cf Missouri's contribution to the nation and the world.

4. Dramatinationt
The Story of the founding of St. Louis. (This would be especially good after reading the
the books BOY FOR /. MAN'S JOB.)

R. Suggestions for Culminating Activities

1. Give a series of committee ryorts in which you present to your own group end to possible
visitors summary of the interesting facts you have learned about your own elate.

2. Prepare the information you have secured in the form of pageant to be giver, as an
assembly program.

3. Arrange for an exhibit to represent the state, pest, and ,,resent. Have the pupils plan
the collection and classification of the items to be exhibited. Invite the parents and
friends to the school to see the display. If there is more than ode fourth grade in the
acteol this might be a combined affatr.

S. Fveluation

1. Compare achievement etth list of desired attainments set up for the unit.
2. Give informal teacher-made unit test.
3. Do the pupils show en increased interest in the history of the state?
4. Do they realise the value of Missouri's natural resources/
5. On they show an increased interest and ability to seek sore information about their state?
6. kse they beginning to recognise the hiatorical significance of names of cities, rivers,

counties, and atmeta1
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T. Selected References for Pupils

1. WORLD BOOK
2. GEOGRAPHY OF MISSOURI, hy Saveland; State Publishing Company, 1954
3. THE STORY OF MISSOURI, by Shoemaker; Missouri Book Company, 1926
4. ST. LOUIS, CHILD OF THE RIVER, PARENT OF THE WEST, by Lange and Ames; Webster Publishing

Company, 1939
5. MISSOURI, by Bailey; Albert Whitman and Company, 1951
6. BOY FOR A MAW:, JOB, by Nina Baker; Winston Publishing Company (The Story of the Founding

of St. Louis)

7. THE STORY OF MISSOURI, by Ryle and Gardner; American Eook Company, 1938
8. MISSOURI HALL OF FAME, by Shoemaker; Missouri Book Company, 1926
9. HERO STORIES FROM MISSOURI HISTORY, oy Lloyd and Georgia Collinsi Burton Publishing Company

10. WHERE RIVERS MEET, Benefic Prase
11. OUR HOME STATE, State Publishing Company
12. Regional Booklets from Missouri Division of Resources and Development
13. Magazines from Missouri Hiatoricol Society
14. MISSOURI CONSERVATIONIST, Missouri Department of Conservation
15. Landmark Books:

a. DANIEL BOONE
b. EXPICRATIiN OF PERE IArquerrE
c. THE FIRST OVERLAND HAIL
d. GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER
e. KIT CARSON AND THE WILD FRONTIER
f. LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION
g. IRE PONY EXPRESS
h. THE SANTA FE TRAIL
i. TO CALIFORNIA BY COVERED WAGON

16. SINGING WHFAA, Roy, Peterson and Company (Excellent for supplementary reading, while
studying pioneer life in this unit.)

U. Selected References for Teachers

1. HISTORY OF MISSOURI, by Violette, D. C. Heath and Company, 1918
2. WORLD BOOK
3. I'M FROM MISSOMI, by Painter and Dillitzdt Hastings House, 1951
4. SCHOOLCRAFT IN THE OZARKS, by Hugh Park; Press-Argus Printers
5. MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVILW MAGAZINES
6. THE MISSOURI BLUE BOOK
7. Missouri News Magazine

V. Suggested Audio Visual Materials

1. Films listed in the unite
a. Robert dela Salle
b. Louisiana Pixehase
0. Lewis and Clark
d. American Pioneer
e. Heritage We Guard
f. Fletboataen of Vs. Frontier
g. Life and Times, Iron Horse
h. Pony Empress
i. Santa re and The Trail
J. Missouri: Underground Resource
k. Story of Lead
1. The River
m. People Along the Mississippi
n. The Bluebird
o. Denial Boone
p. Story of Dr. Carver
q. Missouri's Fighting Artist
r. Adventures of To Sawyer

2. Allnetrips listed in the mitt
a. Do Soto
b. Marquette
C. Louisiana Purchase
d. Lewis and Clark .

s. Pioneer Firs Rocs
f. Missouri's Manufacturing
g. Indian 'bola .

h. Kit Cason
i. Wild Bill Rick&
J. Oregon Trail
k. Mihsouzit Introduction
1. Missouri's Forests
S. Missouri's Agriculture
n. Mike Fink
0. Mork Taste

3. Films not listed in the unite
a. Years at tne Spring in Pinsouri
b. Spirit of St. Louil
0. Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
d. Spotlight on Missouri
O. GOVOIT/Orie Mansion

4. Filmstrips not listed in the unit;
a. Founders of New France

02
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LEVEL FIVE

TSE UNITED STATES TODAY AND YESTERDAY

OBJECTIVES

1. Recognize that the Westward expansion of America is related to the people involvei.
2. Develop the understanding that the lives of our ancestors influence our lives and our

lives will influence the lives of our decendanta.
3. Develop the unieratanding that the physical ervironment aifecta people both in semring

their needs and in their achievement.

OUTLINE

I. European Eiplorers
II. Europeans Settle in the New World
III. Early Years of Our Country
IV. Westward Movement
V. War Between the States and Reconstruction

VI. The United States Becomes a World Leader
VII. Fcur Sailor Areas of the United States

I. SUropeal Explorers

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Into a land of primitive peoples came A. Give a shadow play. Narrate the story of each
the explorers from Europe. explorer while a group acts it out tehind a

screen.
2. The need to develop trade during the 1400,a B. Make up riddlea about each explorer.

sparked the discovery and exploration of
the New World.

3. The following European countries were
inrolveds Spain, Britain, France,
Rolland, and Portugal.

CONCEPTS

C. Make models of early ahipas Columbus' three
ships, a Spanish galleon, or an English
privateer.

D. Collect poems and pictures which tell about
explorers of the New World.

E. Construct a time line showing the steps toward
the colonization of America from the first
effort, of Leif Ericson to Sir Walter Raleigh.

F. Indicate on a world map the routes the
explorers traveled.

0. Coapare a globe and a flat map end use both a
globe and a wall map of North America to locate
places and estimate distances and directions.

E. Bring a compose and ahoy haw it works.
T.Songss "Venice".-159

"Village Festival"--189
"Music of Spain-158
"Ea Capetian --102

"The Derby Rem" .18
"Weather" 19
"The Farmer's Daughter"--114

All songs are frog the ABC series.

II. Europeans Settle in the New World

1. Settlers from Europe followed the explorere.A.

B.
2. In the southern colonies tobacco became

the coney crop and many vorkers were
zstededs indentured mervants end slaves
beginning in 1619.

C.

D.
3. In New Englend religious freedom was the

dominant those end the main industries %Lift.
began were manufacturing, shipbuilding, and
fishing. F.

4. In Ur) middle colonies the Dutch and Eng
limb settled in New Nstborlsod. G.

5. The Swedes, Finns, and Dutch aetUed in
Delaware and Nev Jersey.

83 9'

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Give a play or puppet show about one colony.
Make wall chart of the moat important facts
about each colony.
Find out more about clipper ships. Ala) try
to find pictures of the "Flying Cloud" end the
"Sea Witch".
Make a model of a pioneer villege. Show homes,
stockades, and fields.
Collect pictures of Williamsburg and make a
picture story.
Pretend to be a merchant just going to mile of
the new colonies. Melo a 'set of O. geode he
would bring for sale.
Pretead to be on a ship about t) land it the
New World. Write laws needed to work together
vcocosafully. Incluie laws about work, crime,
religion, buildings, and land ownership. Read
them to the class and try to justify eacl law.



CONCEPTS

6. Maryland was begun primarily because of
religious reasons.

7. Pennsylvania was started by the Quakers.

8. Settltre from England were predominant
in forming the 13 coloniea along the
coast, but the colonists began to think
of themselvea as Americana, to make their
own lava.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Write a newspaper story describing the dramatic
disappearance of the Roanoke Colony.

I. Pretend to be Indiana and Pilgrims. As
strangers meet in the fcrest. See if you can
communicate using si5a language.

J. Learn to dance the minuet.
K. Songs: "Plymouth Town" --172

"Down in Alabano" - -107

III. EARLY YEARS OF UR COUNTRY

CONCEPTS

1. The French and Indian War gave the English
more land in North America.

2. Laws to raise money from the coloniata
were passed in England.

3. As these lava became more demanding the
colonists began to take action against
ingland.

4. The Declaration of Independence V&A
written.

5. The War for Independence was fought.
There were many important battles and
many great leaders emerged.

6. Victory gave ue claim to land from the
eastern coast to the Mississippi River;
from Canada to the border of Florida.

7. The Articles of Confederation paved the
way for greater national utity.

8. Many great statesmen made ul. the
Constitutional Convention.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Give a dramatic reading of the poem "Paul
Revere's Ride".

B. Find pictures of homes of some of our leade,s
in history. Try to find out which ones are
still in existence.

C. Out of papier-mache or flat construction paper
make copies of Cintlock rifles, powder poucl.ea,
and bows and arrows.

D. Draw various flags which were used before our
flag was adopted.

E. Write a letter telling about participating in
the Boaton Tea Party.

F, Make an outline of the life of George Washington
or one of the main happenings in our country
during the last half of the 18th century.

G. Give an oral report about cabinet nembe::a
today, their duties, and their qualifications.

R. Talk stout officials we elect to Congress
today. Make a chart of Missouri showing
senators' and representative:0 names, their
districts, and their party affiliation.

I. On a flat map, find the latitude and longitude
of the new land added as a result of the War
of Independence.

J. Songs: "Brave Sailors" --110
"Oh, Oh, John" --129
"Yankee Doodle" -139

9. Every person in a self-governing
society has a great amount of responaibil:ty.

10. Our government has three branches:
executive, legielative, and judicial.

IN. WESTWARD MNEMEST

CONCEPTS

1. People gradually began to move west.

2. Daniel Boone was one of the moat
famous explorers.

3. Explorera and hunters vent first.

4. Wilderness Road and Cuaberland Gep
were used.

5. Growth of river transportation and the
need to keep the port of Mew Orleans open
led to the purchase of the Louisiana
Territory.

6. The War of 1812 was fought primarily
to protect our ocean trade.

7. The Oregon Trail vas used by Mt
pioneer.. Th Olegm Territory os
divided in 1846 by the United States
and Britain in a famous compreeeee.

P4

A.

B.

C.

D.

a.

r.

0.

F.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Draw picture° of the pioneers showing how they
moved westward: on foot, in covered wagons,
and in boats.
Plan radio program telling about the purchase
of the Louisiana Territory as though it were
happeniag today.
Prepare a mural to chow growth of the means of
communication.
Compare the ideas of Samilton with those of
Jefferson. Also report, on Namilton'a duel.
Report on the various political parties which
we hive had throughout the years: Federalist,
Whig, Liberty, Free-Soil, Know-Nothing, Prohib-
itionist, Greenback, eta.
Collect pictures of the warships of the War of
1812, *ape illy of Old Iromaides.
Show on a map the principle routes to the West
which were need by the pioneers.
Write newspaper stories reporting: The battle
of the Alamo, the battle of Buena Vista, Scott
taking Vera Crust and Souaton defeating

Unto. Anne.



CONCEPTS

8. The prospect of rich trade led many over the'.
Santa Fe Trail to the Southwest.

J.

9. Texas first gained her independence from
Mexico; later it became a state. K.

L.

10. After the Mexican War, Mexico gave up
her claims to the Southwest. M.

11. California's population brew rapidly after
the discovery of gold in 1848. Statehood
followed in 1P50.

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Try to churn butter from cream, but if churn
is unavailable try asking cream in a jar.
Learn pioneer dances: Schottische, quadrille,
and Virginia Reel.
Write an interview with a Pony Express rider.
Write a newspaper account of the opening of
the Erie Canal.
Review map symbols: state boundary line,
branches of river, cities, routes, mountains,
international boundary line, state capitals,
and national capital.

V. WAR BETWEEN THE STATES AND RECONSTRUCTION

1. Because of ita agricultural nature the
South felt that it needed slaves core
than the North.

2. The quarrel grew and soon after the
election of Lincoln an President, the
southern states began to secede.

3. The Civil War was fought to save our
union of states, although slavery was
the precipitating cause.

4. Lincoln, Grant, and Lee were prom-
inent leaders.

5. The North won the war, but with the
loss of Lincoln we were left with poor
leadership no problems with the South
were not always handled wisely.

VI. THE UNITED

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Plan a debate with one person representing a
Southern cotton plantation owner, another a
Northern abolitionist, another a Lincoln
supporter, and another loyal to Stephen A.
Douglas.

B. Pretend to be Robert E. Lee. Write a letter
of resignation to Lincoln explaining why Lee
count help the Confederacy rather than the Union.

C. Make dioramas of some of the more decisive
battles of the war.

D. Draw various uniforms of the war.
E. Make models of and reports about the

"Ironclada".
F. Make a class booklet of Negro Americana who

have won fame in different walks of life.
G. Songs: "Golden Harp" - -6

"Battle Hymn of the Republic " - -165

H. Discuss meaning of these terms: political
map, relief map, legend, and map key.

STATED AS A WORLD LEADER

1. Our country grew and became a world
leader.

2. Many states were added after the Civil War.

3. Railroads increased the settleuent of the
West.

4. Industry grow and labor began to erganiee.

5. Trade occurs all over the world (exports
and imports).

6. Cities began to grow huge because of this
trade, ineLstry, and transportation.

7. As a result of the Spanish-American War,
new territories were open to development
by Americans.

8. The opening of the Panama Canal in 1914
was important to our growth.

9. Because of pressures from submarine
warfare, we entered World War I.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Dramatise a race between the locomotive and
a horses.

B. Make a nap showing the :outs of the firet
transcontinental railroad.

C. Songs; "Nebraska Boys " --90

"Cowboy Night Song" --94
"Que viva Panama"--101
"John Henry"- -112
"I've Been Working on the Railroad" -
-123.

A. Collect picture& of photographs of nniforms,
area, en4 equipment used during both World
Wars of the 20th century.

B. Make a chart with pictures of modern automatic
products.
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CONCEPTS

10. After the Second World War our position as
a world leader grew.

11. The United Natiors developed after this
war.

VII. FOUR

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

C. Give reports on such agencies as the Food :,nd
Drug Aisinistration, Federal Commtnicationa
Commission, Civil Aeronautic. Administration,
and the Interstate Commerce Commission.

D. Interpret an up-to-date population map with
stress upon the meaning of density{ correlate
pertiner.t !sots about industries, cities, land-
forms, ind climate.

A. Collect pictures or actual small flags of
countries in the United Nations.

MAJOP AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. The Northeast:
a. As industry developed cities grew and

the United States changed from a country
of neatly farmers to a Ito8 of mostly
city dwellers.

. b. The Northecst, because of location,
transportation, climate, and close-
ness to food supply has become our
primary industrial section.

2. The South:
a. The South was formerly a region where

cotton and tobacco were foremost.
b. Change is taking place so that there

is diversified farriug and more manu-
facturing.

3. The Midwest (including the Great Lake. and
Great Plains regions):
a. The high productivity of the United

States is a result of greater efficiency
by the labor force and greater utilisa-
tion of resource material with which
labor works.

b. Man uses technology to develop both
industries and faras so that production
is greatly increased.

4. The West (including the Rocky Mountains
area, Pacific Northwest, and Alaska, the
Southwest and Hawaii):
a. Farmers pushed the cattlemen westward.
b. The varied climates of this area helped

determine the 430 of the land.
o. Our last earth frontiers are in :leeks.

A. Make a list of cities and rivers and try to
find the origin of these names: Indians,
explorers, etc.

B. Make maps showing the natural resources of
these regions.

A. Make a classroom movie which tells the
of cotton. Use a narrow roll of shelf

B. Make a model-a delta. Use sand. Show
a river or stress deposit. soil at its

C. Report on the boll weevil.

story
paper.
how
mouth.

A. Use the local telephone directory to see what
foods are processed in oar own area.

B. Collect pictures of farm machines. Make a
clews scrapbook of these.

C. Make a small model farm using boxes, papers,
miniature objects, and small toys.

D. Pretend you ars an early trader going from
Independence to Santa Fe. Write a diary of
your trip.

E. Carefully study the physical features of the
United States. Discuss how the topography of
a country might influence the lives of the
people.

F. Make a chart giving the major methods of trans-
portation{ under each method list at least five
industries that use this method to transport
goods. In one sentence explain why the partic-
ular method is used.

G. Make a list of cowronly used geographic terms.
Define thee. Associate each with the study of
our country today.

H. Locate our national parks and give a brief
history of each. If possible find pictures of
them.

I. Make a bulletin board of display "Neighbors in
the New World". Uee drawings or cutouts to
illustrate the national backgrounds of the
settler. in the region. Give reasons why the
people settled where they did.

EVALUATION

1. To what extent have we solved our problems?
2. Are the children as individuals developing democratic ways of working and learning?
3. Have all levels of ability been stimulated to {Achieve?
4. Were the aetiwiti,:s real and interesting to the children?
5. Did the childrs, experience LA joy of real achievement?
6. Do the children know many 00.8i0 historic sId geographic facts about their country?
7. Do the pupils know many reasons why our coeutry is a good place in which to live?
8. /as the concept of Interdependence been developed?

'6i
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SUGGESTED REFEREhCES FOR TEACHERS

Beard, Charles and Mary R. MAW' NEW BASIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. Doubleday
Coacager, Henry. LIVING IDEAS IN AMERICA: AN ANTHOLOGY OF nOCUMENTS. Harper and Row

liver. EXPLORING THE NEW WORLD. Follett
Langdon, Williay. EVERYDAY THINGS IN AMERICAN LIFE. Charles Scribner's Sons
Schlesinger, Arthur. RISU OF MODERN AMERICA. 1865-1951. Macmillan
Wish, Harvey. CON`121TORART AMERICA. Harper and Row

SUGGESTED REFERENCES FOR PUPILS

Appel, Benjamin. HITLER: FROM POWER TO RUIN. Grosaot
Bare, M. A. JOHN DELIS, BLACKSMITH SOY. Hobbs
Berry, Erick. WHEN WAGON TRAINS ROLLED TO SANTA FE. Garrard
Buster, Walter. THE FRENCH EXPLORERS IN AMERICA. Putuac
Clayton, Edward. MARTIN LUTHER KING, THE PEACEFUL WARRIOR. Prentice-Hell
Colver, Anne. MAHAN LIROOLN: FOR THE PEOPLE. Garrard

THOMAS JEFFERSON: AUTHOR OF INDEPENDENCE. Garrard
Coombs, C. I. ALASKA BUSH PILOT. Harper
Deleeuw, Adele. JOHN HENRY: STEEL DRIVIN' MAN. Garrari

SIR WALTER maim. Garrard
Dolson Hildegard.. WILLIAM PENN, QUAKER HERO. Random
Eibling, H. H. GREAT NAMES IN AMERICAN HISTORY. Laidlaw
Epstein, Sam and Beryl. FIRST BOOK OF MAPS AND GLOBES. Watts
Estop, Irene. GOOD TIMES WITH MAPS. Children'a Preen
Evans, Eva K. WHY WE LIVE WHERE WE LIVE. Little
Gardner, J. L. SKY PIONLMRS. Harcourt
Gilbert, Miriam. HENRY FORD, MAKER OF THE MODEI T. Houghton
Graves, Charles P. JOHN SMITH. Garrard

PAUL REVERE, RIDER FOR LIBERTY. Garrard
Guy, A. W. JOHN MDSBY: REBEL kAIDER OF THE CIVIL WAR. Abelard
Hammond, C. S. ATLAS FOR YOUNG AMERICA. Hammond
Hammond, C. S. FIRST BOOK ATLAS. Watts
Heibroncr, Joan. MEET GEORGE WASHINGTON. Random
Hughes, Langston. FAMOUS AECRICAN NEGROES. Dodd
Jones, W. P. PATRICK HENRY: VOICE OF LIBERTY
Jordon, P. C. A L. P. Frisbee. BRIGHAM YOUNG, COVERED) WAGON BOY. Hobbs
Kaufman, M. D. THOMAS ALVA EDISON: MIRACLE MEI, Garrard
Lampsan, E. J. WHEELS WEST: THE STORY OF TABITHA BROWN. Doubleday
Lathan, J. L. ELI WHITNEY: GREAT MENTOR. Garrard
Lawson T. W. L Considine. MIMI SECONDS OVER TOKYO. Landmark
Leaf, Munro. GEOGRAPHY CAN BE FUR. Lippincott
McCallum, John D. EVEREST DIARY. Follett
Neadowtroft, E. L. STORY OF ANDREM JACKSON. GrOsest

TAI JACKSONI YOUNG STONEWALL. Hobbs
Miers, Earl S. THE :TORY OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO. Groasot
Monsol), 17. A. DOLLY MADISON: QUAKER GIRL. Hobbs
Moutpueryr Elisabeth. HERNANDO DESOTO. GARRAIU)

Nolan, J. C. STORY OF ULYSSES S. GRANT. GRossot
Pringle, Patrick. THE worm EDISON. Roy
Winn, Worms. PICTURE MAP GEOGRAPHf OF THE UNITED STATES. Lippincott
Ritchie, O. T. THE FIRST CANADIAN, ICE STORY OF CHAMPLAIN. St. Martin's Press
Ross, G. K. KNOW YOUR PRESIDENTS AND THEIR WIVES. Rand McNally
Schvar, Dens. BOY CAMPANELLA, MAN OF COURAGE. Putnam
Steinberg, A. HARRY S. TRUMAN. Putnam
Stevenson, Auguata. ANDY JACKSON, BOY SOLDIER. Hobbs
Tunis, Edwin. COLONIAL CRAFTS:021 AND THE BEGINNING OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY. World
Wiener, J. B. ABAGAIL ADAMS, GIRL OF COLONIAL DAYS. Hobbs
Whits, A. T. THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWA1 OP FORTH AMERICA. Garrard
Wi%liama, Low. A DIPPER FULL 07 STARS. 'Follett

Sim, Herbert B. ISE AMERICAN SOUTHEAST. Golden
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FILMS

Unit One:
Land Haps and Symbols
Story of Christopher Columbus

Unit Two:
American Pioneer
Colonial Children
Early Settlers of New England
Eighteenth Century Williamsburg
John Smith
Pilgrims
Planter of Colonial Virginia
Plymouth Advwnture
Puritan Family, Early New England

unit Three:
The American Revolution
American Revolution: Poatwor
BoyMood of George Washington
The Congrene
George Washington
Presidency
Supreme Court
The Language of Maps

Unit roar:
California and Cold
Children of the Wagon Train
Denial Boone
flothoeteen of the Frontier
Great Plains

i

Lend of Risk
Kentucky Piecseers

Lewis and Clark
Louisiana Purchases Key
Pioneers of the Plains
Santa re and the Trail
War of 1812

Unit Fives
Cotton
Cottons Fiber to Fabric
tli Whitney
Sunset at Appomattox
True Story of the Civil War

Unit Sims
Alaska
Stine Resters
Frontier Farmers of ALAVA
Hawaii
lieseiies Native Life
Swath Its 50th Stet*
Puma Cecil

VISUAL AIDS

FILMSTRIPS

Unit One:
Hudson
America Is Discovered
Before the bite Man
Columbus
Coronado
Cortes
Ccurageoua columbve
De Soto
Elements of a Map

Unit Two:
Captain John Smith
Colonial New England
Colony of Massachusetts
Eetatlishing the Jamestown Colony
Jamestown and the Itisna
Jamestown Develops Trade
Living in Early Jamestown
Living in Early Plymouth
Middle Atlantic Statmw
Living in 18th CeLtaryNsw Zngland
Middle Colonies
New EnOnd-Niatory
Occupations and Amussmenta
Other Southern Colonie&
Peter Stu/resent
Pilgrims end Pulitan Life
William Penn

Unit Three:
American Re,olution
Causes of the Revolution
Declaration of Independence

Unit Fours
Middle Vest History
Oregon Territory
Oregon Trail
Our War of 1812
Pacifico Coast States:
Westward Ho

History

Unit Fives
Causes of the Civil War
Differemcme Wittman the North and South
Other Problems of Slavery
Problems of Slavery
The Vas Between the States

Unit diet
Alaska end Its Resources
Alaskan Caesarea and Industry
Alaskans sod thpys of Life
Alaskan towns, Southeastorn
Chief Cities, Norte Rice
Chiletre of Resell
Culture of the Islands
Puerto Rio*
Western United Litotes-History
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Unit Sevens
Arizona's Natural Resources
California and Its Resources
Canyon Country
Cattle and the Corn Belt
Changing Cotton Land
Citrus, the Golder Fruit
Capper Mining
The Corn Farmer
Development of Transportation
Far Western States
Geography of the United States
Glacier Park and the Rockies
Grand Canyon
Great Lakes: Come...tree

Great Lakes: How Formed
Industrial Lake Port
',nob', Stater

Ilew York City
Oil
Prairie
St. Lawrence Seaway
Souikeestern States
Visit to Grand Canyon
bleat Farmer
Yellowstone and the Grand Tetons

Unit Seven:
California
Flat Nape of a Round Globe
Flat Nape of a Round World
Florida
Great American Desert
How We Get Our nil
Let Freedom Ring
New England -Its Geography
Pacific Coast States - Geography

Rocky Monntains
Story of Steel
Texas
Transportation-Work Ships Do
Western United Statea -Its Geography

A BASIC STATEMENT OF THE ROLE OF THE NAPO IN AMERICA

The role of the Negro in America is a special area which previously has received little
attention in curriculum outlines. Each teacher should be aware of the following generalities:

1. THE N/ZhO'S ROOTS ARE VERY DSEP 13 "MERICAN CULTURE

In 1502 Negralswere brought to the Spanish colonies in a Western Hemisphere. In 1619 they were
brouest to tns English colony of Jamestown a year previous to the Mayflowi: landing at ilymc .sth.
More than 99 percent of the Negroes have been born in America --this is a larger percentage than
that of any other grOrp. Hence, the Negro is thoroughly Americanized, not looking back with
longing to some lend across the ocean.

2. sway IN AWRICAT AND WORLD HISTDR1

Slavery has developed in just about every civilization for which we have historic records, that
is, it can be studied for a period of Sirs to eL thousand years. But, there is a difference
between ...Lavery and Negro slavery which tetohers should understand. The slavery of aneient
Greece and Rase, and that of the late Middle Ages wee different from the Negro slavery as we
know it.

Modern Negro slavery was the greatest in scope and Africans themselves had a large part to play
in the slave teads. The need for "justification" of Negro slavery led to many race and oelor
theories, notably that of Negro inferiority. Slavery in America became A matter of race becr..use
that status was aplftied to only nonwhites.

In discussing the developecch of +slavery and discrimination in America, teacher/ should not
sensationalize the more brutal aspects of racial conflict. It is important, however, to ahnw
that the slave was always open to physical end mental abuse and that lynchings and anti-Negro
riots were a part of American life.

At the same time a teacher presents the story of the Negro's oppression, he should also tell
how the Negro resisted that oppression. No people has ever willingly accepted slavery or second-
class citizenshipl resistant., to tyranny was be' s. with tyranny.

3. MOON AND 510/41UP

The image of freedom in raeriea has been strengthened by the Negro himself. In 1790 there were
59,597 notalase Negroes in the Suited States, ray of whom has purchased their freedom, and by
1560 the total nosalave Negro population resideel half a million. These free Negroes developed
oherchee sad established and supported schools. Negroes such as Troderiok Douglass were out-
steadies( in the abolitionist motement and in the crusade for women's rights. After the Civil War
other leaders come 5o the forefront, of ahem the best known was Booker T. Washington. Since
his death in 1515, many other Negroes in cooperation with whites, have taken leading roles in the
struggle for equality of oppo . Alty --in education, Jobs, housing, and the full responsibilities
of American Citizenship.
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4. RELUCTANCE TO ACCEPT NEGRO HISTORY

The introdUction of Negro History will often generate a resistance born of year) of life in
White America. A degrading picture of the Negro's past exists and students will not easily
abandon his view of Africa as a land of jungles and savages.

5. ROLE OF NEGRO LEADERS

The role of Negro leaders should not be overemphaaized by those teachers who tend to stress
biographical history. If students learn only about outstanding Negroes they will be mystified
by the problems of today's black ghettos.

6. RACISM AND MINORITIES

Wa suet emphasize bath the negative role racism has played in our history and the ,:ontributions
made by America's cony minorities.

Best Reference:
Katz, William L. TEACHER , GUIDE TO oMYRICAN NEGRO HISTORY. Chicago: 1968. 192 pp.

SAMPLE UNIT

THE NEGRO IN ANZRICA4 LIFE

These bast,: understandings may be presented as a separate unit or interwoven throuoose. the year
with the rest of the units wbIre the concepts would fit chronologically.

A. Overview

"t the foundation of American freedom is our belief in the imp)rtance of the individual as
a human being. Growing out of this belief is respect for human dignity and worth of all
ciAzene. We have not always achieved this goal, but are still trying to accord equal treat-
ment to all groups. It seems that in the social studies area we can best build deep loyalty
to this ideal.

B. Basic Understandings

1. The Slays Periods
a. First Negroes at Jamestown in 1619 were actually indentured eervante.
b. Majority of Negroes brought to America had been enslaved and sold to whites by other

Africans (inter-tribal ware were actually large-scale kidnapping expeditions and were
the main source of slaves; living conditions in Africa were very primitive).

c. I.:bay slaves died on the mazes to America; conditions varied greatly depending on the
individual owner wen in America.

d. Many leaders hoped slavery would die out because a demaratic system could not exibt
aids by side with human bondage.

e. More than 5000 Negroes fought with the Americans in the Revolution (Criepue Attuckel--one
of the first martyrs in the Cause of American Independence).

f. Many Negroes made great personal accomplishments before the Civil Ware
PoetsPhyllis Wheatley. George N. Horton
Benjamin Bennekerpubliehed almanacs and assisted in laying out the city of Washington,
D.O.

John S. Rcseboone--graduated from Bowdoin College in 1826 and founded the first Negro
newspepea.

g. Slaveholling in the United States was always confined to a small segment of the
population --in 1860 only 584,000 southerners out of 8,000,000 held the 3,900,0Ga
Negroes who were in slavery.

h. Slavery increased rapidly with the increased demand for ootton created by the Industrial
Revolution.

2. Egoonomic Lifer
R. Aericultnre--most of the slaves mere field hands and domestic servants"

1) System of bondage on the plantation was essentially berth, humiliating, and
41grediail housing, clothing, food at a bare minimum, education not allowed.

2) hos 194C.1960 Negroes in agriculture in the South beim to have and move to the
cities primarily is the North.

b. Domestie and Pareomal Service-4r 1960 Negroes were entering other fields such am
clerical, sales, etc.

c. Industrial Workeremow protected by Fair Employmeat Laws uhich really bogie at a
Morel level.

d. Professional sod BUSIMIN Neasuther doubled between 1950-1960.
e. laterteimere sad Athletes --Nmay Norm's have been successful end famous in these

two *ream. .

I. IbslagTher* have Deis great problems for the urban Negroes in spite of the federal
.govermeeatis atteepta to forbid discrimination. Segregation is housing is still the
rule rather thaw the exoeption. ,Ar

,
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3. Politiosl History
a, Civil War to 1900-The 13th, 14th, and 15th amendment. were not too eifeotive in the

South which adopted "Black Codes" to keep the Negroes from voting. There was some
programs in the North.

b. 20th Century. -The gradual migration of the Negroes to the Northern cities gave them
more voting power aLd they gradually began to hold more public offices.

C. Civil Rights --Tnere have been vivant and non-violent moremente plum federal legisla-
tion,

C. Suggested References for Teather

1. Katz, W. L. TEACHERS GUIDE TD AMERICAN !MIRO HISTORY. Quadrangle Hocks, Inc.. 1968
2. Fade, R. C. THE NEGRO IN AMERICAN LIFE. Houghton Mifflin, 1965

D. Suggested References to Pupils

1. Dobler and Brown. GREAT RULERS OF THE AFRICA:: F..ST. Doubleday, 1965
2. Dunbar, P. L. LITTLE BROWN BABY. Dodd, Need
3. Graham, Shirley. JEAN BAPTISTS POINT DU SABLE. Meaner, 1953
4. Johnston, Johanna. A SPECIAL BRAVERY. Dodd, Need
5. Petry, Ann, HARRIET TUBMAN. Crowell, 1955
6. Sterling, Dorothy. FOREVER AREE. Doubleday, 1963

The first book listed under Returnees (teacher) has a myriad of books listed aa well as
filmstrips and films.
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OBJECTIVES

1. Recognize that man has various
2. Devalou the understanding that
3. Develop the understanding that

environment.
4. Develop the understanding that

LEVEL SL(

SELECTED COUNTRIES

vaya of meeting similar mode.
man has adapted to a variety of natural habitats.
man finds new ways to control his relationship with his

there is a variety of patterns and Cevelopment and inter-
dependence within and among nations.

OUTLINE

TLe teacher should feel free to study the countries of hie choice in as much detail as
possible while keeping in mind tt.e general objectives.

I. Man Sea Various Ways of Meeting Similar Needs.
II. Man meta Adapted to a Variety of Natural Habitate.

III. Man Fes Adapted to a Variety 'f Natural Resources.
IV. Hen Finds New Ways tc Control Sis Relationship to His Environment.
V. There Ars a Variety or Patterns and Devalopmaat and Interdependence Within and

Among Nations.

I. HAN HAS VARIOUS VATS OF MEETING SIMILAR NEEDS

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Early mania needs were similar to our A. Make individual lists of things which the
needs today. people it /our commuUty conaider necessary

for comfortable living and another list of
) things a barbarian might have considered
aeary.

B. Make a scrapbook of pictures which show
differences between ways of living in early
times and today.

C. Find the definition of culture. Then write
a paragraph explaining what we mean when we
spear of the culture of a people.

2. Three of the Worldis great religions, (Jude- A. Clarify the raining of religion and este)lish
ism, Christianity, and 'elan) nave a number the iAct that religion is an important aspect
of similar principles and beliefs, includ- of many ways or life.
ing the belief in one Cod. B. Compare the religions of Greece, Rose, and

Egypt with that of the Jews. Stress the new
idea of one God.

Co 101,41US8 the idea that a personie religion is
an individual matter; we Should respect one
aaotheris religious beliefs.

D. Make a poster to show some of the JewieL
religious eyehole, including the Star of Devil
and Tablet of Laws.

E. Talk about the fact that Christianity spread
westwerd.

F. Find the meaning of such words as caliph,
Moslem, and Koran.

3. Di Australia ths:e is an thorigiral group A. Research the Australian aborigines using the
ocensoall roterrod to as the Bleafellows. index of periodicals, card catalog, and
Many of than live as their &attestors did encyclopedia. Include in the study the custowe,
tbou4ands of years ago. relill.oe, diet, clothing, way of obtaining

food and Um general way of life.

CF. NAM HAS ADAPTED t) A VARIETY OF NATURAL HABITATS

SLISZE1

1. Early civilisation screed eastward smA
we/board instead of merth and mouth.

2.

Tp and climate ialluemoe the way
cools live.

A.

3.

3. In order to umderstand unfamiliar rasters 0.
one meet .nderstand the problems .34'4 by _p,

the people veto practise than.

7
t

2

EXKISSTIE ACTIVITIES

Trace the possible movements of people oast
end west. Stress the fact that geography can
have importaat effects on hum history.
KOMI' tbs influence of Perko* fester s,
climate, and rosouroes of Arabia oa ways of
living.
Find out %bout Arabian horses.
Investigate the use of camels.



CONCEPTS

4. The things man needs for living are widely

scattered over the earth's surface.

5. Man constantly seeks to satisfy his basio
needs and wants; in doing so, he may adapt,
shape, exploit, and utilise the earth's
resources to his own ends.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

E. Study the Medieval Period in Europa. Make
models depictin life under fusdalism and on
the Crusade and the changing lift through the
development of trade. The castles or other
buildings can be made of cardboard covered
with a suture of salt, flour, and water;
mirrors for lakes, sand for roads, and pipe
cleaners or ,Loy figures for people.

6. Me tratsition from an agricultural to an
industrial stormily brought about changes in r.
the pl.yeizal environment as induatriali
nation demanded increasingly large amou.ts
of raw materials and a larger labor force. O.
This transition has been accompanied by the
growth of urban centers which has cacmged
the landscape in many orals.

7. There Is a relationship between derasits
of iron ore, coal, 'lay, etc. and the
location of ind.so.rial centers.

8. Shipbuilding i8 an important British
industry.

9. The agriculture of a country tep:rels on
its location.

10. The U.S.S.R. is a huge country with a
variety of climates, natural resources,

and types of land.

11. The people of the Soviet Union belong
to many races and speak a great variety
os" languages.

12. The Russian people have had a long history
of harsh leacerahip.

DiAt188 the life of the people, the role of
the knight, and :mat, s prevalent at the time.

Discuss the necessity of im2oLl4ng and ex-
porting along with proxi ity to tho sea
oausirg shipbuilding to become an important
industry in such a country.

A. Discuss Portugal's "tree crops".
B. Discuss the influence of climate and landform

on farAing fu Spain.
C. Make a pictorial diagram that shows the

ethuis of growing and processing cork.
A. Use a wall sap of the world and compare the

site of the Soviet Union with other countries
of the world. Includes United States, Brazil,
Australia, India.

B. Make a map of the Soviet Union shoving its
natural belts with symbols to show the condi-
tions in each.

C. Discuss the fact that the U.S.S.R. exports and
imports only the eaaential items needed to
inDrove her economy. Usos a map to clarify
Russia's problem of lack of access to world
trade routes.

13. The Communiat government was established
by revolution.

14. The ways of living and working in the
Soviet Union are subject to strict

. governmental control so that the people have
little trestles.

13. China is a vast country with a wide variety A.
of physical features, climatic conditions,
natural resources, and ways of living.

16. China has the largest population of any
country in the world. One of her mayor
problems is feeding her people.

17. Much of China is not suitable for forming;
the areas that are, are very crowded.

18. The Commusist form of IDINIMINSt has
greatly influenowi tie life of the people.

B.

Talk about the growth of industry. Consider
reasons why the Commsists are interested in
industrialising China. Compare China with
other nations that ars unable to produce
enough food, such as Britain, Belgium, and
Italy. Discuss the hoot ."at they compensate
for this by encouraging largttmals manufac-
turing. Talk about the problems China must
overcome if she is to beta,* industrialised.
Discuss the transportation situation and what
is being done to improve it.
Collect information about the river known as
"Chila's Sorrow" and compare it with the
Mississippi River. rind out whet is being done
to control floods and droughts along these
rivers.

O. Prepare en exhibit or chart to show the any
teem of soybeans.

D. 'lake a chart tampering restore in China.
t. Discuss the teachings of Confowice. Compare

his ideas with those of Buddha, Mohammed,
end Christ.



1II. MAN HAS ADAPTED TO A VARIETY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

°maws SUMMED ACTIVITIES

19. Population saps can be meaningful and A. Locate the areas and cities taken over by
Euripean powers. Evaluate the right of Europ-

eans to receive special privileges, Note that
the British are still in control of the port
of Hong Kong and that the Portuguese hold
Macao.

S. Look at a population map and explain what in
want by density of population and that it is
deter/a:rad by finding the average rwiter of
oeople per square silo. Demonstrate a square

silo. Demonstrate a square on the board.
Discuss which countries in Asia have the
densest population. Check anetsre with a
world almanac.

20. Adatralis io the smallest continent.

21. Australia ccutains vast desert arose.

22. Rich natural resources give Australia
a bright future.

23. In area, Brasil is the largest country
in Latin America and the sixth largest
country in the world.

Brasil's fine harbor helps to explain
Ay Pia is the main gateway to Brasil.

25. Sri Paulo is the centre.' of the coif**
.root tUlliT4004.

A.

4. The coif,* Lends at the edgs of the tmpics,
have a climate and soil well suited to
growing largo crops of coffee.

B.

C.

A.

B.

C.

Piscusa the reasons for the 14de variety of
climatic conditions in Auatral:a.
Coneider Australia's population, and its
relatively isolated location in discusaing
why all the major cities are seaports.
Find out how a boomerang Is made, and how it
is used,

Refer to an enoyclopedia, almanac, or other
referenc book to get information about Braziltel
imports end exports.
Lock for the following types of information:

a. Commodities imported
b. Commodities exported
c. Value of such commodities
d. quaatitiea or weight
e. Imports from specific countries
f. Exports to specific countries

Measure the cooatline of Brazil with a string
or a taps on a globe. Measure in the ease way
the combined coastlines of the United Stetea
(including the Pacific, Atlantic, end Oult
Coasts).

IT. NM rum NEW PATS TO OOKTBOL HIS RELATIONSHIP TO HIS annaomaarr

CONCEPTS

1. Zany man had food sad shelter problems
similar to ogre today.

SUMMED ACTIVITIES

A. Discuss each step in relation to the food and
shelter problems early man faced.
1. Kew did early an know be had food problomel
2. What possible =swore did he have for

solving the problem?
3. How did he gather facts?
t. What conclusions did he probably reach?
5. Bow did he probably test his conclusions?
6. Discuss clothing problems in the same

MOADOr.

2. Oreempla scustains ard'inlends prevented

political unification and termed her people
to the acilitating salters' exchange
thrum* hd;ration and trod/

3. All cultures provide toe wets of antis,
moods Ot broom promps. Those ways differ,
often to a great degree, is how this is dome
and is the attitotee, vases, and
dada of behavior expected is similar
situstiems.
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CONCEPTS

4. Great Britain's mountains, coal, and
iron made possible its development as
an industrial nation.

5. Legends and scales of miles ou maps are
meaningful and important.

6. France, one of the oldest democratic
nations, is both an agricultural and
industrial country.

0=51E% ACTIVITIES

A. Use wall map and diseases
1. What is the difference between a continent

and a country?
2. Can ve compare the sizes of countries or the

length of rivers on any two maps?
TS. Using the ruler, measure the number of inches

between two points on the map. Multiply
that number of inches by the number of
miles to the inch as shown on the scale.

A.

B.

7. Latitude can be used to satinet. distance. C.

8, The arts have been highly developed in ItalyA.
for hundreds of years. Italy still ie a
leader in musle, painting, sculpture, archi-
tecture and literature.

9. Once s. powerful military and industrial
nation, Germany is now divided. Weetern
Germany Lea rebuilt its industries and
agriculture. Eastern Germany is con-
trolled by the Soviet Union.

A.

B.

C.

10. Switzerland is a small, mountainous, land- A.

locked couetry.
B.

11, One fifth of the world's population lives
on the subcontinent of India. These people
belong to a variety of races and religions C.

and speak many different languages and D.

dialects.

12. Geographical Pond/tit:A in India include
the highest mountains in the world, trop-
ical dungles, dry and rolling plateaus, and
an irrigated plain.

Look at a map of France. Name and locate the
natural boundaries.
Review France's Listory. Investigate hoe she
became a democratic nation early.
Look at the globe and note how many degrose
there are between the parallels on the globe.

Read about the artisans of Italy.

Map etudys Notice the division of Germany
into western and eastern sections and identify
the boundary lines.
Notice the concentration of cities in the
eastern section of Germany.
Review the hietory of Central Europe; empha-
sise the relotionaMT betweer the absence of
natural boundaries and the frequent changes of
political boundaries.

Discuss the cairy industry and the way it is
managed. List the uses made of milk products.
Locate the industrial centers, list prouucts
and identify the raw materials that must be
imported.
Discuss Swiss eriatemanship.
Collect tutorial for a report on winter sports
is Switzerland.

13. India is d,roloping its natural resources A. form a coamittee to make a study of the

and improving on old customs. Its greatest British colonial system in India. Includes

problems inclscle providing food, jobs, and the way the British gained control of India,

education. the goveramentel system, military control, and
reasons why Britain granted independence to
India.

B. Members of the class who wish to do further
research for a report o% the beliefs and
practices of Hinduism and Buddhism will find
helpful Information in Florence Fitch's bock.
THEIR SEARCH FOR OED. MATS OF WORSHIP 1N IBS
ORIENT.

O. Discuss the influence or the monsoons on wipe
of living in

D. Draw interacting scenes of India as a back.
ground for the diorama box. Us. clay, pipe
cleaners, or cut out paper drawn or molded to
represent the different types of transportition
found in India. Place these appropriately
within the box,

latitudes bate nothing to do A. Show on a globe that you do not Cavel dour
high altitudes, slop, of the when you go frca high to low latitudes.

way rivers flaw.

14. Low red high
with low and
land, er the
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C'JNCEPTS

15. Japan is a mountainous, densely populated
island nation.

16. Among Jeimin's greatest resources are her
forests and the Bello

17. The Japanese have long been ruled by
feudal lords. Only recently has a
democratic form of governme4t been
established.

18. Japan is one of the leading industrial
nations of the world. Her major
industries include textiles, ehiAuilding,
and machinery.

19. Many Japanese live in large modern cities
like out own.

20. The lines running east and west are
called parallela of latitude and dis-
tances between succeeding parallels are
equl.

21. Anywhere on the earth, a decree of
latitude is about 70 miles long.

22. Latitude is measured north and south
of the equator. Places north of the
equator are in the north latitude, those
south are in the south latitude.

23. The limes running north and south on the
maps are called meridians of longitude.
An understanding of these lines will enable
you to locate places quickly.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Discuss the ways the Japanese have adapted
their lives to the danger of volcanic
eruptions and earthqaakes. Why does this
represent a problem in huge cities such as
Tokyo?

B. Clarify the reasons why the Japanese use even
the .-miallest patches c: lend for fa -wing.

Locate the coastal plains areas, and stress the
fact that much of the land is unfit for
farming. List Japan's agricultural products.

C. Discuss the need to use rich fertilizer.

D. Decide why fishing is important and how the
eft, fa used as a natural resource.

E. rind a number of examplen of Japanese art.
Talk about the ways the artiste have inter-
preted their subjects and used color and
dsaign. Compare Japanese art with that of the
Western world.

F. Make and number small paper boats and air-
planes with a red dot on eacht
1. Using a pin, place thee° on a large wall

map which shows lines of longitude an!
latitude and have the red dot on the exec.
locations you wish identified.

2. Go to the map and write the number of a
boat or plane and the location by latitude
and longitude.

THERE ARE A VARIETY OF PATTERNS AND DEVELOPMaT AND
INTERDE712:DENUE WITHIN MD AMONG NATIONS

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. People of the ancient world made costrib- A.
utione to civilisation which we enjoy
today.

B.
2. The (evoke adopted end improved ideas

of other countries.

3. The Western world received many of its
basic ideas about justice, law, and govern- C.
vent from Rome.

. ,

4. The Crusades stimulated a desire for the
products of the teat.

D.
3. Interdependence is a constant factor L

human relatinnehipa. Exchange of ideas
and knowledge has recalled in the enrich-
ment of menes

6. The increase in regional specialization E.
is today's world pole!" to a world that is
becoming more and sore interdependent.

7. When people mpeci4lise they become &pead-
os! on ethers far the things they do net
produce and for a market in which to sell
the goods or services they do produce.

r.

G.
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Make au appropriate map with drawings to show
major contributions of each civilization.

Make a list of persons representative of
various periods such ass An Athenian school
boy, caliph, prise!, Nero, Alexander, etc.
Yrite a report in the form of an autobiography.

Diecurl the feet that the Greeks used tho alphae
bet of the Phoenicians and improved on it. Dis-
cuss the origin and development of our own
alphabet.

Compare the Rosen way of bewail% a citizen
with the way we achieve American citizenship.
Discuss acme of the benefits and responsibili-
ties in becoming a citizen of the United States
or ancient Rome.

Develop the meaning of "equality before the
law". Decide why plebeians wanted legal
equality.

Find .:et what spices your mother uses and what
countries the spices come from.

List the conditions that led to the unesual
development of creativity in the arts duriog

the Renaissance. Include sponsorship by people

of mesas and money available to parches, the
art produced.



CONCEPTS

8. Trade is essential to the British. In
order to bui the food and raw materials
needed they must sell their manufactured
produc's.

9. The textile industry in Britain is profit-
able even though most ox the raw materiels
must be imported.

10. Rivera are importer" to trade.

11. The Soviet Union influences its neigh-
boring nations.

12. Important problems facing Japan today
include feeding her growing population,
finding aourcee of raw materials for her
industries, and establishing foreign
markets for her manufactured products.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

H. Review the grewt artists of the period.
I. Dramatize the 'significance of Gutenberg's

invention by talking about what life would
be like if we had no newspapers, magazines,
storybooks, advertising circulars, etc.

J. Choose one manufactured item and try to HAM
the industries that contribute to it.

K. Visit the stores and shops in the community to
find articles that have been imported from
Great Britain, and to learn the coat of these
items. On a wall map of the world trace the
routes by which these articles may have come.

L. Draw a map showing the major rivers.
X. On a map:

Identify the Soviet Union and name tee
countrica influenced by its leaders; include
Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hungry, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, and
Mongolia.

2. Identify China and name the countries in-
fluenced by its leaders including North
Korea and North Vietnam.

N. Discuss the interest of young Japan in changes
taking place in their country. Include the
need for ships to transport goods and the
effort being made to produce ships. Point out
the diversification of machine production as
evidence of long term planning.

EVALUATION

1. Is the pupil able to relate the various wake man has of meeting similar needs?
2. Has the pupil developed en understanding of the ways man has adapted to a variety of

natural habitats?
3. Is the pupil able to relate how man finds new ways to control his relationships with his

environment?
4. Has the pupil developed the understanding that there are a variety of patterns, developments,

and interdependence within and among nations?

SELECTED REPMENCkS FOR PUPILS

GPY.ZCE

Aulaire, Ingri and Edgar D'Aulairs. BOCK OF GPM myTas. Doubleday and Company, Inc.,
Carden City, New York, 1962

Craves, Robert. GREEK cops AND MOS. Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, 1960
Irving, Washington. TOE ALRAXBRA, PALACE OF MYSTERY AND SPLENDOR. MacMillan Company, New fork,

1953

INDIA

Aaron, Sairley L. WHAT THEN RAMAN? Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1960
Suokadortf, Astrid Bergpen. CRANDRUI THE BIT AND ME TIGER. Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,

New York; 1960
ARABIA

Brown, Marcia Joan. FLYING CARPET. 0.arles Scribnerla Sons, New York, 1965
Colun, Padrsic (editor) ARABIAN NI0hTS, TALES Of WONDER AND MAGNIFICENCE. The Macmillan Coursay,

New York, 1953
Kelsey, Alice Ow. OMB THE MULLM. Longman, Green end Company, Iv., New fork, 1954

SWITZERLAND

Denary -Isbert, Margot. BLUE MYSTERY. Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., New York, 1957

GREAT ERITAIN

Bulls, Clyde R. TEE SWORD IN THE TREE. T. Crowell Publishing Company, New York, 1956

Chute, barchette. WONDERFUL WINTER. E. P. Dutton and Company, Inc., New fork, 1954
De Angell, Marguerite. BLACK FOX OF LORNE. Doubleday and Company, New York, 1956
Daring's,' Helen. PILGRIM KATE. Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., New York, 1949

: Lamb, Charles. !ALM FROM SHAKESPEARE. The Massillon Company, New York, 1950
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ITA:I

Baumann, Hans. I MARCHED WITH HANNIBAL. Ianry Z. Walch, Inc., New Ymk, 1962
Setcliff, Roserary. EAGLE OF THE NINTH. Oxford University Press, Inc., New York, 1954
Winterfisld, Henry. DETECTIVES IN TOGAS. Harcourt, Eric, and World, New York, 1956

Collins, Dale. BUSH HOLIDAY.

AUSTRALIA

Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden City, New Yoe:, 1949

CHINA

DaJong, Meindart. THE HOUSE OF SIXTY FATHERS. Harper and Row, PcIlishers, New York, 1956

Levis, Elizabeth. TO BEAT A TIGER, OAE NEEDS A BROTiDDI'S EFIP.
LiA, Beatrice. LITTLE WU AND THE WATERMELONS. Follett Publishing Company, Chicago, 1954

Godden, Sumer. MISS HAPPINSZS
Mat74no, Maeako. TARO AND THa3

JP PAN

AND MI.S FLOWER. The Viking Press, New York, 1961
TOFU. The World Publishing Company, Cleveland, 1962

FRANCE

Gray, Elizabeth Janet. I WILL ADVENTURE. The Viking Press, New York, 1962

SOVIET UNION

Malashnikoff, Nicholas. THE DEFENDER. Charles Scribner'a Sons, New York, 1956

EGYPT

&moo, Ruth Fosdick, BOY OF TEE PYRAMIDS. Random House, Inc., New York, 1952
Kielgaard, James Arthur. FIRE WINTER. Holiday House, New York, 1951

PALESTINE

Lands, Gertrude. JEJISH FAIRY TALES AND LEGINDS. Block Publishing Company, New York, 1952

Speer', Elizabeth. THE BRONZE BOW. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1961

GEFItANY

Pyle, Howard. OTTO OF THE SILVER HAND. Charles noribner's Sons, Nev York, 1955

FILMS

Arab Middle East
An Island Nation (Japan)
Australia-Island Continent
Egypt$ Cradle of Civilisation
Treace and Its People
Cirieny-People of the Industrial East
India
Iberian Peninsula (Spain and Portugal)
Italy (Peninsula of Contrasts)
Japans Mirsole of Asia
Life in Medieval Town
Lift in Ancient Greece
Life is Mountains (Switserland)
flogs of Western China
PortmealsA Portrait
People of the Soviet Union
cupid for ?rondos (Churchill)
The British Isles
Rono:City Eternal
Spain

Cl

.

Went ormsny

VISUAL AIDS

FILMSTRIPS

Ancient Egypt
Australia (Ltj Life)
Central Europe
China and Her Neighbors
England
Feudalish
Farm Village in Japan
Gernany Today
India and Ceylon
Judaism Today
Living in Japan
Living in S. Asia
Living in the British Isles
Living in the Soviet Union Today
Moditorrennan Damps
Modern Australia sad the Pacific Islands
Medieval Towns and Cities
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SAMPLE UNIT

EGYPT LAND OF ANCIENT WONDERS

A. Over\iew

Egypt is a land of ancient wonders. 7t is Lere slang the banks of the Nilz River that a
great civilization began. We call Egypt the "Clan. of Civilization",

The people built great pyremids. Irrigation brouSht about agriculture on a great desert.

The Sphinx, the tosples and our calendar remird UJ of the country where tL rulers were
Pharaohs.

Today Egypt is a country that still dere vie on the conservation of .meet so that her farmers
can raise tobacco, sugar cane, vegetables, grain, and cotton.

B. Objectives

1. Teaches - -to present the geography and history of Egypt through social culture of its
development.

2. Pupils --to learn and appreciate the Land of Wor.Zere and what it ism cort.:t,,Asd to our
present day living.

C. Creative Activities

1. Interpreting customs and cultures of people -Pantomire -Nonolcgue-Dialogue
2. Appreciation of literature and art
3. Handicraft -oostming, boollets, etc.
4. Puppets-ceramics
5. Library reading
6. Food-cooking, preparing food

D. Study Guide

1. Why did Egypt become "the Cradle of Civilization"?
2. Why were the pyrsaide built?
3. Row did irrigation affect the lives of the people?
4. What caused the Egyptians to develoo a system of surveying?
5. What was the part played ..y hieroglphics in developing our fora of wAtten cJmnunication?
6. List the thingu which tell something of the progress made by the Egyptians over the

Stone Age people.

7. List the products raised on t'e farm.
8. What is Moaleel Row it his religion similar to that of s Christian?
9. Be able to tell the thine that the Egyptians gave us:

a, Vocabulary:
Architecture Karnak Scribe
Astromony NoaLwz Sculpture
Aroma* Mosque Sbadoof
Cataract Mummy Sphinx
Climate Oasis Surveying
Civilisation Obelisk Thebes
Delta Papyrus Tomb
Euphrates Pharaoh Tributaries
Hieroglyphics Pyramid Wasteland
Irrigation

b. Govvrnmwatt
Reservoir Weather

1) Father governing the family.
2) Related bailie,: livit4 together forming a tribe.
3) Manufacturing said trade bringing people together in towns.
4) A group of tribes or towns joining to fors a nation.
5) A group of nations brought under the rule of one conqueror to form an empire.

c. Taingis to remember about Aneilla: Egypt:
1) :typt beceMe civilised 104 before &grope-Cradle of Civilisation.
2) Mi.* River made ; Egypt fertile mod prosperous.
3) Early Egyptians had leaned the use of copper and bros:. They had advanced frog

tism atone age to the bronze age.
4) the first paper ma bade frog Um papyrus plant.
5) Early gentians built the pyramid, whiob ranks among the wonders of the world.
6) Articles famed itt to** tell us bow they lived.
?) Mode portraits is ot004, painted pictures made pottery, jewelry and furniture.
8) Picture writing and alphabet were developed.
9) they invested a calendar from vbieb our calendar was developed.
10) The Kits. called Plurals sada Egypt a great empire.

1("!
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E.

d. Evaluationt
What Egypt gave us:
1) The discovery that a year ham 365 dam the first calendar, 12 months.
2) Beautiful statueetand buildinge which have served as models for later nations.
3) Diacovories about the heavens, about medicine, mathematics including arithmetic,

algebra, and reometry.

Visual Aida

1. Pict...ea
2. Figurines
3. Maps
4. Charts
5. Graphs
6. Files -- Ancient Egypt (10 min.) Audio Visual Education Department

Indent World Inheritance 0.0 min.) Audio Vieual Education Department
V. Filmatrips -.People are People --Pert I, Part II, Part III, Part IV, Part V.

Egypt! People Audio Visual Education Department

' Excursion.

1. Art Museum
2. Church, public buildings in citystudy architecture.

0. Exhibits

1. Art Museum
2. Arrange articles and picture. brought by children from home.

d. Coordinate Activitiea

1. Music
2. Records -- "Grand March from Aida" by Verdi
3 :ludy of Architecture
4. Creative Writing

a. Stories
b. Poems
c. Plays
d. Newspapers--(clay tableta)

1. Culminating Activities

1. Class exhibit of tictures--eadc and collected
2. Objects-ade and collected
3. Charts and diagram
4. The beginning of a time line
5. Plays --dramatisation -talka-for an assembly program
6. Making saps to help tell the early geography and history of the region.

J. Evaluating the Unit

1. Ran the unit provided learning and appreciation for each child at his own learning level?
2. Save the children learned facts that ere pertinent to the subject?
3. Rave their study 'kills inprored?
4. Is there evidence of more democratic living in the group?

I. Selected Referee***

Aker, Wilma. IESTERDAT TEE FOUXDATIOP OF TODAY. pp. 8-23
Amos and Are*. NOMIZAKDS. pp. 27-42
Marron-Parker. CON 11141BCPLO IRS SAHARA AND ISE NILE. Pp. 94-122
Briabral, NoFerlape. NOW TVS IMO LIVES AND WEIS
Bride*, Ruth. TEE STOETOUOOR CALMAR
Stung, King, Ectletr. 00 MUM° IN TIE OLD WNW. pp. 25-38
Relleek, Treats. CM NATION'S Roma. pp. 18.31

S allibertease BOOK 07 MARY PAR! II-HAllehs Childress". PP. 83-96
H illyer. MILOS MINOR! Of THE ECOLD-Zgypt and Egyptians. pp. 22, 27, 28, 30, 1P8, 192

Rower, Alioe W. SOCAS MID TIE CROCODILE
McOaire. 2KS PAST MKS AWN. pp. 31-37
Smith, IXrolsoa. M1201031L3 MORD THE WORLD. pp. 219-225

Terry. Mb IIVIDOCOMM-SIORT 07 /01APKID. pp. 120-126
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EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

Evaluation is all of the procedures used by the teacher, children, principal, and other school

personnel to :mess outcomes of Instruction. Evaluation involves securing evidence of the

acbievment of formulated goals. Uses of evaluation should improve instruction and may lead to

a reformulation of goals.

A variety of techniques and. devices of evaluation are listed below.

1. Obaervatirns by the /*other:
Observations of the obi/iron give a developmental picture of growth that cmcnot be measured
any other way. Many specific ideas, concepts, attitudes and skills may be observed as well
as the actual behavior of the children in various situations.

2. Group Discussions:
Informal group discussions can provide the feedback for planning experiences to improve
attitudes, clarify concepts, or to meet individual needs. It is helpful in citablishing

an attitude of looking forward to progress and growth.

3. Charts and Checklists:
Charts and checklists are especially helpful in individual and group self-evaluation. They

are planned cooperatively by the children and teachers on each level.

4. Diary and Note Bookas
An individual diary or note book of children's activities may be kept.

5. Personal C'. erences:
Personal con:broncos may be helpful in talking over issedicts problese, determining
difficulties and clarifying group standards and procedures.

6. Questionnaires and Inventories:
Questionnaires and inventories will help teachers determine children's interests, bobbies,
attitudes, home background, and may other things.

7. Anecdotal Records:
An anecdotal record is a description of some incident or situation in the lives of children.

(See sample "Behavior Journal")

8. Work simple." are usually written materials and may include a report, a story, a claseroos
test, an explanation, a booklet, or a research project.

9, Case Studies or Permanent Records:
Case studies are pertinent infcrsation on such items as hose, background, and previous school
experience, health records, and data from tests that have been collected to help evaluate

this child.

10. Sado-Metric Techniques:
Socio-ketric techniques are used to evaluate growth in social relations and/or to observe
changes in the social structure of the group.

11. Testes
There are many kinds of tests: teacher-made, tesch4r-pupil, and standardized tests. Tests

should be selected or constructed in accordance with the needs of the children and the
purpose of the program.

12. lave a daily evaluation with the children at the end of each period. Let the children do as

much of the evaluating as possible. They should decide bow well they worked, whether each

person did his part, what should be done better, etc.

IN Ism the children write ddam all the things they have learned in a unit. Make a bulletin

board of all the sentences that are different. Let the children illustrate the sentence.
This way you can find out eat was overlooked.

14. Make a chart of things which the children think the class or individuals have done wU
during the study. Add to the list during the rest of the year to son if the child:A, are

more conscious of good manners, accepting responsibility, taking pert in discussion.

15. trite stories and poems about life in a particular oommunity or region.
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ptscussIoN

1. Take turns.

2. Help Mika Plans

3. Listen to Others

SAMPLE EVALUATION CHARTS

GROUP SHAPING

1. Ws share picture stories and other items
related to our unit.

2. We had objects so that all can see then.
3. We speak clearly eo all can hear,
4. We watch and listen courteously.
5. We take turns and Uhl only our share of the

time.

Behavoriel Journal

Names Room No.

Data Incidents

9.21

10.2

10-19

11-2

Did not share his pic'Alre::.

Helped sake rules for using materials;
shared only a few tools.

Discusad. need for sharing with others.

Worked on a special report.

Grade

Consents

Needs help in carrying out staLdards.

Group chart say help. Beginning to
understand reason for dharirg. Need
to work with one or two children.

Growth is evident; place in a group of
three or four.

Growth is continuous.

SILT EVALUATION SWEET

Data Name

1. Outstanding 3. Satisfactory
2. Above average 4. Need* improvement

1. I brought something from outside school.
1 week 2 welt 3 week 4 week

2. I contributed to class discussions.
3. I planned my work carefully.
4. I did ny job in my oommdttes.
5. I contributed ideas, suggestions and facts

in my oommittes.

WENIMMI1,

6. I cleaned up quickly and cheerfully.
7. I made use of several resources.
8. I listened courteously when others

were talking.
9. I applied the suggestions of others.

10. I followed directime carefully.

DISCUSSION CHART

Behavior to be okeekrai

1. Uoktretands the problem.

2. Listens Ails others Am*.
3. Is as interested amd willing listener.
4. Considers ideas onstrery to his own,
5. Sticks to the topill.
6. Dees rot respect ideas gins by others.
7. Speaks clearly sod dirtinet/y.
S. Saes appropriate Issgmege.
9. Is interested is. eased* of others.

43 2
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MEL

SOCIAL STOTTS SBVQt (7wo Semesters)

PROBLSMS AND DECISIONS IN Tax UNITID STARTS TODAY: A STUDY Or PROBLEMS IN OUR SOCIETY

The Seventh Grade course has been desigatil with a view to aoquAnting pupils with some of the
values mad attitudes desirable in a democratic society. The units are designed to teach pupils
a number of important ooncepts and generalisations tiob will have transfer value and should
help them mays* data in the Nture. The course attempts to develop a number of skill., many
of which are related to nettain of inquiry.

OBJEG'ITYFS

To be able to use the methods of inquiry and critical thinking for problem solving by,
a. Recognizing a problem from date
b. Formulating hypotheees
c. Gathering and sorting data
d. Analysing, evaluating, and interpreting data, and hypotheses in light of data.

2. lb be able to demonstrate an utderetanding and ability to rationally discuss the problems
confronting the edoltacent inoKvidual today, such as drugs, alcohol, peer group relation-
ships, and school.

3. To be able to demonstrate en appreciation of groups and en awareness of the feelings and
belief, of the people of other races, ethnic groups, and creeds by
a. identifying the inherent problems of minority groups
b. Identifying the cultural contributions of minority groups
o. Demonstrating an understanding of the evolution of the legal protection now afforded j,

minority group*
d. Relating possible solutions to the problems of minority groups,

4. To be able to demonstrate a basic knowledge of the geographical background and historical
developments of urban areas.

3. To be able to identify the malor problems facing our local, state, and national governments,
to investigate questions pertaining to these problems, and G5 rationally discuss these
issues.

6. To be able to demonstrate a knowledge of the student's civic and so4lal responsibilities
in the federal, state, and local governments byi
a. Demonstrating a basic knowledge of the structure of our political systems.
b. Knowing the specific duties and responsibilities, both civic and sooLel, required of

a citizen in our society.
c. Demonstrating the proced4rer by which the responsible citizen fulfill..., a meaningful

role in our society.
d. illustrating the process by which responsible *Means effect change in denocratio

society.

f. METHOD 07 IAMBI AND CRITICAL THINKING

This unit is not exactly e. unit that would be completed in one time period but mod throughout
the course in the development of the other units.

SKILLS ArnOESTED ACT/VITUS

1. Learn to attack problems in a rational nnner.A. Develop hypotheses and figure out ways of
testing them.

B. Set up a iisple experiment.
3. Define term in order to avoid confusion.

2. Lear% to boats information. A. Learn to use effective interview techniques.
B. Learn to use READSR'S GUIDE TO PERIODICAL

LITZBATURI.
C. :mars to use library card file.

3. Learn to gather information. A. Reraar reading material* for a specific tor -
p snob as to answer a question.

B. Try to increase understanding of Social
Studios voesbulery.

0. Review effective use of the dictioriry.
D. Review use of refcr^nce sources such as

world amens°.
I. Practice good listening habits.
7. Leers to identity akin ideas and tspporting

details.
0. Learn to take brief notes AA written materiel.
R. Learn to take brief motes on oral activities.
I. Leers to interpret tables, charts, and graphs.
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SKILLS

4. Recognize the influence of mass media.

SUGCESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Learn the ways of evaluating the validity or
credibility of mass media.

B. Discuss censorship: Pros and cons.
C. Study the use of propaganda.
D. Study the use of advertising.

1I. THE AEOLESCEJT IN SOCIETY

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Understanding of Self

1, The basis for personality differences lies
in two major facts: no two peop1,-., have

exactly the same heridity, and no two
people grow up in the sass environment.

2. People are all different in the ways they
react to circumstances and in the way they
think about things; since everyone is like
only himself, everyone differs from other
people.

A.

B.

C.

3. Physical abilities and disabilities may
help or limit a person in their undertakings.

4. Maintaining good health is An individual,
national, and social responsibility.

5. The use of tobacco, alcohol, and drugs are
harmful and dangerous to a peraants health,
both mentally and physically.

B. Understanding Others

1. Getting along with others in a skill.

2. Getting along with others is an important
part of s personas development.

3. A person's future and the future of their
nation depends upon their being the best
person they are capable of beingi there-
fore it is important that all learn to have
good relationships with others.

A.

B.

C.

D.

C. Understanding School

1. The overall aim of education is to develop A.
an informed and responsible society in order
to maintain and improve the quality of ottr D.
nation.

2. Students need to attend sdhool/ so they may
Woome an informed individual who can lead C.
a fall life and Woos whatever they went
to be.

3. Students GUI make the most of their abilities
by studying and using their time effectively.

4. Tests are important for they are ways of
mwastiring bow much a person knows end how
mud' they have improved.

5. It /a important for stole:Ms to get along
well with %et, teachers for that affect*
how they get along is sa,o1 generally, bow
happy they are, and bow mach they leers.

6. Public schools are financed by pmblin
support through !Lotion.

Study effects of biological and cultural
influences on the formation of the individual.
Study likenesses and differences of individuals.
Make a survey of personal abilities and
disabilities;
1. Try to get an estimate of mental ability

with help of a counselor.
2. Mimes physical abilities and disabilities

to see bow they may help or limit you in
your undertakings.

3. Study effects of personal health on develop-
ment of self. Under this topic we might
study:

(Effects of exercise)
(Effects of tobacco- physical and mental)
(Effects of alcohol-physical and mental)
(Effects of drugs-physical, mental, and
legal)

Study peer group relationships.
Investigate individualism versus. conformity.
Study relationships with those is authority
and how these relationships may be improved.
Study relationships with adults and how they
ray be improved.

Investigate reasons for compulsory education.

Make a study of how to make the most of your
abilities and how to study and use your time
effectively.

Have a discussion concerning grades and tests:
1. How to approach different types of teats.
2. What tests mean.
3. What grades mean.
4. Nets a panel discussion on "The Student's

relationship with teas;hers and other school
personnel".

5. Hays school finance personnel speak to class
on how scbools are financed.
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00tiCEPTS

A. PRIMA-ZS

III. GROUP RELATIONSHIPS

1. PNdudioe end discrimination say affect
intergroup relations.

2. No one is born with build-in attitudes
toward certain groups or individual..

3. Ignorance and fear are at the basis of
such prejudice.

B. IMMIGRANTS- AMERICA IS A NATION OF MINORITIES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Define prejudice. Investigate Currie aspects
of it.
1. Discrimination
2. Frustration
3. Aggression
4. Stereotyping of individuals
5. Culture conflict
6. Power conflict
7. Group self-hatred and its results

1. Minorities say be found in any number of A.

*polities.

2. America gave immigrants the chance to make
a better living than they could sake in
their native countries.

B.

C.

3. Immigrants have given America many
oontributions. D.

C. RACIAL OR ETHNIC GROUPS

1. The people cf our nation have different A.

religion', cultural, and racial backgrounds,
and many Asericans still identify with the
cultures of their national background.

2. Racial groups have problems in being
accepted into the sainstrean of American life.

IV. THE EXERGEtICE

CONCEPTS

A. THE BEGINNING OF CITIES

1. Early man was forced to live as a nosed. A.

2. Cities played a great role in the
civilisations which developed in the four B.

great river valleys.

3. Cities may well be the met !important
invention in man's long history. C.

4. The Greeks created a civilisation of D.
city - states, and gave zany gifts to the
nation.; of mom who caps after thee. E.

5. Rose was the most successful city-state F.

in the history of western civilisation.
G.

6. Constantinople was the greatest traeng
city in the history of early western H.
civilisation.

1. Sore cities i2 medieval Surcge like
London were trade centers: %horses cities
like Paris were educational centers.

Make a list of reasons why people immigrated
to America?
Have a panel discussion on "Is it necessary
that all people 13 the United States hams the
ease righisand opportunities?"
Using materials in the school or public library
write a report on a famous irnigrant who has
contributed something to the United States.
Have students read all or part o: John F.
Kennedea book, A NATION OF IMMIGRANTS.

Investigate the difficulties of the following
large minority groups with present day
difficulties
1. Negro Americans
2. Puerto Ricans
3. Mexican Americans
4. American Indians
5. The Poor of Appalachia

OF CITIES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Make a model of one of the ancient cities. In-
clude in the model tesples, dwellings, palaces,
and the market place.
Vial! a museum in your city and look at dis-
plays dealing with ancient heritage. Then
write a report on the ways the people in these
civilisations lived, as shown in the museum.
By the use of a dictionary, find several Eng-
lish words that have Greek origins.
Draw a map of ancient Athens slowing the main
points of interest.
Write a report, using books from the school
or public library, on Roman life.
Draw a map of ancient Rose slowing the main
points of interest.
Draw a sap of Constantinople showing the main
points of interest.
Write a letter telling how life was in medieval
London or Paris.
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CONCEPTS

B. TECHNOLOGY AND THE C2OWTH CW CITIES

1. Agricultural improvements affected the
development of cities.

2. Power-producing machines have affected
industrial and urban development.

3. The growth of cities has given rise to
urban problems such as health and
sanitation.

A. COMPETITION FOR LAND

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Draw a chart showing the moat important in-
ventions in agriculture and industry during
the 19th and 20th centuries.

B. Read a biography of some fammus inventor or
scientist who aided urban life. Then give an
oral report on the person and on his work.

V. MAJOR URBAN PROBLEMS

1. Land and space are scarce lecause there
is only no much land and there is a
great deal of competition for it.

2. A city's most urgent need should determine
how the land is used.

3. Since land and space are scarce, cities
must use thee to the best advantage.

4. Cities must Look into the future and an-
ticipate future needs when planning how
beet to use the land.

B. CRIME

1. Crime is not easy to define' however there
are many kinds of it.

2. The majority of the crime committed in the
United States is in the cities, and it is
committed by young males.

3. Crime is threatening our may of life.

4. To reduce ode, social conditions have to
be improved in cities and ghettos.

5. The pre/ention of crime is a public
responeibility.

C. POILVTIOW--AIR

A. Imagine that you are a city councilman and that
you had to vote whether to have a football
stadium, an art museun, or public parking gar-
age. .T.'n a short composition tell why you made
the choice.

B. Discuss the advantages and diaadvantagea of
relying on public transportation.

O. Have a debate - -"A city will not be successful
unless recreational needs are met."

A. Have a panel discussion on "Why does most crime
occur 14 the cities?"

B. Have a 1.:::4vr of the Juvenile Court come to your
school and speak about "Crime and Juveniles ".

C. Write a composition on which crime you think
is the worst an. why.

D. check vith your local police department and see
what oriwes are committed the most in your
comsanicy. Then make a graph showing the
results.

1. Meaty dangerous pollutants are in the air, A.
and some of these are not manmade; Waver,
most pollutants are caused by men.

B.
2. Air pollution not only affects man but

plant life and animals. C.

3. Local, state, and federal officials are D.
whim some edema*, in *leaning the air.

D. POLLVITOO.-WATIR

1. There is a scarcity of fresh water because A.
of se increase is water polletioa.

B.
2. Water pollution is caused by oar greying and

complex society. C.

3. The best froetible sound of ulosa vecer in
ti.. future will be the dessliaination of 1
salt water through the was of =dear power;
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kaki, a chart listing the major causes of air
pollution, and jive ways in which these caws*s
sight be prevented.
Conduct a discussion on whether industries that
pollute the air should be clo or not.
Write a report on air polluticz in metropolitan
St. Louis.

List some toys that the local, state, and
federal authorities are preventing air pollu-
tion. Then writs a report telling why you feel
that one of these throe authorities should have
the responsibility in the prevention of
air pollution.

Write a composition on water pollution is the
Mississippi or Missouri River.
Investigate ways in which metropolitan St. Louis
is trying to provost water pollution.

Discuss how our complex society is causing
water pollution.



CONCIPTS

4, Water pollution suet be stopped and new
sources of fresh water suet be developed.

E. TRANSPORTATION

1. An effective transportation system is
vital for the %tel. re and progress of our
cities and nation.

2. Transportmtioa between cities is needed
for both passengers and freight.

3. The problem' of transportation in our
cities are severe.

4. Much money has been used to improve the
movement of traffic in and around the
cities; yet people are still delayed on
their journeys to and fres cities and
within cities.

5. Most city planners and traffic engineers
believe that if sass transportation
ayetems are improved, many urban treffic
problems will be solved.

7. URBAN ROUSING AND PLANNING

1. The construction and maintenance of
sufficient urban housing is on. of the

major problems Wing our action's cities.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Take a field trip to the St. Louie County
Water Company and are how water is prepared
for human consumption or invite a member from
tne water company to come and talk about the
problems of water pollution in our community.

A. What ie the role of the government (city-county-
atate and federal) in improvement of highway
travel?

B. What are current problems in air transportation?
C. What is the role of railroads in current day

transportation?
D. Make a study of the ways that St. Louis County

is trying to &Ave the tranaportetion problems.
E. Have an official frost St. Louts Lambert Field

come to your class and speak about air trans-
portation problems.

7. If you were a traffic engineer, what new ways
would you use to improve transportation in your
city? (Panel discussion or report)

A. Are slums only in cities.
B. What are some affects of Urban Renewal projects

and why should they be carefully planned?
C. What are some ra.eons slues develop?

2. There is not only the problem of constructing
now housing, but of stopping older neighbor-D. How can building codes to useful in helping tc
hoods from becoming slums. prevent awe?

I. Why is city planning important/
T. Why is regional plennine important?
G. Would it be an advantage to be able to plan a

completely now city?
4. It is important that improvements in urban H. Is the Department of Rousing and Urban Develop -

housing be made mow rather than in the future. sent an important agency in the improveavnte
of cities?

their

3. Minority groups and recent immigrants are
sometimes forted to live in slums.

5. Naar American cities are trying to resole
slums by urban renewal and by enforcing
city building codes and coning laws.

47. THE STUDENT'S ROLE IN YEDFAAL, STATE, AND IPCAL 00VERNMNT

CONCEPTS

A. FEDERAL GIVERNICENT

1. The United States has a federal system
of government in which power is divided
between the federal end state governments.

2. Our federal government is divided into
three branches; the executive, legislative
r d judicial.

3. Each branch of the government has specific
delegated functions.

4. !he executive, legislative and judicial
branches of the federal government play
important roles in aiding our urban WIWI.

SUGGESIV ACTIVITIES

A. Debate; Do you think all states 'noted have
the same laws for votingi

H. Make a chart shoving the functions of the thus*
branches of Jaeger:cant.

0. Study the ways tl.at the federal government
aids the urban ammas.

D. Conduct a diecuanion on rhos should have the
most power, the Arderel or state goverment.



CONCEPTS

B. MISSOURI CONSTITUTION

1. The American people are governed under
constitutions.

2. The people of Missouri have the Constitu-
tion of the United States and their own
Missouri Constitution.

3. The Conatitution of Missouri is the
highest law in our state; yet there
can be nothing in it which goes against
the United States Constitution.

4. The Missouri Constitution as it is now
written was adopted in 1945; however, much
that is in it was also in our old constitu-
tion.

5. The Missouri Constitution is set up so
that three branches of government (execu-
tire, legislative, and judicial/ govern
the people.

6. The three blenches of government should
always work together for the good of all
the people.

7. The constitutional form of government pro-
vides the means to accomodate change.

SUGGESIID ACTIVITIES

QUESTIONS TO INVESTIGATE;

A. Why does a society need laws?

B. Why does the state need a consatution?

C. Why students need to know about it?

D. By the use of a chtvi show how a bill
becomes a law.

E. On an outline map of Missouri show the
thirty four Senatorial vistricts of Missouri.

F. On a chart show what offices make up the
euecutive branch.

G. Write a report on wry we need a judicial
branch in government.

V, Study the Articles of the Missouri C'onatitution.

C. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITIES TO SCHOOL, COMMUNITY, AND HOME

CONCEPTS

1. Each student has a social responsibility
to his school, community, and home.

2. Students have a responsibility to avoid
taking or damaging school or community
property.

3. If a student vandalimm or destroys school
or community property, he will be held
reaponsibile, and his age will not protect
him from liability.

4. A student can begin his social responsibil-
ities in the boss.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Write an essay on what you feel are your
social responsibilities to society.

S. Invite a detention worker to class to tell
what happens to those who do not follow their
responsibilities,

C. Have your principal or assistant principal to
come to class and discuss why students have a
social responsibility to their school.

D. Check with your local school board aid local
city officials to see the amount of money spent
a year on vandalism.

5. Ones a stUdent is aware of social reaponsi- E.
bilitiees he has an obligation to practice
these responsibilities in whoa, community,
and twee. F.

6. Ctudents should have a feeling of pride in
their home, sohcol, ace community.

Study the effects of vandalism upon your
community.

Conduct a diacuse4on cn the student's
responsibility to the home.

O. Rave resource person speak to students
about pride in their community.

R. Rave students participate in school or
community beautification programs.

EVALUATION

1. Is the student Able 'o think critically and use the methods of inquiry,
2. Is the student able to understood and rationally discus* the problems adolescent today?
3. D044 the student demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of his civic and social

responsibilities?
4. Ts the student able to demonstrate basis knowledge of the background of the development of

urine areal'
5. Is the student able to identify and ratiesolly discus, the problems facing our local, state,

and national gpvernaente? l88
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UNIT I

STUDENT REFERENCES

Hazelwood School District. HOW TO STUDY. Hazelwood School District
Maynard, John and Each, David. MAP SKILLS FOR ')DAY'S GLOGRAPIff. A.E.P.

Person, Craig and Sparks, David. TAKING A STAND. A.E.P.
Phillips, M. V. PHYSICAL GEOGRAPIX. A.S.P.
Real Magazine Staff. ad. BZW '10 STUDY WORKSHOP. A.E.P.

METH

S.R.A. (various authors) JVNIOR OSIDANCY SERIES. S.R.A.

. TURNER-LIVINGWON READING SERIES. Follett
TURNER-LIVINGSTON OCIOMNICATIONS &CRUZ

UNIT III

Cutler, Burach 'Morrill and Thiffault. ed. ANTHROPOLOGY IN TODAY'S WORLD. A.E.P
HugUes, Langston. FAMOUS NEGRO HEMS OF AMERICA. Dodd, Mead

UNIT IV

Hollister, O. W. MJVISVAL =DOPE. Wiley
Lisaner, Ivan. TUE LIVING PAST. G. P. Plana'''. Sons

Piranne, Henri. MEDIEVAL CITIES. Doubleday

UNIT If

Blake, Petar, BRASILIA. Doubleday
Harris, J. 14 OUR POLLUTED WORLD. A.E.Y.
Hyde, Margaret. THIS CROWDED PLANET. McGraw -Hill

Kennedy, John T. A NATION OF IMMIGRANTS. Harper Row
Kirkup, J. TOKIO. A. S. Barns.

UNIT VI

Hanna, John Panl. TEENAGERS AND THE LAW. Ginn
Kati:mayor, Willits. OUR OONSI/TOTION AND WHAT IT MEANS. McGraw-Hill
Metropolitan Youth Commission. RULES OF TINE GAME
Pearson, Graig and Cuttar, Charles. LINCRTY UNDER LAW. A.E.P.
Quigley, Charles N. YOUR RIOTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS AN AMERICAN CITIZN. Ginn
Scholastic Magaaina. WHAT DA MOULD KNOW ABOUT DENDCRACY AND WHY. Tour Winds Prase

TEACHER REFERINCES

UNIT

Maynard, John and Pack, David. .AP SKILLS FOR TADAYIS GEOGRAPIG. A.E.P.
Pearson, Graig and Sparks, David. TAKING A STAND.

wen
Arnapiger, Brill and Rodlike?, VALUES TO LIVE BY. SteCk=Vanghn. ?Z.
Jeffs, Seal. NARCOTICS, AK AMERICAN PLAN. Paul S. Erickson, Inc.
Remmers, R. H. and Radler, D. H. THE AMOCKEBAN TEENAGER. Hobbs- Merrill Company

UNIT III

Daruoh. GLASS MUSE OF PREJUDICE.
Sedbrigbt, E. and Woalse), J. IT'S FINE FOR NROTIU311100D. Molise Smith Company

UNIT IV

Hollister, C. W. MEDIEVAL EUDNI. Wiley
Lissom*, Ivan. THE tram POST. 0. P. Putaam's Sons
Hanford, Louis. Cl?! IX HISTORY. Baroourt, Brace, and World
Piremme, Mori. HmIEEAL MUDS, Doubleday
Soda. Wilms. ed. CI211$ C. OUR PAST AND PRESENT. May

g9
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UNITY

Blake, Peter. 3RASILIA. Doubleday
Carr, Donald E. BREATH OF LIFE. Norton and Conpany
Conant, James. SLUMS AND SUBURBS. McGraw-Hill
Ellis, D. NEW YORK. Prentice Nall
Eandlin, Oscar. THE MOONERS. Doubleday
Higbee, Edward C. SQUEME: CITIES WITHOUT SPACE. Morrow
Hyde, Margaret. THIS CROWD E) PLANET. McGraw-Hill
Jacobs, Jane. DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES. Random House
Jones H. CRIME IN A CHANGING SOCIETY. Penguin
Kennedy, John F. A NATION OF INNIGRANTS. Harper Row
Meese, Allen. WATER POLLUTION. John Hopkins
Meyerson, Martin. HOPSING, PEOPLE, AND CITIES. McGraw-Hill
Mille, Clarence. THIS AIR WE BREATHE. Christopher
Tully, A. BERLIN. Macladden
W , Robert C. THE URBAN COMPLEX. Doubleday

UNIT VI

Findlay, Bruce A. TOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION. Prentice Hall
Kneier, Charles. CITT GOVeMNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES. Harper Row
Quigley, Charles N. TOUR RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES AS AN AMERICAN CITIZEN. Ginn. T.E.
Sagerin, Mary. AQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW: OUR COURT SYSTEM AND HOW IT WORKS. Lathrop, Lee,

and Shepard

UNIT I

Maps and Their Meaning (7)
Maps for A Changang World (7)
Reading Maps (7)
What in A Map (7)
Dewey Dwaine). System (S)
Locating Places on Naps (S)

UNIT II

LSD Insight or Insanity (7)
Seduction of the Innocent (7)
Marijuana (7)
The Losers (7)
Shy Guy (7)
Beginninc To Oat* (7)
Dating (3)

UNIT Ill

What About Prejudice (7)
Brotherhood of Man (7)
Trumpet For The Combo (7)
Immigretton (7)
Out of Slavery (7)

SNIT IV

Ancient Egypt (7)
Anoient World Inharitamoo (7)
Bysentine Empire (7)
Bose City Eternal (7)

UNIT V

Living Is A Metropolis (7)
The Living City (7)
Changing City (7)
Cityl Cars or People (7)
The Temonest (7)
Rise of Mew Timms (7)

VISUAL AIDS

Propaganda Techniques (7)
How To Study (7)
Language of Graph. (F)
Library Organization (7)
Library A Place for Dicocvery (7)

Improving Study Habits (7)
How to Take A Test (7)
What's the Good of A Test (7)
Using Your Time and Ability (8)
There's Nobody Jast Like Tom (5)
At Home and In Public (8)
At School (S)

Freedom Movement (7)
I Have A Dream (7)

Coming of Civilisation (8)
What Is A City (7)
Masse How They Grow
NAdieval Tbwas and Cities (8)

Prohleme of Conservation: Air
Man'. Problem (7)
Persistent Seed (7)
Mere Is The City (B)
Problems of 2124 City
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UNIT la

Rules and Laws (F)
Why Vandaliam (F)
Vandalise (F)
Growi,g In Responsibility (S)
Our Basic Civil Rights (F)
Debt To The Past -Goverment and, :fan (r)

Missouri Constitution (S 1d/record)

A. Introduction

Date With Liberty (F)
Democracy (F)
Your Bill of Rights (S)
Bow A Lii Becomes A Law
Congress (Y)
County Government (F)
Supreme Court (F)

SAMPLE UNIT
FISSOURI CONSTITUTION

(s)

By 1818 Missouri had petitioned the United States Congress to obtain statehood. A bitter
fight took ..ace in Congress over Miaeourite petvion for statehood and the problem of
alavery. The Enabling Act and the Missouri Compromise passed by Congress 1820, granted
Missouri the right to become a slave state. The Enabling Act authorized Missouri to hold
an election in May of 1829, to choose delegates to a constitution convention. The convention,
with forty -one *embers present, met June 12 to July 19, 1820. This was more than r year
before President Monroe proclaimed Missouri a member of the Union (August 10, 1821).

In this unit an attempt will be made to help students underatand the purpose of the Missouri
Constitution and their rights an4 responaibilitien as a citizen of the State of Missouri.

B. Activitlea

I. DEMOCRATIC FEATURM OF THE CONSTITUTION

SUGUSTED ACTIVITIES

A. Discuss the purpose of the Preamble.

B. Dec film strip on Missouri Constitution with
record.

A. Prepare oral and written reports.

B. Compare the Missouri Bill of Rights with the
Federal Bill of Rights.

CONCEPTS

1. The Preamble is a short statement
that precedes the constitution which
mete l'erth the reasons, for writing the
constitution.

2. The Missouri Constitution has a Bill
of Rights which is a set of statesente
that duarantees certain rights and
liberties to the people.

II. THE CONSTITUTION ESTABLISHED THE SYSTEM OF ODVIMU7TIT

1. The official title of the Missouri
legislative branch is the General
'Assembly.

A. Use filmstrips and other projected materials.

2. The main purpose of the General Assembly A.
is to as laws.

3. The 'crimple of Missouri can pass lava A.

without the approval of the General
Assembly by using initiative. B.

4. the people can use referendum is order
to reject a law passed by the General
Ammar.

Visit a legisTetive session.

Present owes showing the use of initiative and
referendum.

Use prepared transparencies of Missouri's
Constitution as each portion of the constitution
is explained.

A. Study government publications on referendum.

B. Dramatise and use role playing.

3. The supreme executive power is vested is
our governor.

6. The executive branch sees that laws are A. Interview resource people.
enforced.

7. the sovernor, lieutenant governor, attor-A.Utiline records, radio, books, television,
Rey general, state auditor, secretary of papers, and tape recording.
state, sad state treasurer are elected by
the people during the general eleotioes.

8. The wormer appetate other adainistrative ARead and study from reference materials.
officials.

91
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CONCEPTS SUGGEATED ACTIVITIES

9. The judicial branch of the government A. Use case study of current disputes.
settles cases and disputes that involve
its people.

10. The Supreme Court of Missouri is the A. Discuss courts of Missouri. Project film
highest authority in settling legal "Missouri Courts, Part One" and "Missouri
disputes provided they relate entirely to Courts, Part Two"
state matters.

III. LOCAL. GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL DIVInICMS

1. The local government consists of politicalA.Uss maps of Missouri to show the senatorial
subdivisions and cities. districts, congressional districts, and counties.

2. The constitution and laws of the state A. Stuiv the structure of local government.
provide the powers and duties of the
subdivisions. B. Make Charts.

3. A candidate for public office for the A. Use mock elections and role playing by candidates.
State must meet certain qualifications.

4. There are three regular elections held in
the State of Missouri.

IV. PUBLIC SCHOOLS

1. The operation of the public schools and A. Discuss the financing of public education.
colleges of the state is largely carried
on by the local school boards and the
governing boards by the colleges and
universities.

2. Free public school education is financed
by taxation,

3. Taxes may be laid and collected 5y the
State and by all its subdivision,.

V. CONSTITUTIONAL 0124DMENTS

1. Amending the Constitution can be A. Study the reasons for constitution changes.
proposed by the majority of the General
Assembly, by initiative, and by consti-
tutional convention.

C. Evslustion

1. Do students understand the purpose of studying the Miseouri Constitutions
2. Do students show appreciation for laws and Loy they ...elate to their daily Hyoid
3. Nave students learned their responsibilities to the local and state government'
4. Do the students understand the organization of the state and local government?
5. Do students understand their rights as a citizens
6. Do the students understand the similarities between the Miseouri Bill of Righta and the

Bill of Rights in the Federal Constitutionl
?. Are the students aware of the reasons for the changes in the Missouri Constitution2
a. Are students beginning to have responsible attitudes and opinions toward governmentl

D. Filar

1. County Government JS 22 min.
2. Governors Mansion JS 30 min.
3. Living City J6 26 min.
4. Spot Light on Missouri J8 10 min.
3. St. Louis, Big City J8 25 min.
6. Missouri a Living Portrait J8 24 min.

1. Filmstrip'

I. State art Local Taxes
2. Problems of the City

2
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T. Hooks

1. Constitution, State of Miasouri, 1945. Revised, 1964. Published by James G. Kirkpatrick,
Secretary of State of Missouri

2, Missouri Constitution, Understanding the Missouri Constitution, by Karsob, Robert r.,
St. Louis, Miseouri, State Publications Company, 1963

3. Miasourit Day by Day, Shomoker., !Floyd C., Volume 1, State Historical Society, Mid-State
Printing, 1942

4. The Government of Missouri, Kursch, Robert F., 8th ed., Columbia, Missouri, Lucas Press,

1963
5. Vanguard of Empire, Larkin Levis Shepherd, St. Louis, State Publishing Company, 1961

6. The Heritage of Missouri, History of St. Louis, Meyer, Mane, State Publishing Company,
1963

7. State Uistcrical Society of Missouri, University of Miescuri Press, 1959
8. A History of Missouri, Violetts, Eugene Morrow, Cape Girardeau, Mismouril Ramfre Yrese,

1960
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LEVEL EIGHT

UNITED STOTTS HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT (Two Semesters Required)

The Eighth Grade United States History course is a two semester presentation which is designed
to be consistent with the objectives outlined in the Social Studies Guidelines.

The course provides for a conceptually stroctured, chronological presentation in order to provide
sequence and a factual beats for future study in American History.

It is divided into thr following units:

Exploration and Colonisation of the New World
The Creation of a New Nation
Early Years of the Republic
Wartern Influence and Manifest Destiny
The Great Crisis
America Enters the Machine Age
The United States Becomes a World Power
The United States Feces the World of Tomorrow

OBJECTIVES

1. To sou that important changes and events have frequently been the result of complex and
interacting causes.

2. To diocover how our concept of democracy has expanded throughout our history and what
forces have endangered the dullness of that democratic inheritance.

3. To understand and appreciate the various contributions which have cone to make up the
plural nature of our society.

4. To sea the continuity and the change in human affairel the develops.ent and decay in
special institutions.

5. To become acquainted rith the Constitutional structure of our government and understand
the nature of its evolution under our democratic way of life.

6. To appreciate the significance of conflicting evidence of historical accounts and develop
skills for evaluating and interpreting information.

7. To eaa how the fortunes of geography and the developmen'o. of technology have affected our
way of life.

I. 10CPLORATION AND COLONIZATION OF THE NEW wont'

OONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. The Crusades and the Polos travel made A.

Europeans desirous of new routes to the East.
B.

2. Using slave labor, Spain was able to build an
empire in the Caribbean, Central America, and
South America. C.

3. New France grew slowly lecture. the Xing sad.
the rules and few men could own lend.

4. Political, religious, and economic condi-
tion. caused thousands of Englishmen to
sake their hoses in North America.

5. We owe such of our rich heritage to the
fact that people from many countries
settled Amerien.

Make models of sailing Ships.

Draw maps Moving routes of various French,
English, and Spanish explorers.

Put on a skit depicting the first Thanks-
giving or landing of the Pilgrims at
Plymouth Rock.

THE CREATION OF A NEV NATION

A. THE GROWTM OF COLONIAL DIE/PATENT

1. Remoteness from England and differences
of environment encouraged a spirit of
self-rMance is the colonies.

2. Begasmd's policy of fire colonial rule was
regarded em a threat 42 American mononio
sad political freedom.

3. The toltelets devised masa to thwart
and resist British regulations.

4. Efforts at rmoncillittam broke down
and resulted in a use of form.

A. Draw two maps of North America before and after
the Trench and Indian War showing the growth of
British territory.

B. Have oft colonial Wauseon gather in an
and diocese the emforcement of writs of
assistance.

0.

inn

Bun a whispering rumor through the class con-
cerning the Boston Massacre and discuss the
aignificance of its entombs as propaganda.
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CONCEPTS

5. The Declaration of Iriependimos iu an
important expression of American ideals.

6. Many individual and collective ante of
heroism inspired the cause of freedom.

7. The colonists received aid from those who
bad person.1 and national interests in the
American cause.

8. A combination of geographic, econoric,
political and military factors were
involved in the outcome of the war.

9. The peace treaty made recognition of
American independence and established
approximate boundaries for the nation.

B. FORGING A NEW GOVERNMENT

1, Provincialism and distrust in centralized
authority threatened the security of the
Confederation.

2. Many outstanding American personalities
contributed to the writing of the Consti-
tution.

3. Our new constitutional government was
based on a wiles of compromises.

4. A series of checks and balances were
designed to licit the powers of the
executive, legislative, end Judicial
branches.

5. Opposition to the new form of government
had t* be overdose by wise argument and
education.

6. The constitution provides for a federal
form of government.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Write a letter as a member of a Committee of
Coaresponaenc, explaining the situation in
Boston alter the Boston Tea Party.

E. Disclaim the etront; and weak points of the
colonists use of penition, boycott and violence
as a means of resist ace.

F. Compare Longfellow's account of Paul Revere's
ride with a more factual account. Discuss
the importance of legend in perpetuating
historical concepts.

G. Make maps of the regional campaigns in t'le war.

H. Find out which altos of Revolutionary fame have
been made into national parks or Shrines.

I. Find examples of how geographical features or
the weather were significant in Revolutionary
War battles.

J. Look into the history of Independence Hall or
the Liberty Bell.

X. Read and discuss a case study involving the
denial of constitutional right(' to an indivi-
dual.

L. Suggest how the Const:tution might be amended
to change the method of electing the President.

N. Collect newspaper articles revealing the in-
fluence of the federal government on our lives.

7. The powers of tLe federal government have
been expanded according to the needs of a
growing nation through the elastic clause Bei
amending processes.

III. EARLY YEARS OF THE REPUBLIC

CONCEPTS

A. INAUGURATING THE NEW GOVERNMENT

1. The Federalists assumed the responsibil-
ity of establishing guiding ecedents
for the new government and achieving
financial stability.

2. Strict and liberal views of interpreting
the Constitution Sharpened political divi-
sion within the nation.

3. The primacy of domestic problems required
neutrality in foreign relations.

4, Political parties arise and evolve in
response to regional and/or national needm.

5. Political parties pride an effective
means for expressing popular demands.

95

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Make a comparison of the cabinet positions
during Wochington's administration with those
of today to show the increased responsibilities
of the government.

B. Compare the reasons for neutrality among
nations today and those of the United States
in the 1790's.

O. Write a newspaper editorial expressing an
American point of view over the XYX affair.

D. Make a Model of a flatboat used during the
period of settlement in the Ohio Valley.

E. Draw a mop showing the rivers which flow west-
ward into the Missiseirpi. Locate New Orleans
to show the significance of Spanish control
there.
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B.

1.

CONCEPTS

EXPANSION AND EXPLORATION

Indian tribes and great expanses of
forests were obstacles to the west-
ward movement east of the Mississippi.

2. The Northwest Ordinance provided for
an orderly and democratic development
of wcatorn lands.

3. The nation's western boundary and an
outlet for western produce were secured
through the peaceful acquisition of
Louisiana.

F.

G.

H.

I.

4. Our western lands were appraised by the Lewis
and Clark and Pike expeditions. The poten-
tial of our Western resources was not fully

J.

understood.

C. ESTABLISHING NATIONAL RESPECT

1. Differences of opinion exist on the
definition and extent of national rights
and responsibilities, and defense of
national integrity.

K.

L.

N.
2. The symbols, images and mottoes

associated with our historical events
and personalities are important in
creating a sense of national unity and pride.

N.
3. Our national foreign policy is in-

fluenced by the foreign policies of
other nations.

4. The United States revealed its growing
sense of nationalism in the acquisition
of Florida.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Find out what you can about township organiza-
tion in the St. Louis County area.

View the dioramas of early St. Louie in the
Old Court House in downtown St. Louis.

Read an account of the medical practices on
the Lewis and Clark Expedition in the Dec. '63
issue of American Heritage.

Have a debate between members of the War Hawks
and other Congressional factions over the
decision of war with England.

Read and discuss the words of the "Star
Spangled Banner" in context with the events
at Ft. McHenry.

Through discussion, demonstrate the issues
involved with federal supremacy.

Have a round table discussion among Latin
American peoples as to the meaning and
implications of the Monroe Doctrine to them.

Make a map to show w',at states or parte of
states were formed ire Spanish Florida.
Show the important gulf ports acquired.

Have the student bring illue.atione of
famous slogans and sayings that create a
sense of national pride. For example, "Don't
Tread on Me".

5. The Monroe Doctrine proclaimed a polioy
of far-reaching involvement.

IV. WESTERN INFLUENCE AND MANIFEST DESTINY

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Conditions in the West fostered the
growth of manhood suffrage and the demo-
cratic spirit.

2. Geography and economic problems fashin.cd
the West's sectional character.

A. Discus* what reasons caused the Westerners
be less class conscious than Easterners.

B.

3. Andrew Jackson expressed the sentiments of O.

the common man and championed his expandtng
role in politics.

D.

4. Jackson stood for strong nat:onal unity in the
states' rights and nullification issues.

5. The construction of roads and canals
raised the question of Federal spending.

6. The boAldiag of transportattos routes pro-
moted settlement and development of the West.

F. Write and/or relate some "tall Texas tales"
to the class.

to

Wake a series of drawings of Jackson's earlier
exploits which sight have promoted his election
to the presidency.

Listen to some chanteys or fork songs asaoc -
iated with the Erie Canal.

Make a map of the most important transportation
routes developed in the trans-Appalachian
Vest (National Road, Neches Trace, etc.)

B. Writs a peragrsph oz, "The right to vote should
(or should not) depend upon property qualifica-
tions."

7. Desire for land and mew opportunities
attracted many persons into western regions
beyond our boundaries.
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CONCEPTS

8. American settlers sought greater self- G.

determination through revolt against Mexi-
can rule and the creation of the Texas

B.

9. The acquisition of more western territories
became a political isms in the United
States.

10. The United States and Great Britain peace-
fully settled their differences in a div-
ision of the Oregon Country.

11. Boundary disputes and the activities of
expanaioniste" resulted in a war with
Mexico.

I.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Draw two cartoons illustrating the American
and the Mexican viewpoint of United States
expansion to the Pacific.

Have the class portray the citizens of an Iowa
town discussing the banishment of the Mormons.

Find and relate to the elate a description of
San Francisco daring the gold rush.

V. THE GREAT CRISIS (SEE SAMPLE UNIT)

A. TKE DRIFT TOWARD CIVIL WAR

1. The South was economically and peychologi- A.

callycommitted to slavery and the plantation
system.

2. Abolitionists activities increased tLe
bitterness of oeotional feeling over
slavery.

3. Efforts at compromise failed to settle
the main issues of controversy.

4. The doctrine of states' rights became the D.
South's defense for its way of life.

B.

C.

B. CONFLICT AND RECONSTRUCTION

1. A difference in resources and geography
determined the strategies of the North
and South.

2. The war ems costly in terms of human and
economic resources expended and bitterness
bred.

3. The concept of en indissoluble union was
established by the wet.

4. The insistence of political factions on a
severe and punitive reconstruction caused
deep resentment in the South.

5. The rroviaions of the XIII, xrv, and XV
Amendments had important and far-reaching
political, sooial and economic effects.

A. THE FRONTIER IS CLOSED

!fake a sap &bowing the statue of slavery in the
territories in the 1850'e.

Discuse the statement, "Slavery was morally
wrong, yet the North shared with the South
responsibility for its development.

Read Lincoln's First Inaugural Address.
Discuss why Southerners ignored its compromis-
ing tone.

Make a map of the Union campaign to secure the
Mississiipi and the Confederate campaign into
southern Pennsylvania.

E. Discuss whether Sherman's march and tactics
were necessary to end the war.

r. Read and relate to the class John F. Kennedy's
account of Edmond G. Ross from PROFILES IN
COURAGE.

O. Find magazine advertisements or write to the
chamber of commerce of soxe southern state
for information on the advantages of locating
an industry there.

N. Have students report Lim the lives of famous
military lenders of the Ciril 111 period.

VI. AMERICA ENTERS

1. The Indian was the victtn of the economic A.
interests of the advancing white mac.

2. The geography of settlement for the Great B.

Plains was In great contrast with the region
east of the Mississippi.

3. The extension of the railroads and passage
of the Somostead Act were aids in the
settlement of the Great Plains.

C.

THE MACHINE AGE

Make a map slowing the Indian reservations tn
in the West today.

As a settler on the Great Plains nesc,ibe the
construction of a sod hose.

*I.& the Deparment of Interior for information
concerning land available for homesteading in
the country today.
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CONCEPTS

4. Developments in farm machinery barbed wire, D.
etc., better enabled settlers to utilize ex-
tensive western lends.

E.
5. fhe Sleet was not one but many regions each

demanding different skills, And adaptations
to environeenr.. T.

SEGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Use a wood-burning set to make a group of
cattle t, ands on a board.

Draw a map to ahoy that region of the country
kr-nin as the wheat belt.

Listen to some of the western range cowboy
Songs.

O. Read to the class Bess Aldrich's account of a
locust plague from her book A LANTali IN HER
HAND.

B. TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATION PROH)TFS UNITY

1. Political and geographical considerations H.

were involved in the building of a trans-
continental railroad.

2. The building of a transcontinental railroad I.
wee a monrmental task.

3. The development of the automobile and its
sue production changed America's way of J.

living, and created many related industries
and problems.

4. The airplane has become the basis of a eitalE.
and expanding industry in the modern world.

5. The technological application of eleotricityL.
to communications changed all aspects of our
society.

6. Radio, the movies and television have had anlf.
all pervasive influence on our nation.

C. THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION PRODUCES MORE (CODS

1. The industrial revolution was a complex N.
development of interdependent inventions
and methods.

2. The industrial revolution was gradual but O.
made great chances in the means of production
and organization of the laboring forces.

3. Pew sources of power supply helped br'ng P.
about and were brought about by the indus-
trial revolution.

4. The steel industry was the backbone of the
machine age.

D. PROBLEMS 07 THE INDUSTRIAL AGE

1. Abuses in business and industry resulted
in government regulatory legislation.

2. Bitter struggles resulted When labor
sought to organise itself against 'manage-
seat.

3. The passage of labor legislation sided the
cease of labor organisations.

.. The rapid expansion of Assratals industrial
machine resulted is the careless use of
lateral resources.

$. the migration to and growth of urban
canters created a greater awareness for
refers sod participation is vestment.

Prepare a poster as m*.ght have been used by a
western railroad promoting the settlement of
western lands.

Read the account of building the first trans-
continental railroad in Irving Stone's MEN TO
MATCH MY MOUNTAINS.

Make a bulletin board of pictures illustrating
the advancement in airplane or automobile
design.

Bead some interesting acconnte of motoring
during the early 20th century.

Debate the following topic: Resolved: Movies
end television have been a direct cause in the
increase of crimes among Suveniles.

MA, a chart or diagrae of the various machines
which yore developed in the textile industry as
necessary complements for Previous machines.

Portray Eli Whitney ekelaining to government
officials the merits of interchangeable parts
as a way to increased production.

Make a mep of the United States showing the
location of iron ore and coal deposits which
aided the growth of important industrial centers

Read to the class Irving Stone's account of the
Pullman Strike from CLARENCE DARROW TOR THE
DITENSE.

Q. Draw up some handbills which a factory owner in
the 1860's might have distributed among newly
arrived immigrants.

R. Students may write a skit portraying the life
of a child in an :srbau slum before ohild
labor lava.
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CONCEPTS

6. Ineigranta responded to America's reed for
later but various considerations eventually
led to the quota spates.

7. Our uation'e spates of public education wee
aided and developed in response to the de-
sande of the machine age.

SUCCESTE) ACTIVITIES

VII. THE UNITED STATES BECOMES A WORLD Mill

A. THE UNITED STATES ACQUIRES OVERSEAS POSSESSIONS

1. The purchase of AlaakA proved to be a wise A.

inveatment economically and politically.

2. Military considerations and commercial
interests were involved in the acquisition B.

of territories beyond the continental United
States.

3. The Spanish-American War was viewed by
some nations as an act of United States

4. The United States was confronted with many
p,obleme in administering her Pacific and
(Aaribbemaposseasione.

5. The United States and other Western powers
obtained Comeeroial advantages from a weak
Chinese nation.

6. Major medical and engineering problems had
to be overcome in the building of the
Panes A Calla

8. WORLD WAR I AND THE TWENTIES

1. Strong eentiments of leolationiem overcame
pre-war efforts at establiesing inter-
national peace machinery.

2. A major historical event such as World
War I had many complex causes whose roots
lie deep.

3. The Russian withdrawal from World War I
placed increased pressure upon the Allies.

4. The American commitment of the troops and
equipment were vital to an Allied victory.

5. Peace provisions imposed after the war pro-
vided the basis for future international
confliot.

6. Domestic politics and fear of further
international involvement resulted in
United States rejection of the League of
Nations and return to isolation.

7. The United States was preoccupied with
domestic problems and prosperity during
the Twenties.

8. President Hoover was confronted with Oe
"Crash" and chain reaction of economic
collapse of the late Twenties.

C. THE NEW DEAL AND WORLD WAR II

1. The responsibilities of our government
were greatly enlarged to contend with
the problems of the depression.

Locate on an cutlice map Um! most important
islands or island groups accuired by the
United States by 1520.

Make a bulletin board of the products that have
made Alaska a valuable asset.

C. Write an editorial defending or criticizing:
1. United States Open Door Policy
2. T. Roceeveltte actions at the time of the

revolt in Panama.

D. Hold a naval hearing at which the various
causes or reasons for the destruction of the
"Maine" are heard.

E. Make a drawing or model of the Panama Canal
explaining the function of Gatun Lake and the
locks.

F. Use an outline map to identify the Allied
powers in World War I.

G. Play lone of the ecnge of the World War I
period end tell hcie the American attitude to-
ward that conflict is reflected in them.

H. Diecuaa the moaning and imports...7e of Presiden:
Wilson's statement, "Peace without Viczorjr".

I. Through research lave the strdent present an
overview of the affluence of "The Golden
Twenties".

J. Give the class a 1528 listing of stocks. Have
them speculate through the "crash" into the
depth of the depression.

K. Draw a map showing those states and regions
affected by the Tennessee Valley Development.
Show the dams erected on the rivers of this
region.

L. Use a world outline map to locate the major
fighting fronts of the United States in
World War II.

N. Nava a meeting of high ranking military and
civilian officials in which the decision to
drop the atomic boob is discussed.
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2.

3.

4.

CO6CEPTS

The United States was able to deal with the
serious problems of the depression without
destroying its basic democratic institutions.

The New Deal program entai7ed many permanent
as well as temporary aspects that aroused
strong support and firm opposition.

World-wide economic unrest encouraged the
rise of dictators during the Thirties.

5. United States policy toward European and
Asiatic aggression evolved from legislated
neutrality to total involvement.

6. Strategy in the conflict was global in
extent and involved the expenditure of
great amounts of human and material
resources.

7. The war's duration was shortened by the
soment.nts decision to use the atomic borb.

A.

1.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

VIII. IME UNITED STATES FACES TEE WORLD OF TOMORROW

THE CHALLENGES OF WO= LEADERSHIP

The United Nations was organised to main-
tain international peace and security and
provide a basis for solving world-wide
problems.

2. The lnited National has been faced with
may serious preblems complicated by
conflicting national interests.

A. Use a world outline map to show those nations
which do not belong to the United Nations.
Find out why they do not have membership in thie
organization.

R.

C.
3. The United States developed military

alliances and economic assistance pro-
graft to counteract the spread of communion.

D.

4. Commtniat Cuba raised grave questions for
Western Hemispheric nations.

E.
5. A military defense of Korea was a

United States commitment against coo:ta-
ins is Asia.

Investigate rose of the humanitarian programs
in which the United Nations is engaged.

Write a radio script dramatising that
Berlin Airlift
Hungarian Revolt

Discuss why the United States should or should
not expel Castro's government from Cube.

Study the areas of the world where possibili-
ties of world conflict could emerge at the
current time.

F. DisC468 the proposition:
6. should be abandoca for a

against poverty."
0. Make a bulletin board showing the ways in which

THI llFITED STATES 00/111CMT8 MOSLEM AT HONK peaceful developments in atomic power will be
a blessing to mankind.

B.

1.

The licitad States re- examines its foreign

policy during the 19606.

"The space race
concerted effort

The Federal Government has been attempting
reduce the severities of inflation and de-
pression since the twenties.

2. The netion is seeking control of atonic
veapoes and development of peacetime ulna
for atosio power.

3. Aseri:en space ventures are sclintifically
motivated.

4. Rapid developments in technology have
plcomi great demands on our educational
scrotal.

5. Assert efforts to extend civil rights to
pone have resulted is strife.

6. Soolel welfare legislation has aroused
critio:Am amd politioal _ontromersy.

9. Solutioss for problems of pollutiost trans.
portalr.on end urbanisation call for bold ideas.

to
1.

I.

Investigate the problems which have arisen con-
cerning the election of state legislatures in
relation to increased urban growth.

Make a sec of the 15 largest urban centers in
the Unit. 1 States. Show how the center of
populat) bee shifted during the peat one
hundred years.

J. Read and report to the class about some of the
Japanese effort* to solve transportation prob-
les* between urban centers through the use of
hints-speed trains. Find out mat our govern-
ment is doing in this respect.
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EVALUATION

1. Have students become aware of the events that led to the Declaration of Independence?
2. Are etudents aware of the Judeo-Christian contributions to our laws and constitution?
3. Do students understand the concepts of the United States Constitution and the ways in

which the Constitution ham evolved?
4. Do students appear to respect and admire the American heroes, traditions, and law more

than at the beginning of the year?
5. Are students given experience in studying conflicting evilence of historical events and

taught skills of evaluating and interpreting information/
6. Are students aware of the location of major rivers, seaports mountains, and rainfall

regions and their affect on the development of American technology and our way of life?
7. Are studenta aware of contributions of immigrants and minority groups to the United States?
8. Do students realise the complex causes that have changed an agrarian society to an

industrialized society?
9. Are students beginning to form concrete, useful opinions about society?

UNIT I

Discovery of America (T)
Marco Polo (F)
Spanish EXplorera (S)

UNIT II

18th Century Williamsburg (F)
American Revolution (S)
Paul Revere's Ride (F)
Saratoga to Valley Forge (S)

UNIT III

Alexander Hamilton (F)
Jefferson (F)
Land Celled Louisiana (T)
Louisiana Purchase(?)
Northwest Territory (F)
Westward to the Mississippi (T)

UNIT IV

Bronec Wilderness Trail (T)
Children of the Covered Wagon (F)
Andrew Jackson (F)
Oregon Country (T)
West; Growth of Democracy (S)

UNIT V ( Soo sample unit)

UNIT VI

Andrew Carnegie (F)
Cities and Bow They Grow (7)
Cleveland, Grover Pt. AB(?)
Conservation of Resources (r)
Development of Communications
Development of Transportet:on
Emergence of Industrial U. C.
Industrial EXpansion (8)

UNIT VII

(r)

Cr)

(s)

Allied Victory World War II (F)
Boos end Depression (7)
City of Gold (7)
Decision to Drop the Bomb (7)
Golden Twenties Pt. A & B ( ?)
Innocent ?ems Pt. A & B Cr)

UNIT VIII
Automation! Next Revolution (F)
Berlin Wall Cr)
BraintAshing of John Hayes (7)
Challenges o: Coexistence (7)
Communist Ispovielim (7)
Cuban Ck.sia (7)
Face of Rod Chi..a Pt. A & B. (F)
Freedom Y,,vnnent kF) 101

VISUAL AIDS

French Explorations (S)
Sir Francis Drake (Y)
Story of Christopher Columbus (F)

American Revolution, The (F)
Prelude to Independence (T)
Revolution and Independence (s)

American. Pioneer (F)
Journal° of Lewis & Clark (F)
Lewis & Clark Expedition (T)
Monroe Doctrine (F)
Our War of 1812 (S)

California and Gold (F)
Fret Trails Into the West (T)
Opening Up the West (S)
Santa Fe & the Trail (F)

Machine Age Comes to America (S)
Nation's Resources, The (F)
Productivity, Key to Plenty 09
Railroad Builders (7)
Real West, The 1t. A & b (F)
Rise of Organised Labor (F)
Settling the Great Plains (F)

Life and Tines of T. Roosevelt (F)
Life in ?se Thirties Pt. A &B (F)
Panama Canal (7)
Secret Massage; World War I (7)
Tri aph of the Axis, W. W. II (F:
World We " I (F)

Pattern for Peace (F)
People's Charter (7)
Ri.r of Soviet Power (7)
Russia (F)
Southern Asiat Probl.ms of Transition
Dalltod Nations in World Dispute Cr)
Where Will You Hide? (7)
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SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS

UNIT I

Bakelesa, Katherine and John. THEY SAW AMERICA FIRST. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co.,1957
Dagliesh, Alice. AMERICA BEGINS. New York, Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950
Hayward, Arthur L. EXPLORERS AND THEIR DISCOVERIES
Halton, Clarke. PICTURE HISTORY OF GREAT DISCOVERIES
Kent, Louise. HE WENT WITH MAGELLAN. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1943
Lenaki, Loin. PURITAN ADVENTURES. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1944
Morison, Samuel E. THE STORY OF THE OLD COLONY OF NEW PLY)OUTH. New York, Alfred A. Knopf Inc.,

1956
Rich, Louise D. FIRST BOOK OF THE EARLY SETTLERS. New Ytek, Franklin Watts, Inc., 1959

UNIT II

American Heritage. GOLDEN BOOK OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. Wayne, N. S., Golden Press, Inc.,
1961

Bakeleae, Katherine. SPIES OF THE REVOLUTION. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Company, 1962
Brown, Marion, YOUNG NATHAN. Philadelphia, Westminster Pram, 1949
Brown, Marion. THE SWAMP FOX. Philadelphia, Westminster Press, 1950
Carson, Julia. SON OF THUNDER: PATRICK HENRY. New York, David McKay Company, Inc., 1945
Farrand, Max. THE FATHER OF THE CONSTITUTION. New York, Unitel States Publishers Assn., Inc.
Fisher, Dorothy. OUR INDEPENDENCE AND THE CONSTITUTION. New York, Random House, Inc. 1950
Fisher, Jorothy. PAUL REVERE AND THE MINUTEMEN. New York. Random House, Inc., 1950
Forbes, Esther. JOHNNY TRMAIN. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960
Gordon, Dorothy. YOU AND DEMOCRACY. New York, E. P. Dutton, Inc., 1951
Lancaster, Bruce. TICONDEROGA. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1957
Mason, Van Wyck. WINTER AT VALLEY FORGE. Random House, Inc., New York, 1953
Sperry, Armstrong. JOHN PAUL JONES. New York, Random House, Ito., 1953

UNIT III

Bakeleas, John. LEWIS AND CLARK.
Boweral Claude. THE YOUNG JEFFERSON. Boston, Houghtor Mifflin Company, 1945
Cooke, David. TECUMSEH: DESTINY'S WARRIOR. New York, Julian Messier, Inc., 1959
Holland, Janice. THEY BUILT A CITY.
Judson, Clara. GEORGE WASHINGTON: LEADER OF ..HE PEOPLE. Chicago, Follett Publishing

1961
Morris, Harlem. HEROES OF THE NAVY IN AMERICA.
Morris, Richard. FIRST BOOK OF THE WAR OF 1812. New York, Franklin Watts Inc., 1961
Richard, L. E. ABIGAIL ADAMS AND HER TIMES.
Cross, W. NAVAL BATTLES AND HEROES. New York, Harper & Row, Inc.,1960
Desmond, Alice. GLAN)ROUS DOLLY MADISON. New York, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1946
Forester, C. S. THE BARBARY PIRATES. New York, Random House, Inc., 1953
Hirehfeld, Burt. FOUR CENTS AN ACRE. New York, Julian Mesmer, Inc., 1965
Scbachner, Nathan. ALEXANDFR HAMILTON. New York, A. 8. Barnes & Company, 1961
Starkey, Marion. LITTLE REOLLION.
Stereo, Emma. PRINTER'S DEVIL.
Swanson, Neil, THE STAR EPANGLSD BANNER.
?Allan!, Robert. THE PIFATE LAFFITT. New York, Random House, Inc. 1951

UNIT IV

Company,

Adam, Samuel. THE SANTA FE TRAIL. New York, Random House, Inc., 1951
Bauer, Helen. CALIFORNIA GOLD DAYS. Garden City, New York, Doubleday & Company, 1954
Billington Ray. THE FAR WESTERN FRONTIER. 1830!60. New York, Harper & Row, Inc. 1956
NUS*, Mary. DMAID MACKET AND THE CLIPPER SHIPS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 195)
Daughtery, Jame. TRAPPERS AND TRADERS OF THE FAR VEST. New York, Random House, 1954
Dorian, Edith. TRAILS WEST AND THE MIN WHO MADE THEM. New York, McGraw Hill Inc., 1955
Judson, Clara. ANDREW JACKSON: FRONTIER STATESMAN. Chicago, Follett Publishing Company
Meader, Stephen. BOY WITH A PACK. New York, Harcourt Brace A World, Inc., 1939
Morrow, Honore. ON TO OREGON. New York, William Morrow & company, 1926
Nioolay, Helen. ANDREW JACKSON, THE FIGHTING PRESIDENT.
Thorn, Edward. POPULAR MECHANICS, PICTURE HISTORY OF AMMAN TRANSPORTATION.
Tink114 Lou. VALIANT DAYS: CRISIS AT THE ALAN). Now York, New Amoricon Library of World

Litoratare, Inc.
Jackson, Charlotte. TEE STORY OF SAN FRANCIS00, New York, Random Homo, Inc., 1955
Johnson, William. SAX HUSTON, THE TALLEST TEXAN. Now York, Random Rouse, Inc. 1953
Sutton, Margaret. PALACE WAOCV FAMILY. Alfred A. Knojf, Inc., 1957, Now York
Vamp, Robert. MOWER ISE ALAMO. Nov York, Random House, Inc. 1958

UNIT V (See Sample Unit)
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UNIT VI

Adana, Samuel. THE ERIE CANAL. New York, Pandom Ro.Lee, Inc, 1953

Aldrich, Bess. A LANTERN IN HER HAND. New York, Appleton, Centary Crofts, Inc, 1928

Blassingams, Wyatt. THEY RODE THE FRONTIER. New York, Franklin Watts, Inc., 1959
Burlingame, Roger. MACHINES THAT BUILT AMERICA. New York, Harcourt, Brace k World, Inc., 1953

Galvin, David. SAM °WIPERS: LABOR'S PIONEER.
Cavanah, Frances. WE CAME 10 AMERICA. Macrae Smith, 1954

Flaherty, John. FLOWING GOLD. Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1957

Harlow, Alvin. ANDREd CARNEGIE. New York, Julian Messner, Inc.,1953
HeLxy, Robert. TRAINS. Indianapolis, Bobbr. -Merrill, IDA.

Judecn, Clara. CITY NEIGHBOR: THE STORY OF JANE ADAMS. New York, Charles Scribnar's Sons, 1951

Lane, Rose. LET THE HURRICANE BLOW. New York, David McKay Company, Inc., 1933
Meadowcroft, Enid. STORY OF THOMAS A. EDISON. Kingsport, Tenn., Grosset & Dunlap, Inc.
Nathan, Adele. THE BUILDING OF THE FIRST TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD. New York, Random House, Inc.

1960
Nathan, Adele. THE FIRST TRANSOONTINENTAL CABLE. New York, Random House, Inc., 1959
Norton, Andre, STAND TO HORSE. Now York, Harcourt, Brace & World, inc.
Pratt, Fletcher. ALL ABOUT FAMOUS INVENTORS AND THEIR INVENTIONS. New York, Random House, Inc.,

1955
Quinn, Vernon. WAR FAINT AND PORDERRORN.
Rachlie, Eugene. INDIANS OF THE PLAINS. New York, Earper & Row, Inc., 1960
Reynolds, Quentin. CUSTER'S LAST SIAM).
Rush, Williams. RED FOX OF THE KINAPOO. New York. David McKay Company,Ino., 1949
Schaefer, Jack. SHANA. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1954
Shippn, Katherine. MR. BELL INVENTS THE TELEPHONE. New York, Random House, Inc., 1952
Wellman, Paul. INDIAN WARS AND WARRIORS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, Inc., 1959
Wilder, Laura. LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE. Eau Claire, E. M. Hale & Company

UNIT VII

Angle, Paul. THE UNEASY WORLD. Greewich, Conn., Fawcett Publishing Inc., 1958
Austin, Aleine. THE LABOR STORY.
/Silvan, Brace. THE STORY OF D-DAY. New York, Random House, Inc., 1956
Bruckner, Karl. THE DAY OF THE BOMB. Princeton, D. Van Noatrand, Inc., 1963
Carr, Albert. KEN OF PMER. New York, Viking Press, 1956
Castor, Henry, AMERICA'S FIRST WORLD WAR. New York, Random House, Inc., 1957
Castor, Henry. TEDDY ROOSEVELT AND THE ROUGH RIDERS. New York, Randou House, Inc., 1954
Considine, Bob. THE PANAMA CANAL. New York, Random House, Inc.
Duffue, R. L. THE VALLEY AND ITS PEOPLE, PORTRAIT OF T. V. A.
Elkon, Juliette. EDITH CAVELL' HEROIC NURSE. New York, Julian Messner, Inc., 1956
Frank, Anne, DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL. Garden City, New York, Doubleday & Company
Gates, Doris. BLUE WILLOW, New York, Viking Prose, 1940
Gurney, Gene. FLYING ACES OF WORLD WAR I. New York, Random Houser, Inc., 1965
Hatch, Alden. WOODROW WILSON. New York, Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1947
Hersey, John. HIROSHIMA. Mew York, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1946
Judson, Clara. THEODORE ROOSEVELT: FIGHTING PATRIOT.
Judson, Clara. .SOLDIER, DOCTOR. Chicago, Follett Publishing Company
Kleeman, Rita. YOUNG FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT.
Mauldin, Bill. UP FRONT.
Means, Florence. THE MOVED OUTERS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1945
Potter, Morris. HAWAII, OUR ISLAND STATE.
Snyder, Louis. FIRST BOOK OF WORLD WAR II. New York, Franklin Watts, Inc., 1958
Snyder, Louis. FIRS? BOOK OF WORLD WAR I. New York, Franklin Waite, Inc., 1958
Sperry, Armstrong. PACIFIC ISLANDS SPEAKING. New York, Macmillan Company, 1955
Tunis, John. SON OF THE VALLEY. Eau Claire, E. M. Hale & Company
Wood, Laura. HALM REED. Messner, 1943

UNIT VIII

Bishop, Jim. A DAY IN THE LIFE OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY. New York, Rondos House, Inc., 1954
Bonteupa, Anna. THE STORY OF THE mom. New York, Alfred A Knopf, Ino,, 1958
Caldwell, John. COMMUNISM IN OUR WORLD. New York, John Day Company 1963
Eberle, Irmengarde. MODERN MEDICAL DISCOVERIES. New York, Thomas I. Crowell, 1959
Fisher, Dorothy. A FAIR WORLD FOR ALL. New York, McGraw -Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960
Yowler, Elisabeth, GREAT TALES OF ESCAPE. New York, Hart Publishing Company, Inc., 1960
Colt, Moran. HOW THE UNITED MATIONS WORKS.
Ooodfriend, Arthur. THE ONLY WAR WE S.
Hatch, Aldan, YOUNG LICE. New York, Julian Hanauer, Inc.
Hyde Margaret. ATOMS TODAY AND TOMORROW. New York, Me:hew-Hill Book Company, Inc. 1960
Levine, David. WHAT DOES A PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER DOT New York, Dodd, Mead & Company, 1964
Marrow, Alfred. CHANGING PATTERNS OF PREJUDIftE. Philedella, Chilton Company, 1962
ticitHr,]Kay. GIVE ME . Nashville Abingdon Press, I

tiMerA DEarfief2.4TNIA City, Mor:Pbolitfan113Cospany. .10

Solomon, Louis. TELSTAR. New York, McGraw -Bill Book Publishing Company Inc., 1962
Sterling, Dorothy. UNITED NATIONS. Garden city, New York, Doubleday &
Von Braun, Wernher. FIRST MAN TO IRE ICON. INew fork, 8,1t, Rinehart and4ffsfon, Inc., 1960
Whitney, Phyllis. WILLOW HILL. David McKay Cddpany, Inc.
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SAMPLE UNIT

GREAT CRISIS

A. Introduction

By the late 1840's Americana in the North, South, and West were becoming more deeply divided.
From 1845 to the outbreak of the War between the States there is a period of uneasy balancing
of intereete, of breakdown of compromise, of growing conflict and of desperate attempts to
restore harmeay among the sections of the country.

In this unit an attempt will be made to help students understand how differences among the
section, eventually led to war. The results of the war and any possible lessons for the
future should be considered carefully by student and teacher.

B. Drift Toward Civil War

1. Slavery and the Plantation System:
a. The first Negroes landed at Jamestown in 1619. These first Negroes were probably

indentured servants. Slowly, the Negroes became permanent slaves and slave traders
conttnued to bring thousarda of Negroes from Africa on disgracefully crowded shipe
where disgrace and brutality were commonplace.

b. Most Southerners did not own slaves. Seventy-five per cent of the Southern farmers
owned no slaves, twenty per cent had one to twenty slaves, and only a small per cent
were the owners of fifty or more slaves. Even though a majority of the Southerners
had no slaved; they continued to support slavery.

c. Slavery was becoming unprofitable until Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin in 1793.
d. The South become convinced, partly out of economic self interest; that the slavery

system was more moral than the factory ayatea in the North.
2. Work of the Abolitionistat

a. William Lloyd Garrisoa in THE LIBERATOR wrote that alaveholding wan a crime and slave -
holders were criminals.

b. Frederick Douglass, a runaway slave, made talks and published an abolitionist newspaper.
c. Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote UNCLE TIMIS CABIN in 1852 and helped to create anti-slavery

public opinion.
d. The underground Railroad wee created to assist slaves in their escape to Canada.

3. Congress and its Attempts to Compromise:
a. The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 had forbidden slavery North of the Ohio River. Also

because of action taken by Pennsylvania and states to her north, the Mason and Dixon
Line became the boundary between free and slave states.

b. The Missouri Compromise attempted 'a keep slave and free states equal. In 1820, Maine
entered the Union as a free state cad Missouri as a slave state. Congress agreed all
of the Louisiana Territory north of the Liao 36 degrees 30' would be forever free.

c. The Blame -Webster debate brought forth the doctrine of nullification.
d. The Tariffs of 1828 and 1832 shoved clearly the sharp differences between the North

and South.

e. A covprosise Tariff tossed in 1633 enlarged the free list and lade some concessions to
the South.

f. The Compromise of 1850 admitted California as a free state and did away with the slave
trade in Washington, D.C. The people in Utah and New Mexico could decide whether
their states aould be slave or free. Federal marshals would return escaped slaves
regardless where found.

g. The Kansas-ffebreeka Bill opened Maness and Nebraska both to slavery if the people so
desired. The North war furious because it repealed the Missouri Compromise. The
spirit of compromise was over.

4. The South Secedes:
a. By 1860, the South realised how enemies outnumbered her in Congress so it was stated

that if Lincoln we elected the South would: secede.
b. Lincoln's inauguration speech &eked for peace sad he said there would be no interfer-

ence with slavery in the South.
.1. April 14, 1861, fort Sumter was captured by the South. Two days later, Precident

Lincoln culled out 75.000 troops.
d. The South felt they were fighting for states rights and the right to secede while the

North was fighting to preserve the Union and abolish slavery.

C. Ccnflict and Reconstruction

1. Resource, and Prospect* for Victory:

a. The Union had 71% of the populaiioel 8% of the factories, 96% of the imp production,
6% of the fare acreage. 81% of the Deasy, 72$ of the railroads, and trace times as
many soldiers available.

b. Ti., Soath planned on help from Inslaad and France in return for cotton.
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2. Strategy and Battles:
a. The Union plan had three parts;

1) Draw a naval blockade around the Confederacy.
2) Take New Orleans and get control of the Miesiesippi River then move along the

Tennessee River and South into Alabama or Georgia.
3. They were to capture Richmond.

b. The Confederacy concentrated on attempting to break blockades with fat boats and '..he
Merrimac. The South concentrated on defensive warfare because th,y felt the 'Union
would finally let thee secede.

o. Some of the important battles included:
1) Bull Run
2) Fort Donelson
3) Vicksburg
4) Gettysburg
5) Sherman's March to the Sea

3. Results of the Wert
a. Plantation homes, barns, and slave quarters were destroyed. Livestock was slaughtered;

railroads, cities, and villages were destloyed if they were close to a battle. Most
of the property damage was in the South.

b. Terrible inflation existed in the South- By the end of the War, Confederate money was
nearly worthies..

c. 600,000 nen died.
4. Rebuilding the South;

a. Lincoln and Johnson felt the atates had never been out of the union. They were willing
to readmit them on two conditions:
1) At least ten per cent of the voters would take oath of allegiance to the United

Stater.
2) The state at organise a government loyal to the United States.

b. Congress diaagr ed with Johnson. They retuned to seat congressmen from the South and
tried tc remove his from office.

c. Congress passed Recanatruction Acts calling for military occupation if the Southern
stntes refused to also the 14th Amendment. Most states refused for a period of years.

d. Northern money cam. South to help build cotton, textile, and lumber mills to mine

coal and iron' to pipe to growing cities the oil and natural gas so vital to industry.

D. Conclusions

The Civil War caused603.07.) men to be killed plus millions of dolle of property were
destroyed, but it also had the following effects:
1, There would be no more slavery in the country.
2. No state can leave the union.
3. The 13, 14th, and 15th Assndments to the Conetitution were added.

It seems unfortunate that such bloodshed had to occur. May future Amerteans always remember
the sacrifices, heartache, and sorrow connected with war eo that it is not necessary to
experience smother civil war.

E. Evaluation

1. Have students cow to realise that there were several cause, for the War between the States?
2. Have students accepted the results of the Civil War or do they wish to fight the War again?
3. Do students and teachers reelite the importance of a strong, welted nation/
4. Are the sufferings of families and soldiers real enough to students and teachers for them

to realise bow serious war is
5. Do students appear to be able to discuss serious issues without talking and acting

irrationally?

F. Possible Activities

1. Point out the evils and merits of free factory labor and slave labor during the 1650'e.
2. Write in your ow words what John Brown Right have used at his trial. Find out what

John Brown actually said in court.
3. Construct A time line of the crises which led up to the outbreak of the Civil War.
4. Prepare a report on the new developments in weaponry introduced during the Civil War.
5. Listen to some soige popular in the North and the South during this period.
6. Find out what advice Booker T. Washington has for Negroes. Discuss why some Negro leaders

came to think his advice we misguided.
7. Rea the Gettysburg Address.
B. Make a map showing the status of slavery in the territories in the 1850's.
9. Discuss the statement, "Slavery was morally wrong, yet the North shared with the South

responsibility for its development."
10. Use films and filmstrips to bring ease of the flavor of the period to the class.
11. Reed Liscolata First Inaugural Address. Discuss why Soutternora ignored its compromising

toes.
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12. Make a map of the Union campaign to secure the Nissiesippi and the Confederate campaign
into southern Pennsylvania.

13. Discuss whether Sherman's march and tactics were necessary to end the war.
14. Read and relate to the c1e%1 John F. Kennedy's account of Edmond G. Ross from

PROFILES IN COURAGE.
15. Write a skit based on UNCLE TOM'S CABIN. Act ;Jt the skit.

G. Visual Aids

1. John C. Calhoun (7) 6. Sunset At Appomattox (F)

2. Frederick Douglass (F) 7. They Called It Reconstruction (T)
3. Grim Period of Slavery :8) 8. True Story of the Civil War (F)

4. Long Night of War (T) 9. Eli Whitney (F)

5. Reconstruction I. Economy, & Development (S)
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LEVEL NINE

CIVICS (2 Semesters Required)

UNITED STATES AND SrFICTED SOCIETIES

The Ninth Grade course is designed with two basic concerns. One is learning how tc engage in
productive discussions. The other concern is learning about and developing en understanding of
the Anglo-American culture and other specified cultural areas.

The first semester would concern itself with the development of discussion skills and the
practice of them through the follow-up unite. Also, the follow-up unite should be used to
develop an understanding of Anglo- American culture.

During the second semester the student would be introduced to the Latin American, Russian,
African, and Southeast Asian Cultures. These will be compared and contrasted with the tangle -
American studied earlier.

The units are designed so that they may be taught using the Oliver discussion skills a blend
of the Oliver discussion skills and more traditional methods of teaching or a traditional
method of teaching may be used entirely.

OBJECTIVES

1. To develop the skills needed to engage in a productive discussion and the desire to
carry out such, by being able to identify issues, values, attitudes, roadblocks, and
ways of analysing discussions.

2. To develop an understanding of American culture so that we might better understand the
people.

3. To develop an understanding of other cultures; realizing each has ite, own pattern which
in turn has a function, and that there is an order or inter relation of patterns.

4. To develop in the student the idea or feeling that even though cultures may be different
we can exist together when we attempt to understand each other and carry on productive
discussions.

These objectives will be .'oven together thlouphout the year.

I. DISCUSSION TECHNIQUES

CONCEPTS

1. Leary to categorise the purpose of
discussion.

2. Learn the five skill's which give a
discussion directions
a. Stating the issue.
b. Pursuing issues with continuity.
c. Making clear transitions.
d. Being sensitive.
e. Making statements relevant.

3. Learn the difference between procedural
Led substantive thinking.

4. Learn to identify the different types of
issues:

a. Public Policy
b. Private Preference
c. Morel-Value
d. Definitional
e. Factual
f. Legal

A.

B.

A.

B.

C.

D.
E.

F.

A.

B.

A.

B.

C.

5. Learn the techniques that move a discussion A.
forward:

a. Working toward en PseAs.
b. Stipulation B.

c. Concession
d. Summarising the tren4.

S. Be able to recognise and prevent the
roadblocks to a productive discussion:
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Define different purpose of discussion.
Use samples of ea:h type to see if s.udente
can identify.
Make certain definitions of each skill 'ear.
Use dialogues to see if students can state tie
16FUlt
Student should state the issue in question
tarn.

Write a dialogue demonatratieg continuity.
If continuity was broken was a clear transi-
tio.1 made?

Use student written dialogues to decide
whether sensitive and relevant.
Define terms clearly.
Use dialogues tc identify the two levels of
thinking.
Define issues clearly.
Use examples of each for identification
purposes.
Read a short case and see if the students can
identify the issues.

Make certain the students actually under-tend
the usage nd workage of each skill.

Use previoue taped discussion to it -ratify
the techniques.

A. :lake certain students understand each
. roadblock.
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CONCEPTS

a. Failure to listen.
b. Failure to pursue the issues systemat-

ically.
c. Monopolizing the discussion.
d. Proof by repetition.
e. Personal attack.
f. Worrying about winning the argument.

7. Be able to recognize the techniques of
propaganda:
a. Testimonial
b. Transfer
c. Card stacking
d. Plain folks
e, Band wagon
f. Glittering generalities
g. Name calling

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

B. Once again, use a taped discussion to identify
the roadblocks in a productive disvAssion.

A. Record television or radio commercial messages
and analyze the technique of propaganda used.

B. Craw cartoons illustrating each propaganda
technique.

II. RELIGIOUS FREtIOM

CONCEPTS

A. Religious freedom is one of the most
cherished freedoms in the American culture.

1. This freedom is precious because of the
millions of people who came to America
to escape religious persecution.

2. Religious freedom it precious because it
almoat failed to become a reality in the
new world. In fact, religious persecution
was fairly common in some of the colonies.

B. Men like Roger Williams, William Penn,
and Lord Baltimore tried hard in
colonial times to bring about religious

freedom.

C. Today, we uwe such of our religious
freedom to the following groups:
1) The Supremo Court
2) The authors of the first ten amend-

ments of the United States constitution.
3) Minorit7 religious groups.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Many teaching strategies should be used in
this course the rest of the year. Such as:
1. Traditional lecture
2. Reading cases
3. Writing and ueing analogy cases
4. Socratic dialogue
5. Role-playing and games
6. Films
7. Writing position papers
5. Small group discussion

B. Make a list of educational institutions that
were founded by a religious group in Missouri.

C. Find out how many different religious groups
are in the St. Louis area. Use the telephone
book as a beginning.

D. Use World Almanac to determine the number of
different denominations in the United States.
Study the life story of a missionary important
in colonizing some country of the world.

F. Find out how many Presidents of the United
States were eons of miniaters.

G. Make a map of the world showing the location
of foreign mirvionaries of a selected
demonination.

Hi Allow a student to study a denomination care-
fully and see how many activities they are
engaged in to help society.

I. Study the history of the Mormon Church and its
affect on westward expansion.

J. Quer:Alone to investigate:
1. In what ways are religious beliefs and

practices different from beliefe and prac-
tices related to politics and social customs?

2. To what extent can a "well" actually be
built between religious beliefs and prac-
tices and the affairs of government?

3. When doss the fee* exercise of one's religion
interfere with the "social good" and the
welfare of the majority?

4. What can be done to prevent the majority
from so reeteicting the religious minority
as to effectively destroy freedom of religion
maybe even to destroy religion?

5. How such toleration should dominant groups
give to dissenting religious minorities?

6. Does toleration of other religions weaken
or strengthen the individuals faith in his
own religion?

7. Which tends to produce a stronger society:
many different religions or common agreement
on one major religious vier/

E.
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CONCEPTS

II1. AMERICAN

CONCEPTS

A. BUSINESS IN THE UNITED STATES

1. The most common business organisations in
the United States are sole proprietorships,
partnership., and corporations.

2. Kaaa production and transportation are
important factors in the development
of the United States as a major indus-
trial power along with an abundant supply
of latural and human resources.

3. American business must be able to adjust
to business c.,cles.

4. American businessmen and consumara must
be able to understand the role of money

in our OCOT`.

B. LABOR IN THE UNITED STATES

1. The role of labor changed because of the
change from doseatic production to factory
production.

2. Labor Unions began to develop rapidly
after the Civil War.

3. Unions have used many tactics in trying
to help organised labor. Some of the
tactics used arcs strikes, picketing,
boycotts, mud education.

C. EFFECT OF 03VERNKENT ON AMERICAN SOMME

1. Legislation such as minimum wags laws,
safety lass, temper Act, Taft - Bartley
Act, and the Pure Food and Drug Act have
affected business and labor grant deal.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

8. Does America really have wfreedom of
religiocw?

9. In America, is there really a separation
of Church and State?

10. Is a man's first and most important
allegance to his government and society
or to his religion and conscience?

ECONOMIC SYSTEM

2. Government ayanding and the Federal Reserve
Dania controlling the money supply and
interest rates have been 'Joint:40A.

D. mesons =moms (OPTIONAL)

OTHER ECONOMIC AMENS MIMED WITH THE
UNITED STATES (OPTIONAL)

1. USSR (State Controlled econoaio systole)
referred to as comrunias.

2. Guided Economic systems (socialism in
ihropean democracies such as Great
Britain or Sweden)

Y. AMERICANS EARN THEIR LIVING IN OVER
40,003 OCCUPATIONS.

S3GGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Use a case to show sign'ficance of and
relationship between economic interest groups.

B. Define the following/
1. Laissez, faire

2. The "invisible hand"
3. Competition
4. Monopoly

5. Free enterprise
6. Socialise
7. Pools
8. Market
9. Profit

10. Fixed co, t
11. Variable cost
12. Gross national product
13. Business cycle
14. IndustriAl Revolution
15. Sherman ;sti-Trust Act
16. Barter
17. Capital

C. Use the Railroad Game and rolerlaying to show
the prostrate of business ccivecition, monopo-
listic buyer., etc.

D. Introduce ece economic concepts f perhaps
show a cultural pattern or interr....ationship.

E. Discuss whether the market system in the
United States today is democratic in the sense
of giving people a voice ---or a dollar "vote" ---
in economic decisions ttat affect thes.

F. Use saps and other materials to discuss scotomic
resources mai related matter.

G. Discuss the governmental relationship to our
economic system.

H. Have students make an imaginary investment on
the stock exchange. Chart the day to day
growth.

I. Have students explore relationship between
supply and demand factors on prices for such
things as: flowers on Kotherla Dsy or a &WV-
storm in the Orange Belt.

J. Report to the class on the reasons why money
came into use.

N. Have a committee make a series of cartoons to
show how the following people would be affected
by inflation: worker in a chola/col factory;
retired teacher on a pension; and a person
paying off the principal on suer of money he
borrored when :rises were low.

L. Define these terms:
1. Yellow dog contract
2. Lockout
3. Blacklist
4. Strike
5. Picketing
6. Scabs
7. Strikebreakers

t 8. Injunction
9. Fringe benefits

10. Standard of living
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CONCEPTS

IL,

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

M. Compare labor organizations in the United
States with labor organizations in the USSR.

N. Nnve students debate: Resolved that there
should be government regulation of economic
life. Resolved that the government ownership
and operation of the TVA competes unfairly with
private enterprise.

O. Make a list of the advantages and disadvantages
of advertising.

P. Rave a student make an oral report on the
reasons for the formation of the Better
Business Bureaus.

Q. Rave an 431*!1 report on the duties of the

Federal Communications Commission.
R. Make a personal time budget acid budget for

en imaginary twiny.
S. Rave students examine several careers and

report on educational qualifications, salary
novae, and soci.1 status.

T. Make posters and bulletin boards on different
occupations.

D. Rave a speaker on the Trade Unions and find out
how one goes about getting into ht-s.

V. Find out the difference in income one can ex-
pect from a grade school, high school, and
college education.

NEGRO VIDdS OF AMERICA

CONCiPTS

A. The first Negroes arrived in Jamaatown in
1619 as indentured servants. In later
years most Negroes arnived as slaves.

1. The preblea_. of Negroes, today, are
essentially different ten other
immigrants because tie, were from a
different culture, a different race,
case for a different reason, and were
slaves fkl- generations.

2. The Civil War and the 13th, 101, and 15th
amendments ended slar:ry as a legal insti-
tution.

3. The courts and law enforcement otricials
have worked to see that the Civil lights
Laws are enforced.

4. There is still discrimination by private
groups and individuals but there is ldttle
discrimination supported by law.

SUGaSSTED ACTIVITIES

A. DlicUss the cultural despair theo.y.
B. Investigate the difficulties of this minority

group as compared to others.
C. Define and discuss prejudice, bias, etc.
D. What are an indirudual'a rights in a deoocratio

society?
E. Through simulation, if game can be acquired,

have students experience the problem of being
in a minority group.

F. Study the races of the world. Students should
determine differences and similarities between
racial groups.

G. Have class discamaion on Supreme Court Cases
such as Jones vs. !ism (1968) on housing and
Brown vs. Board 1,,f .iscation (1954) or other
eases thatiTXt Eel TOrimportance.

H. Debate: Resolved that separate but equal is
impossible in education.

I. Have students give series of oral reports on
important Negroes in society today and in the
past.

QUSSTIONS TO INVESTIGATE:

A. Are some types of discrimination valid? If so,
what are the criteria that distinguish legiti-
mate from unfair discrimination?

B. In whet ways can conditions in a persons envir-
onment affect his personality and his image of
himself?

C. Can government involve itself in human relaa!ons
to guarantee each individual a sense of worth
and self- pride?

D. Row can we explain differences between whites
and ron -whites with regard to such things as

income, eduoation, employment, and crime?
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CONCEPTS

V.

SUG(EiSTII ACTIVITIES

E. Should groups that are disadvantaged in these
respects be expected to pull themselves up vn
their ova, or should the more fortunate help
them?

F. Members of a minority group may adapt them-
selves to a system of racial inequality or they
may protest against the system. What are the
possible advantages of each approach for the
minority group and for the nation as a whole?

GOVERNMENT OF MISSOURI

CONCEPTS

A. Government exists to protect, to help, and
to insure equal treatment of the governed.

States have certain powers reserved for them
and the people.

A.

1. Missouri was the 24th state to enter the Union
B.

2. Missouri has had four constitutions:
1820, 1865, 1875, and 1945.

5. Missouri's Bill of Rights are Specific
and detailed.

4. The Missouri Constitution provides for
Executive, Legislative, and Judicial
Branches of government just as the
federal Constitution does.

C.

AN

E.

5. The Bill of Rilhts anal the Judicial
Article guarantee due process of law
for the "accused" citizen. F.

0.

6. Thai qualifications for voting in Missouri H.

'.re: be a citizen of the United States;
21 years of age; a resident of Missouri for I.
one year; and a resident of St. Louie J.

County for /sixty days. There are negative
qualifications that do not apply to moat K.

citizens.
L.

7. The constitution provides for state parks X.

and recreational areas. N.

8. The Missouri Constitution provides
free public education.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Have students make a list of the state's pur-
4015e and services.
Essay: Will the state ever replace the home
in providing for the development of members of
society.
Did any activity on the national or internaticn-
al scene affect the writing of any of Missouri's
Constitutions.
Are there any rights in the Missouri Bill of
Rights not in the United States Bill of Rights?
Libt them. Are there rights in the United
States Conetititic not listed in the Missouri
91.7.1 of Right If ao, I ' them.
List ways th. egislative, Lkecutive, and
Judicial Branches are similar on the local
(city), state, and national level.
Consider conducting
Have a mock trial.
Study RiRhte of the :c::::d:e:1::::::::ion of
American Education Publications.
Visit a trial in circuit court.
Does the criminal have too many rights? This
would make an interesting discussion.
Assist a candidate or a political party in en
election. Individual project.
A report on Missouri Parks.
Show Films from the Missouri Tourism Commiasion.
Have students find articles dealing with issues
that have caused state and national government

for conflict.
O. Have a student interested in art draw a series

of cartoons illustrating some aspect of state
government.

Vl. EDUCATION

CONCEPTS

1. The public school system prepares citizens A.

to carry out obligations of self govern -
sent and to choose and *slam their life B.
work and careers. It also helps citizens C.
discover their abilities, develop an appre-
ciation of the American Laritage, and to D.
develop a wise use of leisure time.

2. The present educational system developed E.
from mall early church schools to vest
public school systcms F.

3. The public schoql system is supported by G.

Federal, state and local tax structures.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Briefly trace the development of the public
school system.
Give oral reports on early colonial schools.
Draw a chart showing the number of students
in the school systems today.
Use a chart showing Federal, State and local
sources of revenue for the public school
systems and the proportion of each.
Give oral reports on qualifications and re-
quirements for teacher preparation.
List local board members and chief administrat-
ors defining their responsibilities.
Research the moat recent district enrollment
ani amount of tax money
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COFCEPTS

4. The State Department of Education directs
iLe implementation o: state laws such as
xiquirements for teu.cher preparation.

5. Tie public school system is controlled
b) a local school board, elected by local
school districts.

6. Technical and trade schools ha/. developed
ii order to aid people in leevning trades
ail terketable skills.

7. College and CtIveraity enrollments have
e.oen sharply in recent years.

8. /hay private schools exist to enrich
co:.tural differences is the life of the
caaustry.

9. TLo Federal Government assists the 6tate
ard local school system in federally
ttrideri programs to instruct the under-
achiever, assist the culturally deprived
sttdent, and help finanoe educational
progress that the states can not finance.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

H. Have someone from a trade school speak to Cue
class.

I. Prepare a chart on the number of colleges and
universities in the country and the enrollment.

J. Find out who goes to college.
K. Debate the "Worth of College Education".
L. Hake individual reports on the three local

Junior Coliegeac the cost to studerte, avail-
able careers, and cost to taxpayers.

H. Locate all local, private, ard state colleges
and universities.

N. Visit the closest Junior College or have a
person from the college to speak to the class.

O. Show how the federal E .ernment assists the
states, educational programs.

VII. IFISSIAN CULTUPE

CONCEPTS

1. Thu Soviet Union is the largest region
in ihe world occupying one sixth of the
inhibited land surface of the /orldt
a. lbe Soviet Union has many different

climatic tones.
b. The Soviet Union has vast deposita of

siaeraIs needed by modern industry.
0. the soil, eater, and forest resources

are important in the life of the
arviet citisen.

d. The uninterrupted Eurasian plain
sloops across much of the Soviet
thion.

2. The toilet Union has a colorful history:
a. The Mongols occupied large sections

of the Soviet Union until the 15th
century.

A.

B.

C.

D.

SERIGESTED ACTIVITIES

Study the environment features of Russia.

Develop the technology of this culture.

Use spc,ial reportR, cases, maps, etc. to
develop the historical baskground of the area.

Orange a bulletin Is.ard display featuring
Russian soc.aty. Collect pictures, drawings,
cr models showing the Soviet people and their
costumes, villages, },using, methods of tilling
the soil, and other aspects of their daily life.

E. Construct a chart describing the Soviet govern.
mental structure. Arrange it in pyramid fash-
ion, beginning with tho highest branch and
shoving the relationship of subordinate branches

b. The Czars became strong enough to P. Have students look at a copy of the Constitution
challenge the Mongols during the of the Soviet Union and compare it to the
13th century. United States Constitution. Does the govern-

c. Th. Csars tried to expand the Russian sent of the Soviet Union follow their constitu-
Erpire to natural geographic boundaries. else

d. The Romano,' dynasty fell largely
because of World War I, poor leader- G. Compare and contrast the Anglo-American
ship, and the existing social and Icon- Culture to the Russian Culture.
omit structure.

e. There were two revolutions in 191 ?. H. Using the persisting Questions of History
The first revolution overthrew the in "20th Century Russia", discuss the valuo
Csar. The second revolution, led by and attitude conflicts related to both cultures.
the Dolaheviks, overthrew the provi-
sional government which provided for a I. Discuss the theories of Marx and Lenin. Show
demooratio form of government. the fallacies that exist.

3. The econosio system of the Soviet Union J. Discussion topic: It has bees said that the
provides for government ownership and strength of our country is in the character of
control of almost all the means of pro- its society, in the kind of trust it commands
duction and distribution. Very little in the world, and in the quality of its leader-
private ownership exists in the Soviet ship in the community of nations. If the
Union. strength of the Soviet Union is measured by

these standards, would you say that it is
ispreseively great/



CONCEPTS

4. In tLeory, the Soviet Union has a
representative democracy but in reality
a political dictatorship existar
a. There is no representative government

such as that which results frog free
elections in which more then one party
participates.

b. There ia no real freedom of speech,
assembly, or press for the individu.o.
when he is easily subject to the
charge of treason.

c. The Communist Party structure and
government structure sometimes are
difficult to distinguish.

SUOGESTED ACTIVITIES

K. Rays a panel etudy the courses offered in a
secondary school in the Soviet Union.

L. Bove a group of students study religious
persecution in the Soviet Union.

M. Rave student's draw caps of the Soviet Union
showing natural resources, political nub-
divisiona, and climatic regions.

5. The educational system of the Soviet
Union has bean fairly successful in
reducing illiteracy, teaching language,
mathematics, and unifying the country.
The social studies are primarily
propaganda and do not allow free thought.

6. Many religions exist in the Soviet Union
but religious freedom es re know it does
not exist. Officially and unofficially
UN, government diacouragea religious
participation. What religious freedom
that does exiet can be taken away by
governmAnt decree.

7. The Soviet Union is inhabited by soople of
widely differing languages and culture.
At one time there were no fewer than 48
la guages spoken in the Soviet union.

The education ayetom has helped to bring
these groups together.

8. The family structure is generally
comparable to reatern society. The mother and
father usually both anrk with the state
assuming a significant role in the rearing of
the children. The Soviet Union has a reel
problem of providing adequate housing partly
because of rural to urban shift in population
and because Stalin and his succesaors did not
always give housing a very hi Eh priority.

VII,. AFRICAN CULTURE WIlli A FOCUS CO XUtIA (SEE SAME UNIT)

OuNCEPTS

1. A knowledge of the climate, topography and A.
natural resources of Africa is important in
understanding the cultural aspects of Africa.

2. Advanced civilisation in the very earliest
time was evident in western and northern
Attica.

3. Western civilisation has **lotted the
natural resources of Africa in recent
centuries.

B.

C.

D.

14. Recent decades show a large increase in the

number of independent countries, and a E.

sharp decrease of oolonialiam in Africa.

5. Animism as well as Valtaamedisa and
Christianity have had a profound in-
fluence on the continent.

S. The ethnic and racial background of the
continent is varied and mixed.

a.

101.

1,1.3

WOES= ACTIVITIES

Draw climatic, natural resources, topographical
maps of Africa. Show film on ancient African
Art forms, carvings, musical instrtnents, etc.

Make an oral report on the slave trady.

Draw political maps of Africa showing
boundaries in 1945, in 1960, and at the
preeeat time.

Compare &aisles with Christianity and the
Islam religion.

Investigate the influence of mission schools.

Read AIP booklet "Colonial Kenya". Meyer
;4r/dating questions of history.

Discuss the life of Joao Kenyatta and his
loadorship abilities.



CONCEPTS

7. Africa is attempting to advance several
centuries in two or three generation.,

8. Kenya has been the scene of much violence
and unrest.

9. The African leaders have led in an active
revolt against European influence.

10. An independent nation has been formed,
though the people need educated leader-
ship and cooperation between the existing
groups.

IX. LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE

CONCEPTS

This is a general study of Latin America. No
one nation is selected for a focus. Many of
the problems are typical of most of the
countries. However, the teacher may choose
one specific country to teach in addition to
the general outline.

1. Officially Spanish is 'le language of A.

eighteen of the countries known as Latin
America, though other Romance Languages
are spoken in some areas by French settled B.

countries and by European minority groups
such as Italians and Germars.

2. The geography of Latin America has a vital C.

influence on patterns of living.

3. Catholicism, introduced by the Spanish
settlers, is the foremost religion of Latin
America, though practiced very matter of D.

factly by many.

4. The settlers brought with them from Spain
a family structure of patriarchal design
which did not help democratic ideas to grow.E.

9. Although in every country education is tax
supported and required by law, many people
drop out of servo' early and may never attend
at all; so, a little more than half of the
people of Latin America cannot read or write.

6. The population is increasing at a very fast G.
rats, doubling since 1930, which increases
the problems of education.

7. Though governments are striving to over-
come eoonomio p.wioloms, many of the people
are very rich or extremely poor.

S. Existing alongside the beautiful public
buildingsswide streets, and plazas in the
major cities of Latin America are ever
enlarging areas of crowded slums where
people cxist on a very low standard of
living.

9. The mettodstheSpanish need in settling
Latin America produced wealthy class
of owners and overseers plus a poor class
of workers who bed no voice in their govern-
ment nor in their economic structure. There.
was little opportunity for a middle Class
to develop.

K.

1.

.7.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Locate the eighteen Latin American countries,
their capitals and their largest cities.

Find maps showing the location of present
Indian groups who still speak their own
language.

A topographical map will review for the student
how the mountain ranges cause some groups Co be
isolated and how the river aystems cause others
to naturally congregate in thcF.p areas.

Review briefly the history of Latin America
including the coming of the Spanish explorers;
the settling of the land; and the winning of
their independence by the various countries.

Report on the sire of the Catholic church now,
and the former wealth of the church, and the
present problems of the church.

Find out bow the church influences patterns of
living, even of those who are not Catholic.

Construct on paper a hacienda showing the
extent and layout of a usual plantation. Ex-
plain the governing power of the Spanish family
over the large number of workers required for
the plantation.

Mass the largest colleges and universities with
dates of origin. Find out who attends college
and types of colleges there are.

Give reports showing topography,architecture,
economic structure add opportunities, govern-
ment, educational opportunities, religions, and
types of people. If there im time; write to
the various cities fLr information.

Eire a panel diecusaion on "Why is it so such
more iifficult isr countries in Latin America
than in th- Unit-d states to :room demooratIci"

Have a panel discussion on t!, struggle that
any one of the countries has had since winning
their independence.



CONCEPTS

10. The winning of independence from a foreign L.
ruler is not necessarily followed by the
establishment of democratic practices.

11. Though the people say they believe in
constitutional government' through the
years unstable governments have bean UA N.

able to resolve the groat problems of the
continent.

12. There is a need for unity of purpose and O.
cooperation between North and South
America economically and politically.

P.

13. The Alliance for Progress of the Organisa-
tion of American States attempts to help
cement the friendship of the two continents
economically and politically.

14. A comparison of the two continent& show
that with much of the saw resources,
the two continents have not developed
alike because democratic principles were
not beginning fundamental principles.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

find out what policies and attitudea the
United States has concerning Latin America.

Investigate the question: 'Tow bas communism
made a bid for the lcsealtiea of the people?"

Conatruot a diagram or chart of the Alliance
for Progress in the organisation of American
States. Tell what it is trying to do.

Debate 'The Alliance for Progress has been
auccessfuL"

List the fundamental principles of the United
States which led to a democracy and principles
of Latin America which make democracy so
difficult.

X. SOUTHEAST ASIA (WITH EMPHASIS ON INDONESIA)

CONCEPTS

1. The Southeast Asian Culture Region includes
ten independent countries: Bursa, Thailand,
Cambodia, Laos, North Vietnam, South Vietnam,
Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and the
Philippinest
a. The arrangement of peninsulas and islande

cause:: almrst all of the movement of goods
and people throughout southern and eastern
Asia to be channeled through the Strait of
Malacca.

b. The world'. greatest source of tin and
rubber is in Southeast Asia. Almost all
of the surplus rice of Asia comes from
this region.

C. Generally, the countries of Southeast
Anis are hot and humid. Bowyer, the
monsoon minds cause many of the countries
to have a hot, wet season followed by a
hot, dry Beaton.

2. In Southeast Asia three major types of
cultures* traditional subsistence
cultures bare affected political and
social development{
a. Traditional subsistence culture

was usually based upon a small ruling
class and a large peasant class.

b. Traditional commercial cultures were
usually located in the lowlands where
opportunities for trades were good. Mem-
bers of this culture gained control of
the land end acted as moneylenders. This
affected the traditional subsistence
culture but two distinct cultures con-
tinued tc exist. Members of the two groups
have rarely intermarried, thus causing
two different races in some instances to
exist.
During the latter part of the nineteenth
and the early twentieth century, the
Europeans introduced a third culture;
the colonial commercial and industrial
culture. This was largely because of
increased demand for raw materials sad
sow mremsts. During this period most of

O. Whatthe area was divided among the European
bellrowers.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Make a time line of important events in
Southeast Asian history.

B. On en outline map of Southeast Asia, show
the Republic of Indonesia in color. Also
show the location of isp)rtant resources
such as oil, .abber, spilos, bauxite,
coffe4, eta.

C.

D.

E.

On an outline map of Southeast Asia label
the ten independent countries showing their
political boundaries a:I locating their

capitals.

Have student. draw a map of Southeast Asia
showing rivers, oceare, sena, mountain
ranges, etc.

Using a bar graph compare the output of the
following Eest Indian products with United
States outputs rubber, oil, bauxite,

sugar, coffee.

Y. Arrange a Philippine display board. Devote

one section to the Spanish period in
Philippine history, a accord to the American
period, and a third to the independence
period.

O. Organise a panel discussion on one of
these topless
1. Feely life in the East Indies.
2. Religions of Southeast Aida.
3. Dutch Eaat Indian Compay.
4, Indonesian Indepen::ern-

QUESTIONS TO INVL.TIGATE1

A. How did Japanese occupation of the East
Indies in World War II further the Nationa-

list movement?

B. What are the main problesa fixing the new
governante of Southeast Attic'

important products lo Southeast Asians

ebroad?
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CONCEPTS SW:OUSTED ACTIVITIES

2. d. The colonial policy cf the Westera
European Countriee has caused problems
for the United States. Many of the new
national lesdese feel the United States
is too closely rligned with Western
Europe. The Soviet Union and China have
continued to exploit this distrust of the
United States.

3. Indonesia +vs the largest population of the
countries in Southeast Asia. The history of
Indonesia is similar to ell of Southeast Asia
because many religions, many racial groupal
rich natural resources, And the Dutch Colnnisers
have had enormous influence on this very unusual
country.

4. Indonesians have chosen socialism as the
answer to their economic problem. By
ascialiem, Indonesians mean a eystem in which
the state controls moat of the sears of pro-
duction and distribution. Many of the economic
problems in Indoresis in the pant have been a
result of inexperience and poor planning on the
part of the government. The economy is likely
to continue to be socialistic but attempt+, are
being made to permit private ownership and
development.

5. The Netherlands dominated or controlled the
government of the Dutch East Indies for
approximately 350 years&
a. During World War II, Japan occupied

Indonesia and was determined to re-
move Dutch influence. Indonesian
national leaders like Sukarno were
given an opportunity to help rule the
colony.

b. When World War II leas over the Indone-
sians declared their independence from
the Mether/ands. The first President of
Indonesia was Sukarno, who held the position
until 1966. President Sukarno talked of
democracy a great deal but the longer he
ruled the more dictatorial he became.

o. Today, some elements of democracy remain
but the military is very important in
determining government policy.

6. In 1945, when the Indonesians receives their
independence only seven percent of the people
could read or write. Out of on) hundred
million people there were only eighteen engineers
and 1,200 physicians. The Indonesian government,
with foreign assistance, has developed elenentary,

iwalor high, eerier higb schools as well as ex-
pending their colleges end universities. Until
today over fifty percent of the people can
read end *rite.

7. Indonesia is the hose of many religiose&
a. More than ninety percent of the In4onetien

people, are Muslim in religion.
D. In Indonesia over two million people are

Undue. Most of the believers in Binduiem
live ea the island sf Bali.

0. ?Our million people are Christians.
d. Five hundred thousand Indonesians are

Dadaists.
a. Mari groups of people differing in religion, *wimp

,Atmaatim, sod liagear live is Indonesia. Them
Peens include the balinme, the Jimmie, the
Chimes, the Betake, the Mananghshen, the Dyska,
the Meshwork', the foradSas, the Papuans, and
may other groups.
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Atkinson. A STORY OF EDUCATION.
Baker, E. and Baker, G. THE STORY OF INDONESIA. McCormick, Mathera.
Blanksten, George. ARGENTINA AND CHILI. Ginn
Bollens, John. CCSOMMITIES AND GOVERNMENTS IN A CHANGING WORLD. Rand McNally
Brewer. OCCUPATIONS TODAY.
Burack, Boris. CHANGING LATIN AMERICA. A.E.P.
Burke, Fred. 61:1114MAPAN AFRICA. Harcourt, Brace, and World
Butwell, Richard. TODAYS WORLD IN FOCUS: INDONESIA. Ginn
Clark, Grunewald, Edsonson, Dondineau. CIVICS FOR AMERICANS. Macmillan
Cole. HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
Footer, Phillip. AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA. Macmillan
Gemba. MAN, WHEY, AND GOODS.
Glendinning, Uttley, end Eiaelen. EURASIA, AFRICA, AND AUSTRALIA. Ginn
Greene, Loren. PROPAGANDA GAME. Witt nt Poff. (game)
Hartley, Vincent. AMERICAN CIVICS. Harcourt, Brace, and World
Hazelwood School District. HAZELCOOD NEWS. Hazelwood School Diatrict
Higgins, B. & J. JAPAN AND SOUTHEAST ASIA. Harcourt, Brace; and World
Jasos, P. and Davis, N. THE WIDE WORLD. Macmillan
Karech. UNDERSTANDING THE MISSOURI CONSTITUTION. State
Lekachman. A HISTORY OF AMERICAN EOONOMICS.
Lowynatein. WHY PEOPLE WORK.
Maymerd, John. AFRICA, EMERGING NATIONS BELOW THE SAHARA. A.E.P.
Morrill, George. SOUTHEAST ASIA. A.E.P.
Pearson, C. and Sparks, D. TAKING A STAND. A.E.P.
Paarron, C. and Sparks, D. RELIGIOUS FREEDOM. A.E.P.
Pearson, C. and Sparks, D. RAILROAD ERA. A.E.P.
Pearson, C. and Sparks, D. NEGRO VIEWS OF AMERICA. A.E.P.

Pearson, C. and Cutler, C. 20th CENTURY RUSSIA. A.E.P.

Pearson, Sparks, and Pollack. RISE OF ORGANIZED LABOR. A.E.P.

Pearson, C. RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED. A.E.P.

Pearson, C. COLONIAL KENYA. A.E.P.
Petrovieh, Michael. TODAY'S ECONOMICS. A.E.P.
Petrovieh, Michael. SOVIET UNION. Ginn
Sobel, Oliver. OUR CHANGING WORLD. Laidlaw

Education (S)
Education in America (S)
Education in the Big City (S)
Education in the Soviet Union (S)
What is Money? (F)
The Story of Money (F)
Economic Growth (F)
What is a Contract (F)
Argentina (F)
Brasil, Plantation People (7)
Central America (F)
Colombia & Venezuela (7)
Family of Ghana (7)
Highlands of the Andes (7)
Horeeman of the Pampas (F)
Indonesia: New Nation (F)
People of Mexico (F)
Domino: Industry and Cosmerce (7)
South America (7)

VISUAL AIDS

Trial of Billy Budd (F)
Trumpet for the Combo (F)
Right or Wrong (F)
Propaganda Techniques (F)
Pay to the Order of (F)
Peru (7)
Thailand: Land of Rice (F)

'Tropical Africa (F)
Tropical Lowlands (7) (Along Amazon River)
Tropical Mountain Island (F) (Java)
Russian Life Today (F)
American Economy: A Review (I)
Southern Asia: Transition (7)
Buddhism, Man & Native (F)
Asian Earth (r)
The Kremlin (F)
Citizen in Soviet Union (S)
Cultural Life, Soviet Union (F)
Eoonosic Life, Soviet Union (I)

EVALUATION

1. Can the student carry on productive discussion?
2. Is the etudes, able to identify and state correctly different issues?
3. Is the student able to defend his value ;udgments, but atilt be able to make concessions

necessary?
4. Has the student learned that he doet.tt have to win or force his values on other people?
5. Can the student identify cultural patterns and their interrelationship?
6. Has the student developed a better understanding of the American culture?
7. I. it possible for the student to now realize that many situations exist because of cultural

differences?
8. Can the student relate kuovledgable inforsation about the cultures studied?
9. Is the student able to see and understand the interdependence of the world?

10. Is the student able to compare and contrast the American culture with the four selected
cultures/

when
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SAMPLE UNIT

AFRICAN CULTURE

A. Introduction

In ancient history, Africa played an important part in the development of civilisation.
Although such of this civilization hen been lost, in more rlent centuries Africa again
became, important in world trade. During this time Europeans gained control of much of the
continent. Today many of the African nations are in the process of cijustins to conditions
of the modern industrial world ant are once again becoming important in world affairs.

In this unit an attempt will be made to give students a general view of Africa, se to its
geography, history, and social institutions. There will be a focus on Kenya to give students
an in-depth study of one country.

Another country could just as easily be used for this focus if the teacher wishes.

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. The geography of Africa ham a profound
effect on the culture and problems of
the continent.

2. The climate is varied.

3. Africa is rich in natural resources.

A. Divide clans into groups working on one of the
following:
1. Climatic map
2. Natural resource map
3. Topographical sap

D. Make a brief survey of ancient civilization in
Nigeria and the Nile Valley.

4. An understanding of the topography of the
continent provides an understanding of C. Give Sr. oral report on the slave traie and its
divisions of the cultural and ethnic groupr. effect on Africa. Show film on ancient African

Art forms such as carvings, musical instruments,
5. The political boundaries have changed many etc. Consult with Art Departnctt.

times in the last few decades. Colonialism
has been sharply curtailed while tribal and D. Make political maps of Afri-a as it was in
language groups have asserted their independ- 1945, in 1960, and at present.
once by forming new tountriee.

6. Technological advances have made a large
number of African countries modern and
up to date.

7. Traces of the animism of ancient tribes
still exist aside, modern concepts.

B. The influsnos of the Islam religion is
felt throughout much of Africa and has
affected family patterns and structure.

9. The Europeans superimposed their family,
governmental, and religious ideas on
Africa and profoundly influenced the
cultural patterns of the continent.

10. The colonial mission zohoola were important
in the development of leadership for bk J.
continent.

E. Compare nape and make generalizaii:cln about
the spread of independence in Africa.

F. Survey the modern technological advance of
various African peoples - -much as the modern
cities and the Aswan Dam.

G. Compare in a panel discussion: Animism,
Christianity, and Mohammediam.

N. Investigate the influence of the mission
school..

I. Look at primitive patterns of behavior existing
alongside very modern concepts such as
carrying large sharp knives and union cards at
the same time.

11. The people are struggling to do in two or
throe generations what it has taken the
modern nations of the world many generations
to achieve.

12. The many racial and ethnic groups present
problems of language differences and living
patterns which serve to divide rather than
mate the groups.

Use magazines and
the present civil
powerful Mos and

newspapers to investigate
war in Nigeria between the
the other tribes in Nigeria.

D. Konya

%says is a country in Africa which has Noy
problem. Bens the eachasis is placed cm
a new eountry as it takes its place in the
modem world.

1. lifers is a need for leadership but there., f A, Read ABP Booklet Vlolonial Kenya")
is a lack of leadership.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

2. There is a great need for reserve resources B. Using the maps in "Colonial Kenya", which
that would build a stable economy. should get into envirormente. conditions of

the country:
3. There is a need for cohesion and coopera- 1. Study the topography of Kerya.

tion of groups within the country which 2. Explore the environmental conditions of
has been divided by tribal customs, lam- the country.
guava differences, and disagreement es to 3. Study the political and tribal structure of
its purpose. Kenya.

4. There is drive and pressure for a stable C. Use the persisting .uestions of history in
self government. "Colonial Kenya" to discuss the value and

attitude conflicts related to both cultures.
5. Kenya has been the scene of much violence

and unrest.

C. Evaluation of African Culture

D. Defines
1. Mandate
2. Assimilition

3. "Educated Africans"
4. Nationalism
5. Mau Kau

E. Investigate the more recent events of history
as to the independence and progress of Kenya.

F. Research the life of Jomo Kenyatta and discuss
tha qualities of leadership he possesses.
How has he h5lped hie country?

1. Can students see the vest difference in the climate, environment, resource., and people
of the continent?

2. Are they able to see the major problems of the continent?
3. Can they trace reasons for these problems existing?
4. A1c s'mdents able to appreciate Cultural Patterns of Africa as being worthwhile though

different from theirs?
5. Can student. understand to nose degree the reasons for violence and social upheaval

in Kergel

D. Selected References

1. Baldwin, William W. MAU MAU MANHUNT. Dutton, New York, 1957
2. /arson, Fegley. LAST CHANCE IN AFRICA. Harcourt, Brace, and World, New York, 1950
3. Kenyatta, Jaw. FACING ?CUNT KENYA. Vintage Paperbacks, Inc., New York, 1962
k. Majdalany. STATE or EMERGENCY: The full story of the Mau Mau. Houghton Mifflin Company,

Boston, 1962
5. Roark, Robert, SOMETHING 07 VALUE. Doubleday, New York, 1955
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LEVEL TIN

SOCIAL STUDIES II- -WORLD HISTORY (Two Semesters Required)

OINJECTV'ES

1. Students will develop the ability to use scientific thought processes when working with
social science data.

2. Students will be able to historically analyze, using scientific thought processes,
selected cultures of the world.

3. Students will be able to historically analyze, using scientific thought processes, the
cultural heritage of the Western World.

OVERVIEW

The World history program is organized around the inquiry (discovery) method of teaching and
can be used with all ability groups: low, average, and high. However, low achievers do need
special consideration in regard to materiala and activities. World History inquiry and supple-
mentary materials designed specifically for sloe readers and low achievers are included in the
selected references.

The nature of historical study requires, if it is to serve the student all through life, the
inclusion of a scientific method of analyzing information concerning the many historical
problems (political, economic, and social) that will confront him. It is becoming more apparent
each day that the future of the United States experiment in democracy will depend to a great
extent upon citizens becoming better informed and exercising opinions arrived at through the use
of inquiry skills.

Inquiry Skills can be used to approach any historical problem, leJether it be ancient history, or
something current. These skills enable the proficient user to accurately interpret any historical
event he wishes to examine. According to one view: "Students Who master the method of inquiry
will have a disciplined method of approaching social, economic, and political questions. They
will be equipped to learn independently in a world where mankind's knowledge doubles every decade.
The good citizen wants to hear all aides of a debate and make up his mind about an issue through
reasoned investigation, not through reliance on authority or prejudice."

The method of inquiry consists of the following steps: (1) to recognize a problem from data and
develop a tentative answer (hypothesis) to the problem, (2) recognizing the consequences
(implications) if tine original hypothesis is correct, (3) to attempt to validate the original
hypothesis by gathering, evaluating, and interpreting additional informatim concerning the
problem, and (4) to modify or abandon the original hypothesis based on the evidence analyzed or
as new information tecomes available concerning the problem.

This is a two semester course, with a different emphasis each semester. One semester the
student will study the major values of Western society from the culture of the ancient Athenians,
torough modern Europe. The student will use the method of inquiry to determine what values the
varioua western cultures held, why they held these values, how these values have been diffused
throughout the Western World. In addition, the student will determine to what extent these
values are still followed today by western man.

The other emphasis of the semester about western society is an analysis of the development and
success of western political, economic, and social systems. Examples of content covered and
analyzed world be the political concept of nation, state, the economic concept of capitalism, and
the social concept of political equality.

The other semester', work is organized as an in-depth study of Coe problems resulting when
tradition and change come in conflict in the modern world. The four societies and resulting
topics covered are: (1) Race Relations in the Republic of South Africa, (2) Race Relations in
Brazil, (3) Economic Development in India, and (4) Tetalitarina Government in China. All four
societies are treated extensively from their cultural heritage to the present. They do not
necessarily have to be studied in the order listed, and in addition, alternative cultures and
related materials may be developed from the list of materials included in the Level 10 selected
references.

Race Relations is a major theme in both the South Africa and the Brazil unite, although the
traditional and contemporary cultures of the two countries is different. The student will study
the major rays cultural groups in both countries have attempted to resolve their differences,
i.e., amalgamation, assimilation, accomodation, and extermination. The India and China unite
ars examples of how two underdeveloped, overpopulated countries are trying to solve similar
problems, i.e., to become modern nation states. The methods they are using are different;
democratic in Win, and totalitarian in China. Once again both traditional and contemporary
cultures ar studied in detail in order to better understand the problems each nation faces,
any success so far in solving the problems, and the implications for the future.
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Preliminary classroom experimentation in the Hazelwood Senior High has indicated that a
cumulative sequence for both semesters is not manistory. It is suggested that the semester's
course concerning western society be covered in chronological sequence, but this is not the
case with the in-depth units covering four societies. There is also no reason why the in-depth
studies could not be studied before western society. The only prerequisite in either semester

is to begin the work with at least a week studying the method of inquiry. (The John Good book,
THE SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY includes an extensive introductory unit covering the method of
inquiry.) The Above four topics, along with any tender developed alternatives, and the
memesteris work covering the shaping of Western society, give an adequate representation of
the cultures of the world.

Following are the major concepts that should be taught, along with SUGGESTED activities designed
to teach these concepts. Only major concepts are listed In order to allow the individual teacher
greater flexibility in developing additional concepts. The major activities list is also mini-
mized sad generalized for the same reason. The essential activities require the use of written
and visual evidence in order to utilize effectively the inquiry (discovery) method of teaching
previously alluded to. Written evidence will consist of reading from primary and secondary
sources and visual evidence will consist of film strips and transparencies which will be alluded
to in the selected references.

I. OUR CLASSICAL ZERITAGE AND THE MID)LE AGES

CONCEPTS

1. Western beliefs in the dignity of man, A.

brotherly love, and the rule of law
originated in the ancient cultures of
the Greeks, Hebrews, Christiana, and
Romans.

B.
2. The Greek belief it the dignity of man

derived from the conviction that man was
capable of many achievements and that he
should be permitted to develop his poten-
tials as fully as possible.

3. The Hebrew and Christian moral codes
emphasized brotherly love.

4. The Roman concept of the rule of law
emphasized equality before the law,
protection from arbitrary persecution
by the state, and the presumption of
innocence until guilt is proven

5. Students determine concepts of bow
medieval European political, econosio,
and social systems ware organized, how
they functioned, and how they differed
from modern, more complex systems.

II. THE DEVELOP

00.4CEPTS
Events and movesWiTi-TF7m c.1300 to c.1800
changed the nature of European society, and
major changes in attitudes, beliefs,
political systems, the economy, and the
social structure were brought about by these
movements and events, namelye

1. During the Renaissance, Europeans developed A.
secular attitude, developed an increased

respect for individualism, and elevated
humanism to its former stature.

2. The Protestant Reformation weakened the
authority of the Rosen Catholic Church and
established an intellectual atmosphere that n.
encouraged !reeds,' of thought.

3. The development of Parliament in England
represents the growth of a political
rotes based upon representative legiala
time and executive institutions within a
constitutional government.

112

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

To develop and validate hypotheses regarding
the beliefs of the ancient Greeks, Hebrawa,
Christians, and Rceans, and to be able to
state the logical Implications thereof.

Given analytical questions drawn from social
science concepts and data about the Middle Ages
to be able to state hypotheses about the
nature of medieval political, economic, and
social systems.

KENT OF EUROPE

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
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Given the problem of describing the changes
that took place in Europe between 1300 and 1800,
and why they occured, to be able to ask analy-
tical questions drawn from political science,
economic, and sociological concepts as a pre-
lude to forming hypotheses.

Given hypotheses, to be able to develop hypo-
thetical generalizations about the nature of
the changes in Europe and be able to validate,
modify, or abandon these hypotheses using the
historical method of inquiry and available
written and visual records.



CONCEPTS

4. The abaolutian of Louis XIV exemplifies
the centrally administered, bureaucratic
governments that developed in Europe after
the Middle Ages.

5. With the development of scientific thought
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
observation, experimentation, and reason
replaced Divine Revelation, church authorities
and Greek philosophy as the principal sources
of truth.

6. A market economy in which the fundamental
economic decisions are based on consumer
demand developed in Europa.

7. During the eighteenth century, changes in
British society resulted in the development
of an economy based upon machines driven by
nonhuman and nonanimal power, and that changes
in human resources and an increase in capital
resources made this economy capable of self-
(sustained growth.

8. A revolution in Prance attempted to incorpor.olt

and accelerate the changes that had been take
place over the peat five hundred years, and that
this revolution encouraged a more egalitarian
social system, a spirit of nationalism, and
the extension of more liberty to more people.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

III =ROPE AND THE WESTERN WORLD

CONCIPTS

Students will use the method of inquiry to
reach conclusions regarding the following
conceptual problems of equality, nationalism,
totalitarianism, and cultural diffusion.

1. A belief in equality ham been 4xpreased A.
throughout the history of western man.

2. To discover some of the definitions and
justifications of equality developed by B.
western philosophers.

3. To discover bow westerners have tried to
implement equality in their political,
*canonic, end social arrangements.

4. To discover the definitions and justifica-
tions of nationalism formulated by modern
western men, and to know how definitions
of nationalise have varied from place to
place and from time to time.

C.

5. To discover some of the reasons why D.
international tension; r '.t in armed
conflict, and to know the consequences
of armed conflict for human beings.

6. Europeans herre attempted to prevent armed
conflict through balance of power, collective
security, and combination of these. Z.

7. To discover the roots and nature of
Communist totalitarianism a it is
practiced in the Soviet Onion.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Given document.% relating to western ideologies,
to be able to state what values are expressed
or implied.

Given the values expressed by western idiologies
and social science concepts, to be able to ask
analytical questions about the relationship
between these values and the nature of Ouropean
political, economic, and social systems.

Given analytical questions regarding the
relationihips between western values and
western political, economic, and social 'systems
and data about nineteenth and twentieth century
Europe, to be able to state hypotheses about
the we/s institutions embody western value..

To be able to validate, modify, or abandon the
abcve hypotheses. By now students should le
familiar enough with the method of inquiry to
write documented position papers to be given
orally or in the form of research papers to be
turned in.

After extensive directed classroom' discussion,
to demonstrate orally or literally the successes
and failures of the balance of power principle.
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DDICEPTS

8. To discover the nature of Nazi totalitarian -F.
ism and its consequences for human beings.

9. To discover how the ideas and institutions
of the western world were diffused to the G.

non -weetern world, and what effects this
diffusion has had on the lives of Asians and

Africans.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

After learning the facts about both, to be able
to compare and contrast Nazi totalitarianism
with Russian totalitarianism.

Discuss Why and how western ideas and institu-
tions were diffused to the non-western world.
What have been some of the implications of
this diffusion?

IV. RACE RELATIONS IN THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA

CONGESTS

1. Apartheid is the official policy of racial A.

separation in the Republic of South Africa.

2. Social scientista have identified four ways
in which different racial and cultural groups
resolve their differences. B.

3. The South African government thinks of
apprtbeid as an effective way to improve
the lives of the Bantu people while many C.

Africans strongly believe that apartheid is
designed to deprive them of their human rights

4. No individual can predict accurately what D.
the future holds for race relations in
South Africa.

B.

F.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Given historical and anthropological evidence
about South Africa's racial and cultural groups1(
to be able to determine the values and unstated
assumptions of these people.

Given the historical and anthropological data,
to be able to identify areas of value conflict
among these groups.

Given concepts drawn from political science,
economics, and anthropology, to be able to ask
.analytical questions of the evidence.

Given analytical questions, to be able to
develop hypotheses concerning how these racial
and cultural groups may or may not resolve
their present differencea.

Given the above hypotheses, to be able to ver-
ify, modify, or reject them by an accurate
evaluation of the evidence available.

To be able to implement the inquiry approach
through clause discussion, position papers,
or research papers.

V. RACE RELATIONS IN BRAZIL

CONCEPTS

1. Brazil hoe a reputation for racial democracy.A

2. The culture of the indigenous Indian popula-
tion was prinitive by the standards of six-
teenth century Portuguese eettlers in Brazil.

3. The political, economic, and social institu-
tions of the Africans resembled Portuguese
institution.

It. The plantation system, legal and religious
values, and miscegenation tempered slavery
in Brazil and contributed to racial harmony.

C.
5. Racial assiallation and amalgamation take

place in Brazil, but racial prejudice and
discrimination do exist there.

6, Except at the highest and lowest levels
of Brazilian society, race is one of many
!rotors that help to determine Social
class in Brasil.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

.Given historical and anthropological evidence
shout the inligneous Indians of Brazil, the
Portuguese settlere, and the African slaves,
to be able to determine the institutions and
valuee of these groups.

B. Given an analysis of the institut!ons and
values of the racial ipoups in Brazil, to
be able to Lake hypotheses about which of
four social processes-amalgamation,
assimilation, sccomodation, or extermination=
-will take place.

Given data from sociologists end anthropolo -
giats, to be able to determine the validity of
the hypotheses and to determine the degree
to which Brazil is a racial democracy. Formal
classroom debate it be used here. One side
lists and defends arguments why Brazil is a
racial democracy, and the opposition lists and
defends reasons why Brazil is not a racial
democracy. Both sides must document with
reliable aources.



VI. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA

CONCEPTS

1. India is attempting to develop its human, A.

natural, and capital resources in order to
achieve economic growth.

2. Traditional values and attitudes based B.

upon caste regulations. Hindu beliefs
and practices and family structure serve
as barriers to economic development.

3. The British introduced Western Tech-
nology into India which promoted the
growth of industry, cities, and a
specialized, interdependent, money
economy.

4. The programs of the Indian government
for economic development attempt to
utilize and modify, but not to destroy,
Indian traditions.

5. Industrialization and urbanization
change traditional.social,and family
structures and caste traditions.

CONCgpTs

C.

D.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Given historical and sociological evidence
about India, to be able to determine tradition-
al Indian values and attitudes.

Given data about India's human, natural, and
capital resources and about programs of the
Indian government for economic development,
to be able to identify areas of conflict be-
tween traditional values and the demands of
economic growth.

Given concepts drawn from political science,
economica, sociology, and anthropologv, to be
able to ask analytical questions of the
evidence.

Given analytical questions and data about
traditional Indian values and modern economic
goals, to be able to make hypotheses about
the impact of economic development on Indian
society.

VII. TOTALITARIAN 00VrRNMENT IN CHINA

1. Confucian values and traditional
Chinese institutions endured for
centuries in China.

2. istern nations exploited China in the
nineteenth century, which contributed
to Chinese contempt for Western values
but to Chinese respect for Veatern
technology.

3. The Kuomintang failed in its attempt to
combine traditional Chinese principles
with Western political, economic, and
technological principle..

4. the Chinese Communiata reject traditional
values in their attempt to change China
from a traditional to en innovative
society.

5. The methods that tte Chinese Communist
Party uses in promoting its ideology
and in modifying Chinese values and
institutions seem ruthless When compared
to methods we use to officially promote
political, economic, and social changes.

A.

B.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Given evidence about imperial China, to be able
to determine traditional Chinese values and
institutions.

Given evidence about Communist China, to be
able to determine the values and goals of the
Chinese People's Republic.

C. Given concepts from political science,
economics, and sociology, to be able to ask
analytical questions of the evidence studied.

D. Given analytical questions and data about
traditional and Communist China, to be able
to develop generalizations about the nature
of the changes in China and the reasons for
these changes.

EVALUATION

1. Is the student able to use scientific thought proceesea when working with social science data?
2. Is the student able to historically analyze, using scientific thought processes, the cultural

heritage et the Western world and selected cultures of the world?
3. Is the student able, through the method of inquiry, to determine the values of Wectern culture?
4. Is the student able to illustrate the extent that early Western value, are held today?
5. Is the student able to determine the problems resulting when tradition>1 and change come in

conflict in the modern world?
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SUGGESTED REFERENCES I

The following written materials are specifically denigned for average and high ability students
using the inquiry approach. Some of the more capable low ability students will also be able to
use some of theso materials.

American Education Publ7cations. AFRICA: EMERGING NATIONS BELOW THE SAHARA. Middletown, Conn.,
Xerox Corporation, 1968

American Education Publications. CHINA: TROUBLED ASIAN GIANT. Middletown, CODM., Xerox Corpor-
ation, 1968

American Education Publications. THE MIDDLE EAST. Middletown, Conn., Xerox Corporation, 1968
Buck, Pearl. THE GOOD EARTH. New York, Pocket Books
Burke, Fred. (ed.) AFRICA: SELECTED READINGS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1969
Burke, Fred G. SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA: WORLD AREAS TODAY. New York, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.

1968
Burns, Bradford. (ed.) A DOCUMENTARY HISTORY OF BRAZIL. New York, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
Ebenstein, William. COMMUNISM IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

1964
Eisen, Sydney, and Maurice Filler. THE HUMAN ADVENTURE: READINGS IN WORLD HISTORY. (2 Vole.).

New York, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1964
Feder, Barnard. VIEWPOINTS IN WORLD HISTORY. New York, American Book Company, 1968
Farah, Seymour (ed.). INDIA AND SOUTH ASIA: CULTURE REGIONS OF THE WORLD. New York, The

Macmillan Company, 1965
Ford, Richard B. TRADITION AND CHANGE IN FOUR SOCIETIES: AN INQUIRY APPROACH. New York, Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1968
Frank, Anne. DIARY OF A YOUNG GIRL. New York, Pocket Books, 1952
Good, John M. THE SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY: AN INQUIRY APPROACH. New York, Holt, Rinehart

and Winston, Inc., 1968
Gustayson, Carl 0. A PREFACE TO HISTORY. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1955
Halass, Nicholas. CAPTAIN DREYFUS: THE STORY OF A MASS HYSTERIA. New York, Grove Press, Inc.,

1957
Ransom, James, Leon Hellerman, and Ronald Posner. VOICES OF THE PAST: READINGS IN MEDIEVAL

AND 'EARLY MODERN HISTORY. New York, The)60millan Company, 1967
Hanscom, Janes, Leon Holleman, and Ronald Posner. VOICES OF THE PAST: READINGS IN MODERN

HISTORY. New York, The MacMillan Company, 1967
Ha. -cave, Sidney (ed.). READINGS IN RUSSIAN HISTORY (2 vols.). New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Com-

pany, 1962
Ekren, Carlton, J. and James H. Hanscom. ANCIENT CIVILIZATION: PREHISTORY TO THE FALL OF DOME.

The Macmillan Company, New York, 1968. Includes a chapter on how the Historian an.' related
scientists work.

Hobbs, Lisa. I SAW RED CHINA. N.'w York, Avon Hocks
KarpaL, Kemal. THE MIDDLE EAST ANI/NORTH AFRICA: WORLD AREAS TODAY. New York, Harcourt, Brace

and World, Inc., 1968
Kublin, Hyman. CHINA. Boston, %oughton Mifflin Company, 1968
Kublin, Hyman. (ed.). CHINA: SELECTED READINGS. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968
Kublin, Hyman. (ed.). INDIA: SELECTED READINGS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968
Kublin, Hyman. (ed.). JAPAN: SELECTED READINGS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968
Kublin, Hyman. (ed.). RUSo/A: SELECTED READINGS. Boaton, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1969
Lewis, John P. CRISIS IN INDIA: ECONOMIC DEVAIOPMENT AND AMERICAN POLICY. New York, Doubleday

and Cornany, Inc.
Lewin, Martin D. (ed.). THE BRITISH IN INDIA-IMPERIALISM OR TRUSTEESHIP. Boston, Ginn and Co.
Mitctell, Ralph, and T. Welter Wallbank. WORLD HISTORY: THE CLASH OF IDEAS. Glenview, Ill.,

Scott Foreman and Cowpony, 1969
Mumford, Lewis. THE STORY OF UTOPIAS. New York, The Viking Press, Inc., 1962
Nielson, Waldemar A. AFRICA. New York, Atheneum Publishers
Perets, Don. (ad.). THE MIDDLE EAST: SELECTED READINGS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company,1968.
Peterson, Harold F. LATIN AMERICA: CULTURE REGIONS OF THE WORLD. Few York, The Massillon

Company, 1966
Solider, Lewis, L., Marvin Perry and 3e:1Jc:id:I Maser. PANORAMA OF THE PAST: READING IN WORLD

HISTORY. (2 vols.). Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966
Stravianos, Leften S. (ed.). READINGS IN WORLD HISTORY. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1967
Swisher, Earl. CHINA: TODAY'S WORLD IN FOCUS. Boston, Ginn and Company, 1964
Ssulc, Tad. LATIN ANLR1CA. Chicago, Enviclopedia Britannia, Inc.
Thomas, Evelyn F. THE STORY OF LAOS: GLOBAL CULTURE SEW.ES. Cincinnati, McCormick-Mathers

Publishing Company, Inc., 1967
Turnbull, Colin M. THE LONELY AFRICAN. New York, Doubleday and Company
Wooley, Sir Leonard. D1001$0 UP THE PAST. Baltimore, Penguin Books, Ltd., 1960
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SUGGESTED REFS ENCES II

The following written materials are primarily for slow readers and can be used both with an
inquiry approach or with the traditional approach.

Abramowitz, Jack. TEE FOLLETT BASIC LEARNING PROGRAM FOR WORLD HISTORY
Unit 1 - -THE ANCIENT WORLD AND THE MIDDLE AGES
Unit 2 - -FROM THE MIDDLE AGES TO MODERN TIME
Unit 3THE RISE OF DEMOCRACY
Unit Li - -THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Unit 5- -THE FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEON
Unit 6 - -THE KOANSION OF DEMOCRACY
Unit 7-- NATIONALISM AND IMPERIALISM
Unit 8 --FROM WORLD WAR I TO WORLD WAR II
Unit 9- -THE WORLD SINCE 1945

Amose, Herold L. THE STORY OF AFGHANISTAN: GDDBAL CULTURE SERIFS. Wichita, Kansas, McCormick -
Mathera Publishing Company, Inc., 1965

Baker, Elisabeth, and G. Derwood. THE STORY OF INDONESIA: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIES. Wichita,
Kansas, McCormick -Mathers Publishing Company, Inc., 1965

Beck, Ruth R. THE STORY OF PAKISTAN: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIFS. Wichita, Kansas, McCormick -Mather°
Publishing Company, Inc., 1966

Carpenter, Frances, THE STORY OF EAST AFRICA: GLC?AL CULTURE SERIES. Wichita, Kansas,
McCormick -Withers Publishing Company, Inc., 1967

Forman, Brenda. THE STORY OF THAILAND: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIES. Wichita, Kansas, McCormick -
Eathers Publishing Company, Inc., 1966

Jamieson, Alfred. WORLD STUDIES: LATIN AMERICA. Palatine, Ill., Field Scli:cational Publications,
Inc., 1969

Marvin, Stephen, and David Rubardivi. WORLD STUDIES: AFRICA. Palatine, Ill., Field Education
Publications, Inc., 1969

McKown, Robin J., and Daniel K. Birch. WORLD STUDIES: ASIA. Palantine, Ill., Field Education
Publications, Inc., 1968

Pruden, Durward. THE STORY OF CHILE: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIES. Wichita, Ksrsas, McCormick -
Mathees Publishing Company, Inc., 1967

Rottsolk, James E. THE STORY OF LIBERIA: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIES. Wichita, Kansas, McCoraick-
Mathers Publishing Company, Inc., 1967

Thomas, Richard. THE STORY OF FRANCE: GLOBAL CULTURE SERIES. Cincinnati: McCormick-Mathers
Publishing '.',oapany, Inc., 1965

VISUAL AIDS

Holt Social Studies Curriculum Audio-Visual Kit. THE SHAPING OF WESTERN SOCIETY: AN INOTRY
APPROACH. New York, Bolt, Rinehart and Wicaton, Inc*, 1968

Holt Social Studies Curriculum Audio-Visual Kit. TRADITION AND CHANGE IN FOUR SOCIETIES:
AN INQUIRY APPROACH. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968

See the CATALOG OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS PaR THE 000PERATIN% SCHOOL DISTRICTS of the St. Louis
Suburban Area

See the Hazelwood Senior Hies library for appropriate supplementary audio-visual mattrisle.

CONCEPTS

SAMPLE UNIT

ECONOMIC DEVMOPMENT lA INDIA

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Indies economic problems are centered
around poverty and overpopulation.
a. Until the 1950's India's population

growth was about 1.2.
b. The present rate has increased to

about 2%.
0. The Indian government encourave

birth control.

2. In principle the Indian economy is
socialistic, in fact it is private.

3. India's econoq segaentod into organised
and unorganised sectionu.

4. India's caste tryst's is varied, complex
and adaptable.

A. What hypotheses would you sake about India's
econoalc problems?

H. What analytical questions would you ask in
order to investigate untouchability?

C. Questions to Investigate;
1. What are the implications of untouchability

for Indian society?
2. What ire the implications of untouchability

for industrialisation?
3. If you were an Indian, bow would you know

what Nita. you were in?
4. What difficulties will India's caste system

make for developing industry?

3. Do you think Eiadule would promote or
impede economic development?
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CONCEPTS

5. India's caste system is made up of
vainas:

a. Brahmas
b. Kshatetnins
0. Vainyaa
d. Shudras
e. Below these "clean" castes are

the polluted or untouchables.

6. Hindu beliefs and practices are barriers
economic development.

7. Family structure serves as a,barrier
to economic development.

8. Industrialization and urbanization
change traditional social and family
htrvetures and caste traditions.

A. Selected References

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. What questions would you ask to help you use
study of the Indian family to learn of the
effects it would have on economic growth?

E. How would you compare the Indian family with
your own?

F. Suppose you were a government planner. How
would the Indian village political structure

to influence your strategy for bringing about
change in the village?

G. Questions to Investigate:
1. What economic problems did India face at the

time of independence?
2. What is the major difficulty that Indian

economic planners face?
3. How did Indian traditions retard econerac

growth in the villages?
4. What resources needed for industry are

scarce in India?

H. What analytical questions would you ask to
study how India is trying to develop its
agriculture?

I. What analytical questions would you ask to
investigate the impact of economic changes
on the life of the individual Indian?

Farah, Seymour (ed.). INDIA AND SOUTH ASIA: CULTURE REGIONS OF THE WORLD. New York,
Macmillan Company, 1965

Ford, Richard. B. TRADITION AND CHANGE IN FOUR SOCIETIES: AN INQUIRY APPROACH. New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1968

Kublin, Hyman (ed.). INDIA: SELECTED READINGS. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1968

B. Evaluation

1. Do students understand that India's economic
overpopulation?

2. Do the students understand the barriers that
economic development?

3. Does the student understand how family structure serves as a barrier to economic development
4. Can the student develop the idea that industrialization and urbanization change traditional,

socialland family structures and caste traditions?

problems are centered around poverty and

Hindu beliefs and practices provide to

MISSOURI HISTORY
(One Semester-Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. To understand the influence of the rivers, river valleys and the mid-continent location on the
development of the state.

2. To learn about the culture of the Indians and the pre-bietoric peoples that lived in the
geographic region now occupied by tLe state of Missouri.

3. To understand hoe the natural resources of the state have male industrial and agricultural
development possible.

4. To become aware of the influence of key men and women on the political, economic, and social
development of the state.

5. To enable the student to sea that Missouri was the "Getaway to the West".

I. Geographic Regions and Periods of Early Settlement
COMEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Missouri has four distinot regions.

2. Prehistoric cultures have left evidence of
life, according to arehaelogists.

A. Label outline map of Missouri:
1. Geographic regions
2. Rivers
3. MoUntaina

3. Missouri's locaticz at mid-oontinent, st B. Arrange fiel6 trip to museum or historical
the confluence of the Missouri, Mississippi points of interest. (Tour of Florissant histor-
and Ohio Rivers has been and continues to beN ical homes, Missal Home on Belle Fountain)
a major factor in the development of the state.
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CONCEPTS

4. EUropeana settled in various areas of what
is now Missouri. France, Spain and the
United States have eaoh flown their flag
over the territory.

5. Earlieat permanent settlements in Zastern
Missouri wen made largely by French fur
trappers and traders.

6. Early settlers faced tyiical problemm
of aettlesentl
a. Establishment of Villages
b. Government Policies
0. Development of Economy
d. Transportation

7. Missouri es a territory, was a part of
the Louisiana Territory.

8. Settlements wave' blend of cultures of the
French, Spanlaz, English, and Indiana.

9. Cultural influence affected religion,
food, olothing, entertainment and education.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

C. Present to class concurring United States
history. (Example: 1776 English colonists
rebelled--why didn't the French colonists
rebel against the Spanish Government?)

D. Students write a letter to a friend in France.
Consider yourself as a Creole in early Missouri.
Describe your settlement, the economy,
relieon, education, and other cultural aspects.

E. Write a news item for a paper about the period,
as though you were living at the time. This
can be on medical practice, recreation, economy,
or any phase of life applicable to the period.

F. Show film MISSOURI8 GEORCRAPHY
Discuss film as to accuracy, in comparison
with available text materials.

G. Have students to bring illustrations of areas
of the state they have visited. Discuss the
'Astoria points of the area, and the geographic
factor.. What makes it industrial, agricultural
and/or recreational?

H. Have students prepare reporte from any of the
sources listed below, or similar reference;
Briggs, Lyman J. and Kenneth Weaver. HOW OLD
IS IT? National Geographic Magazine, Vol.CXIV
Augue:, 1958. pp.235 -240.

128'

Gregg, Kate L. ed. EXPLORERS IN THE VALLEY,
Missouri Historical Review Vol. 39, April and
July 1945. pp.354 -388, 505-540.

Penn, Dorothy and Marie George Windell, eds.
THE FRENCH IN riE VALLEY, Missouri Historical
Review, Vol. XL, Oct. 19451 Jan., Apr., July
1946. pp. 90-122, 245-275, 407-430, 562-578;
Vol. XLI Cot. 1946; Jan., April, July 1547,

PP. 77-106. 192-216, 305-314, 391-399.

Rutledge, Wiley B., MISSOURI, CROSSROADS OF THE
NATION, Missouri Historical Review, Vol. 38,
Oct. 1943.pp.1 -11.

Shoemaker, Floyd C., CAPE GIRARDEAU, MOST
AMERICAN OF MI SOURI'S ORIGINAL FIVE COUNTIES,
Missouri listoricat Review, Vol. L Oct. 1955.
pp. 40-61.

Holmes, Jack D. L., ed. A 1795 INSPECTION OF
SPANISH MISSOURI, Missouri Historical Review,
Vol. LV Ott. 1960. pp. 5-17.

Klein, Ade Paris, OWNERSHIP OW LAND UNDER FRANCE
SPAIN AND UNITED STATES, Missouri Historical
Review, Vol. XLIV April, 1950. pp. 274-294.

Klein. Ada Paris, TKE FUR TRADE, Missouri
Historical Review, Vol. XIS1I July, 1.909
pp. 360.360; Vol XLIV Oct. 1949, Jan. 1950,
pp. 48-65, 168-178.

Kirkpatrick, R. L., PROFESSIONAL, WELIG/OUS AND
SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ST. LOUIS LIFE, 1804-1816,
Missouri Historical Review, Vol. rum 4%114,1950

PP. 373-386.

Shoomak4r, Floyd C., LOUISIANA PURCHASE 1803,
AND WE MAMMA 07 UPPER LOUISIANA 113 THE
UNITED STATES, 1804, Missouri Historical
Review. Vol. XLVIII Oat. 195). pp. 1-22.



CONCEPTS

II.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Read Violette and Wolverton, HISTORY OF MISSOURI
BibliograchY1

Chapter 1 Geography and Early Inhabitants
Chapter 2 Early Explorations and Settlements
Chapter 3 During the Spanish Period
Chapter 4 Territorial Fcriod
Chapter 5 War of 1812 in Missouri

GOVERNMENT AND ECONOMY

CONCEPTS

1. The government of the United States pro-
vided territorial government.

2. The variety of Missouri's metal and
aossercial ties has prevented the state
from presenting a clear aeotional image.

3. Missouri has had a commercial and agricul-
tural comely from its beginning.

4. The historical development of the state
revolves about an axis formed by the
Missouri River region in mid -state with
St. Louis and Kansas City at each extreme.
The major comantretions of population,
economic wealth and governmental institu-
tions are here.

5. Spanish land conflict, failure of United
States to keep promise to territory,
desire for equality and an influx of
politically active settlers were among
the reasons for demands for statehooi.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Study and then contrast the -noun of self rule
allowed Missourians during differen:, classes
of territorial government and statehood.

B. Present United States history when studying
Mismuris bid for stutehood. Why wee the
question of Missouri being free or slave an
important national issue.

C. Study the Missouri Constitution of 1820. Point
out similarities to those of other states.
What are the differences? Especially consider
sections dealing with slavery.

D. Report and Reading Listt

6. The slavery conflict influenced attitudes
tomcod statehood and the Missouri Compromise.

Gordon, Joseph, POLITICAL CAREER OF LILBURN

7. WOGS, ,Miasouri Historical Review Vol,LIII
Jan. 1958. pp. 111-122.

McCandless, Perry, POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF
MINAS HART BENTON, Missouri Historical Review,
Vol. L. Jan. 1956. pp. 145 -158.

McCandless, Parry, RISE OF THOMAS HART BUNTON
IN MISSOURI POLITICS, Missouri Historical
Review, Vol. L. Oct. 1955. pp. 16,29.

Gregg, Kate L., MISSOURIANS IN THE COLD RUSH,
Missouri Historical Review. Vol. XXXIX, Jan.
1945. pp. 139-154.

Carpenter, Clifford D. THE EARLY CATTLE IN-
DUSTRY IN MISSOURI. Missouri Historical Review
Vol. XLVII. April, 1953. pp. 201-215.

Sunder, &ha, ST LOUIS AND THE EARLY TELEGRAPH,
Kisacuri Historical Review, Vol. L. April, 1956
pp, 248 -258.

B. Show filmstrip and tape, KISDOURIe LAND OF
PLENTY.

F. Show film MISSOURI MEDICINE Mat-LIFE OF
DR. JOHN SAPP/NOTON.

O. Show filmstrip MISOOURI'S AGRICULTURE.

N. Use filmstrip and tape MISSOURI' ONERIRONT.

Collins and Snider, MISSOURI, MIDLAND STATE
Chapter 7 Relation to the West
Chapter 8 Eissourile Part in the Mexican War
Chapter 9 Money and Banking

nalette and Wolverton, A HISTORY OF MISSOURI
Chapter 2 Missouri's Struggle for Statehood
Chapter 3 Banking, Trade and Railroads
Chapter 4 Growing Pains

Missouri was admitted to the Union subject
to the Missouri Compromise and a Missouri
Constitution.

8. The Missouri Constitution adopted in 1820
was patterned after the United States
Constitution.

9. The Constitutional Convention of 1945
revised the old Constitution, providing
for a more effective rotate and local
government.

10. Missouri had en interest in Texas and
participated in the Mexican War.
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III. INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Show filmstrip MISSOURI'S MANUFACTURING.

Show filmstrip MISOURIc UNDERGROUND RESOURCES.

CONCEPTS

1. Missouri has considerable attraction for A.

industry because of location, abundance
of natural resources and the excellent B.

transportation facilities.
C.

2. Social and eoonomic development in Missouri
have moved progressively forward.

3. Slavery and secesaion became conflicting
issues in Missouri which affected the state D.
government extensively.

4. The Civil War resulted in several major E.
battles within Missouri.

5. Education progressed in Missouri at about F.
the same rate as other parts of the nation.

6. The welfare of the citizen of Missouri was G.
evidenced by the institutions for educe-
tier, mental and physical health and recrea-
tional and conservation programs in the state.

H.

Students report on the United States history- -
the slavery question, abolishionists societies,
etc. Discuss how Missouri responded to the
troubles in the nation.

Explain the Dred Scott Case. Two students may
present the oaf* for and against Drcd Scott.

Arrange a debate* Reaolveds Secession is
unnecessary in a Democracy.

Explain the relationship between BLEEDING
KANSAS and POPULAR SOVEREIGNTY.

Report on conditions within Missouri during
the Civil War.

Draw a map of the Unite* States showing the
Confederacy, Border stateu and the Union.

I. Reading sourceci

Globe Democrat supplement THE CIVIL WAR IN
MISSOLRI, April 16, 1961.

Collins and Snider, MISnDURI MIDLAND STATE.
Chapter 10 Slavery in the State
Chapter 11 Missouri in the Civil
Chapter 12 Reconstruction

Violette and Wolverton, A HISTORY OF MISSOURI
Chapter 5 Civil War
Chapter 6 Reconstruction

Castle, Albert, THE BLOODIEST MAN IN AMERICAN
HISTORY. Vol. XI Oct. 1960. pp. 22-25, 97-99.
American Heritage.

Culmer, Frederic A. BRIGADIER SURGEONS JOHN
W. TRADERS' HBOOLLOCTIONS OF TH3 CIVIL VAR IN
MISSOURI. Missouri Historical Review.
Yel. ma July, 1952 pp. 323-334'

Kirkpatrick, Arthur, MISSOURI IN TEE EARLY
NAM OF THE CIVIL WAR, Missouri Historical
Review, Vol. LV April, 1961, pp. 235-266.

Ruling, Polly, MISSOURIJNB AT VICKSBURG,
Missouri Historical Review, Vol. L. Oct. 1955
pp. 1-15.

Kirkpatrick, Arthur, MISSOURI OF THE EVE OF THE
CIVIL VAR. Missouri Historical Review, Vol. LV

Jan. 1961.

Rorke', Benjamin G. nos ABOLITION ASPECT OF
MISSOURI'S ANTI-SLAVERY OONTROVERSI 1819-1865.
Missouri Historical Review Vol. XLIV April 1950

FF. 232 253.

Parrish, William E. TURBULENT PARTNERSHIP- -
MISSOURI AND TRH UNION, University of Missouri
Press.
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IV. ROIL OF MANY KIT MEN AND WOMEN IN MISSOURI HISTORY

OONCEPTS

1. The outstanding political and military per-
sonages were Thomas Hart Benton, General
John J. Pershing, Richard C. Bland, and
Harry S. Truman.

2. Contributions to the social welfare and
well-being of moiety in literature,
medicine, art, and engineering are a
continual process.

3. Examples of famoua contributors to
Missouri are Samuel Clemson., Harold
Bell Wright, Joseph Pulitzer, Thomas
Hart Beaten, James Buchanan Eads,
George Washington Carver, and

,Thomas D. Dkoley.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Assign readings or reporta from: Collins,
HERO STORIES FROM MISSOURI.

Jacobs and Wolverton, MISSOURI WRITERS

Baldwin, Helen, and others, HERITAGE OF ST.1OUIS

Dysart, Marjorie, MISSOURI'S NAMESAXF.S OF THE
NAVY, Missouri Historical Review Vol. L.
April 19%. pp.225-234.

Collins and Snider, MISSOURI MIDLAND STATE
Chapter 22 MISSOURI AND MISSOURIANS

1. Individual leaders
2. Distinction in the Arts
3. Engineers and Scientists
4. Educational leader.

B. Study of current personalities in the state.
Example: Governor and other state officials,
United Statea Congressmen, and local official,.

C. Using current newspapers, study policies anti
problems of the state.

D. Have students make notetooka of Missouri Today-
-either general or on specific topics--for
example, political action, recreation,
education, etc.

E. Assign readings-of literary work by
Samuel Clemmens.

F. Bring or ask students to help find pictures
concerning the state capitol - -post cards are
a source.

G. Show filmstrip (with tap.) MISSOURI'S FIGHTING
ARTIST. Examine the life and background of
George Caleb Bingham.

H. Show film MARX WAIN. Show his life as steam-
boat pilot, journalist, lecturer.

I. Encourage visits of Mark Twain's home.

EVALUATION

1. Do students understand the importance of the rivers and mid-continent location in the
development of the state?

2. Do students understand the culture of the Indians and the prehistoric peoples that lived in
the geographical region now occupied by the state of Missouri?

3. Do students understand how the natural resources of the state have made industrial and
agricultural development possible?

It. Ds eudents understand the influence of key men and women on the political, economic, and
social development of the state?

5. Do students knov that Missouri was the gateway to the West?
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PAMPHLETS AND OTICM REFERENCES

MISSOURI HISTORICAL REVILY. Missouri Historical Society, Columbia(Current and back issues)

MISSOURI HISTORICAL BULLETIN. Missouri Historical Society, Columbia(Current and back issues)

Brown, David. THE CIVIL WAR IN MISSOURI. Globe Democrat, April 16, 1961

Dickinson, Margaret L., ed., MISSOURI VOTERS' HANDBOOK. League of women voters of Missouri, 1958

Know Your CountyST. LOUIS. League of women voters of Missouri.

Faeira7th Missouri is scarce. Any material that becomes available after examination should
be ordered.

Missouri Becomes a State
Missouri Capitols
Miseouri Courts-Part One
Missouri Courts-Pert Two
Missouri's Bill of Rights
Governors Mansion

Landmarks in Missouri History Saris.

The Struggle for Statehood
The Long Might of War
A Land Called Louisiana
A Town Called Kansas
Missouri's Fighting Artist
A Lion is in the Senate
A Tort on the Mid Missouri
Missouri Medicine Men
The Twilight of an Ancient People
They Called it Reconettuccion

FILMS

Missouri Medicine Man --Life of Dr. Sappington
County Government
Time and St. Louie
St. Louis, Big City
Missouri -A Living Portrait
Missouri Constitution (Filmstrip with record

and/or tal.a)

A-Filmstrip and records as follows:
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SAMPLE UNIT

THE CIVIL WAR IN MISSOURI

OONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Missouri's Admission to the Union evolved
around the issue of slavery.

2. Slavery and secession were conflicting
issues that affected the state government
extensively.

3. The issue of secession was a question of
both stet.; and national cancer*.

4. To understand the diffuculty in having
an effective state government when the
people of the state were themse/ 'a
divided on the question of secession.

5. The significance of the battles of
Wilson Creek and Pea Ridge relative
to keeping Missouri in the Union should
be acknowledged.

6. To comprehend the dilemma of law and order
vs. individual freedom as exampled in

Order Ho. 11.

7. ,,uderstand that Emancipation was
the major political issue in Missouri.

8. To appreciate t'at the Civil War
wee neither von nor lost in Missouri.

A.

B.

C.

D.

Divide the class into two groups. Group One
will defend the Claiborne Jackson thesis about
Missouri's role on the question of secession.
Group Two will support the Robert M. Stewart
contention or hypothesis that Missouri should
remain in the Union.

Debate the issue: Should Missouri secede
from the Union?

Students will review various battles that
occurred relative to the Civil War and
determine which conflicts were most decisive
(*f the battles vest of the Mississippi) in
determining Missouriia statue in the Civil War.

Beginning with the premise that the union
forces controlled the state have the students
discuss the following problems faced by the
Camble Governments
1. November elections
2. Deteriorating economy
3. Maintaining order in the state
4. Gaining the support and loyalty of the

majority of the people.

Students will study the relative merits of the
Peculiar Institution and briefly trace the
origin of slavery in Missouri. What grounds
for the abolition of slavery were offered by
those people who opposed human bondage? What
efforts were made to appease the slave holders
in the state? What was the Radical attitude
toward the slave question?

E. Have students compare General Evinee drastic
order with other proclamations issued by ether
leaders in other times and places. Stimulate
students ability to draw analogies and
evaluate the relative strengths of these types
of arbitrary orders.

P. Students will compare the major political,
sociological, military and economic conflicts,
that occurred in Missouri with some of the key
clashes that happened east of the Mississippi
Ricer. Students should understand that
Missouri's role in the Civil War should be
considered in relation to the role played by
other states Lad regions.

O. Explain Dred Scott Case.

R. Two students present in debate form: the

case for and the case against the freedom
of Dred Scott.

I. Debate issue: Secession is Unnecessary in a
Democracy.

J. Report on conditions within Missouri during
the Civil War.

K. Draw a map of the United States ahcwing the
Confederate, the border states and the Union.

L. Reed Globe Democrat supplement THE CIVIL WAR
IM MISSOURI, April 16, 1961.
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LEVEL TIDI

WORLD GEOGRAPHY (Two Seaester --Elective)

Geography at the secondary level prepares the atudelt to better understand the other social
science disciplines and national and international events, Without this geographic background,
the student has little conception of the stage on which man plays his economic, sociological
political and historical role.

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop skill in the use of geographic tools such as intelligent use of nape and globes.
use and application of geographic statistics, and effective use of library materiala.

2. Recognize and understand the pattern formed by the diatributiona of physical and cultural
phenomena.

3. Develop the concept of the interdependence of people and areas.
4. Understand the significance of the natural environment as a setting for human activity.
$. Develop en understanding of the significance of location and the uniqueness of different

places on the earth.
6. Develop the ability to think geographically so that the atudent will be able to perceive and

identify the geographical elements of the world *round him.

I. DISTRIBUTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF WORLD POPULATION

CONCEPTS

1. The population of the world is unevenly

distributed by continent and within indi-
vidual political units.

A.

B.

2. Mere are significant differences in the
density of population over the world within C.
the population clusters as will a' the
population voids. D.

3. The population of the world has been growingi.
at as accelerating rate although, the rate of
increase varies from one part of the world
to another. P.

4. The people of the world live in various
kinds of settlements from one part of 0.
the world to another and within individual
political units; however, as ever greater H.
absolute umber, as well as relative percent-
age of people, are living in urbanised areas.

I.

J.

K.

L.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Maks a bibliography of sources of population
data in the library.
Construct visual devices to show either relative
percentages of the world population in various
continents or the absolute population.
Compile a list of the various ways (atlases,
books, etc.) to show population distribution.
Make a rank listing of the countries of the
world according to their population.
Nine a scatter diagram where the vertical axis
is the population and the horizontal axis is
the rank.
Calculate the densities of various countries
of the world and separate them into categorise
and compare this to the absolute population
Make a rank listing of the countries of the
world according to their densities.
Compare this listing with the ranking by popu-
lation and see if the lists are Dialler er
reversed, or if there is no relation.

Construct pie *harts shoving the relative share
of the world's population by continent at var-
ious times during the past, the present, and
estimates of the future.

Report on the problem of defining what is an
tutu area. Is it based on sine or function?
Hake a list of the basic types of oommeroial
activities likely to be carried on in a small
rural village.
Calculate the percentages of people living in
cities over 100,000 for a selected list of
countries.

II. SAM'S RIBOURCES IN RELATION TO WORLD POPULATION

1. The earth's resources (lamdforms, inmate, A.
'motet/es, soil, water, and minerals) are
closely interrelated.

2. the complexity of up ono of the earth's
resources (e.g., I/Alfonso, climate, soil,
miasmas, utter, wild pleats and violas)
Oft be mods more naderstemashle by dividing 11.
a particular resume Into a relatively fey
olaussms.

C.
Neale appraisal of the emits resources
varies ecesrliag to his seismal heritage
*ad tesboslegy.

, f-

3.

U,

Us% is world physical sap sad one showing the
Trinities viols of the world to findt
1. Two locations in the northern hemisphere

when mantels ranges stand againsti
The prevents'. Southwest
Westerns"
The Northeast Tradewinds

Use tub' maps showing geology, relief, agrioul.
tars and mineral *sources to mat correlations
about various types of rocks.
Compare the world vegetation nap with the world
map of rainfall. Make ocrrentioas between type
of vegetation is relation to annual precipite -
tins.
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CONCEPTS

4. The advancement of our civilisation to
its present level, is correlated with
improved technology and greater utili-
zation of the earth's resources, espe-
cially the mineral resources.

5. Knowledge of the gross distributional
pattern of the earth's resources, plus
ka awareness of the interrelationships
between man and the earth's resources,
will provide valuable insights 'or
understanding man's distribution on the
planet Earth.

III. ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

OUGOESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Discussion questions directed to alarms
1. How does the climate of St. Louis differ

from the climate of northern Alaska, or of
the Sahara of Africa, or of the upper
Ammon of South America?

2. How do we know the climatic elements differ
in these places?

E. Distinguish one from the others harbor, port,
hinterland.

r. Referring again to the dry summer, subtropical,
or mediterranean type of climate, name and
locate the five main areas where this type of
climate is found.

O. In what ways has technology made it possible
for man to live better and more safely in the
Tropics where high temperature prevail?

B. Why are the different classes of laniform
unequally preferred for man's occupancy?

I. Make a study of some metal producing area,
their densities of population, the production
mined and their destinations.

IN RELATION TO WORLD PO?ULATION

ConEVIS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Since food is man's moat essential need,
everyone of the world's billions has
some concern about food production.
Sous densely populated areas such as
India and China scarcely produce
enough food for their own people,
yet they produce other materiels for
export such as cotton and soy beans.
Most of the people in Wooly popu-
lated industrial areas produce little
food, but engage in other otivities
to supply their needs. Some spartsly
populated areas such as the Pampa and
the Great Central Lowland of North
America use a minims of labor to
produce great surpluses of food supplies.

2, With the development of the European
Industrial Revolution, many people found
employment in manufacturing and processing,
thus using their income to purchase their
essential needs. (This encouraged
urbanisation and permitted a great con-
centration of people having a higher
state of ...Aerial culture then bad been
possible by farming activities. Only
a small percentage of the world's pop -
nlation, however, participate in manufac-
turing and processing activities.)
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A. Locate some areas of subsistence agricultureS
1. Relate these areas to density of population.
2. Relate these areas to stag. of culture.

B. Locate five areas of extensive farming& 1.

Row are these related to density of population?
2. Where do the surpluses go?
3. rind five areas of intensive farming.
4. Are these areas densely populated? Bow

many crops may be grown on the same plot of
ground in one year? what rust be done tn
the Ails in order to produce several crops
in one year?

C. General farming is practiced in northeastern
United States and western Europe.

D. Can any type of soil grow any type of crop.
E. Why are most agriculture areas in plains

regions/
F. List the materials and their sources that go

into the manufacture of an ratomobile.
0. As as example of processing, list all the

products obtained from steer after he is
slaughtered.

B. Locate the great iroa and steel manufacturing
areas in the world.
List the big steel companies of the United
States. What was 'Pittsburg Plus"?

I. Trace the history of the textile industry from
"homespun" to nylon.
1. What effect have synthetic fibers had on the

production? Why?
2. Where are the principal areas of silk

production? Why?

J. List various types of chemical products.
K. Take field trip to local factory.
L. Invite a representative from a company or

factory to discuss problems of industrial
development.

M. Assemble samples of raw materials that go into
the making of a local manufactured product.

N. Debate subject related to manufacturing, as:
Laborers should be paid an anneal wage rather
than be paid on an hourly basis.

0. Trace on an outline map of the world:
1. The moat densely populated areas
2. The principle manufacturing regions
3. The world/s ocean trade routes.



CONCEPTS

3. World trade -- international tradein-
volves the distribution of surpluses
produced in different areas to 111.710116

other consuming regions. (The greatest
trade both in volume and value takes
place between northeastern North America
and northwestern Europe two densely
populated areas each having a high
state of industrialisation. Sparsely
populated areas say trade with densely
populated areas--principally the move-
ment of raw materials. from the former
in exchange for manufactured goods from
the latter.)

4. With the exception of agriculture, the
other major primary activities of
hunting, fishing, herding, lumbering and
veining are associated with areas of
sparse population. Secondary, tertiary,
and quarternary activities normally are
to be found sore olosely associated
with dense populations and with higher
standards of living.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

P. Why should there be a great amount of north-
south traffic:
In the United States?
In the Western hemisphere?
Between Europe and Africa?

Q. The greatest wheat exporting nations are the
United States, Canada, Australia and Argentina.

R. Study the wheat producing regions with respect
to vopulation density in each nation.

S. Whore does the wheat go from each nation?
T. On a world outline map, show the international

trade in cane sugar.
U. Prepare a report on "The European Common Market

and Its Influence on International Trade."
V. Trace the history of ocean travel from the

earliest known vessel to the moderu liners
or freighters.

W. Study pipeline transportation. Prepare a
report on its present use and future possibili-
ties.

X. Study inland water transportation.
Y. Prepare a report on "The Significance of the

Great Lakes to the United Staten and Canada."
Z. Discuss the eignificance of "The 'Pegged'

Price of Gold".
AA. On a world outline map, locate the iron pro,

timing regions and the iron and steel manufac-
turing regions.

BB. Prepare an article on the shipment of ore from
Kurnsvaare to market' or an article on the
shipment of ore from Itabira to market.

CC. Study the lumber production of USSR.
DD. Africa has a variety of aineral resources. Ex-

plain the pattern of exploitation of resources
at the present time. What of the future?

EE. Study the relationships between densely
populated areas and the developeent of the
fishing industry.

FT. Correlate semiarid chisele with vegetation,
nomadism and density of population.

IV. DELINEATION OF WORLD REGIONS

CONCEPTS

1. Regions are divisions of the earth's
surface having some 'particular unifying
characteristic. The boundaries of a
region any be either well defined or
some of tremsitien

2. The delineation of regions say be based
oa natural phenomena, human activities,
or a cola...imam of the two.

3. There are two kinds of regions based
upon the nature of the region itself.
One is uniform and one is nodal or focal.

V.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Have the class sake two lista of regions. One,
s list of regions that have exact, well-defined
boundaries and second, a list of regions which
are less well-defined.

B. Rave this students try to think of all the types
of regions and regional boundaries that are
applicable to them. For example, the political
units of which they are a part; i.e., city,
county, state, etci the telephone exchange and
area code region, lip code region, directional
region, i.e., Midwest, South, etc.

If in a larger city, the students could make
a map of the focal points (shopping centers)
where their families go to make purchases.

TIE SOVIET MICR

Men SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. The Soviet Union, a country Mich teaks
!int in geographic else and third in
population, is one of the world's two great
super powers.

A. Have students work out the average population
density of the Soviet him. (Divide the total
population by 04 total area.) Row does the re-
sult of about 27 per 'guar mile compare with
other natives of the world; i.e., Great Britain,
Netherlands, China, Japan, United States, Canada
Australis? Row can ore explain the variation
!mom country to countryt



CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

2. Most of the Soviet people are Slavic; but, B.

many minority groups exist and the fifteen
Soviet Socialist Republics represent an
attempt to recognize this ethnic diversity.

3. In spite of the Soviet Union's tresendolis C.
else, such of the land is sparsely populated.
Most of the people live within a triangular
area extending from Leningrad to Odessa and D.
tapering eastward to beyond Lake Baikal.

4. The population triangle represents the
agricultural and manufacturing heartland E.

of the Soviet Union.

5. The distribution of Soviet population, the
economic growth, and the existing trade
patterns cannot be fully understood with-
out considering the historic background,
the political philosophy, and the effect
of expanding technology.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

X.

Assign the following problem: How many time
belte does the Soviet Union possess? Have
students explain why there are eleven time
zones by showing the relationship between 15
degree of longitude and one time belt.
How can you explain the presence of the Great
Russian from western Soviet Union all the way
to Vladivostok?
How does the Soviet method of dividing the
country into political units compere with that
of the United Stets.? Which do you think is
more logical?
Both the Soviet Union and the United Stater
are composed of people with varied ethnic
backgrounds. From your knowledge of both
countries, do you think that the idea of a
"melting pot" can apply equally well to both?
Why or why not?
Have students write a report on a selected
Soviet Socialist Republic.
What are some problems of Soviet agriculture?
Can they be solved?
What area of the world is most like the beet
agricultural regions of the Soviet Union?
Where Aro the Soviet Union's major deposits
of minerals and where are the major sources
of power? What problems does Russia encounter
in using them? (Many resources in Eaat and
most of population in Wert.)
Where are the major industrial regions of the
USSR?

What are the advantages and the disadvantages
of a politically controlled economy?

VI. EAST ASIA

CONCEPTS

1. Japan, about the sine of California in
area, is one of the most densely popu-
lated countries in the world.

A.

2. Japan's agriculture is very intensive B.
and highly productive. (Farms generally
are small but the large applioations of
labor, skill, and capital result in a large C.
output per acre.)

3. Japan's economy is highly industrialised
and her population is highly urbanised. D.

4. Mainland China-750 million people--is the
most populous and third largest country in
the world and will perhaps double in pop-
ulation the next fifty years.

5. Mainland China is predominately an agrarian B.
society with 80$ of the people involved
is producing food leading the world for
example, la the production of rice, barley,

and hogs. because of the large areas un-
suited to agriculture, most of the people
are concentrated on or near the agricul..
totally favored arena near the eastern
*outs.

T.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Study the large Sculptural Relief Map of Japan.
Note the pattern of coastal lowlands and cities.
Doe. thin arrangerent tend to follow any geo-
graphic pattern? Explain.
Draw a picture of a Japanese foam (rectangular
diagram will do) showing buildings and field
space devoted to each crop.
Compare a picture of a Japanese fershouee with
one is the Siberian Taiga. Note the difference
in the use of materials used in construction.
Why this difference?
On a world relief map study China's geographic
position. How does Mainland China compare in
latitude with the United State.? Does China
have a two-ocean frontage as has the United
States? Dots the western interior position
suggest why her western lands are so dry!
Explain.
In order to compare the three climatic types
of eastern Chink (humid continental, humid sub-
tropical, and monsoon tropical) refer to
climatic statistics for either Peking or
Tienaein (North), either Wuhan or Shanghai
(Central), end Canton (South). Bow does each
Cooper(' in (a) Total annual rainfall, (b)
length of growing season, (c) the all-time
temperature, and (d) the all-time low reading?
Maw did the farm picture chge when agriculture
communes were set up/ a-h did d..econtent

develop among the fersera7
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CONCEPTS

6. China apparently has the necessary raw
materials to be a major industrial power,
tut to date, capital accumulation, tech-
nological skill., and transportation
sytems have been of such a primitive
nature that industrialisation has been
slow to develop.

7. The National Republic of China is small
in size, dense in population, and yet is
comparatively high byAeiatic stsndards
of living.

CONCEPTS

1. The 200,000,000 or 79A of the people
of Southeast Asia are unevenly dis-
tributed on islands and peninsulas,
being concentrated mainly on alluvial
plains and fertile slopelande. Seventy-
five percent are farmers and only 12% to
15% live in cities, usually one major urban
stater in each political unit, thus
relatively isolated.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

G. On tie basis of China's mineral resources, do
you think th_t she could become a heavily
industrialist I country?

H. Read about the native people'. of this island
before the recent development took place.
Earlier Chinese called them Sheng -fen or wild
men of the mountains. Why? What particular
custom did these people bare that caused them
to be feared by Chinese and Japan's* alike?
What is their status today?

VII. SOUTHEAST ASIA
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. How much tine do people of Southeast Alan
need to spend to ottain shelter and clothing?

B. dben did Sout,,east Asia become important in
world history?

C. Why is this -yea so lacking in political u.ity/
D. Why are the political units and major urban

centers relatively isolated?
E. Compare the maps of population density with

the soil fertility.
F. Compare the map of rubber producing areas

with a relief map.
G. List 8 to 10 products obtained from the

natural forest. Correlate the forest with the
climatic conditicne.

H. Relate the tin producing areas to the
Tenasserim Mountains.

I. How are the oil producing areas related to the
mountain. and plains?

J. In the development of bauxite, what kind of
bedrock is essential; whet kind of climatic
conditions Deus been necosaary to produce
bauxite?

K. Relate the tic, oil, and bauxite producing areas'
to ocean transportation; to *cgs./ ports.

L. Study the development of the Malays as a pro-
duct of the amalgamation of Mongoloid,
Caucasoid, and Negroid stook.

K. How does it happen that the Chinese control
most businesses and commercisl aotivitiect
With the rise of nationalimm, whet will happen
to the minorities it boob boat country insists
that toe resident aliens become citimma or
return to their Klicsalendnt

2. Tropical conditions of high temperatures
and abundant rainfall with the major
populated area close to ocean waters
have contributed to make this the most
important area of tropical plantation
agriculture in the world.

3. Geographically, mountain ranges and
volcanic peaks rise above sea level
to creatpthe many peninsulas and
islands along whose shores the majority
of people live.

4. Since Southeast Asia has no underlying
unifying factor, they are now experiencing
the "growing pains" of nationalism, caught
between the ideologies of democracy and
COMMISS.

CONCEPTS

viii. 3 Kama EAST

1. The Middle East, centrally located be -
tweed Woe, Africa end mach of Asia,
has a "crossroads" characteristic where
csaterios of traffic between clashing
civilisaticms have left their Lansaw*.

2, Drowse is a common characteristic of
this regime. Water espeeiallp bolds
the key to Lib is this area sod aroma
water tables are respeasible for the only
clisatare of dome population.

' -

3. The food 'Musing activities of `his
area are isfleemeed by the daymeos of
tta regime. Agriealture is alsoet Vitally
deperdmat as irrigatfem.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. On as outline nap of the area (map may be
traced from anther map) print names of
countries, seas, slid larger rivers. locate
soma of the old trails that show the Hear Last
to be an area of trade routes sod croserobds.

1. Why is the location of the Suss Canal important?
O. What is meant by the rsferases to the Strait of

aitsrAltar as a strategic position.
D. What soon to be the basic oause of 14 wars

between Turkey amd the Soviet Nasal
le Give shat yes oemeleded is the leadina factor

is Israel's free/seat difficulties with her
feistiest*.

l. Now are the cities and the tread routed related?
G. Why have Mortals oceepatiwas, es pastoralism,

stayed so little throe# the wet
N. that Imes to be the critical factor is load

awe?. -

I. Now do yea mPacmat ter the low standard of
living amoag a large pen:setags of the people?(' r
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4. The religions of Islay, Judaism, and
Christianity arising 12 this region
has played a vital role in its own
and in other world cultures. (The entire
world has been affected by these religiose
boliefo.)

5. The world's greatest oil reserver are
in this region awl the consequent large
exports of oil ere of important eignifi -
canoe to the rest of the world.

6. The Industrial Revolution ip only beginning
to appear in this region. The process of
change has been very slow in no Middle
East Israel being the stroption.

J. Row is modernization affecting the nomadic
element? Explain.

K. Co you think nodemiaation will crowd paetora-
lien out rather rapidly or will that occupation
continue on rather large scale?

L. What has brought about a relatively lower
evaluation of '.his general area?

M. What peculiar home type has proved practical
for the nomads?

N. Row have the owe becceo more important than
is early timed

0. Row has Lb. soil been greatly dammed through
actices of the past aged?

P. Row would practices in conserving aoila in the
Middle Seat necessarily differ from these
practices in Missouri? (Consider wind and
voter especially.)

D. Considering the natural environment of the
Middle Zest, does it sees logical that Islam
became the major religion of teat ev...sa?

R. What human element has seemed to fit best into
the religion of Mohammed?

S. Row did the Moslems spread their religion ao
rapidly/

T. What attitude toward means of survival toads
to develop among people subjected to extreme
hardship teed 'veneer?

D. Soggost sorer reasons for the extren.. Arab
opposition to TaraelbiatoriCilly an present
day.

MICA

EfINAnd SOWSTED ACTIVITIES

1. Africa is the only continent experiencing A.
a comparable zonation of ama*" from the
Equator poloward to the oubtropiorl latitudes.
This sometime accounts for a similar zonation
in natural 7egotatiou and soils.

2. Living as tribal unite in different types of
eaviroarest. WrICSIA people have rover boom
united as natural malt. and have difficulty
is workiag together. (Colonial and missionary
tivorsity has also sot contributed to African

3. Althea*. Africa 1114 close to Serape, harriers
to transportati emote as falls and rapids
oe its rivers, steep outfaciag esoarpmmte of
its plateau omialasd, end large esquisess of
waterloo, desert seed impenetrable
bald book the early 'Met' of aplorere,
adeniosaries, pospestors, red traders to
reach it. interior.

4. Case op000d. sin major Inropme powers
straggled for °metro' of porta of Attire,

. with only Liberia sea Ethiopia resairelag as
free and Weepiest people.

5. Ihropeaa Orelosialise reached laatlaw of
primary prodests erns African forests.
sides. aed plantations to ibarepOsa porta in
emehampe tor Daropoea eanaf*Oteled weds. .

; .

6. With great potaatislm in miaaralel, leeker,

meriosItmes end other re" mottrialO, Africa
poopla aro aew saporieroirs sarioulterro,
ladestrial, totimeloginal sad social revolte
ties* me well as problems arising from pent!.
eal isdepentienco and rooresmillaties

On an outline sap of Attics, noire a simple
Ethnic Croup Map.

D. Note the northern limits of the Bantu and
oonetruct a "Small Lime".

C. Compare this sap with nape on climate and
Latural vegetation. This will give an excel-
lent idea as to the environment of each Cm*

D. Why were Ettropeana so interested in planta-
tion dovelopeest in tropical Africa? What
goographio conditions favor the growlog of
bananas, polo nuts, cacao and cotton?
Study an Economic Atlas to per if thee.
ommoditioe are produced aitbin the rase
regions of Africa. (Comporo maps of baton:14:1
pals nut, cacao and cotton production and
if in Africa thoy overlap.)

26 Likewise, study geographic conditions that
favor the growing of coffee, tea, sisal, and
pmen...te. Do these areas of production over-
lap in Africa?

F. Rotor to en loonomio World Map for Africa's
major minerals and areas of production
(Orford World loomosio Atlas). Nene four
ar o of importance is mineral production.

U. Wh. effect@ (favorable or nafavor-
abler clefs seising have wood 1) agriculture,
2) transportation, sad 3) general living
soaditioad

S. Subjeoets for sports (oral or written). Let
stadents select one of the following topimor
"Nairobi, Favored City *flew**
"Johamosebarg, South Africa's City of Gold"
Theliatmoge, Wealth is Copper"
"Rase, Walled City of Sodom*
wItwesda-ttreedi, Legated Lead"
"Time airier, aim* of Vectors Sudan"
"south Africa's Gems Preserves" .
'The Toots, Ply, Its Kffoot ?poi Lied
Settloesat"
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CONCEPTS UCIESTED AC21VITIES

I. Construct a table listing the dew, independent
states of Africa south of the Sahara, using
a separate column for each of these headino
in your table:

Name of the nes state
Date of independence (year)
Name of present ruler or chief exe'.utive
Capital city of each state
Area in square miles
Total population
Population density per square mile
Major productsforest, farm or plantation

or ranch mineral
Whet patterns can you determine?

EVALUATION

1. Is the student Al to intelligently use geogrephio tools such an says, globes, graphs and
library materials?

2. Does the student urderstend the importunes of the interdependence of people and nations?
3. Is the student able to understand the importance of the pattern formed by the distributions

of physical aod caltural phenomena
It. Is the student aware of the significance of the natural environsent as a eetting for human

activity?
5. Is the sWent able to think in geographical terns?

BAWLS UNIT

/ATM AMERICA

Latin Americo is a large cultural region--ao named because its culture derives In large measure
from Latin LOrope--that consists of Korth America, Mexico, Central America, and the West Indies.
Although no single cul%art exists, there are many features of Latin American cultures that are
ammo mad discernible in moat parts so that the region (Undo in contrast to that of Anglo-
Americei which ham its primary cultural roots in northwestern continental Europe.

The population of Latin America is incrameing at a faster rate than in any of the other world
regions, atd this great population increase is ooepouaing the mama*, social and political
problems; inamnach as large areas are still oonsiSerablyunderdeve)oped. In attemptinv to achieve
a sore satisfactory status, Latin America's economy is rapidly expanding and there ere excellent
prospects for sustained and accelerated growth tht could provide for this rapid population
growth and harmer, the standard of living. The future of Latin America and Latin American
countries is dependeat upon the way these problems are net and solved.

I. Latin America is a large cultural region possessing vast areas Which are sparsely populated,
but the population is increasing at a faster rate than in any other world region.

1. Latta America has a total land area of about 8.6 million square miles (approximately )/6 the
earth's load area), a latitudinal extent of about 85° and a lonsf!iedinal extent of about 82'.

2. 'Ali Of estimated mid-1966 neyulation at 2,3 million, giving a density of about 30 to a moors
mils.

3. The 36 Amass] rate of population increase will double the population in tventy.four years.

sears z Animus

A. What are the PORTS to BOOTH *stoat sad the Miniihti EAST to WEST extent LI miles. COMPARE
theme findings with the other regioas studied. Evaluate these findings. (What conclusion
eon be drool)

B. Invert a map of Letts Aseelea sad superispees it es a map of AsglosAmerica, liaise up the
parallels and serialise. that smartened can be dream as to extent, position, climatic types,
areas of esseentrated population sad relative empty erten?

0. Im 1$00, the popilaties at Letts Matta emd the Waited States mere about the ere. Pee a
ge to plot lbe_papalattes of these two areas from 1010 to 199p, for seeb decade, through
11001 than be 1%5 tad the projected pepalattas fee 1970 and 2000. OPPONte the rate of
eased isorosse ler moth peeled. Write a summery of year !iodise.

P. SIMI amps Whist' they listributtea of population temperature, reisfell, climate, sod Meical
!,.levee. Barbarians the role of the oatmeal esvirommest is the distribution of population.

16 01101 amps thigh they the subset of the amides. Indies empires and the locatios of their cap-
itals, those tbill the_ the Amish vieetepulties and the agitate, and those Allah taw natu-
ral lowasderies sad ,spits a. lbw Whetter the cultural enviressest has costributed to the
prams! distributiss Omelet:teas. What fele did the feassdeires (large estate holders)
play is eetablistimg the mulattos patters of Brasil?
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7. STUDY recent reliable amerce of statistics. List the ten major oities of Latin AaCriCil
end the ten major cities of Anglo -Aserica. Plot these cities on a map of the Western Faais-
phere, and ahoy the iistance between these cities. Determine the best modes and route of
travel between W., oities. Dose Latin America have a counterpart to New York, Chime°,
St. LOU/A, New 00.A. .4, Denver, or Sandirancisco? Doss Latin America have any problems with
respect to lutenist* trade? Trade with!..n the region? International trade?

0, The political divisions of Latin America vary in site from Brazil, which is larger than count-
cretinous United States, to the Panama Canal Zone, 50 square miles in area, which is under
United States control. After seleoting Latin lmerican states to represent each site gaup,
Mom write the name of the Latin American State within the boundary of the ocher state. Cor-
pora the ecoaoafo and political significance of these pairs of states.

II.A significant number of the countries of Latin America hate an economy that revolved around
one or a very few raw mayrials r food commoditiee.

CONCEPTS

1. Latin America produced a small number of key minerals, including petroleum, bauxite, copper,
tin, nitrate, sulfur, silver, and iron ora, which are of major significance in world trade.

2. Possessing large areas of tropical latitude, Latin America producea a variety of tropical
agricultural products which bars become important in world tredes especially to industrialized
nations lacking large areas of tropical climate. These products include coffee, sugar, cocoa,
bananas, meat, wool, and '.,rest products.

3. In at least a down republics a single product comprises in excess of 59% of its export
prodtcts; therefore, their economic well -being is closely related to world prices.

4. Latin America's role has been essentially that of a supplier of minerals and foods to more
developed countries, thus representing a kind of economio colonialism.

5. Current t.ade patterns still tend to be with outside areas, particularly with the United
States, rather than between individual Latin American countries.

SUOCESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Use an Oxford Economic Atlas and Van Royen's Atlas of World's Agricultural Resources, eelect
those Latta American couotrieR for which a single product ooaprises at least 50% of their

exports. Then, check to see how important these countries are as world producers. (Using
two colors these could be plotted on the saw graph for good comparison and evaluation.)

B. Prepare a flow chart to show to which countrims these commodities are exported and what
commodities are received by return trade. In evaluating this flow chart, attention might
include such factors ass diffeeences in climate types, degree of industrialisation, and
former mud present colonial ties.

C. Some Latin American countries have lost their high position as producer of certain commodities,
such AI Bolivia sad tin, Brazil and raw rubber, and Venezuela's position as a petroleum
producer. Select certain countries in which this has occurred and determine the causo(s) for
these changes.

III. Although Latin America possess** factors of powerbooM, many Latin American countries have an
underdeveloped economy because of physical, social, and political handicaps.

0011CIPTS

1. Positive physical factors include a large area (aiei),a variety of climates, soils, vegetation,
and minerals, and la availability of water in moat parts of the region. An evaluation of
these assets, however, revoalsi About 936 of the lead is not suitable for farming because
of Mountains, tropical rainforest, and desert, leaving only 100 that is suitable for farming.

2. Counterbalancing the relates abundance of water is the fact that most soils in the tropical

parts of the region are not very fertile by nature and require careful handling and consider-
able capital investment to be Bade productive. The commonly asamed "fertility of tropical
soils" in largely a myth.

3. The Pampa and Oran Chaco, with an area about 1/3 the size of the United States, is the *vi-
ol:attys.' heart of Latin America, yet over 500 of the total population is engaged in subsist-
's°, apiculture.

14. Agricultural yield per ecru is loa because of antiquated farming method' and en sop...Asti oa
()co-:TOP agricultural system.

5. lemay mineral resources are present, but the refrica WA, poor is mineral fuels until the *I
Of petroleum, sad even the petroleum is ecetiaod to a needful of omuatriee. Latin America,

esalapoor restos of the world, doe* not have a single country with a wekl.developed onior
iadestry. Ooeatrisa base based their initial industrial develepsent oa domestic coal re-
sources, bat this industrial asset has not beam preseat in Latin America.

6. Social and political hmodicapJ are less easy to recogaise but perhaps here played a more
g ladnesst role is underdeveloped countries then have the physical handicaps,
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7. In the stratified society of most Latin American countries, laud has been more or less
equivalent to wealth (a concept foreign to most high school students in the United States),
and political power has been concentrated in the hands of small groups of wealthy landowners
who have used their position to advance their oe interests, with scant regard for the welfare
of the poverty -atrickeu masses. The nineteenth century political revolutions basically were
directed by big landowners to animal's political power and independence, and not to redress
uneatIffectory social and economic condition,. In country after country of Latin America,
the prime political question today is that of land reform. In general, this is more true of
Latin America than of other world regions. Landowning interests continue to be politically
powerful in most Latin American countries, but an emerging middle class is playing an in-
reasing role.

8. Political inntability--the inability of one government to trustier its power in an orderly
reamer to a successor- -has discouraged foreign and domestic investment, has hindered the
development of international cooperation, and in general has made it very difficult to carry
on a continuous program of economic and social development. Govermments striving to develop
their countries generally have been overthrown in a short period of time, because of resia-
tenon to change on the part of entrenched landowning interests.

9. Inadequate educational levels have been one result of the unsatisfactory political situation,
and have been an important factor contributing to the retarded condition of the region.

10. Widespread poverty in Latin America results in part from economic dependence on an agriculture
economy, the absence of a middle class in the social structure, and almost no educational
opportunities for the masses.

11. The underdeveloped condition of most Latin American countries is manifested by a general lack
of the commercial, industrials and transportation system.

12. Most countries of Latin Aaarica have been politically independent for a century and a halt,
but today these countries are still straggling to escape from economic colonisliam. In the
twentieth century, Latin America has 1Lin primarily within the meters of influence of the
United Staten, just se Africa has lain within the oilers of Influence of Surope. The interest
and concern of the United States has focused mainly on ttexico and the Caribbean, along with
considerable interest in Brasil, Chile, and Argentina. Latin American countries do not trade
very much with each other, but each country tends to have its seperate trade relationships-
with North American or European countries.

13. Latin Amerirea population is increasing at a fleeter rate than that of any other world region.
Shia greatly iscreasee the difficulty of economic development. A prooeunced feature of pop-
ulation growth is the extraordinary increases in urban populations. There are over 50 Latin
American cities with a population of over 100,000.

14. With rapidly increasing populations, the Latin American countries are striving to make better
use of their natural resources in order to improve the living ccnditiona of their peoples
a. The citizens are demanding and working for political, socta and economic reform.
b. Latin American countries are just beginning major industrial expansion.
o. The growth of smuufacturine can utilise resources and provine more balanced economy.
d. The Alliance for Progress was formed in 1961 to help the countries of Latin America in-

crease production, diversity snorts, strengthen agriculture, atalilire commodity prices,
equalize taxes, and improve housing, health, and education.

e. The Latin American Free Trade Association (LAITA) hr. been formed along the lines of the
Comma Market in Serape.

SUalLSMD ACTIVITIES

A. ;valuate cud rank the larger countries of Latin America with resp.ot to poseession of the
factors of poverbood. Note their major deficiencies. Given time and assistance, can each
isometry overeat* these defictioncive, implain.

11. Major demonic activities of the Pampa and Oran Chaco are the ease as those curried on in
**operable roof's* of the United States. Does this prevent a greater degree of trade between
Latin America and the United States, Explain.

C. Peat part has the Gaited States played in developing the countries of Latin Aserical Does
the United States still have vested interest. in Latin Anerico? Ibplain.

D. WADY maps which show the various transport spites* that have been developed in Latin 'aeries.
Find plans for enlargiso and noderniaing there systems. thee thew plans are developed,
should they toad to promote greater trade within sad among thee. nations or more trade with
nations of other regions? &plain.

S. LOCATE Latin American cities thick in respect to Latitude and altitude resemble your tows.
Compere and mistreat the bows..

I. STODTMemlooss land reform promo. Gould this program be adapted to the aea4 of any other
Latin Amerieem Country? Defied your answer.

G. Debate one of the following proyasitionst
Sesolvedi All Latta Aseriesm sometriee should follow Puerto Rico's exempla of mGperatios

Deetstre. "
Deeeleedi All Latin Ametioan soustries should have compulsory education for all to the age

of sixties.
leoelvedi The Latin America Free Trade Association eaa become as inportast to Latin America

a. the Commas Merbet is to Europe.
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IV. In general and per capita terse, Latin America is the only world region that is underdeveloped
where economic expansion is now rapid and where there are excellent prospects for oustained
and rocelerated growth.

CONCEPTS

1. The greatest cooperative advantages for economic growth are in agriculture. Agriculture will
continue to be the dominant occupation and the priarry mum* of domestic income, foreign
exchange, and capital mil:lases for investment in economic gnat hi yet, primitive techniques
often make for inefficient land use and low yieldo pmr unit of land and per capita. It is
estimated that agicultural production could be tripled with the aid of the government in
planning, assistance, and investment.

2. The prospects for industrial development are lees certain and lone impressive but the resource
bane is present for a substantial industrial growth.

3. Although some Latin American countries have sacrificed agricultural development for industrial
expansion--sueh as Argentina, Uruguay, and Venesuels--moat governments are now seriously en-
deavoring to provide for a more equable distribution of land, modernize the transport facili-
ties, and promote industrialisation and a greater degree of aelf-sufficiency.

4. It geese likely that if economic proaperity is to be achieved and the standard of living
raised, o balance must be aimed at between a purely Law materials economy and industrialisatice

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Study and discuss how Latin American countries can incresze their agricultural production.
Compile list of suggestione. List the countries or regions where these saggeetiocs might
be practiced =lege the suggestion is a depend one. The list eig...t include the following:
1. More efficient and intensive use of relating cultivated lends such as the Parpa!
2. Exteeding cultivation on a profitable basis in areas now idle tech as Sudan and 7":79.088

like regions!
3. Development of better pasture gasses suited for ooenertial renging!
4. Oxtenalon of irrigation, generally neglected technique in Latin Asse.cal
5. Adequate transport networks and marketing facilities;
6. Place greater strews upon the produotion of farm peoducia and raw saterials for ezport.

B. If the methods of agriculture practiced by the Japanese were practiced in parts of Latin
America, bow greatly could the recumeio situation be changed with respect to agriculture?
Rev could theme esthetic be initietcd/ how would the yield compare?

C. In many cases, Latin Aserionn production laces high transport cent both national and inter-
uational. What factor° contribute to these high costs/ (This answer should include physical
barrier's of the interior, the generally peripheral or coastal pattern of cettlemolt which
wider. the distance between trade-genersting cowers, and the cost of Panama Canal dues.)

D. What types of action could the national governments take to boost economic expansion? Could
theme actions be taken without concurrent governmental control? Explain and discuss.

I. Foreign ..ispital has largely built the consortial sectors of Latin American economy. What
have been the remelts of OA*? WU; Perhaps psychological effects should be included.

T. Certain Latin American countries are making inoreasiag attempts to diversify commercial
production sad export. Is it alweys reasonable sad profitable to do this at the expense of
the one or two highly profitable specialties on which the export trade now depends? Defend
your mover. Lite example wib statistics.

O. ODIVA2LECII OP WORLD R14101tiii May comparisons cat be drawn between. Latin America and Zooth
*sot Asia as far as economic development is concerned. Naha a list of then" comparlam! and
be able t4 discuss thee. (Me list sight include the idea' of: foreign investment, depot..
dame ca a few commodities, and industrial developeent ouperAmposed upon a subsistent earl-
oultteal. economic base.)

EVALUA11011

What stage of economic developmeat is present in Latin American countries today? Will a fuller
exploitation provide for the feet rate of population increase? Motet Two or three countries
*calif be mai for case studies.

V. The cultural corAsitiou of Latin America is mob more complex and diversified than is implied
by the teat Latta America. The population is very racially mixed, and this diversity of ra.
*lel make-up is ass of the characterisiag features of the Fallon.

25E11101

1. Visaed is a world perspective, the (alter* of Little America exhibit* an unusual melees of
very important sad persisteat iligemess elements, aide ty old" with large Atropean and African
elemeatm, and is some places sotioeable Oriental eleasets. This particular kind of cultural
pattern is not shared brother world nems ooloaissd by laropeass.

2. Uwe are three male elemeste--Tadisa, Negro, and White or toreros (including people bore is
America of %ropess emeeetry). leak of thee* elemeats lsolodes a wide variety of blade of
people (e.g., motto, migrate, ameba) mad racial mixtures has been widely carried oa for over
four naturism so that over half the people are of aimed stock.

3. there i so single Latin Assritom ealturp.,70st as its eitisens are a blend of aany rums
and people*, a are the culture Itlesdaltt'isity heritages.
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4. Despite a common colonial experience and the overall prevalence of a common cultural heritage,
each ccunt.y ban its own distinct character and personality.

5. The degree of cultural unity within Latin America as a whole is surprising, considering the
great range of regional differences in other respects and the enormous area involved, so that
many features of a common Latin American culture are discernible in met parts. The civili-
zation as a whole stands in recognizable contrast to that of Anglo-America which has primary
roots in northwestern continental Europe.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. A very interesting and important factor of the Latin American population is not the number of
Indians or Europeans, or Negroes or Orientals, but tie amount of racial intermixture which has
occurred, making Latin America a vast meltirp pot o! people and creating a Latin American
culture. Two different approaches could be used to help the student,: form a greater apprecia-
tion of the cont-ibutions of the various ethnic and cultural groups and see how they have been
blended or enmeshed.
1. One approach: Students might list the major ethnic and cultural groups and ,heir contribu-

tions, then see the remelts of their blending. The list might include the following:
NATIVE INDIANS - -effective use of land, crops such as maize and the Irish potato, minerals,
architecture, calendars, political order, native clothing, art.

SPANISH COLONIZERS Took over Indian political order and used it for their own political
subdivisioa, plantatiJn, agriculture, language, religion, art, and architecture, educa-
tional system.

AFRICAN- -Verde that have entered the modern Latin American language, intonations and
rhythms of pronunciation, music, dance.
Second approach: Students night list the "generalizations" they have from previous reading,
movies, etc. about the people and culture of Latin America; then, on the basis of future
reading, they can list the exception. to check the va,:dity of these generalizations.
Their work might include the fallowing:
GENERALIZATION: The countries of Latin America share a common cultural heritage.
Ihcception: Many peoi-e of Latin Ame:ica have a heritage that is non-Latin.

Examples: Indigenous Indian elements in highland countries of Andes; African N%gro element,
Jamaica' East Indian elements: Guyana.
GENERALIZATION: The countrine of Latin America shared a common colonial experience.
Exception% Many countries were and pose still are colonial possession of countries other
than the Iberian countries (Spain and Portugal); the major colonizing countries.
Examples: Breach - -Haiti and French Otdana; British - Jamaica, British Ibnduras; the
Netherlands --Aruba and Surinam; the United states a-V3rgin lalards and Puerto. Rica.

The stunente sight read some articles by leading anthropologist, to see if their consensus
of opinion is that a hybrid Latin American might evolve after several more centuries of
mixture.
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LEM. ELEVEN

UNITiD STATES HISTORY (Two Seseeters Required)

United States History is the last required Social Studies Course the student will encounter in
his High School career. The student will be required to exhibit the skills that have been
developed during his encounter with the Social Studies. United States Hietcry is a two semester
course. The semesters us istablished hers ao that they may be taut in different sequence..

OBJECTIVES

3. The developeent within the student of certain attitudes and values!
a. Citizenship
b. A comaittsect to the fade enterprise system
c. A coasittnent to law and the legal proceasee
d. The development of an intellectual discipline and curiosity

2. The use of the mode of inquiry:
a. The purposes and uses of the discipline of history and related disciplines.
b. The methods of acquiring knowledge
a. The historical method

3. The attainment of a body of knowledge about selected content in the form of basic topics in
United States hiet.rys
a. Population rrowth and patterne d. United States Foreign Pclicy

h. The evolutite of American democracy a. The growth of equal rights
e. Economic) change and development f. The American culture

The exceptional child with reading difficulties will fled the Follett Publications, American
History study lessons, sore usable. The basic concepts provided in the curriculum guide should
be adopted, where possible, through use of this material and other selected materials.

Suggested Topics!

1. From Colonial Times
2. Its Constitution
3. The Growing Nation 1789-1840
4. Change and Crisis in American Life 1800-1861
5. The Civil War and Reconstruction
6. Changing America Since 1865
7. American Politics 1865-1960
8. American Foreign Policy
9. Problems of American Democracy

I. POPULATION GROWTH AND CHANCE
CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. The InrofwmpsiU747. found Indian tribes with varying levels of culture, dating back thousands
of years.

1. From the early Indian migrations from
8,000 to 10,000 B.O.

2. The age of discovery and colonial
!migration.

3. Effective discovery sod oeloaisatioa
was to be undertakes by the nations of
Swope.

k. There were may epeeifie group* of
immigrmsts that came in waves, the
Deglieb, Irish, etc.

A. Report: Trace the areas explored and settltd
by various European countries, indicating the
influencie each country and upon the sew world.

B. Debate: Why Inglis!: colonies became pew neat
mod the Fres& and Spanish did not?

C. Weeesrob: Follow *as were of immigrants to
the United States, tracing the difficulty they
hod in subieving citizenship and acceptance.

D. There has Was noel population moveseat and change that hes taken place within the United
Stated,.

1. The westaard movement fills a great A.

oceanest with people.
2. The people of the Deiced States move

tees the fares late the cities and from 2.
the cities to the =barbs.

5. 214 sevessat from the cities be the Mambo 4,
have 'rested near uesolved Wetter.

D.

rirat

Syria, Frederick Jackson Turner's !heads sod
determine the effect the frostier bad upon
"Americas Democracy".
Reports Tress the warless routes westward that
were followed by the frostiersmas.
hem the film. the listory of the West. have
the et:Meats write a report regarding a change
in attitude about Life es the Frostier.
Save the etodest evaluate the meats' hos the
tars is the city that been after the tars of
the °eatery to detormise the comae and effect.

Itaperte Oa the problems of the Loser city

Sbeessersh: Iharniae the plight of the urns in
the laser city today. lees the eta:lent meggivt
ea/otiose to the prolamin
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THE EVOLUTION OF AM AMERICAN DEMOCRACY

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. The American Revolution helped to create a political system from an English heritage.

1. English, Political and Social institutions A. Research: Examine English documents that are
dominated early colonial life. important to our political system.

2. Social and political institutions in the B. Compare the social, political and economic
colonies were moving away from English systems of the New England, Middle Colonise,
influences. and the South.

3. Colonial political institutions clashed C. View Pointe' How did Democracy develop in
with the Mother country. Colonial America?

4. The Declaration of Iniependence eat the D. Discuses' The role the Declaration of Independ
form for American democracy. cote had upon suffrage, and the newly emerging

5. The American Revolution cantributed to the Lations of the world.
ending of English influence over American E. ldacuass What were the causes of the American
political life. R.volutioni write a paper indicating what the

causes were.

B. The United Staten Constitution created a strong central government and a struggle between
the Federalists and Stetaa Righters.

1. Government under the Articles of Confeder- A. Discuss: How critical was the Critical Period?
ation was weak. Reel and discuss possible answers.

2. The new constitution created a strong B. Have a debate over the issues that existed at
central government. the Constitutional Convention.

3. The constitution provided a "Great Debate" C. Discusaions What was the basis for political
over the role of government. parties?

4. The Federalists and the Anti-Federalists D. Research' Write a paper to determine if the
debated the role of government. Hartford Convention, Kentucky, Virginia Reeol -

3. The "Great Debate" led to the creation utions, and the South Caroliaa Exposition and
o' political parties. Protest were a result of practical politica or

6. The Doctrine of Nullification wta a result board philosophical differences.
of the struggle over the question of the E. Examine the political campaigns of recent years
role of the central government. and determine if states rights is still an

7. States rights became a basic issue between issue today.
the section* that led to a civil war. 7. Hold a sock political c.nvention with the

8. The question of states rights is still party split between Federalists and the States
an isportent political qestion today. Rights wing of the party.

C. The two party write* in the United States does not have a constitutional basis, it has evolved
over a long period of time.

1. ibe two pert) system has an extra-ligal A. Report: Write a paper tracing the evolution
basis. of th^ two party system.

2. The struggle over ratification and the B. Discuss the role of the two party system in
role of the central government provided the struggle over state. rights.
the origins for the party system'. O. Wein* the electoral college and its role in

3. The dra of Good Pealing., was a period preserving the two party system.
withost well organised political parties. D. Research, Trace the developmmat of one of the

4. The Whip end the Democrats were involved two major parties. Or oompare Republican
in a struggle over states rights. platform of 1860 to that of the Parties in 1788.

B. Discuss the basic differences and similarities
of the t,o major parties of today.

D. The third party has played an historic role is the history of parties.

1. the third party has provided a seat of A. resin* the Populist. Omaha Platform to deter-
halfwit% SOY issues to the American people. Miss bow many of the plonks have been achieved.

2. The third parties have provided many im- DigeSSIS how thee. gents, like the direct else-
portent oemtrihntioas to our political tins of Senators, were achieved.
system. 2. &amine and discuss George Wallace's party in

3. The status of the third party today as a relation to the rola of a third party.
result of e. 1968 0.44100.

. .

26 Suffrage has evolved in the Vatted litotes and has bees a model for the world.

1. The growth of suffrage in the Ratted Status A. Trace the efforts of minority group in its
has been slew bat steady. attempts to achieve the right of suffrage.

2. The political eamdidates ere testrelled The Aseriesa Negro would be the most timely
by a variety of threes withia the topic.

nmited 664eY. (ftemPlel Satrap) B. Panel Distrussicet What are the problem of
tkeoeracy Way and bow they may be salved.



CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVIIT'S

F. The United States presidency has greatly expanded sines 1879.

1. The President's authority is based upon
the constitution.

2. The role of the president has been greatly
expanded by the following presidents)

Washington T. Roosevelt
Adams Woodrow Wilson
Jefferson F. D. Roosevelt
Jackson L. Johnson

Lincoln

A.

B.

Diacussions Who are the Great Presidents of
the United States? Why were they great?
Research: Select one of the "'Treat Presidents"
and determine if he expanded the powers of the
president.

O. The United States Supreme Court's authority has expanded during the course of our history.

1.. There are landmark capes that illustrate
the growing power of the court.

2. The Supreme Court plays a vital role in
the check and balance system.

A. Disucaa John Marehall'a role in expanding the
role of the Supreme Court.

B. Examine land mark cases and determine the role
they played in expanding the powers of the
court. Example: Narbury vs. Madiaon.

III. ECONOMIC CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT WITHIN THE DOTTED STATES

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Swope formed the background of the American economy.

1. The Medieval period provided meat contribu- A. Examine Feudalism's effect on the colonial
tions to our economy.

2. The rise of the middle clams in Europe
gas basic) contributions to colonial
economy.

3. The rise of the nation states sad their
subsequent economic rivalries contributed
W the colonization and the future growth
of the row world.

economy.
B. Define mercantilism and explain its effect

upon the colonial economy.
C. Research) What were the middle class contrib-

utions to the free enterprise system?
D. Explain the role the Mercantile System had in

the new world and the effect it had upon its
developing economy.

B. The Colonial economy began to ',urge from its European background.

1. The main sectors of the colonial economy A. Report: Which of the main factors of the

were bowed upon agriculture, the merchant American colonial economy made the greatest

and the artisan. contribution.
2. The colonial economy was faced with prise B. Define the main problems of the American

problems, the Weems of Tninen*qt land economy. Then discuss the poeaible solutions.

labor relationship, and the limitations C. Have the student examine the economy of the

upon economic growth. New England Colonies, Middle and the South and
3. The various sections of the American colonial **lain why each had a different economy.

seamy were effected differertly by these
problems.

C. 'Ave Development of he American economy from 1790 to 1815 was greatly affected by the

creation of a mew constitution.

1. The American Revolution had a direct effect A. Why did Charles and Mary Beard in theit book

upon the Aserican elemomy. AN 10000.410 181121PICBTAT10)1 OF ISE CCNSTITUTION

2. The Articles of Confederation did sot provide suggest that the American Revolution was a

en adequate basis for true American Honor/. revolution for Economic independence?

3. The United States Constitution provided B. Discuss the reasons for the United States
strong central government with the power to Constitution contributing greatly to the (level -

deal directly with the problems of the *pent of a free enterprise.

Americas eeen007. O. Report) Have the student write a Sh:rt paper
smeninial Samilton's usure* during Washing -
toa'a administration. Have this conclude by
eetimatims what their failure would have to
the economy time.

D. Discuss the 4100004210 independence from England.

D. The Baited States node:vest greet eeconomde change from 1815 to tUe Civil War.

1. Tree 1815 to the Civil Var a United 'totes A. Illustrate the role of the government in
market began to emerge. agriculture, masufacturing, sad trasportation

2. Americas agriculture expended as the 'puma during this time period.

matins grew. 11. Sy graphic illsetratice, explain bow agricul.

3. AS true bane market appeared, trade onmsercuo,ture, menufecturing, and transportation are

and bookie' expanded. Intertwined.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED AC lailES

4. The United Stetted muonomy grew into a
national rather than a colonial economy
as a result of the Industrial Revolution.

C. Discuss: BOW DIDIDCR,.TIC WAS THE JACKSONIkN

DEMOCRACY? Assign Why Did Jackson Destroy the
Bank of the United States?

Z. The United Ststes experienced rapid industrial growth following

1. The industry of the United States was
affected greatly by the Civil War.

2. Big businese was to emerge during the
late 1860's.

). Tho laborer was to lose his bargaining
power and social status as a result of
rapid industrialization.

4. Ito farmer was to find a new positive is
the market economy.

5. The role cf government in the economy was
to change greatly.

the Civil War.

A. Research: The effect of a total war upon the
nations economy.

B. Discuss the Rise of the Big Businessman:
Robber Baron or Hero of Industry'?

C. Discuss: How did the workers respond to the
problem/

D. Research: Did the populists revolt succeed?

Y. The United States economy was to undergo change during the 20th century.

1. World mar I was to greatly effect b.*
United States c.-oaosy.

2. Durini the 19201s the United States was to
encounter greet prosperity.

3. The stock market crash and the "Great
Depression" was ', change the role of the
government in the r.onomy.

IV. YOREICP POLIC1 OF

A. A nations foreign policy must be made up of
the American People.

200.1.1

1. The United States foreign policy pale have
been influenced by performed concepts.

2. Tne president is responsible for tol conduct
of our foreign policy.

3. The president has a variety of deice that
he may call upon in formulating tureign
policy.

A. Discuss: Why did the United Staten enter
World War I?

B. Explain the causes for the stock mnrket crash
and the Great Depression.

C. Discuses Governseut Ani Economy undee the new
deal: Unwarranted interfences or nereszary
regulation?

D. EXamine the basic problems of the economy today,
and illustrate how they are interrelated to oth-I
er domes:ic problems. (Exempla Credit squeeze
and high goverment expenditures fir poverty.)

THE UNITED STATES 1789 to 19__

and carried on..t by goals that are acceptable to

EUWESTED ACTIVITIES

A. By lecture the student should realize that an
effective forego pulley must have realistic
goals.

B. Reports Write a paper indicating who the
President may use for advice regarding foreign
affairs.

C. Discuses Bow was a Basis for the United States
Foreign Policy established?

B. The ore from 1789 through 1820 Um. United States was searching for physical security.

1. The United States ..arched for phya.cal A. /Yea lecture and reading the text, have the
security by the protection and expansion students trace the development of our policies.
of its trade. Indicating a policy by policy dcrelopeent in

2. The United States ..arched for its physical our search for security through expansion.
security by protecting its boundaries by trade and non-involvement.
empareion. B. Discusst Isolationism. (Coven' 1789-2820

3. The United States maintained its security policy to United States policy of the 1920a
by trying to remain uninvolved in the through the late 1930s.)
affair.% of Europe,

C. During era from 1821 through 1900 the United States vs, fashioning the American Continent.

1. During the 19th century the United States A.

excluded Europe from the *stets Issiephere.
2. Neaitaat Wittig was to eatablish United

States *.ottadaries trot *oast to coast. S.

3. 2be United States warn to utilise am Differed
allimace with (*eat brittle be excluding
Swope frog this hemisphere.

4. The United States was to *rotate a dcsisant
position is the Western Seedeybere by the
tarn of the century.

.149
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Examine the European background of the Monroe
Doctrine. Discuss why England, supported the
United States policy'
Show the film wilistory of the West". Rave the
student evaluate Manifest Destiny in terms of
its acoospliahmeats end effect upon the
United States position in the Western Beois-
pier*.



tXTCEPTS SUGGEST!! ACTIVITYCS

D. The United States assuaed a position of world leadership at the tura of the 20th century.

1. The Spanish-American War led the A.

United States into a period of B.

Imperialism.
2. The United States rejected isolationism

and became involved in the let World Ver.C.
3. The ! tted Stet*e rejected the League of

Natiors and world leadership for ieola-
tioale after 1920.

4, The United States will shift from "Big
Brother" to that of "Good Neighbor" D.

fros the 1890's to 1920.
5. The United States became a power in the

Far East.

Discuss: The American experiment in Imperialism:
American Heritage, June, 1960, The Enemies of
Empire, have a student report ov the opposition
of acquiring imperial possessiote.
From Isolationism to Iltperifai8U. Have the
student write a report outlining the various
historical interpretation& of imperialism. Have
them determine the interpretation they find the
moat acceptable.
American Heritage, Jane, 1965, Tha War to Fad All
Wars. Discuss the causes of the let Wort,: var.

E. During the period from the 1920's to the late 1930's the United States searched for world
peace while actively pursuing a policy of isolationism.

1. During the 1920's the United States
searched for peace through treaty.

2. The early 1930's the United States
was moving away from isolationism
by the rive of the dictators.

3. The early 1930's law the United States
trying to move away from the causes
of war.

4. F. D. Roosevelt prepared the nation
for war in the late 1930's.

F. The resumption of Great Power Status

A.

B.

C.

D.

1. The United States policy will be directed A.

towara ending the war.
2. Pussia will pursue a policy of obtaining B.

tLe beet political position obtainable frog
the war.

3. War time conferences will direct the war
effort and determine the basis for the
suraender of the enemy.

C.

O. The United States pursues the Cold War as a so

1. The United Nations fails to provide world A.

peace as the United States demobilises.
2. Russia drops the "Iron Curtain ", tL:

LAW States responds by seeking allies B.
through esorcuic aid.

3. The United States erd the Casuals! world
conflict i. the far East. C.

4. The "Cold War" brings fear of subversion
within the United States.

5. Secretary of State Dallas jussiotes the
policies of oostalneent sad the lihez. D.

ation of subjected peoples.
6. The Biddle Bast becomes a pager keg.
7. Stalin's death bring. a this is the

"Cold rim"..

Have the student draw a map indicating the
changes brought about by the 11 t World War.
Research: Why did the United States reject
the League of Nations?
Diocussion based upou the question, why say
it be said that the United Staten pursued the
quest of World Peace without assuming the
responsibilities for her actions.
DiSCUS6 how F. D. Roosevelt moved the American
people toward war.

Establish by lecture the wartime policy of
the United States.
Sbov file, "Ike Twisted Cross," and have
students write a short caAy on, What were the
German People's Pesponsibilities.Regarding
Hitler's policieet
Cover the w-r timm wonferencee. Hold a dia-
cussion over Wzat Effect did Russia's War-Time
Policies Have Upon the Cold War?

rad leader.

Compare the success or lack of success of the
League of Nations to the successes or lack of
successes of the United Nations.
Assign to selected students Arthur Killer's
THE CRUCIBLE, to compare to the "DoCarthy
Ste".
Discuss the *motion, Was the United States
only seeking allies with her gifts after
World War II. Was she at least partly moti-
vated by concern fee her security?
Discuss Dulles' oontainseat policies.

E. The 1960's **to Mario& searching for new policies.

1. The Cuba* Crisis tests the Xemmedys.
2. taros* seek' its own identity daring the

19600s.
3. The Middle fast remiss. the unsolvable

mule.
k. Asia fete's the United States to needs*

her feeeiga
5. The gaited States seeks new direction end

A. Oral report's Have groeps of students determine
present day fore!ga policy for the various to-
eless of the world. Rare them determine if
there is a need for a general policy revision
toda.
Deletes Shall Red China be admitted into the
Vatted Matisse tette
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Y. CIVIL "...EBERTIES

CONCEPTS SUGGEST® ACTIVITIES

A. Historical, there are two basic theories of society, the organic theory and the liberal
theory of government.

1. The United States has stressed the right
of the individual over the star.

2. Individual liberties are protected under
the United States constitution.

3. Our individual liberties have been ex-
handed during the history of cur country.

4. There are several specific rights that
the American citizen has.

A. Compare the organic theory to the mechanical
theory of government, indicating the role of
the individual in each.

B. Rave the student examine the United States
Constitution to determine his basic rights as
a citizen of the United States.

C. Develop an understanding of the substantive
and procedural right* of the individual.

B. During the history of the United Statea minorities have had a struggle in obtaining their
full rights under the constitution. The Negro could be the example used.

1. The Negro first appeared in this country as A.
a slave.

2. The Negro was freed from one type of
slavery to be enslaved by en ttooncaio
slavery following the Civil War.

3. The Negro mot aroused by the Progreenive
Ere.

4. Toward the elope of the 14th Century the
Negro began to organise Lt search for
their rights.

5. The New Deal made mayor Nontributione
to the Negroes search for full oitimanahip.

6. The Negro, in 1954,noved away from equal
but separate rights.

7. Today the Negro str Ja toward social
acmytance, economic freedom and the
miracles of education.

Discus.: What direction for the Negro in
America?

B. Develop an underetaading of the Negro leader-
Ship today. &Oasis. that there is division
within the Negro community today.

C. Oral Reportat The Conditions of the Negro To-
day, Education, &anomie and Social.

VI. TO CULTURAL EVOLUT:JO Cr TEC UNITED SNTES

CONCEPTS

A. The magmata enviromeat of the n. world
development of the United State..

B. The cultural backgrounds of immigraate were
effect upon cultural development within the

1. The United States has develoied its
culture from the following groves
Spanish, English, Dutch, Italian,
Omen Treat, Negro, Tussles, Wet,
Oriental, Scandonavien and others.

C. There have been major

1. The Colonial Era
2. The mew nation
3. liestward exx.nsioa
4. The Gilded Aga
5. The Twenties
6. The great depressim
7. World War II
. World leadership

SUDIESTED ACTIVITIES

played An important role in the cultural

mixed ac' variable. Each producing lasting
United States.

A. Through a aeries of early mars and drawings
student. should attempt an understanding of
what Europe thought of the New World.

B. Student's should research w particular ismi -
great group and determine what its oontributions
to an American cultural developments.

trends in the development of an American culture.

A. rock major tread A. oovtred by readings,
movies, sad slides giving example. of art,
literature, ate.

B. Current newspaper articles will be assigned
depiotiag different oontributing factors to the
evolving American Culture.

D. Physical tosifirmesst has had a great effect upon the merging Americas culture and character.
held trips if possible, or practical to Art Museums, period ham, etc.

1. The rural commit;
2. The plastatioa
j. The city of today end its problems
4. Tim role of religious 140111 the evolving

Culture has bees great.
Y. Isereatiom has (treated ewe cultural

developments.
6. The American culture heats*** unique and ea

Americas character has merged.

1h2
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EVALUATION

1. Has the student developed responsible attitudes toward citizenship?
2. Has the student illustrated a oommitment to law and the legal processes?
3. Has there developed on the part of the student a commitment to the free enterprise system?
4. Can the student illustrate intellectual discipline and curiosity?
5. Does the student show en ability to use the node of inquiry?
6. Does the student illustrate a knowledge of the historical method?
7. Does the student understand population growth and change are not unique to American History?
8. Does the student know the effects of population growth and change upon American History?
9. Does the student knees that the United States political history has been narked by constant

change?

10. Does the student know the role that his environment has played toward change?
11. Can the student illustrate the struggle over states rights through our history?
12. Does the student understand the structure and operation of our political system?
13. Doom the student understand the free enterprise system?
14. Does the student know basic knowledge of the history cf our economic system?
15. Does the student know that economic change has, in part, been brought about by social, tech-

nological, political, and geographic developments within the United States?
16. Does the student know that the American culture has been developed from the contributions of

many different ethnic and religious groups.

17. Doss the student know that the American character influences decision making in our government?
18. Does the student keow that American foreign policy has insence effect upon the world

community?
19. Does the student kacw the role of the American citizen in determining foreign policy goalal
20. Can the student illustrate the skills required in evalsating news media?
21. Can the student LI Trot what the basic policies of the United States are today?
22. Does the student 3. Ass that the primillos of direct democracy carries with it compulelry

and voluntary respomuibilitiesi
25. Does ere student understand what are the basic liberties and rights?
24. Does the student" understand the relationship of the individual to the state in a

democratic society?
25. Does the student exhibit a knowledge of the content of United States History?

SAIBIE UNIT

CONCEPTS SUGGLSTED ACTIVITIES

I. 292 PE PURIM ISE BACKGROUND IFOR iEE AMERICAX =NMI

1. Medieval Contributions
2. The Rine of the Middle Class
3. The Rise of Nation States in Europe
4. Mercantilism

A. Discuss What economic functions the feudal
system fulfill in the European eoosomy.

S. Explain by lecture the role the Medieval town
played in Medieval economy and what its con-
tributions were to the New World.

O. Explain how the rise of the middle class and
the nation state brought about the fall of the
feudal system. These each started performing
functions that were originally performed by the
feudal system.

D. plain the new institutions auk attitudes
credit, finance, banking, international ex-
changes, capitalistic attitudes.

t. Three to strewn
1.. ?*tidal system

2. Manor
3. Selt..ralicienoy
4. Primogeniture
5. Entail
6. Trod* fair
7. Nation state
8. Middle class
9. Mercaatilism

10. Belmont of trade
11. Balms* amnesia
12. Specie

u, tlQ IMIIMOIMICS OF A OJIGRAL =IOU

A. The mordemoo et tie mein meter, of the
selsaiel 1140400er.

I. Airissiter*
2. Me mersbent
3 The artisan

A. Dimmer from the reading aseignesat the two
kinds of %Floater* to the Marinas colonies
and explain the differences between the two.
Report or rwaredu Do we still have these
today/
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CONCEPTS

B. View of the problems and their causes
colonial economy.

1. Balance of payments
2. La.4
3. Labor
4. Limitations upon economic growth

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

in theB. What tasks does the merchant perform to earn
his living? Explain the economic differences
between Os merchant ,ald the two kinds of
farmer.

C. Describe the activities of the artieaa. Com-
pare his life with that of the merchant and the

C. The effects of these problem on the
colonial economy.

1. New England triangular trade
2. The southern planter and credit problems
3. The effccte of surplus land in the

colonies
4. The spirit of capitalism suggeated strong

growth possibilities.

farmer.
D. How did the English mercantile theory hurt the ,

colonial economy/ Explain the different effect
mercantilism had upon the Northern and Southern
colonies.

E. Explain the various factors that limited the
growth of the colonies.

F. By lecture explain the effects of the land-
labor situation and how it limited the growth
possibilities of the colonies.

O. Terms to stress:
1. Self sufficient agriculture
2. Commercial agriculture
3. Merchant
4. Artisan
5. Home manufactures
6. Market system
?. Inflation
8. Deflation
9. Devaluation

10. Trade and Navigation Acta
11. Train -nlar trade routes
12. laden ured servant
13. Slave
14. SxLractive economy

III. THE mymop)am OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMY (1790 -1815)

A. The economy and the American Revolution

1. The near destruction of the economy as a
result of the war.

2. The revolution did not free the colonies
from Greet Britain.

3. Political independence did occur and this
would produce economic changes later on.

B. The Articles of Confederation and the
monoiq

1. The Articles did not provide an adequate
basis for am economy.

2. The Confederation did provide a basis
for later land collates.

A.

B.

C.

D.

2.

T.

C. The somonie importance of the Constitution O.

1. Provided a earwig oestrel 'averment

2. Provided a heals for a central balking

*Vaal
3. Provided a basis for tariff **stroll

D. The forumlatioa of economic policy

1. Jefferson was the %toluene@ for the
agrarian mogoay.

2. Hamilton's inflamer was greater as the
spokesmen for tbs mereemat class.

S. During this period our prosperity was
dpeadest wpm fordo trade.

1. *port and re-export sectors of the

2. Oaring periods of war our trade fell off and
on, sommy maffered.

E.

I.

J.

K.

Explain that trade with Great Britain, which
made up the great bulk of our trade fell off
926.
Following the Revolutionary War the United
states did not search for new trade routes,
in effect an economic colony, of Great Britain.
The Revolution produced political change that
would create an opportunity for change.
Point out the weaknesses that the Articles had
that worked artnet a sound economy.
The Land Oran-Ace and the Northwest Ordinance
provided for a basis for the admission of new
states and new lands.
The new constitution provided strong central
goverment that would protect property rights.
Explain that the new constitution would provide
a basis for taxation, tariffs and a central
treasury system.

The students should trace the economic policies
of Hamilton and Jefferson indicating the
differences between each.
the student should trace the development of
trade within the United States following the
adoption of the Constitution in order to
realise that United States trade was the basis
for OUT economy.
the student should derelop so understanding
that the European Wars placed the United States
in a position Where her exports fell off
drastically.
lave students read WEALTH OF NATIONS By Adaa
Smith. Vold a discussion to compare Adam Smitlis
views to the *poem of today.



OCOCEPTS

7. Economic independence from Great Britain

1. Economic embargoes harmed our economy.
2. After the War of 1812 the United States

was forced to develop her industry as a
result of loss of trade.

IV.

SUOWTED ACTIVITIES

L. Today the United States has the highest
standard of living of any nation. Show how
these basic institutions of capitalism, the
right of contrast, all present, in early
America, have helped to bring about high
standards of living.

M. Terms:
1. Protective tariff
2. Revenue tariff
3. Export
4. Re- export

5. "Funding at par"
6. Sinking fund
7. Subsidy
8. Economic interdependence
9. Embargo Act

10. Home of domestic market

RUE UNITED STATES UNDERIONT GREAT ECONOMIC CHANGE FROM 1815 TO THE CIVIL WAR

' V. 55 UNITED SUM WAS To UNDI200

A. Explain how the development of transportation
facilities "opened" the Western United States
after 1820. Explain the effect of the trans-
portation revolution on sectional alliances.

B. Discuss the similarities and the differences
between agricultural expansion in the North
end South.

C. Explain the differences between manufacturing
and industrialization. Point out the five
characteristics implied by industrialization.

D. Define industrial linkage and give illustration.
E. Explain the opposition to the Second Bank of

the United States.
F. Explain the position of "King" cotton in the

South.
0. Develop how economic developments from 1815

to 1860 contributed to the Civil War.
H. Assi:nt Discusst Bow democratic was

Jacksonian Democracy. Why did Jackson destroy
the bank of the United States?

I. Terse:
1. Notional Road
2. Erie Canal
3. Sam Market
A. Centers of Production
5. Diversification
6. King Cotton
7. The First Bonk of the United States
8. Second Bank of the United States
9. Nicholas Biddle
10. "Pet" Banks
11. Specie Circular
12. Commission
13. Grading Systems for grains
It. Cotton factor
15. Division of labor
16. Regional Specialisation
17. Linkages
18. Cdsmeroialization of Agriculture

INDOSTRIALIZATICS FOLLOWING THE CIVIL WAR MOM 1313

A.

D.

C.

D.

E.

7.

Explain the impact of the Civil War on the
Northern eeososy.
Illustrate the effect the Civil War bad upon
the eoosonv. Be specific here.
dive the causes of the business ocoaslidatioaa.
Kansa the several effects of ooneolidation.
Briefly discuss the impact at ladastrialtso
woo taros?' end laborers.
Itsplaio how fern groups attempted to adjust
to induetrialinatico.
Explains that compared to Europe, the United
'tat o' had a very conservative labor movement.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

0. Illustrate the changing role of government
(ex. ICC, Federal Reserve Syetess, Clayton Act)

R. Discuses Rise of The Big Businesemans Robber
Baron or Kern of Industry? Rave the students
read and then discuss the question.

I. Discuses How Did the Workers Respond?
J. Research' Did the Populist Revolt Succeed?
K. A.E.P., Railroad EYa, The Railroad Gams to

explain pooling, monopolies.
L. Terms!

1. Green backs
2. Legal tender
3. Gross national market
4. National Banking act of 1863
5. Corporation
6. Pool
7. Trust
8. Holding Company
9. Interlocking directorate
10. Merger
11. Amalgamation
12. Vertical consolidation
13. Horinontal consolidation
14. John D. Rockefeller
15. James J. Hill
16. C. Vanderbilt
17. Andrew Carnegie
18. James P. Morgan
19. Populist
20. Grangers
21. Knights of labor
22. National Labor Union
23. Western Federation of Miners
24. Industrial Workers of the World
25. A.F.L.
26. C1.0.
27. Due Process
28. Injunction
29. Caveat Emptor

VI. THE WIND STATES =MKT WAS TO tEDEROD A GREAT CHANGE DURING THE 20TH CENTURI

OCSICEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. World Ear I fee to greatly effect the
United Staten scummy.

2. During the 19204 the United States
was to encounter great prosperity.

3. The stock market crash end the Great
Depression werc to obestp the role of
the government is the American economy.

4. The "New Deal" tried relief, refers, and
recovery to pat the satins boon upon its
feet.

5. The United States **moray is faced with
major problems Way.

A. Discuss the economic causes of American entry
into the World War I.

B. Discuss the ma,4or effects of the war upon the
United States economy. On the world economy.

C. Discuss the effects of prosperity of the 1920e
upon labor end the farmer.

D. Discuss the three different interpretations of
the causes of the stock market crash.

E. i p1ail. the three major purposes of the "New
DealTM. Explain bow w.11 each worked.

7. Establish the basic problems of labor, business.
and the farmer today. Establish the Governments
growing role in our *moony.

O. Why did the United States eater the War? Rave
the student look for economic reasons. Link's
biography of Wilson could be assigned as a
special report.

N. Government and eoobomy under the Few Deal. Un-
warraated Interference or Necemert Regal/aloe.
Debate could be held regarding the above topic.

I. TWIN:
1. The Nye Committee
2. the Creel Comfit!**
3. "Sick lalustries"
4. "Welfare Capitalism"
5. Rugged Individualism
6. Agriculture Marketing Act
7. MMIsry-flaugen Bill
a. Amoastructioe risme* Corp.
9. Donna Army

10. Emergency Banking Act
11. Glass-Steagall Act
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Terse, continued
12. FDIC 22.
13. SEC 23.
14. ',Pump Priming' 24.
15. AAA 25.
16. NRA 26.
17. Norria -LaGuardia 27.
18. CCC 26.
19. PWA 29.
20. BOLO 30.
21. TVA

SELECTED REFERENCES FOR UNITED STATES HISTORY

TOPIC I
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LEVEL ELEVEN

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT (Two Semester- Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. To be able tp recognize that political systems are aocietea way of regulating relations
between individuals and groups of people.

2. To understand that every person has certain responsibilities to his goverment.
3. To understand how each level of government is organized within a federal aystem.
4. To recognize the importance of each level of government and the effect it has upon the

individual citizen.
5. To understand the importance of the two -party eyatem in our political eyetem, and the role of

the third party.
6. To learn how to analyze narrative material and to develop an opinion based upon facts.
7. To see the importance of responsible political participation in a democracy.
8. To be able to recognize the differences and aimilae.tien between the governments of the

Soviet Union and the United States.

I. FOUNDATIONS FOR GOVERNMENT

CONCEPTS

1. The political system .s a society's way A.

of regulating relations between indivii-
was and groups of people.

2. Our government is a composite of earlier
inventions and need, largely based upon
te4limb background and colonial experience. B.

3. There are common characteristics of all
political systems of government such as*
leaders, thee* wbo are led, decisions to
make and goals toward Which to strive.

4. Citizens have responsibilities toward the
government under which they live.

C.

D.

3.

P.

0.

I.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Lecture to class. Give ideological base from
which the constitution developed. Give politi-
cal background which delegates to the Constitu-
tional Convention shared as, philosophy of
John Locke, and common experiences as colonial
politicana.
Rave students read selection 09 American Ideol-
ogy. COMPARATIVE POLITICAL SYSTEMS, Schultz.
1. What attitudes, beliefs or values did the

framers of the Constitution consider impor-
tant enough to warrant Constitutional pro..
tectionl

2. Pick one attitude or belief and have students
atate what question they would ark in prcbing
more deeply into the importance of this
belief.

3. Now many of these beliefs were of importance
to the "Average man"?

Use reading ,}10 American Institutions* Feder-
alists. (Some source as above)
1. What are the powers in each category? List

thee*.
2. What appears to be the main concern of the

National Government? Of the State Govern-
ment?

Project Transparenoy 10a-A V Kit that accompan-
ies OOMPARAITIE POLITICAL SYSTEMS, Schulte.
1. Compare your list with the powers projected.
Play record of A V Kit Groove I. What level of
government dote Chief Justice Warren represent?
Play Record Grove II. What level of government
does Senator Richard Russell represent?
Play Record Groove 111. 11.v did Governor faubue
justify calling out the state militia?
Reed Chapter 13 "The Federal Court System"
AMERICAN OCVERNMENT, Brunts, Gina and Company.
I. Ns:plain original jurisdiction and appelate

jurisdiction.
2. Distinguish between crliinal rid civil coette.
3. 8bow bow warts interpret the law.
passives some leading Supreme Court decisions.
RISTOR/0 DRCIS/ONS OF 11 SUPREME COUP?,
Swisher. Van Doetrand.
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II. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE: NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. A large society establishes many political A.

institutions through which those who govern
must operate.

2. The formal plan of government of the B.

United Stetem is sot down in a constitution.

3. The constitution gives the philosophy of
framework within which the government suet

work.

4. The United State. Constitution divide.
political powers into six categories:
a. Powers delegated to national government.
b. Powers retained by state governments
c. Powers that can be exercised by both

national and state governments.
d. Powers denied national government.
e. Powers denied state governments.
f. Powers denied both state and national

governments.

C.

D.

5. The United States National Government is E.

divided into three branches: the execu-
tive, legislative, and judicial.

6. Each branch of the government has specifio Y.

delegated functions.

The national, state and local governments
structure is based upon a federal system O.

with divided authority and responsibility.
r. The three distinct branches of national

government provide a check and balance H.

upon each other.
b. Our stets governments are based upon the

national government.

8. Our federal system consists of inter-govern-
ment relationship between the national and
state governments, creating definite obli-
gations to each other.
a. The state government has separation of

powers. Sts, Executive, legislative It
judicial branch each performing and f.

having epooific responsibilities.
b. Certain interstate relationship problems

do *mist.
c. Tba steweture of the state constitution

is similar to the national constitution.

I.

9. The government of our counties, cities, towns,
and special districts are vital, because
they provide indespensible services: pollen:
education, general welfare, ste.
a. The local malts of government are part

of our stab system of government.
b. Local sovermmentm have a variety of

organisations.
o. Local governments have serious problem.

today.
d. There are proposed solutions to local

problems that need evaluation.

L.

N.

N.

Make a poster or project a transparency, showing
the American system of checks and balances
(easpls page 52, NOCLEKAGHAN, MAGRUDER'S
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT).
Project and discus, an orgauitational chart of
the United States Federal system showing the
three branches of government under the Constitu-
,ion, their make up and torllete the general
breakdown to departments and agencies or commis.
siona. Discuss and explain the work of these
various government agencies. (Example: above
reference, page 65.)
Use similar chart to the one on page 68 above,
to project by opaque or transparency to show
the division of powers. Note the various
powers. From a current newspaper collection
and periodicals, find examples of each type of
power or denial of power.
Have student react to the statement:
Centralization in government is inherently bad-
-whether it octirs on the national, state or
local level.
Project film strip and play record to accompany,'
OUR FEDERAL CONSTITUTION. Discuss the various
phases of the Constitution, using instructional

guide.
Discuss what changes need to be made in the
state and federal Constitutions to stimulate
more cooperation between the different levels
of government.
Debate: Dc you think that the founding father

envisioned a more important role for the states
than is theirs today?
Look up the Magna Carta, the Petition of Rights
the English Bill of Rights, and the French
Declaration of the Rights of Man. Which of the
basic ribtti provided in our Constitution are
also found in one or sore of these documents.
List the documents in each case.
Select one of the basic principles of our eye -
tam of government. (Example, the separation of

powers.) Explain briefly the basic advantage
of this principle and its limitations.
Use Reading Ill AM/RICAN INSTITUTIONS: Checks
and Balances. (Comparative Political Systeme,
Schultz) Row do you classify the kinds of power
given to Congress? To the President? To the
Federal Court System/
Project Transparency 11A, 118, and 110- -
Separation of Federal Powers. Comparative
Political systems A V Nit. Compare your class-
ifications above with thee* projected ones.
Bow many instances did you find/ Where one
branch of government was given power that
checked a power already given another branch/
What sight the advantages of a system that
divides power among the different branches of
goverment/ What might be some of the disad-
vantages/
Explain police power as it relates to ft leral,
state, and local levels.
Use diagram similar to one on page 407, Ludlum,
AMERICAN 00VEAMIONTs Boughton Mifflin, showing
the prov'sioas for the general welfare. This
may be made into transparency or use on opaque
projector. Discus* the various phases: pro.
tootion, public services, regulation and busi-
ness interprises in relation to your oum.

Explain state regulation of public utilities.
Project a diagram stellar to the one on page
)95, Whin, AMERICAS 00VERKKENT.
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CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

O. Show students the roles of various governments
that influence his life. (Example: Diagram
page 42S, Lunlun, AP Ickiq clovaNnwr)

P. Invite a local police officer or county official
to speak to the clams on the wive in which the
National Government cooperates with him in his
work.

i. Handout form #5 INTEREST GROUPS & POLITICAL
INVOLVEMENT. (COMPARATIVE POLITICAL SYSTEMS
A V KIT) Read with a view to working out
problems as follows: It you were a delegate to
the Democratic National Convention, and it was
your special concern to aelec': a Presidential
candidate capable of gaining maximum support
from the interest groups noted from reading,
which of the following potential candidates
would you support? Which of the groups noted
abe'e would be likely to take an active intereet
in the campaign for the candidate you select?
Why? Give students a handout of biographical
sketches of three or four potential candidates.

R. Show filmstrip and play recording "The Presiden-
tial Sweepstakes" New York Times. Discuss these
in clams.

S. Organise close into a state or national politi-
cal convention situation. Use role playing [

technique.
T. Have a student attend a meeting of a city

council or county council. Report to clams
on his observations.

U. Use a panel to coke an oral report to the cleat;
on the gain, the negro has made with respect to
economic and educational opportunities and civil
and political rights. Brine out gains made ea
a result of Supreme Court decisions.

III. POLITICAL LEADERSHIP

1. Different political leadership roles
require different charaoteriatice.

2. In an elective political system, leaders
must pose's the characteristics needed
to get elected aa well as to do the job.

5. American loaders must be responsive to the
will 2t the citimery and capable of cow.
prosise

4. American political portico are restrained
from abusing their political power by the
existence of opposing factions strong
enough to take power away from the party
currently in power.

5. The American political system has clearly
defined rules for the transfer of political
power.

6. The two -party system dates to the
ratification of the United States
constitution.

-SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. In a democracy the minority party alvign
challenges the power of the majority party.
Show how this is true in the United States.

B. The National convention is a unique American
institution. Now does the procedure unite
many different intereater

C. The major concern of the party is the winning
of elections. Plan a panel discussion to show
how party is organised to attain this goal.
Let each member of the panel represent the
different attitudes of the people involved and
the duties of *echo
1. Th. party committee chairman
2. The party committees= in your community
3. The president of the local Democratic or

Republican club.
D. The political party is one agency through

which citizens participate in government. Pre-
pare a bulletin board to illustrate how the

Part Yi

1. Influences the choice of the voter
2. Brings candidates before people
3. Plays a part at the polls
4. Influencte the appointment of officials.
Debates A citizen say take a more effective
part as a voter if he belongs to a political
party.

Discuss: Should a oongreesmaa try to find out
what the voters of his district %mat on each
bill that comae op for a vote, or should he
assume that the voters elected him to use his
own good judgment/

7. the two-party systea has served as a means T.
of deteraisg the will of the people and a
protector of oar boric political institutions

b7: P.
a. Nominating onmdidstes
b. Informing voters and atinulatiug interest

is public affairs
e. &eyries as a protector over the oosdect

of potato business
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CONCEPTS

d. Providing a basis of conduct of govern-
ment

s. Insuring good performance of elected
officiala.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

G. Discuss: Should political party leaders in
congresa have power to expel a congressman from
a political party if he doesn't vote the acme
way as the majority of members of that party?

H. Compare the leadership roles and pero^nal
characteristics oft
1. President of the United States
2. United States Senator
3. Governor
4. State Congressman
5. May:

I. Make a :study of newspaper cartoons in a recent
election to discover:
1. Important issues
2. Appeals used to Pulp candidate
3. Techniques used to defeat his

In each case make a list and provide examples.
J. Name some presidential hopefuls in the most re-

cent campaign for party nomination. List major
assets and liabilities for each person naaed.
Consider such things as:
1. Experience
2. General Appearance

3. Geographical L.cation
4. Religion

5. Marital Statue
6. Speaking ability, etc.

IV. CIVIC RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

CONCEPTS

2. Citizenship is the status one has in his
society.

2. Citizenship conaists of bow well the nes-
ter contributes to his society.

3. A citizen has the right to disagree or
to assent.

4. A citizen has a responsibility to pertici -
pate as an electorate.

5. Citizenship entails both compulsory and
voluntary responsibilities&
a. The basic of compulsory

responsibilities.
b. Voluntary iseponsibility of oitisenship

!revives religious freedom, social pro-
grwma, and political organisatioa.

6. Civil liberties have become nose in-
clusive is recent years.

7. Civil liberties are made up of proce-
dural and substantive rights.

SU3GESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Read chapter "Cur Government and Liberty",
American Government, Brunts. Chapter "Immi-
gration and Citizenship" and "Civil Rights",
MAGRUDER'S mama GOVERNMINT, PCCLENAGRAN,
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

B. Why did the framers of the

Constitution omit a Bill of Rights? Why was
one proposed by the First Congress?

C. MAJORITY RULE should take into consideration
MINORITY RIGHTS. How does this principle apply
to the issue of bolding religious exercises in
public schools/

D. Justice Bolles once said that freedom of speech
did not give one the right to falsely about
"Tire" in crowded theater. What "clear and
present danger" would be involved here? What
are some dangers against which gover-Dents have
a right to protect the public?

P. In a book of Supreme Court Capes read and
summarize one of the cases dealing with civil
rights. ANZRICAN OONSTITUTICSAL ISSUES*
Pritchett, YAMOVS WORT jE0IS1GNS

F. Rave students participate is a panel discussion
on pros and 00MJ of the jury system.

G. Find out what provision your State sakes for
legal aid to those who cannot afford to hire
lawyers when needed. low might a more equal
Notice be provided for the poor?

B. Write a letter to your national or state
legislator urging him to support or oppose
impending legislation affecting civil liberties,

I. Report on the work of some local state or
national organisation Mach is particularly
concerned with civil rights.

J. Have students read selection 057 The protection
of Civil Rights, COMPARATIVE ODYFROIENTS,
Schulte. Holt, Rinehart, and Winston.
1. How did the Clark family see the case? The

Cicero oiliest.?
2. Bow ess oitiseite decide which side to sup-

port?
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CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

K. Use various case studies dealing with civil
rights of the American people. Discuss each
in class. CIVIL LIBERTIES CASE STUDIES AND THE
LAW, Parker and others; Ginn and Company,
Example cases:
Page 18 case 5 "Speed" Wilson Pleads Guilty- -
and Regret. Itl
Page 65 case 4 "Axe LitIracy Tusta Constitu-
tional?"
Page 99 case 1 "I just Want t. Keep My House."
rage 165 case 7 "A Communist is Trapped."

V. Public Finance

1. National, state and local governments have
different needs and mama of taxation.

2. Each separate level has conatitutional
limitations ieposed upon their taxing
powers.

3. There are major :sources of revenue at
the federal, state, and local levels.

4. Through the budget, the government de-
cidea upon the amount and purpose for
which public funds will be dispersed.

sporran

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Examine the variety of taxes that the various
levels of government uses For example, Income
Tax, sales tax, corporation taxes, real estate
taxes, gasoline taxes, direct tax and indirect
taxes.

B. Draw a cartoon allowing the reaction of "Mr.
John Q. Citizen', to the monnting burden of di-
rect and indirect tax at the federal, state andl
local level.

C. Name .several types of federal expenditures.
How does each serve the general welfare? How
could you protest against an expenditure which
you felt was not serving a "public purpose"?
Draw a pie graph showing how your state govern-
ment gets ita state revenue. Use Statistical
Abstract or other sources.

E. Establish how buying habits would change if
the lOg surcharge would be repealed.

F.Examine the present difficulty in passing local
school district two levy and bond levy issues.
Analyze reasons for their frequent failure.
Suggest solutions to the p

G. Have students fill out an income tax form on
their income or simulated .ncoM4.

H. What i..-.. the reaaon for establishing a federal
or state budget? Why have government budgets
crept or even leapt steadily upward in the
past half century?

I. What ie the source of the power to tax? What
are some restrictions placed on the power to
tax? Where does the power to restrict or limit
derive?

J. Project by opaque or overhead an illustration
or graph to show rise of federal taxes. (Ex.

apples Brun*, AMERICAN GDVEMI)WIT, PAGE 422)
K. Project pie graph Showing Source of the federal

tax dollar. (Examples Bruns, page 423)
L. Present a diagram showing the federal govern-

ment deficit and /surplus etandi-.g cm the fed-
eral budget for the past quarter of century.

D.

VI. GOVERNMENT OF THE SOVIET UNION

EA/OUSTED ACTIVITIES

1. The foundations of Soviet government are (Activities are adapted from Teacher's Outdo for
based upon a constitution, but in practice Cooperative Political Systems. All reference
the power is focused in the Communist Party.meterials are from COMPARATIVE POLITICAL SYSTEMS.)

2. Carl Mars envisioned (*malaise as a polit-
ical system with power dispersed among the
people.

3. Tee Commis% Party is oomprsed of only
a small percentage of sitieftry and mem-
bership is by isvitAtion.

A. Use Reading 015 Soviet Institutionsi
The Communist Party.
1. According to the Soviet Constitution, what

is the role of the Communist Tarty?
2. What is the membership of the Communist

Perty of the Soviet !Moat What ie the
Soviet Union populationt What pro,ortion
of the citizens are party members? (Notes
only 10)
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4. Each level of government within the Soviet
Union la ruled by a Soviet and the member-
ahip elects the adminietrttion.

3. How doe.; one become a member of the Communist
Party? What special qualities does Frankel
designate as marking a man for membership
in the party?

B. Project Transparency 15A. THE SPRUCTURZ OF THE
COMMUNIST PARTY. i

C. Use class Handout #2 LEVELS WITHIN THE OOMMU-
NIST PART!.
1. How are representatives to each level of

party congress selected?
2. By whom are they selected?

D. Project Transparency 1513
1. What are the similarities you can see be-

tween the structures of the Soviet government
and the Communist Party?

2. What are the implications of this parallel
structure?

E. What analytical questions can you use to help
identify the ideologies of the Soviet, Union and
the United States.

F. What ideological beliefs were you able to iden-
tify as underlying the American political
system!

O. What political instituttons were you able to
idcntify in the American Political system?
In the Soviet Political system?

H. How does system's ideology relate to the
institutions that a system develops?

I. Read Selection 125 CHARACTFRIST1CS OF A LOCAL
SOVIET LEADER, Part I.
1. What were Teplovis personal characteristics/
2. By what route did Teplov become district

party secretary?
3. Bauer ham told us that Teplov is a "Typical"

party secretary. What do Teplov's character)
istics suggest that a Soviet citizen must

b. or do to become district party seers-

J. DiwilliClase into at least four groups. Let
each group find sentences from the reading
selection that indirectly imply cheractoriatica
that are helpful to those holding or seeking
positions of po'itical power in the Soviet
Union.

E. Using Reading 026 CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOCAL
SOVIET LEADER, Part II.
1. What was leplovis role as district party

secretary, and what tasks was he expected
to perform?

2. Save the groups above, select a task and de-
cide on characteristics Teplov would need to
function in that tr.*.

L. Use Reading 030 THE POLE OF SOVIET ELECTION.
1. What positions were being filled by the

election/
2. Describe the process voter goes through

in casting his vote.
3. How does this process differ from the

United States voting process?
h. What is the significance of those difference,

N. Use Reading 041 ISE MIMIC SOVIET OF THE USSR.
1. According to the account published in

We7estiel what happened at the first meeting
of the seventh pluton of the Sixth USSR
Sopron. Soviet?

2. What happened at the second meting? Wets
any legislative decisions made by the re-
proof Soviet?

3. What happened at the meeting held on December
8th in the Kremlin' Wsre any legislative
decisions made?
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

4. What happened at the two meetings held on
December 9? Were any legislative decisions
made?

5. Bow many major legislative decisions were
made at these meetings? H04 many major
political appointments were made?

6. How much discussion on each proposal could
the Supreme Soviet have engaged in before
making each deoision?

7. On v%ose recommendationa was legislation
voted upon and appointments made?

8. Row accurate do you think the following
statement in the Soviet Constitution is?
"The legislative power of the USSR is exer-
cised exclusively by the Supreme Soviet of
the USSR."

9. What groups do you think influence legisla-
tive deci .'ion making in the Soviet Union?

N. Project Transparency 42A THE COUNCIL OF MINIS-
TERS.

1. Do there appear to be any parallels between
the executive branch of the American govern-
ment and the Council of Ministers? What are
the differences between the two?

2. What is the highest government office in the
Soviet Union?

O. Use Reading 042 THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS OF THE
USSR.
What position dose Comrade Baibakov hold
according to this account? What are some o
the decisions he has made in this decision?

P. Project film strip #3.
1. What are some of the problems making and

carrying out these decision?
2. To what extent do the decisions of State

Planning Committee affect the average
°Mien?

3. Do Comrade Baibakov and the members of the
State Planning Committee have unlimited
authority to maks decisions about bow re-
sources will be used in the Soviet Union?

4. What would you guess were Comrade Daibakovos
qualifications for his job?

Q. Use Reading #43 THE PRESIDENT OF THE SOVIET
UNION.

1. Who nominated Mikoyan for the job of
President? Under what oircumstances was he
elected/ Whom did he replace? Was this
considered a des:tion for Bruhn'?

2. What conclusion did Western analyst draw
from this change?

3. What appear to be tba official functions of
the President?

4. What vas Mikortn's background for the job?
5. Is Mikoyan's interest in foreign affairs

customary for a President of the Soviet
Union?

6. Now would you rate the job of President of
the Soviet Union as ccapered to the lob of
Secretary of the Communist Party? To the
Chairman of tha Council of Ministers/ How
would ylu describe the normal functions of
**oh?

1. Project Treasparency 152 SUOMI:MI OF It!
OOMMUMIST PART[. Review the struoture.
1. Who directs party affairs between Communist

Party Congrtaaest
2. Cam you traoe the 1.nes of authority within

the party?
3. What authority peg with the Office of First

Secretary of the Communist Party?
S. Use Reading /44 mena(Lst, PART! mime MUM.

, 1. What evidenee there to support the theory184 that the Presidium exercises power within
the Communist Party/
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

T. Use Reading #45 THE SOVIET JUDICIAL SYSTEM.
1. What charges were brought against Sinyaysky

and Daniel?
2. How did Daniel and Sinyavaky defend them-

selves? Identify passages as evidence to
support your statements.

3. How valid are Daniel's criticisms of the
tactics used to eatablish his guilt? Analyze
each accusation.

4. Whit do you think the function of the court
was in this trial?

U. Use Reading #46 LUNGES IM SOVIET DECISION
MAKING.
1. Interpret Pe :oat a evaluation of the

trezhnev-toay, rrgime "Theirs has been
leadership; it has been zanagement."

2. How have these individucls differed in their
approach to problems of leadership?

3. How have Brezhnev and Kosygin divided the
responsibilities of political leadership?

4. What is Brezhnev's agricultural program?
5. What way does Peter Grose imply the Broth -

nev's progras differs from Khrustchev's
approach to handling the agricultural progaml

6. On basis of reading background, what would
you suggest as the possible reasons for this
change in the style of Soviet leadership?

7. How far-reaching do you think the effects of
this change in style of leadership sight be?

V. Reading #49 REVIEW OF SOVIET DECISION MAKING.
1. Review political deoision making process.
2. What is the difficulty of ruling a net'Ion by

r.e -sea dictatorship?
3. What is meant by the principle of "Democratic

Centralism'"?
4. How has the principle of democratic central-

ism been interpreted by various Soviet
leaders?

5. Do you agree with Harrison Salisbury that
the "Soviet eyetes is not made for collective
rule"? Why or why not?

W. Use Reading "53 nis INDIVIDUAL'S ACCESS ?O
POLITICAL INFORMATION.
1. What were individuals in the Soviet Union

told about the Berlin Crises? What were they
n ot told? What about the China-Indian border
incident? What about the Cuban missile
crises?

2. Who decides what the Soviet citizen will be
told?

3. Now would you describe the role of communica-
tion media in the Soviet Union? The eocial-
ising force? Indoctrirltion?

4. To what extent is the Soviet citicen's poli-
tical activity limited by the government's
attitude torarli the dissemination of inform-
ation?

X. Use Reading 64 THE RIGHT TO DISAGREE:
DISSENT.

1. What are the subjects of Ckudeavais protests?
2. Is Ckudaave protesting Soviet ideology?
3. What is be suggesting when he sings "ie

should install a lamp, but in no way CM ve
raise the isomer?

4. Now effective do you think Ckudiava is in
getting support for his points of view?

5. Nov easy do you think it would be to convert
his kind of following into political influ-
ence?

T. Uee Reeding 05 IRS RIGHT TO DISAIRrEt
WERATION.
1. Refer to Reading #301 Nov many people were

eligible to vote in 1960 election of delegates165 to the Supreme Soviet? Bow many did vote?
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

2. Does passive alienation, the kind you saw
in the voter behavior studies in Reading #49,
exist within the Soviet Union?

3. What was Zeitsov's crime?
4. Do you think it is fair to punish a man for

something as petty as buying a couple 2f
pairs of stockings to sell to someone else?

5. Were Daniel and Sinyaysky alienated?
(Reading #45)

EVALUATION

1. Havo students learned that political systems are society's way of regulating r2lations be-
tween individuals and groups of people?

2. HEM, students learned the basis and background for contemporary governments?
3. Hare students It a they have responsibilities to the government under which they live, and

what those responi. ' lea are?
4. Have students learned the political institutions through which a government must operate?
5. Pose the student know the organization of the United State3 national, state and local

government?
6. Does the student knew the specific delegated functions of the different branches of government?
7. Do the students know what services are provided by the branches of local governsent?
8. Do students understand the organization and the operation of the two-party system?
9. Do students understand their civil rights as citizens, as well as their responsibilitiea?

10. Are the students able to make an intelligent comparison of United States and Soviet
govetnetente?

11. Do students know the historical background rod the ideologies of the Soviet Government?
12. Do students know that in practice political power in the Soviet Union is centered within the

Communist party, instead of being divided *song the 'ederated republics, as described by their

constitution?
13. Do students know the restrictions that are placed spun the individual rights of the Soviet

citizen?
lh. Have students learned to analyze narrative material, to interpret statistical material and to

develop an opinion based on facts?
15. Do students value the right of political participation and want to participate?

SLUCTED RI7E1124CES

WOKS AND PANPILLEIS

Brown. OGVEN042fT IN OUR musuc. row Torkt Macaillen

Brunt.. AMERICAS 03VERONENT. New York: Ginn and Company, 1968

Caldwell, John C. COMMUNISM IN OUR WORLD. John Day Company, 1963

Craig & Pearson ed. MERIT UNDER rdE LAW. Kew Mork: AM012114121 Education Press, 1963

Craig& Pearson ed. THE LAWSUIT. New York: American Education Press, 1968

Craig i Pogrom ed. RIGHTS OT ISE ACCUSED. New Tort: American Eduoation Press, 1968

Ferguson & MoNenry. TO AMERICAN AISTIM OF ONERNMENT. New Tork: McGraw Hill

Hoover, J. Edw. A BIDDY Or COMMUNISM. New fork: Bolt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963

Hunt, R. X. WORT AND PRACTICE at communat. New Eerier Macmillan Company, 1963

Jacobs, Den. TSB MASKS OF COMMUNISM. Sew fork: Harper S. Row, 1963

Johnson. TEE STATE AND LOCAL OCIVIGNOCONT. New Torkt Crowell

Karsch. GUIDE LINES OF AMERICAN DEMCOUCT: THE FEDMAL CONSTITUTION. Jefferson Cityi State

Publishing Company, 1963
Lockard. 1,01 POLITICS OF STATE AND RACAL 03VMOOGIT. Xew York: Macmillan, 1963

Lollop & Other.. AMERICAN °NEWET. Boston? Boughton Mifflin Company
MacDonald. AMMAN STATE GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION. New Torkt Crowell, 1960

McLananhan. MACORUDER'S AMERICAS MYER/NWT. Chicago: Allyn Bacon Company, 1969

Miller and Others. rift MEANING OF COMMUNISM. New Tork: Silver Burdett Company, 1963

Pieter bed Others. CIVIL LIBERTIES CASE STUDIES AND THE LAW. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,

1965
Pentair. 90VIET BEHAVIOR IX WORLD AFFAIRS. Son TIVACIOCOS Chandler Publishing Company, 1962

Rismow. AMERICAN COVERMMENT IN TODAY'S WORD. Nov York: D. C. Heath

AMITDOSAL amine
Armstrong. IISAWIT, POLITICS AND COYERIINDIT IN THE SOVIET UNION. New Torkt Praeger, 1762

Issilt42, Inward D. ed. POLITICAL DISTITVITIOS: READINGS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE. Boston:

InsgAtton Mifflin ConPmere 1962
Lefever, &oast and Walter Icionsteis, ed. PROYILS OF AMERICAN POLITICS. Boston: Boughton

Xifflin Congtemy, 1960
14416140r$ COMMIX IN MORT AND PRACTICE: A BOOK OF READINGS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

Ben Francietvi Clesseller Pablising Conpany,1964

*elan, Hobart, CAPITOL, COURTS:4SE AND CITE BALL. !WIRD EDITION. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
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Powell, Theodore. editor. DEMOCRACY IN ACTION: THE VOICES OF MEN IN AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1962

Rieber, Alfred and Robert 01. Nelson, ed. THE USSR AND COMMUNISM: SOURCE READINGS AND INTER-
PRETATIONS. Chicago: Scott, Foreseen and Company, 1964

Lietzky, Gene. FOUR WAYS OF BEING HUMAN. New York: The Viking Press, 1965
Scott, Andrew M., and Earle Wallace, ed. POLITICS, USA CASES ON THE AMERICAN DEMOCRATIC

PROCESS, SECOND EDITION. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1965
Schultz. COMPARATIVE POLITICAL SYSTEMS. New Yorks Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967
Starr, Isidore, Todd and Curti. LIVING AMERICAN DOCUMENTS. New York: Harcourt Brace
Swearingen. FOCUS: WORLD COMMUNISM. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1964
Swearingen. TUE WORLD COMMUNISM. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966
Scholastic. WHAT WE SHOULD KNOW ABOUT COMMUNISM AND WHY. New York: Scholastic, 1964
OFFICIAL MANUAL STATE OF MISSOURI. Jefferson City: Secretary of State, 1969

FLUIS

Our Constitution
Our Basic Civil Rights
Communise
Communist Accent on Youth
Communist Imperialism
Meet your Federal Government
Role of Government in American Economy

Evaluation of Unit

FILMSTRIP, TAPES, RECORDS AND TRANSPARENCY

Comparative Political Systems A V Kit. Holt Rine-
hart Winston (Fenton Series)

Citizen in Soviet Union
Citizen and His Courts
City Life Soviet Union
Cur Congress
Our Federal Government
Fells -al Courts

Federal Conatilation
Our Government

SAMPLE UNIT

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT !ND GOVERNMENT OF THE SOVIET UNION
(For concepts and activities refer to Concept VI)

1. Do students know the historical background and the ideologies of the Soviet Government?
2. Do students know the Soviet Constitution describes a political system to which political

power in the Soviet Union is centered within the Communist Party?
Do students know that the Communist Party is the only party in the Soviet Union?
Do students know that the Soviet leaders are likely to be members of the Communist Party who
hove worked their way up through the ranks?

5. Do students know that interest groups play some part in the selection of Soviet political
leaders, but the will of the general public has little influence on the selection of thee*
political leaders?

6. Do students know that the Council of Minimters of the USSR has legislative as well as
administrative powers?

7. Do students know the relative importance in the Soviet political system of the First
Secretary of the Cosecmist Party. the Premier of the Soviet government and the President
of the Soviet Union?

8. Do students know that the Communist Party has the power to mak* major policy decisions?
That the Soviet courts sees to h.:notion more as implesinters of 'tete policy than as
interpreters of the Soviet Constitution?

9. Do students knew that the Soviet Union does not permit the publication of i formation
considered hostile to policies proclaim:re by the national regime?

10. Do students know that the individual's right to dissent is limited in the Soviet Union?
11. lave students learned to analyse narrative material, to interpret statistical material, and

to develop an opinion based on feels?
12. Have student.' learned to synthesis* several pieces of data?
13. Have students learned to vent to participate in politics?
14. Do students value the right of political participation?

.

Referentle,

1:grg!.1APITAMENICI! U27151ns ocultrPIptiggenarM 11!?t, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1967

COMPARATIVE POLITICAL STSVIM,A V SIT. New Torki Solt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967
Swearingen. FOCUS: WORLD 00141(111SM. bostoni Houghton Mifflin Company, 1964
Swearingen. 'TUT WORLD or 00MKU11SM. Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company, 1966
Miller sad ()there. WS MAXIM O? 0300416M. Morristovn, New Jersey. Silver Burdett Coup/4%1963

Schapiro, Leonard. 'TIS 03410111S? PARTY 07 TEC SOVIET ONION. Nem forks Random House, 1960
Pastas,. SWIM BIHAY1011 /X UOHLD MAINS. Sao Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1962
Jacobs. WICKS OF COMMUNISM. New Toes: Harper k Row
Swat, R. P. MORT k PRACTICE OF COMMUNISM. Nov York: Mantillas: Company, 1963
Rooter, J. Edger. A STUDY 07 COMMUN. Rev Tort: Solt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1963

FILM STRIPS-Commmnisen City Lift, Soviet Onion.
TAPI4itiseaship in Soviet Vision
/71M-Communieni Communist Accent no Youth' .CoOmunist Imperialism
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LEVEL ELEVEN AND IWELVE

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (One Semester-Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. To enable the student to learn that a close relationship exists between the values held to
be stable and normal in a society and the behavior of that society.

2. To enable the student to learn that when individuals have confused attitudes in values, their
behavior becomes abnormal to society and effects the social order.

3. To enable the student to develop the ability to adjust to situations and interactions among
their peers.

I. THE ARIA' OF PSYCHOLOGY

CONCEPTS

1. Peychalog7 has a specific vocabulary.

2. Method, of psychological study involve
a. Experiment
b. Case study
a. Longitudinal studies
d. Cross sectional studies.

3. The development of psychology as a
social science covers It extensive
period.

II.

CONCEPTS

SUOGESTFD ACTIVITIES

A. Students prepare a "psychological vocabulary"
notebook to be used as a Dula for study and
understanding. This should be cumulative
throughout the course.

B. Explain by lecture and illustrative example
psychological terms.

C. Lecture to students giving a brief review of
psychology in modern life--Introduction to
psychiatry, psychoanalysis, experimental study,
research, eto.

D. Use film, "LSD* INSIGHT OR INSANITY". This
film provide good taoephere for discussion
and gaining student interest in self.

E. Use either volunteer group of students or the
whole class in troupe in the study of "methods
of psychological study". Each student or each
group will be using a different method of en-
ploying the techniques, skills, *to. These
are presented to the class.

PEFtSONALII"f

2. There is a biological and social founda-
tion for burin behavior.

2. Cultural background and socialisation
influence human personality, emotions,
values, attitudes and the social life
of persons.

3. Psychologists have

,. Development of good halite serves -

deals by freeing the mind for other sees.

3. A biers:4y of moods sect b. reasonably
well satisfied before the individual can
cowers himself with satisfying his needs
for self- actualisation.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Define personality.
B. Determine through research the seaming, influ-

ence and limitations of heredity and environ-
ment on personality.

C. Divide class into six groups - -three groups
gather data that supports the view that en-
vironment is more influential in determining
personality. three groups gather data to

classified personalities. support views that heredity is more important.
D. Use film "Conscience of a Child". Discuss,

process of identification.
E.U.se film "David sod Easel". Show effect on

personality of family 'sabers when there is a
lack of family cosmunicatior or when family
communication fails.

Y. Investigate and examine the Boll Adjustment
Isventory Test to acquire information regarding
the make -up of a personality teat.

O. Dee film "Untitled" --A modern art picture. Let
students interpret picture and give title.
Helps to illustrate the projective technique
(Rorschach or T.M.C.). Paper* should be
%swiped.

R. Rave students write an anonymous Door Abby typo
letter giving a personal problem or fray or
friend's problem. these letters are all sub-
mitted to a pes61 of five or se class members
she serve to interpret emd give answers.

1. roe easiest' in roteato-ttping proOese in class
demonstration.

J. NM current film or television program if it
tile is with topio being discussed.
Rave stedents to make 'Foetal report on topics
that iafluence personalityI...LSD, narcotics,

16 8
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CONCEPTS SUOGESTar ACTIVITIES

L. Use film "Emotional Health".
M. Use "Time and Emotion Stud;" by illustre'irg

with a volunteer student in a tooth brushing
demonstration using the right hand - -left hand
elements. After the demonstration, explain
this technique in used in industry by indus-
trial psychologist and labor management.
Technique may be used to settle labor disputes.

N. Sooio -drama of a family ignoring the psycholog-
ical needs around the dinner table. Have class
analyze the roles. Reverse the theme showing
complete awarenees of psychological needs of
family members. Analyze the roles and actions.

O. Use film "Moscow and Self-actualization". Stu-
dents may see examples of self-actualization.

P. Have volunteer student to report on SRA Pamphlet
"Philosophy of Life".

Q. Use Handout--"Hierarchy of Human Motives or
Moeda", page 25-Kalish. PSYCHOLOGY OF HUMAN
BEHAVIOR.

R. Use the exercise to cause students to analyze
important qualities. In groups diacuss their
concepts of the followings
1. Ideal personality
2. Ideal male
3. Ideal female
4. Effect of physical growth on adolescent

personality.
All groups converge in a large circle and
verbally compare notes on group dissuasions.

S. Acquaint students with personality by giving
different types of personality toots. Meaning
and interpretation are than explained.

III. PERCEPTION AND/OR LEARNING RESULTS FROM EXPERIENCE, INTELLIGENCE AND .CTIVATION

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Learning revolts troy basic training A. Principles of different learning theories are
and experience. illustrated by experienceer i.e.

1. learning by association is illustrated by
2. The proem of learning is batted on doing exercise on page 442, Sorenson and

speciflo principles. Male PSYCHOLOGY FOR LIVING.
2. Memory is illustrated by doing exercise on

3. Principles of learning include) page 447, Sort-eon and Male PSYCHOLOGY FOR
a. Asoeciatioe LIVING.
b. Conditioning 3. Memory capacity of the human brain is
0. 18-inforeement illustrated by reading of series of digits
d. Motivation (ran. from 6 to 15 digits) and testing
I. Problem solving recall.

B. Principles cf conditioning and reinforcement
4. There is as later -relatIonahip between the are illustrated by discussing hypo-thetical or

process of learning and memory, critits.4 actual tests.
thinking and reasoning. C. Two experiments in sense perception are con-

ducted. Four students (two boys and two girls)
5. Learning starts at birth and continues are blindfolded and are instructed to hold their

through life. noses shut. Then they are told to eat what is
handed to them, and to report what it was- -

6. Formal education uses principles of apples, onions, potatoes, pears, celery, it'd-
leaning. s -can be used. This usually illustrates

t .t th) (maze of taste is dolled if the sense
7. The future learning process will continue of smell and sight is not used.

the use of aids, teaching machines, etc. D. Test **zee of hearing by blindfolding a student
who is instructed to sit in a chair situated is
the center of the room. Spoons are then click-
ed together by oths students, one of thea at
a time, at different times. From four points
is the room directly in front and in be,* of
the student, and directly on either side of the
atedent. This reveals that the origin of sound
ealnot be determined when it is on the "verti-
cal plane". (Directly in frost :or directly is
back of the subject) The or gin car be dis-
cerned it it is from either aid., u. less one
ear is closed.
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CONCEPTS

rv.

2212EUI

1. ldscational end vocational goals Pre A.
related to social class identification.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

E. A problem solving outline is banded out. A

volunteer with a problem reveals this problem
to class. Other students supply possible solu-
Cons according to the problem solving outline.

F. A simple experiment in extra-sensory perception
is conducted. Discussion of results and powsi-
bilities to follow.

G. Dave students read chapters 3 and 4 "Perceiving
the Environment" and "Principles of Learning
and Application" Kalish, THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
HUMAN BEHAVIOR.

H. Apply principles of learning to effective study.
I. Social Psychology Tests

1. This is a timed testi Work as rapidly as
possible in order to complete it!

2. Real all questions carefully before starting
the test.

3. Print your name in the following space:

4. Write the name of your city in the following
spaces

5. Circle the twelfth letter of the sentence
in item 04.

6. Underline the last word of the sentence in
item 02.

7. Cross out the first word of the sentence in
item 02.

8. Spell the word paychology3
9. Find the sum of the following numbers

12.14-2731-64112
10. Blacken out the fourth letter of the fourth

word in item #2.
11. Write the 24th letter of the alphabet in the

following spaces
12. Indicate whether you are male or females

13. touble underline-Me entire sentence in
item #7.

14. How many years have you been ir school?
15. Slowly count aloud tram twelve to sere.
16. In item #3, did you print or wits your nese?

. Did you place your lot name first?
17. Standup and recite the first line of "Mary

Ham a Little Lakin. Sit down.
18. Circle the entire sentence in item #2.
19. Answer ONLY PA.@ #3, 8, 12. It 14 not

necessary to answer any others.
20. 1784 pen, not pencil, in writing this test.
21. Reread item 02.

CONTIOVIRSIAL ISSUES AND SOCIAL MUMS

3.
2. slonformity occurs when a person's actions

or judgments are determiped by the pressures°.
of the group rather than by his own values.

D.
3. Socially mobile people fa** some problems

of aeeeptamce is the new poops as well as
°pallet in leaving at old group.

4. Mole prejudices exist all over the world
but differ is intemeity, is ooatents aLa
is 'tette.

5. PrOmdieee are loused. NO ems teeter sem
explain all type* of prejudice. P.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Use film "Willis Catches On"--Brings out various
kinds of prejudices and process of acquisition.
Use file "High Yell -.4ave students suggest
methods which sey have prevented wrong attitudes
Conduct buss sessions on was media as it
influences attitude.
Nave students bring to class newspaper editor-
ials differing radically in point of view on
sons social problem. Analyse the editorials
is term' of technique of propaganda.

s speaker trained and experienced in
military life speak on war from his point of
view. Have a perms frankly opposed to war
!peak. Account for different attitudes.
Common attitudes. Tour attitudes. Rave your
attitudes bees modified?
Rave students for a week watch and report on
television progress depicting crime. Are plays

realistic? Is the offender depicted as a hero?

Are lay enforcement *Moore depicted as hero.?
Are offenders young, middle-aged or old personal
Are they um or wows? What suggestions are
seas for prev sting crime!



CONCEPTS

6. Prejudices or "pre-judgments" may be
positive or negative.

7. Propaganda and education differ in purpose,
but not neceaaarily in content.

SUMESTED ACTIVITIES

G. Save a student write a rather dramatic story
from two or three lead words. Include specific
facts, dates, name, and figures. Using ten
students --let writer read story to student #1.
The following day student #1 repeats story by
word of mouth to #2. The next day #2 toile the
story to 0; and so on to student #10. On the
10th day, student 110 will write the story.
Compare with the original which has been kept,
by reading both versions to the class. Were
facts forgotten, distorted, or added?

B. If anyone in class is a member of an ethnic
minority who has suffered for prejudice, ask
him to describe his experiences. Discuss acme
of these experiences briefly. Use one instance
for role playing. Ask the erson who received
the discrimination to play the part of the
person exhibiting prejudice.

I. Doing the basic values listed by Kalish,
PSYCHOLOGY OF HUNAN BEHAVIOR page 577, have
each student rank these in the order of impor-
tance to him. Construct n class profile. Die -

cues why few if any students had identical
ratings.

J. Problems of a controversial nature could be
discussed by panel or debate type groups.
Presenting arguments in favor or a,- and
defending views. The teacher as a
referee since the issues have no solution; but
do affect the behavior of individuals.

V. CAR= PLANNING AND LATER SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT

OONGEPTS

1. Other than housewives, the disabled, and
the retired, alaost all adults work for
financial return.

2. Job emcee-. and satisfaction are important
to the adequacy 0f the self-concept and the
enjoyment of life.

3. Vocational selection necessitates an aware-
ness of the day to day demeh:.'s of the job,

the job characteristics, working conditions,
advancement, fringe tomtits, etc.

4. Military service can be both vocationally
and academically profitable.

5. Students and others need information and
understanding for adequate career planning.

6. Information about students is available to
employers through counseling, testing and
self-evaluation,

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. In groups decide obeyers to the following
questions after research:
1. Whet are the personal characteristics to

consider in selecting a career?
2. What are the job characteristics to consider

in career planning?
3. List major sources of information in helping

select a career.
4. What types of personal information say a

counselor provide a student in career
-inc

5. What is the significance of the job market
in vocational planning?

B. Role playing in class followed by discussion:
1. An interview between a Negro applying for a

job and the personnel director of a company
that does not believe in hiring Negroes.

2. Discussion between a highly successful
businessman and his son. The father wants
his eon to follow in his footsteps; the eon
wants to be an artist.

3. An interview between a counselor and a
student. The student wants to be an
electrical engineer, yet the counselor feels
that his test sooros and grades predict
failure in achieving this goal.

4. A 0,1,411 session" between two students who are
debating the question: Is it better to go
into a profession that any help fellow human
Wags even if the pay is not good, or to go
into a job that sephasiees taking money with
the thought that some of the money ooul4 be
gins to those Who need it?

C. Class eve and take discussion on the role of
automation in career planning today and in the
futon.
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

D. Use several want-ad sections of the local
newspapers for an extended period. Make a
list of categories of jobs available. How do
they coincide with your own career plans?

E. Have counselor administer a Kuder Preference
Test or a report on teat previously taken.

F. ;let personality traits that may interfer with
success on job.

G. Arrange a panel discussion explaining the
importance of psychology in various professions
and occupations.

H. Study want ads. Note psychology related
positions.

I. Let students discuss good and bad points about
various jobs. Note all jobs have some bad
features.

J. Discuss the statements "If you are not happy
oo the job, you will not be happy in life."

K. Lecture on values and committment as related
to job security and success.

L. Make class survey of students who work on jobs
which students have held. What are reaaona for
quitting? Disappointmenta in employment should
be discussed.

N. Conduct extensive discussion of life on college
campuses and the various curricuLa. Include
social life on campus.

EVALUATION

1. Have attitudes changed toward acceptable behavior?
2. Have students acquired a speaking vocabulary of psychological terms?
3. Have students developed a harmonious method of interaction and communication?
4. Have students learned that a close relation exists between the values held to be stable and

normal in a society and the behavior of that society?
5. Have students learned that when individuals have confused attitudes in values, their behavior

becomes abnormal to society and affects the social order?
6. Have students learned tolerance toward others?
7. Have students adjusted to situations and interactions among their peers?
B. Have students gained maturity in accepting responsibility toward self and others?

SELECTED ItEFERENCES

BOOKS

Herelson and Steiner. HUMAN BEHAVIOR. New Yorks Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1967

Brame., Albar. PSYCHOLOGY, SCIENCE OF BEHAVIOR. New Yorks Allyn and Bacon, 1564
Burgess, and Locks. THE FAMILY. New Yorks American Book Company, 1953
Coleman:, J. C. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND MODERN LIFE. Third Edition. Mew Yorks Scott foreman

Compaq', 1964
Crow, Gisler. READINGS IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. New Yorks Barnes and Noble, 1966

Engle, T. L. PSYCHOLOGY. Fourth tditioa. New Yorks Harcourt Brace and Company, 1969

Kalish, Richard A. PSYCHOLOGY OF HUMAN BKHAVIOR. New Yorks Wadsworth Publisher, 1966

Kassab/a and Doyle. PSYCHOLOGY. Reading, Kuala Addison Wesley Publishing Company, 1966

Powdermaksr. PROBING OUR PREIVIIN1. New Yorks Harper and Row, 1944
Sartain sad Others. PSYUBOL447-UNOCUTANDING MAP RIZAVIOR. New Yorks McGraw -Hill, 1967

Shibutani, Tamotsu. SOCIETY AND PERSONALITY. New Yorks Prentice tall, 1961

Simpson and linger. RACIAL AND CULIVRAL MINORITIES. Third Edition. New York' Harper and Row,

Sorenson and Halm. PSYCHOLOGY FOR LIVING. New Yorks McGraw Bill, 1964

MAGAZINES

Parente MOM IN
Psychology Tods.1
Reader's Digest

PAMPHLETS

Careers. MtNTAL HEALTH OOHS TODAY AND TOMORROW. Public Affairs Pamphlet. New York
Chriateasea. ammo JOS WARM& SEA
Dr. Pratt DeVas sad *Aar. MINTAL mint IS A FAMILY AFFAIR. P.A.P.

Henry. NPI4P1NO YOUR PERSINIALITE. SEA
laagerey. CIKIVIDIO TOUR CAMEL SRA

&molls, Irene N. D. IMOTIONAL MILOS OtItIMESS

Ogg. WWI A FAMILY FACES STEM. P.A.P.
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Packard. -o TOUR DREAMS MATCH TOUR TAUNTS? SRA

Paulson. DISCOVERING YOUR RZAL INTEREST. SRA
Plummer and Blocker. COLLEGE, CAREERS, AND YOU. SRA

Smith. BUILDING YOUR PHILOSOPHY OF Lill. SRA
Spuregeon, English M. D. EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS OF GROVING DP. SRA
Stevenson and Hilt. TENSIONS AND HOW TO MASTER THEM.
Thomas and Ogg. SWARD MENTAL HEALTH. P.A.P.
Vogel, Victor. FACTS ABOUT NARCOTICS. SRA
Wolf. YOUR CHILD'S EMOTIONAL HEALTH. P.A.P.

SAMPLE UNIT

MENTAL HEALTH

I. EMOTIONS

CONCEPTS

1. Human beings are capable of feeling and displaying a tremendous range of emotions.
2. When an emotional state occurs, the body undergoes certain physiological changes. Since these

changes are usually difficult to observe, we often need to accept the report of the individual
that he is feeling an emotion.

3. Emotions can be motivating. On occasion, emotions can reduce the effectiveness of behavior
but they are more likely to increase the effectiveness of behavior.

4. Some emotional responses occur alnoat naturally. Others occur as a result of learning.
3. In every society, people Liars what emotions may properly be expressed, and under what

conditions.
6. Anger and other emotions may be displaced upon scapegoats.
7. Anxiety, an emotional state similar to fear, results from anticipation of the future or

concern over some vague or unknown and unexplainable possibility.
A. Definition of section
B. Development and expressions of emotions
C. Example of emotions*

1) Tear
2) Anger
3) Anxiety

D. Emotion as a "mixed-blessing"
E. Study of the lie-detector.

II. BASIC TYPES OF STRESS

CONCEPTS

1. Stressful conditions include conflict, frustration, anxiety and guilt all are evidenced in
C..y-to -day living. All individuals not have an equal ability to CON with stress.

2. There are some specific factors that lead to stress.
3. The degree of stress tolezance is related to the strength of the self-concept and flexibility

of the individual.
4. Physiological changes occur in response to stress.
3. Adjustment mechanisms are unconscious remitions that serve to protect the individual's self -

concept and enable him to interpret his behavior as consistent with his values and self- concept
6. Adjustment mechanisms may redirect responsibility, allow for withdrawal, and produce feelings

of affiliation.
7. Defense mechanisms often function as psychological crutches. There is danger that they will

be used longer than necessary, but removing them too quickly can result in falling.
8. Responses to atreas may produce growth, increase motivation, new insights, new levels of

aspiration, and new approaches to old problems. On other occasions the individual needs to
learn to live with the stress in his life.
A. Stress
B. Conflict*

1) Approach-approach
2) Avoidance-avoidance
3) Approach-avoidance
4) Multiple approach-avoidance

C. Frustration'
1) Personal inadequacy

') Natural conditions

3) Nan-made conditions
D. Adjustment Mechanism

1) Dotes** mechanisms*

a. Projection
b. Rationalisation
e. Compensation
d. Sublimation
e. Negativism 173t. Temper tsatrums
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E. Anxiety r.od Quilt:
1) Family relstionshipe
2) Love and affection
3) Opposing group standards
4) Sox-role demands
5) Sex and hostile-aggressive behavior
6) Problems with authority figures
7) Academic and vocational succese
B) Financial pr:ssures
9) Health
10) Death and bereavement

III. NORMAL AND ABNORMAL HEALTH OF THE INDIVIDUAL

03NCEPTS

1. Problems are involved is mental health.

2. Normal and abnormal behaviors occur in an attempt at adjustment.
3. Eatablish a bailie to assess behavior as normal or abnormal.
4. Set up a criteria for a well balanced personality.
5. Look objectively at mental illness. Learn some air- conceptions about mental illness.
6. Acquire a workable knowledge and store of information on various categories and types of

abnormal pathologies, their symptoms, causes, incidence, prognosis and treatment.
7. Vocabulary of psycholofft

A. Abnormal-Normal Behavior:

1) Regard behavior, normal, or abnormal, as a way of acting or adjusting.
2) Definition of abnormal behavior
3) Criteria for abnormal behavior
4) Assessment of abnormality or normality

B. Twentieth-Century Age of Anxiety:
1) Why this age is ao called
2) Facts on mental health-recent statistics (hand out)

C. Common belief and misconceptions about mental illness.
D. Classification of abnormal behaviors

1) Neurosis:
a. Factors
b. Common characteristics of neurceis
C. Five specific types of neurosis and sole symptoaas

(1) /nxiety reactions
(2) Converaion states
(3) Dissociative reactions
(4) Obsessive - compulsive
(5) Neurotic depression (pbobia.i)

2) Psycloosomatic or psycho-physiological disorders:
a. Definition
b. Specific types*

(1) Nivea
(2) Headaches
(3) Backaches
(4) Asthma

c. Brief discussion on therapy and prognosis
3) Functional Psychosess

a. Definition
b. Specific typed

(1) achisopareatia

(2) Paranoid noontime
(3) Manic - depressive

(4) Imvoletiomel probes*.
e. Merv, mod prognosis

4) Commis Perabooeo:
a. Definition
b. Specific Types:

(1) Paresis:
(2) Delirium Frames
(3) Senile psychoses

a. therapy and Prognosis
5) Character Disordarss

a. Lefialtion and oomearabla titles, personality disorders or psyehopatMc personality
b. Specific types

(1) Juirseile delinquents
(2) Criminal
(3) Sur offesderse sex perverts
(4) billets

a. treatosata
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IV. THERAPY

OONCEPTS

1. The will-balanced individual'
A. Criteria for mental health (Heirarchy of needs, Maslow)
B. Therapy as preventative
C. Therapy as a Therapeutic

2. The maladjusted individual:
A. Kedioal therapy;

1) Shook therapy
2) Chemo-therapy (tranquilisers and anti- depressants)

3) Psycho surgery
4) New trends in care and treatment of mentally ill

B..Paycho -therapy approaches-group, client centered thereny, etc.:
1) Psychiatrist
2) Psychiatric social worker
3) Psychologist
4) Psycho - analysis

O. Socio.therapy--emphaala on holistic approach

ACTIYITISS

1. Lecture
2. Combination lecture-discussion

3. Films'
A. Emotional Health
B. Emotional
O. Drug Addiction
D. Druse and the nervosa system

E. Sobisophrenis types (S.I.V. Library)
F. Alcohol and the Human Body

4. Field trips tolSt. Louis Training School
St. Louis Mental Hospital

5. Ha guest speaker from above institution to show slides, and propere students for visite.
6. Use of current publications on mental health.
7. Cre of case study for the various types of disorders.
8. 1744 of illustrative materials to show einamics of certain seats] disorders.
9. tlea of various handouts'

A. Facts on Mental Health
B. Classification of diaoasea
O. Increase number of mental illnesses

SVOGISTO REFERENCES

1. "KiaGs Cam be Needed" National kssociation for Mental Health, 1967. Fact Sheet, N. T. 1967
2. Coleman, James O. ABMOS(AL PSYCHOLOGY AND MODERN LIFE, THIRD EDITIOW. Scott Folesman, 1964
3. Richard A. Isaiah. PS7CIOLOGT OF NUMMI BEHAVIOR. Wadsworth, 1966
4. Albert Brous. PSYCHOLOGY, hOIENCE OF BEHAVIOR. Allyn Al Bacon, 1964

5. Herbert Somme, Marguerite Has. PSYCHOLOGY FOR LIVING. McGraw-Rill, 1997
6. Lester Crow. READINGS IN GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY. Barnes and Noble, New York, 1966
7. Ourrmit *paths Article.
S. Newspaper °lipping's

9. Television programs and movies
10. Westlake. RELATIONSHIPS, A STUDY IN =KAN BEHAVIOR. Gina, 1969
11. Peterson, NOCZESFUL LIVING. Allyn i Bacon, 1968
12. Any other courts that may prove helpful
13. Films as listed order activities
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LEVEL ELEVEN AND TWMVE

FAMILY RELATIONS (One Senrster -Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. To enable the student to develop an understanding of how their behavior in the various
developmental periods affects themselves and othern.

2. To Illustrate to the student the value of good physica2 and mental health as it relate, to
personal happiness tnd a wholesome family life.

3. To enable the student to understand the value of human and spiritual values in family living.
4. To illustrate responsibilities involved in prrenthood and home making.
5. To establish that the home is a social institution and is a basic unit of a viab's democratic

society.

6. To provide a foundation for the student to use critical thinking and inquiry in raking value
Judgements that may affect the well being and success of each member of a family.

I. T4E INDIVIDUAL IN THE FAMILY

CONCEPTS

I. Each individual has basic physical and
psychological needs.

2. Heredity and environment ere both forces
In individual personalit Jevelopment.

3. Satisfaction of basic needs at each stage
of 'ifs are necessary to good mental
health.

4. The role of the individual in the family
varies in relation to ideals, conditions,
situationsA attitudes and concept of
featly.

5, The individual forms his standard of be-
havior through a reaction to his envi:on-
sent by his personality.

6. Harsonious communication and interaction
by family members result in a strength-
ened family unity.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Read Henninger, in C. UNDSTANDING YOURSELF.
Science Research Association, Inc., 1960.

B. Read Smart & Smart. LIVING IN FAMILIES.
Houghton Mifflin Co., 1961 Chpts. V and VII.

C. Read Duvall, Evelyn M. FAMILY LIVING. 3rd Ed.
Macmillan Co., 1961. Chapter 1.

D. Use traaapar.ncy or chalkboauL showing relation-
ship between individual and influences of home,
church, school, neighborhood, and peer groups.

E. Use filmstrip "Understanding Myself" (Shool
Library)

F. Reading assignments: Scheinfeld, Aaron.
HEREDITY AND YOU. Lippincott, 1958. Fosdick,
ON BEING A REAL PERSON Chap. 2., Schiemel. HOW
TO BE AN ADOLESCENT AND SURVIVE. Chap. XI.

G. Use case study approach: Example of harmony in
interaction. Discuss methods of self control
that were used and have been used.

H. Dale Carnegie suggests six rules to make people
like you:
1. Become genuinely interested in people.
2. Smile
3. Remember that a *ante name is to his the

/sweetest and the moat important sound in
the English language.

4. Be a good listener.
5. Talk in terms of the other pereon's interest
6. Make the other person feel important and Go

it sincerely.
Use this as a basis for discussion on making
people like Tin. Contrast Rule I, an atti-
tude with the other rules of behavior of
action. Collect other examples of attitudes,
ways of action to fit other topics, or
situations.

I. Nave students make a personal inventory of their
personality. On a sheet of paper list the
assets in a column on the left. On the right
list the liabilities. Check the liabilities
that could be corrected with little effort, and
underscore those that would require time and
much effort.

J. Using the "Developmental Tasks from Birth to
Maturity", TANTLY LIVING, Pages 302-510, Duvall,
disousa the tasks you have not acquired, or
have only partially acquired.

X. Write and um: skits to point out personality
probless. MN to illustrate a correct method
or a ooirect method of attack.

L. Use role -playing by assigning the roles of
persona in diaagreesent, (parents, teachers,
bully, police, a coneerrative, a liberal, ate.)

M. Use current publication stories, news articles,
and T.V. progress to point out sons concopta of
ftiounicatioa, family living, personality needs
and typical problems in adjustment.
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II. It").RIAGE IS A WAY OF LIFE

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. A successful family fulfills the basic
needs of each member at each stage of
life development.

2. Sound pato:ital guidance at each stage of
development is vital to growth of effective
individuals, family members, or members
of society.

3. Dating is an American cultural system
of mats selection.

4. Individuals qualify best for marriage
when they are well acquainted, when they
are mature enough that personality needs
will not greatly change, when they under-
stand the raise and responsibilities of
marriage partners, and have mutual
present and long term goals.

5. Reasonable adjustments in values, attitudes
and behavior are necessary to marital
success and satisfaction.

6. Many characteristics that sake for a
successful permanent marriage are
evidenced during pre- marriage social
relationships.

A. Evaluate in class discussion the traits of
emoticial immaturity, Landis & Landis, page
148 -145i PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT, KARRIAGE AND
FAMILY LIVING.
Discuss these factors in the light of success-
ful friendships, successful marriage, marriage
failure.

B. Evaluate the traits of emotional maturity
(above reference). Discuss these in the light
of successful friendships, successful and
unauccessful marriage.

C. Let half the students prepare a list of desir-
able qualities and traits for a mate. Let the
remaining students prepare a list of undesir-
able, or intollerable traits for a mate. Dis-
cuss the outcome of marriages in which these
traits exist.

D. Submit case study briefe of various personality
types. Let class evaluate each as to a prob-
able success or failure as a marriage mate.

,E. Use film "Ie It Love". Evaluate the qualities
of the characters. What factors point to
failure? Straus parental approval or dis-
approval.

F. Show film "Are You Ready For Marriage". Stress
importance of narrowing the psychological dis-
tance through association over a longer period

of courtship. Emphaairm the factors in Cupid's
Check list.

0. Show film "When Should I Marry" Use the case
of Hal and Helen to illustrate immaturity, poor
judgement and financial inadequacy. Use the
CAS. of Bert and Betty to show need for agree-
must on values and agreement on long term coals.

H. Use "Test For Agreement" Landis and Landis,
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT, MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING,
page 134. Have students choose preference of
activity of the thirteen listed choices. Com-
pare choice by two students of opposite sex.
Note the number of failures to agree on choice
of activity.

I. Using some point of disagreement in above aver -
ciao, let two disagreeing students play the
role of mates and reach an agreement on the
point of issue.

J. Have student write a personal analysis on a
topic as "Myself Thirty Years Hence" Include
goals, self-evaluation, inf.uenee of society.

H. Using library resources, write a reaction to a
book on behavior standards such as
OOD SEX AND YOUTH, Hulse
SEX WAYS TN FACT AMC FAITH, ,uvall
BLUEPRINT FOR TEEN-AGE LIVING, Henninger
TW1XT TWELVE AND TWENTY, Boone
THRESHMOLDS TO ADULT LIVING, Craig
DOVE AND THE FACTS OF LIFE, Duvall
WHY WAIT TILL MARRIAGE, Duvall (Others)

L. Show film "Pow Shall I Love ?hoe". Have stu-
dents evaluate the attitudes and behaviors
patterns of the characters. What factors in-
fluenced toward q4estionable behavior? What
factors influenced toward acceptable behavior?

H. Uee student panel groups to report on topics:
Use of Featly Car
Hours to tet in from dates
Steady datief -pro and con
Use of alcohol on dates
Problems of narcotics facing youth.

N. Show films "Narcotics, The Inside Story"
"Stluction of tho Innocent"
Follow wit's discussion can drugs-effects and
illegal usage.
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CONCEPTS

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

0. Show film "Innocent Fin 4' and
"Quarter Million Teenagers"
Discuss V. D. from viewpoint- -who in innocent?
Prevalence of V. D. prevention.

P. Use filmstrip "Steariy Dating",
"Getting Along With Parents",
"Dating"

Discuss abortion as to legality, and as to
danger involved.
Discuss adoption as an alt'rnative. Show the
desire for adoption. Discuss the possibility
for a child adopted by devoted responsible
people in the relationship CO lank of advantage
to an unwanted, possibly unloved child in a
home of aged grandparents.

R.

H.

III. FAMILIES IN OUR SOCIETY

1. The American way of life is dependent
upon the family unit.

2. In American culture, the family is the
approved unit for bearing and rearing
children.

3. Families vary as to composition,as to
age and number, degrees and kind of
control, and socio-economic statue.

4. The physical, emotional and mental health
of the !_ndividual is dependent upon the
(easily and public agencies.

5. The family provides for both formal and
informal transmission of cultural heritage
and democratic values.

6. The establishment of more: and spiritual
values and attitudes are largely depen-
dent on the family unit.

7. The fanny functions include the physical,
social and personality development of its
members into worthy family members,
community members and world citizens.

8. In American culture, the family with the
help of the community provide for the
recreation mmd the education of the
indivudual.

9. The American ecteoLy is influenced by
the economic practice, of the American
:wily.

10. Rapid changes in society creates needs
for adjuatmesta in family living in
order to maiatain stability.

11. Every family goes through a life cycle
with each stags involving both adjust-
ments and satisfaction.

32. Social, community or cultural problems
involve family and community inter-
action.

13. Mosey and other resorrees mast be
imaged with careful utiliution,
if basis needs and goals are to be
achieved.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Read Landis & Landis PERSONAL ADJUSPMLNTS,
MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIVING, Chapter 13-25, for
background information.

B. Conduct a debate discussion concerning mental
competence as a requirement for a marriage
license.

C. If a premarital counseling service personal
speaker is available or a person versed in the
legal aspect of marriage, have them speak to
the class, answering questions concerning the
legal requirements.

D. Use a foreign exchange student (if possible)
or various nationalities represented in class.
Have these students report on marriage customs
from the areas with which they are familiar.

E. Use came studies of mixed marriages. These

isy be real cases or from reading sources.
Let students make suggestions for mathods to
resolve or avoid difficult situations.

F. Divide the class into seven group3. Let each
Group make a study and report by a panel group,
giving problems. examples, length of tine for
adjustaent and probably success in each of the
seven major areas of marital adjuatsent.

O. In a ea:Jo-drama have students demonstrate
featly quarrelling. Show how quarrels may ts
used to aid constructive problem solving.
Show bow uten the issue is ignored in personal
attacks it destroys relationship and solves no
problem.

R. Show film "Handling Marital Conflict".
I. Teeluate the two couples quarrels. Show why

the more heated quarrel was the moat. construc-
tive.

J. Have class suggest methods for getting along
with in-laws. Evaluate se4gestions given.
Landis & Landis, PERSONAL ADJVSTKETI MARRIAGE
AND FAMILY LIvimo, Pages 246-249.

H. Use research data, or interview by legal expert
to show or explain'
1. Causes of divorce
2. Legal causes for dtvoece
3. Problees that face the divorced
4. Child support.

L. Lecture to class on the responsibility of
prospective parents preparing for parenthood,
childbIrth, end adjustment to pregnancy and
to becoming a parent.

M. Have class webers relate examples of childhood
behavior. Evaloste cause, and possible types
of Correction as being constructive or des-
tructive.

N. Ihubasise discipline as more effective than
punishment in general outcome o: the individual.
Show emotional development and adequacy to be
closely related as to effective child rearing.
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OONC)PIB SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

O. Have students who have an adequate situation
to observe a younger child over a period of
one month. Report to the Glees on behavior.
What behavior done by the child may have also
been done by an adult? Would it have been
normal or abnormal for an adult?

P. Show the film "Terrible Two's and Trusting
Three's". Why do their attitudes change?

Q. Show files "Conscience of a Child", How is con-
science developed?

R. Review Landis & !Amine PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT -
MARRIAGE ANL ?AMY LIVING. Chapter 19-20.
Diacusa the major problems of families related
to money.

S. Read;
1. CONSUMER CREDIT AND YOU
2. BASIC PRINCIPLES IN FAMILY MONEY AND CREDIT

MANAGEMT. Hawser
3. BOW TO STRETCH YOUR MONEY. Margoliva
4. BUYER, BE WARY! . Margoliva
5. A GUIDE TO CONSUM112 CREDIT. Margoliva
6. Others of this nature

T. Show films;
1. "Why Budget"
2. "Wise Ube of Credit"

U. Relate films to reading. Discuss value of
budget.
Meaning of credit
How credit is earned
Cost of credit
Why credit must cost
When credit Li advantageous
When cash buying is advantageous
Disadvantages of credit buying
Kinds of credit.

V. Have s.udenta select at least four items they
are DOW or would consider buying when married.
Using research (Conaumer0a Guide, Consumer's
Reports, Current periodioals) decide what
variety of tht product desired would be the
beat to buy.

W. Using an average family income, plan a budget
for a hypothetical fatally oonaisting of not lesa
than one child. Itemise the needs under the '

heading: Food; a:leiter; household operation;
clothing; transportation; personal advancement;
savinBOI insurance and contributions. Use
separate sheet to list food items by name,
amount, coat of unit and total coat.

K. Make a study of furnishing cost and housing
payments for hypothetical home, which you may
reasonably expect to secure by your third year
of marriage. Interview a real estate salesman
to determine cost, interest, taxes, and house
payment.

Y. Let students decide on a type car that would
be most satisfactory for family car.
1. Divide class according to automobile make

interest. Let these students cc tact at
least two dealers sod cheek for the following
information'
a. Cash cost of car witbcut accessories
b. Cash cost of car with accessories
C. Required down payment on car
d. Monthly payment on car

2. Have driver's eiucation teacher talk to the
class concerning the following items;
a. Iasurancs cost for various age drivers
b. Average miles* for driers
e. General upkeep ads and coat
d. License cost (state and local)
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IV. FAMILIES OF OTHER CULTURES

CONCEPTS

1. There are similarities among families of
different culturee.

2. Underatanding of differences in culture
patterns improve appreciation and under-
standing of behavior of other peoples.

3. Appreciation of different cultures tend
to strengthen relationship among people
of the world.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Have various students make a study and report
to class on specific cultures.

B. When available have international or foreign
exchange student to describe culture patterns,
dating, and marriage practices in his or her
culture.

C. Use students that may have lived in, or visited
other culture areas, to give their experiences.
Especially use behavior, dating habits, and
marriage practices.

D. Have a general class buss session. Use ques-
tions students have and comments they make to
bring the class to a general appreciation and
understanding of other cultures.

EVALUATION

1. Have students a better understanding of self, and their lite goalal
2. Have students an understanding of him. their behavior in the various developmental periods

affect themselves and otherel
3. Do students recognise the needs of others in a family group?
4. Do students appreciate the value of good physical health, and good mental health as it relates

to personal happiness and a wholesome family life?
5. Do students appreciate human and spiritual values in family living/
6. Ease students learned to appreciate the reeponaibilities involved in parenthood and home making?

7. Do students understand ..;* home as a social institution and as a basic unit of society, even

a democracy?
3. Have students gained a competency in derision- making, and value judgeqents necessary for

happy family living?

9. Have students gained an understanding of the effecta contemporary living has on the family?
10. Have students developed an ability to use critical thinking and inquiry in making vale

judgements that may affect the well being and success of esch member of a family/
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PAMPHLETS

Applebaum., WORKING WIVES AND MUMS. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Black. IF I HAPPY OUTSIDE KY RELIGION. Public Affairs Pamphlet

Carson. SO YOU WANT TO ADOPT A BABY. Public Affairs Pamphlet

Cohen. PERSONAL MN= MANAGEMENT. Bankers Association of America
Duvall and Duvall. SAVING YOUR MARRIAGE. Public Affairs Pamphlet

Eckert. SO YOU THIN: IS LOVE. Public Affairs Pamphlet
English, D. A GUIDE TO SUCCESSFUL FATHERHOOD. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Henry. EXPLORING YOUR PERSONALITY. Science Research
Jenkins and Kouman. MW TO LIVE WITH PARENTS. Science Research
Kirkendall. TOO YOUNG TO MARRY. Public Affairs Pamphlet
LeSnan. YOU AND YOUR ADOPTED CHILD. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Mace. WHAT MAKES A MARRIAGE HAPPY. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Menninger. MAKING AND KEEPING FRIENDS. S.R.A.

Henninger. UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF. S.R.A.

Neuga tee. BECOMING KEN AND *MN. S.P.A.
Margolius. BUM, BE WARY. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Margolius. punt MONEY PROBLEM. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Margolius. CONSUKEZ'S GUIDE TO HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Margolius. HOW TO STRITCH YOUR MOREY. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Ogg. WHEN PARENTS GROW OLD. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Ogg. DIVORCE. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Osborne. DDECRALY BEGINS AT HOKE. Public Affairs Pamphlet
Scriptographic Booklet. CONSUMER CRLDIT AND YOU. Charming L. Bete Company, 1965
Smith. BUILDING YOUR PHILDSOPKI OF LIFE. S.R.A.

Weitzman. GROWING UP aniaLr. S.P.A.

BUILDING YOUR MARRIAGE. Public Affairs Pamphlet

PERIODICALS

Parents Magazine
P.T.A. Magazine
Journal of Family Living
Readers Digest
Consumer's Report

FILMS

ACT YOUR AGE
ANSWERING THE CLILD'S WAYS
ARE YOU READY FOR MARRIAGE
EARLY )(ARAM
INGAGODOGITs ROMANCE OR EBALITY
FEELING OF DEPRESSION
HANDLING MARITAL CONFLICTS
HOW DO I LOVE THEE
DIOCK3MT PARTY
IS THIS 1A7VE

LSD MUM OR INSANITY
MARRIAGE IS A PARTNERSHIP
icuoyiust THE INSIDE STORY
PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES IN THE SEXES
QUARTER ZILLION TEEN-A0ERS
SEDUCTION OF THE INNOCENT
TERRIBLE TWO'S; TRUSING TOTE'S
WHIM MOULD I MARRY
HISS USE or CREDIT
WIT MOW

TILE STRIPS

ALCOHOL AND YOU 'PARTS I AND II
DATING
FAMILY PORTRAITS
GETTING ALONG WITH PARENTS
GOING STEADY
NARCOTICS AND YOUIPARTS I AND II
SO YOUR BUDGET WON'T FUDGE
WITH THIS RING
NEW MRALITY



SAMPLE UNIT

FAMILY FINANCE

CONCEPTS

1. Effective management of a family income A.

aids in redction of family conflict.

2. Coat of home purchasers involves interest, B.

taxes, and require.: insurance. C.

D.

3. Family income is a joint responsibility E.

of marriage partners.

4. Credit is used by most all American
people in some form.

5. Credit is earned.

6. The factors of credit rating are capital and
character.

There should be a close relationship
between income and credit obligations. I.

8. A budget is the best way to plan
effective money management.

F.

0.

H.

9. Insurance, en almost necessary item in
any family money plan, primarily affords J.

protection.

10, Consumer information is available in
many reliable sources.

11. Transportation cost, an item of expense,
is increasingly important because of
inadequate public transportation system
and the society recreational interest.

12. Vocational preparation and choice should
consider long turn values.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Read Landis & Landis, Chapter 19-20,
PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT, MARRIAGE AND ',WILY

RELATIONS.
Use film WHY BUDGET?
Ube filmstrip SO YOUR BUDGET WON'T BALANCE.
Use film WISE USE OF CREDIT.
Use CONSUMER REPORTS. Read a report on items of
concern, noting ratings and points examined.
Have speaker from Missouri Consumer Finance
Association.
Read the booklet CONSUMER CREDIT AND YOU.
Read BASIC PRINCIPLES IN FAMILY MONEY AND
CREDIT MANAGEMENT by Carl F. Hawyer-National
Consumer Finance. Learn the following termso

Credit rating Service credit
Discretionary income Delinquent disposable in-
Installment buying come
Credit Terms Collateral
Plan a family budget on an average family
income using one or two children. Include an
itemized list of items and coat for food,
clothing, household operation, transportation,
shelter, personal advancement and saving',
insurance, and ontributiona.
Have students go house shopping. Interview
salesman. Establish tho following) cost of
home, down payment required, closing coat,
amount of loan payment on principal and interest
Estimated taxes, home owners ireurance cost,
total down payment on 20, 25, or 50 year loans.
Note the total amount paid on the total amount
Paid without interest.

Plan an itemized list with unit cost per item
and total cost per room for furnishing home.
What would it dor! to furnish an entire house?
Cash down payment-monthly payment.
How do the monthly home payment and the monthly
furnishing payment compare with your budget
estimate for Shelter and furnishing expense?
Read FAMILY MONEY PROBLEM. Sidney Margolies,
Public Affairs Pamphlet.
1. What is the biggest problem in family finance
2. Nov can money be used to control or punish

a family member?
3. Why is "easy credit" a serious problem?
4. Why should newlyweds guard against early

gratification of desires or dreams?
5. What problems do working wives and moon-

lighting husbands SOU to solve? What ones

do they create?
6. What characteristics are usually found in a

family thtt is making adequate or good
financial progress.

Read BOUM, BY WARY. Sidney Margolies, Pamphlet
Public Affairs.
1. List several major @bopping difficulties.
2. What are some essential facts a consumer

abould know when mopping?
3. What ars some standards to look for?
Study cost of credit vs. cash buying. Make a
comparison on actual items such as colored
television, automobile, revolving credit plan
vs. monthly cash statement.

Of the four major insurance Plans, straight
life, limited payment, endowment, or term
insurance, what are the advantages of each?
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Q. Read CONSUMER'S GUIDE TO HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS.
Sidney Margolius.
1. What has been the record of the coat of

health care?
2. What plans of insurance may be purchased?
3. What is the beat choice?
4. Explain broad basic coverage. What is meant

by major medical?
5. Does solo or group buying give the best

benefit?
R. Study occupational index as to qualifications,

probable opportunity, advantages, disadvantages
and change of advancement and probable income.

S. Use examplea of case situations where mortgage
insurance was advantageous for surviving
family membera.

T. Use hypothetical situations to cause students
to evaluate costa.

U. Have atudents divide in groups:
1. Decide on a practical family car.
2. Have a committee from each group go to a

dealer and investigate p -ice of car stripped;
price of car with accessories; required down
payment; length of Ur.: for payments and the
difference in cash pur.cse. Have the var-
ious groups investigate a variety of cars
and/or dealers to report to class.

3. Have one or two committees interview insur-
ance aalesaen and report to class on auto-
mobile insurance cost.

4. Have driver education teacher speak o class
about car maintenance, gas and oil coat,
license, average annual mileage.

5. in view of reporte estimate the cost of
transportation for the average family.

EVALUATION

1. Rave the students learned to evaluate the cost of credit?
2. Have the students learned the advantage of cash buying?
3. Have the studentslearned the essentials for earning credit?

4. Have the students learned the advantages of being informed before making purchases of any
consequence?

5. Have the students learned the advantages by budgeting the family income?
6. Have the :students learned that meeting obligations promptly sakes a good credit rating?
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LEVER. TWELVE

SOCIOLOGY (One Semester Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop the student's ability to analyze the forces which affect man in his social environment.
2. Develop the student's ability to understand the natur4 of the cultural heritege, cultural

change, and the effect of culture in shaping personality.
3. Develop the student's understanding of particular social institutions and their problems.
4. Develop an understanding of intra -relationship and inter-relationship among social, cultural

political, and nlral problems and issues.
5. Develop means by which the student may investigate the basis of attitudes, values, and beliefs.

I. NAZI AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

CONCERTS

1. The natural environment affects
man's social relationships.

2. The social environment is composed
of various types of groups.

3. The feeling that a person's culture,
race, or environment is superior is
called ethnocentric*.

4. Social interaction takes many [otos.

5. Folkways and mores are specific
forms of social behavior.

6. Han, as a product of his environment,
develops a social self.

II. CULTURE

CONCEPTS

1. Culture refers to the lun -mods environment
which includes material traits.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Read ORDEAL IN THE YUKON. Life Magazine,
April 12, 1963. Analyze how the people adapted
to the natural environment.

B. Make a list of attitudes that you have learned
from the following groups: Family, Friends,
and Work group.

C. An examination of open-housing gives the stu-
dent an insight into the development of
ethnocentrism.

D. If there is a foreign student in school, have
him relate his feelings upon coming to Hazel-
wood.

E. Show how cooperation and competition play a part
in school spirit.

F. Have students make two lists: One of mores and
one of folkways. Ask if any of the mores were
ever folkways.

O. Have a student pose as a citizen of the year
2000. Have him tell the citizens of today how
he feels about natural resources, and how they
have affected man's social relationship.

H. Discuss "In what way is culture being influenced
by climate in your community?"

I. Suppose that interplanetary travelers were to
discover life on another planet. What basic
characteristics would the inhabitants of the
planet require in order to fall into the sociol-
ogical definition of "human"?

AND THE CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT

2. Acculturation is the process of acquiring
the culture of another area or another
group.

3. Culture is dynamic which, in turn, causes
changes is the social environment.

4. Culture is as old as man himself.

5. Personality is shaped to fit a
particular culture.

6. Each culture is unique in its own my,
but it also shares common elements with
other cultures.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Probless of promoting in under - developed lands
are discussed in CULTURAL PATTERNS AND TECHNICAL
CHANGE. This is suitable for a book report or
oral chapter report.

O. Make a list of the ten greatest inventions.
Discuss why each invention was chosen.

C. If there is a foreign student in school, have
him describe his experiences in adapting to
American customs.

D. Arrange for a person from a city planning
commission discuss the purpose and duties of
such a committee.

E. Brief study of pre-historic man and hia arti-
facts proves interesting to students.

F. Read about the life of some African tribe. Ana-
lyse how their personalities are shaped by the
culture.

0. 018CU643 "What answer would you give those wto
argue that social planning is Communistic?"

0. MA students read about some culture other than
their own. Aa the stents describe this par-
ticular culture point cut bow their own values
appear in thei.. description.
List tea items in our own culture that originat-
ed in the tar teat.

I.
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III. MAN AND SOCIETY

CONCEPTS

1. The statue of an individual is determined
by other people in the same group.

2. The social structure of a society is a
framework of personal and group statuses
within a large number of eruboultures.

3. Each individual, as a member of a group,
has a specific role. Because individuals
belong to more than one group, each person
may play many different roles.

4. Within a society, there are institutions
which are established ways of meeting
needs that are considered important by
a group.

5. Social control takes many forma.

6. Communication is essential to human
relations and to the social structure
which arises from the group relationship.

IV. MAN AND

CONCEPTS

1. Relations with ethnic and minority groups
result in a variety of problems such as
racial inequality.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Population growth poses problems of
housing, food shortage, civil and recrea-
tional facilities, health and employment.

Problees of hurts ecology and the rural
end ue,,an community need more consid-
ration in a changing society.

Social diseases such as venereal disease,
alcoholism, and drug Addiction are major
health and social problems.

Longevity creates a need for activity,
recreation, and social security.

The delinquent and the criminal are
social problems in contemporary society.

Social institutions are molded by the
contemporary society.

185

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Students may write an essay concerning their
statue in various groups to which they belong.

B. Students should try to distinguish various
factors affecting status.

C. Assign oral reports from ELMTOWN'S YOUTH. Com-
pare the young people described in this book
with young people in the St. Louis area.

D. Discuss the possible role conflict of a man who
is a minister mad a tavern operator.

E. Discuss the role of government in assuming the
support and care of the elderly as opposed to
the family taking care of the aged.

F. Organise teams to debate the changing roles of
the following social institutions in contemp-
orary aociety:
1. Education
2. Church

3. Government
4. Family

G. Describe the social disorganization which would
likely result from nuclear warfare.

H. Show how gossip in a small town is a form of
social control.

I. Discuss the tactics used by advertisers on
television.

J. Play a game of charades to illustrate the
importance of communication.

K. Analyze ads as to propaganda techniques.
HIS PROBLEMS

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

T.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Read NEGRO VIEWS IN AMERICA. Describe attitudee
of men such as Cato, Adam Henry, and John Srott.
Do they differ from yours and if so, how and why
Read Chapter IX in THE AMERICAN NEGRO. What are
some of the problems which have arisen since
the 1954 Supreme Court decision?
Some of you probably have parent., grandparents,
or relative, who emigrated to the United States.
Ask them some of the problems Oich they en-
countered (ethnic, religious, or otherwise)
upon arrival. For those who don't have such
relatives- -what do ;nu think some of these
problems might be?
Write a short report on how population growth
affects you. What are some of the problems
that population growth presents to moiety?
Jack Smith lives on a farm 200 miles from
Caarlie Stith in St. Louis. What differences
eight there be in the everyday way of life?
Would either have trouble adjusting to the
other's environment? Nor/
Synanon and Alcoholics Anonymous have been very
successful in the rehabilitation of drug addicts
and alcoholics. Why? Do you think there is more
that society can do to aid this rehabilitation
program?
Describe the style of life of your retired
grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc. What are
their interests? Are they able to do all they
would like to dot If not, et,/
Discuss what organized &octet) could and should
do to alleviate the rising rate of juvenile
delinquency and crime.
The emphasis today is on "law and order". What
does that phrase mean to you?
What are slows of the factors which can lead to
delinquency or crime? Can society do sore to
remove ems of these factors/
Organise tease to debate the changing role of
social institutions in contemporary society,

1. Education2.Church 3. Government 4 Family
Will Americas social institutions champs
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Quinn, James. LIVING IN SOCIAL GROUPS. J. B. LIPPincott Company: Philadelphia, 1962
Racklesa, Walter C. THE CRIME PROBLEM. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 3rd Edition
Redden, Harold J. and Seal, John J. SOCIOLOGY. New York: William H. SaOlier, Inc. 1966
Shapiro, Harry L. (Editor). MAN, CULTURE, AND ZOCIETY. Oxford, Galaxy Books, Oxford University

Press, 1956
Turner, Rlaph H. and Killian, Lewis M. COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR. New York: Prentice Hall, 1957
Young, Kimball and Mack, Raymond. SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL LIFE. New York: American Book Company

3rd edition, 1962
Young, Kimball and Mack, Raymond, SYSTEMATIC SOCIOIOGY, TEXT AND READINGS. American Bock Company

New York

FILMS

BEAPGRASS CREEK
CAVE DIFILER.S OF OLD STONE AGE
FAMILY OF GHANA
KU KLUX KLAN
LIFE IN HAITI
MAN AND HIS CULTURE
POLYNESIAN CULTURE
POPULATION ECOLOGY
WHAT ABOUT PREJUDICE/
WHY VANDALISM/

FILMSTRIPS

FEEDING THE WORLD'S PEOPLE
THE GROWING CRIME RATE
TIERRA DEL FIAJGO
UNDERSTANDING CITY PROBLEMS
THE TENEMENT

EVALUATION

1. Has the student been able to analyse the forces which affect man in his social environment?
2. Does the student understand the nature of the cultural heritage, cultural change, and the

effect of culture in shaping personality?
3. Sea the student developed an awareness of how personality is developed and the effect of

personality upon the individual's relationship to the group?
h. Has the student developed en understanding of particular social institutions and their

problems?
5. Save the social problems and principles of sociology been related to the experiences of

today's teen-agers/
6. Dam the student understand Tatra-relationshipe and inter-relationships among social,

cultural, political, and moral problems and issues?
?. Sas the student learned to investigate the basis of attitudes, values, and beliefs?
8. Has the student learned to deal with controversial issues in the proper perspective?
9. Sas the student learned to make decisions based on the beat available inforsation

from varied media?

CONCEPTS

SAMPLE UNIT

MINORIT, RELATIONS
SUOGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Read NEGRO VIEWS IN AM RICA. Describe the
attitudes of men such as Coto, Adam Henry,
and Johnnie Scott. Compare the sttutudes of
these pea with those of students.
Rood °barter IX is TES ammo Immo. Describe

some of the problem* Alai have arisen since
the 1954 kited States Supreme Court deeisioa.
had SLACK LIKE MS. Describe the ettutudes of
both Negroes sad Milt** toward the author.

1. When valves beeps* ccefused, individual

behavior sad social order are affected.

2. Social problems are devietioas is social
behavior. H.

3. Social problems hove a close mod ometisming
relation to the values society regards as C.
stable sod normal.
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CONCEPTS

4. Historical backgrounds are helpful in

underatanding current problems.

5. May of society's soot pressing problems
Nave taken their present for because of
unresolved tensions which exist within a
culture.

SUGGESTS' ACTIVITIES

D. Students should read current periodical. to
keep abreast of specific situations as they
occur.

E. Report on outstanding contributions of nembore
of raoial or ethnic minority groups in America.

7. Study the paseiva-resistance methods used by
Megroew ,dace desegregation and appraiee their
effootivenese.

O. Prepare a written report attempting to analyze
the nature of your own prejudices.

H. Collect and display examples of stereotypes.
I. Have a real estate agent speak on the subject

of open housing.
J. Have a sinister speak on the subject of inter-

racial marriages.
K. Throughout the semester, students should keep

a note book summarizing articles about minority
relations. Students may then write a report
based upon noir reading.

L. Show film KU KLUX KLAN
N. Show fits WHAT ABOUT PREJUD1CM

CONTENT OUTLINE

I. Definition of terms
A. Racial minority
B. Ethnic minority
C. Prejudice
D. Discrimination
Causes and Effect. of prejudice and discrimination
A. Development of attitudes
Bo Cultural differences between groups
C. Economic+ and class differences
D. the role of segregation
N. Voting inequalitiea
7. Combating prejudice and discrimination

III. Development of race
A. Historical theories
B. Racial divieious

IV. Historical background of aelected racial and ethnic sit -.Wes
A. Negro history

1. Negroes at Jasestowo
2. Mayflower Compact
3. Causes of Civil Var

Emancipation Proclamation
b. Attitude of Southern aristocrats

4. United States Supreme Court decisions
a. Pleeey 76. Ferguson
b. Brown vs. Board of Education

5. Integration at Litt!' Rock, Ark/noas
6. Civil Rights Act of 1$A6

D. Jevirt Bistory
1. Growth of anti -eemitlem

a. Role of Jews during Middle Ages
b. Vienna Massacre
e. Hitlorte (knew

2. Growth of Zionism
a. Nolo of the United Notions
b. Position of the Arab countries

V. Review of swine current ptobloas (based on current information)
A. Mexican farm workers
B. Open -bousisg

O. Position of Negro organizations
D. Tko role of churches in minority relations
11. Fair employment
F. /stir-racial marriage

SSITMEDILLFERIFICES
'littler. Joseph D. UNDERSTAND/NO MINORITY MOPS. New Torts John Wiley and Sone. 1964
Glaser. Nathan and Moynihan. Daniel. MOND TIC MUM POT. boavcae MIT Frees
Griffis. J. Seward. D1JCh LIU NI. Desteet lesibtos Mifflin Cospssy.

911:s 1.11196 t1

O
tIi NSeM"e*". t n

a165
TWL Kimball mod Mack. WWI= AND NUOIAI urs. Set forta Aimless Nook Coops?, 1962

MU IV KLUX KLAN' WIA? ABOVE PRIJODICS (JY
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LEVEL TWELVE

ECODOMICS (One Semester Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop an understanding of the vocabulary and principles of Economics.
2. Develop an understanding that economic epitome have major differences as well as similarities.
3. Develop en understanding and an appreciation of the basic framework of the American economy.
4. Develop a body of content that will provide a comparison of the types of economics of the

world.
5. Develop a basis for the use of the mode of inquiry to enable the student to reach responsible

decisions regarding our economy.

I. ECONCMIC SYSTEMS

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. There are three major types of economic A. Rave students write a short paragraph in which
systems. they describe the major values implied in

President Johnson's Economic Report Reading #3-
2. The basic problems of all economic oystess THE AMERICAN VALUE -- COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEM!

is how to deal with scarcity. Coleman.
:7, Suppose you were told to analyze the economy

3. Values have a profound influencc on of a country you knew nothing about. In a few
economic systems. paragraphs, explain the way in which you could

use the concept of scarcity as an analytical

4. Economic systems have major differences tool.

as well as similarities. C. Show filmstrip THE =INDS: THEIR RESOURCES
AND TWe; ESKIMOS' THEIR TECHNOLOGY.

5. Economic systems are dynamic. D. Encourage students to cite examples of American
customs that inhibit growth and change. You
may pro-,A them or augment their lists.

RESOURCES

CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Goode and services produced by a society A. A case study --You. have an after school job

are fashioned by the resources it has delivering pizzas. You spend your earnings on
at hand. weekly club dues. You think that with a bicycle

you could increase your earnings. You still
2. Human resources are needed to convert have to pay your weekly club dues out of your

natural resources into useful goods and earnings. What pre-condition for investing in
services. capital goods seems to be lacking? How might

this be fulfilled? What are the risks?
3. The evaluation of the effectiveness of a 6. Human resources are far more important to en

society in the production of goods and economy than natural resources. Nan is so
services say be determined, in part, with intelligent that he can often invent substitute[
a knowledge of the abundance of the resources. for natural resources or impart them from long

distances. But without human resources,
4. The world's economic systems are limited by natural resources cannot be developed. Write

the geographic areas in which they exist. a short essay is which you attack or defend
Soup have an abundance while others are this statement. Support your conclusion

limited. with specific evidence.
C. Use Reading 111 CAPITAL RESOURCES IN THE

AMERICAN =NWT --COMPARATIVE ECCOONIC SYSTEMS.
Coleman, page 36.

D. Use transparency 11, list of goods.
E. Investigate the problems and bring evidence

to show whether or not workers beyond the age
of 65 can continue to work effectively on the
Jot.

Y. Encourage etude to in discussion to the point
that incentive and technical know-!-Iv were
sliming in the Kwaluls example. Reading page
6 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.

O. Olt an outline sap of the United States marks
1. rive large dams
2. rive atesie plant*
3. The St. Lawrence Seaway
4. Throe forest areas
3. Three rich petroleum areas
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III. TEE MARKET ECONOMY

CONCEPTS

1. In a market society, the main economic
decisions are made by consumers and
producers not by the government.

2. The United States has baaically a market
economy. The free market has at times
been mrdified because of the value that
Americans place on security and fair play.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. "Competition is dead." Everybody talks about
it, but no °as really wants to compete when
competition threatens to out profits or make
work harder. Attack or defend this statement
in a few paragraphs supporting your position
with specific evidence.

B. Let's may that an evening of bowling and an
evening at the movies cost about $2.00 in your
neighborhood. Suppose the local movies cut

3. time you make a purchase, take a job, their price to S .75. How might the demand for
you are making an economic decision. bowling and the movies be affected?

C. In moat communities, the American Telephone and
4. The guiding value in a market economy Telegraph Company is the only supplier of tele -

is free competition. phone service. Why does it advertise its
aervicee?

D. The Hershey Chocolate Company doesn't advertise.
Why do you think it doesn't?

E. How Sees Medicare affect the demand for doctor'rl
services? Why?

F. Interview the manager of your school cafeteria
to learn the general rulea or principles used
in deciding how such to charge for different
foods. Why are prices likely to be lees than
those charged in a privately owned restaurant?

O. Discussion of question' la the practice of
bringing out new and slightly different models
of automobiles each year wasteful? Why or why
not?

IV. COMMAND ECONOMY

Every
etc.,

CONCEPTS

1. Command economies confront the same econ- A.

omic questions as traditional market econ-
omies, but they answer their questions B.

through a centralised planning.

2. The Soviet Union is considered the most C.

eruccesaful command economy in the world.

3. The government of the Soviet Union makes the
main economic decisions but consumers, pro-
ducers and tradition all lend their in-
fluence. D.

E.

F.

0.

a.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Uee Reading 035 THE SOVIET EXECUTIVES, page125
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS.
Use transparency 035 Flow chart of reports
and orders. (Book of transparencies in audio-
visual kit)
In one paragraph, describe bow a decision to
build a new steel mill would be made in the
United States. In a second paragraph, describe
how the same decision would be made is the
Soviet Union. In a cicalas peragruph, compare
and contrast the two decision making processes.
Comprzs the manager of a steel mill in
Volgograd with the manager of a steel Kin in
Gary, Indiana. In what ways are their situ*.
tiona similar? Mow is the American manager
likely to differ from the Soviet manager?
Why would an advertising agency probably have
a difficult time selling its services to a
Soviet manager?
Report on Fabian socialism and Utopian
socialism.
Use reading 036 THE CHANGING COMMAND ECONOMY,
page 128 COMPARATIVE womomacs SYSTEMS. Coleman.
Discuss question,' from guide book,
1. On what would the factory managers base

their decision?
2. %Iv did Professor Liberman isrue his

manifesto?

DisCums! Row de yea think labor unions would
fare in a command 'cower

V. DISTRIBUTION

CONCEPTS

1. tech society mast answer the pestles
of distribuidas; who gets what of the
goods sod services produced.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Use Reeding assignment 0537 MODEL or TEE FACICA

HARM, P-Es 135 cmeArArrat gooraomic SYSTEMS.
Colones.
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CONCEPTS

2. A society in determining its means of
distribution must consider growth and
stability.

3. The market economy and the command
economy have each modified their economics
in order to more justly distribute the
goods and servic=e produced.

4. Production of any good or service usually
requires some combination of three
different resources or factors of pro-
duction: land, labor and capitol.

5. The market and command economics will
differ in their distribution of their
goods and 'services in their economy.

VI.

CONCEPTS

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

B. Explain factors of production is a market
economy.

C. In the real world's market economics, who
decides how much should be paid (interest) for
the loan of money (capital) with which to buy
machinery (capital)?

D. Use Reading #38 HOW LABOR MARKETS WORK page135
COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. Coleman.

E. Use #8 WAGES OF TRUCK DRIVER,From audio visual
kits guide book page 159.

F. Use the game of Market as suggested in the guide
book, page 149-152.

G. Use Record- -aide 2-band 1- -Three labor union
songs.

II. Reading 141 IMPACT OF LABOR UNIONS--COMPARATIVE
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. page 144. Coleman.

I. Use class handout 09, Guide page 160. Use
questions for discussion.

J. Project transparency 043 THE RICH AND POOR
IN THE UNITED STATES. What pattern doss this
table ahoy? How equal is educational oppor-
tunity in the United States?

K. Use reading assignment 044 LABOR MARKETS IN THE
SOVIET UNION Page 166 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC
SYSWAS. Coleman.

L. How ale the principles underlying the Soviet
labor markets like the principles underlying
the labor markets in the United States. Do
we have a duty to work is the United Staters?
Does the Soviet Union have a duty to work?

M. How do the right workers get the right jobs in
the Soviet Union?

N. What are the major differences in job markets
between the Soviet Union and the United States?

GROWTH AND STABILITY

1. Economic freedom is never absolute. The
actions of others have a direct effect
upon other individuals within the command
and market economics.

2. The United States is interrelated.

3. Two major goals of an economy are to
provide economic, growth and stability.

4. There are acceptable means for
measuring growth and stability; and
the effects of each upon the average
oitisen.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Have students read 049 WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES
STABILITY MAKE? page 179. COMPARATIVE
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. Coleman.

B. Examine employment figures from graph on page
180. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS. Coleman.
Using the above as a source answer the following
questions:
1. When d!3 the Great Depression We place?
2. When did recessions occur between 1929-1966?
3. Why are unemployment statietice a fair

indicator of recessions or depression?
C. Use filmstrip THE GREAT DEPRESSION frames 1-4.

Discuss each frame as the implications of
effects of depression.

D. Continue filmstrip, letting students discus,.
with a final generalisation.

E. To study stability and the effect on depressions
on market economy, define the following terms
in writings 1) depression; 2) inflation;
3) deflation; 4) business cycle; 5) unemployment'
rate; 6) price index.

F. Discuss definitions in class participation.
0. Read 031 MIASURINO PERFORMANCE1 the GNP,

COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS Page 187, Coleman.
H. Distribute handout on figuring MP. After etude

determine what four factors must be kept in mind
Asa thinking of MP. What are the three eon-
'meats of ONT?

I. Use Reading 052 DECISION MAKERS: ?NE CONSUMER.
J. Project transparency 02 CONSUMPTION FLOW. Why

doom the diagram portray 0 as a loop/ How might
basiseesoms epead imam received from oomeump-
tiosspemdiagt

K. Project transparency f53 INVtsTMEMT FLOW. Ex-
plain the formula OM C J 0.
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EVALUATION

1. Does the student understand the three major types of Economic systems/
2. Does the student have an understanding of the vocabulary and principles of Economics?
3. Does the student understand that economic systems have major differences as well as

similaritieal
4. Does the student understand America's market economy?
5. Do students recognize explicit and implicit valueal
6. Can students form a hypothesis? Test a hypothesis or revise a hypothesis when presented with

conflicting data?
7. Can the student illustrate the differences between a command economy and a market society?
8. Does the student recognize the guiding value in a market economy is free competition?

SELECTED REFERENCES

BOOKS

Coleman, John. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTFAS. New York: Holt Rinehart and Winston, 1968
Goodman and Harris. ECONOMICS. Boston: Gina and Company, 1963
Heilbroner. THE WORLDLY PHILOSOPHERS. 3rd Ed. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1967
Leith and Lumpkin. ECONOMICS USA. New Yorks McGraw-Hill, 1968
Lindholm, Driecoll. OUR AMERICAN ECONOMY. New York: Harcourt Brace and World, 1962
Lisitzky. FOUR WAY.; OF BEING HUMAN. New York: The Viking Press, 1962
Schwartz, Harry, ed. THE MANY FACES OF COMMUNISM. New York: Berkely Publishing Company, 1962
Smith. ECONOMICS FOR OUR TIMES. New York: McGraw -Bill, 1959

PAMPHLETS

K. '.As MASTER OR SERVANT. Federal Reserve Bank of New York: Public Information Dept.
THE STORY OF CHECKS. Federal Reserve Bank of New York: Public Information Dept.

SERIES

1. Basic Economic Series:
CAPITAL KEY TO PROGRESS. 1952
OOMPETITIVE PRICES IN ACTION. 1958
PROFITS AT WORK. 1961
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS CENTER.

2. Oxford Social Studies Pamphlets:
Dunbar, Robert G. THE FARM AND THE AMERIM WAY. 1956
Korey, Edward. THE BUSINESS IN A CHANGING WILD

3. Series of Economic Education: Federal Reserve Bonk, Philadelphia, Publications Division:
AUTVKATION
INFLATION AND/OR UNEMPLOYMENT
THE MYSTERY OF ECONOMIC GROUTS
THE NATIONAL DM?
THE NNW POVERTY
ISE PRICE SYSTEM
UNEMPLOYMENT IN PROSPERITY: WHY?

SAMPLE UNIT

THE WHAT AND IOW IN A COMMAND BOONOMY

CONCEPTS SUNESTED ACTIVITIES

I. Command ZconoleY:

2. The oommand *cottony faces the some
basic problems an a traditional or
market economy.

2. Choices in a command economy are
mode through a centralised planning
ageney.

3. Soonomio decisions is a pleased economy
Lamle* thousands of interrelated factors.

II.Sovist Onion modificetion of the
consmnd ecosoag:

1. The history am4 valves of leaders
have ebsped the Soviet Won 000momy.

191

A. Use Reading #30.
B. Review the three types of economic systems,

keeping is mind that no "pure, types exist is
the seder:. world.

C. Answer questions below as they apply to each
traditional, market, and oommand economy:
1. Sow does each answer the basic economic

question of what, how,and to whom"
2. Why doers each mystem meke choices?
3. What is meat by economic scarcity?

Alternative coots?
k. Why does economic scarcity exist is a

commend economy? Co. it be nplenned out?
S. Now would the principle of interrelatedness

be applicable is the Minn economy?
6. Sow did interrelatedness affect American

economy whoa the government set high yrioss
oa legs during World War II? (Ester to dia.

gran us

gage

110 is OMPARAI1V! ICOPOKIC

SYSTRU.;

lit



CONCEPTS

2. The five core elements in the Soviet
economy are: nationalization of most
productive resources' centralized ais-
tribution of key materials; collectivi-
zation of agricultureicomprehensive
gleaning and control through the Commu-
nist party.

D.

3. Industrialization, pre - conditioned by agricul-
tural productivity, has a profound
effect on the Soviet Union.

4. Every economic system has pressures from
conflicting interests.

). When formal lines of authority do not
produce desired goals, informal lines
of authority may develop.

6. The Soviet executive, in addition to his
unique problems and functions, shares many
problems end functions with the Americo::
executive.

E.

Y.

0.

H.

I.

J.

192
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

7. Suppose the government decided to leave
price, of corn and hogs alone, but needed
more industrial, alcohol and oil. What
would it have to do?

Have students read 031.
1. Look at four question, in reading which can

be answered mainly by fact? Which mainly
by know-heft Which mainly by judgment?

2. Cathie basis, what kind of staff would a
Planning Czar assemble in order to operate
smoothly.

Diebribute handout 7. After reading materials
under "The Facts" and The Decisions", trace
the series of complication- -fill in the blanks.
1. Did you need facts, know-how or judgment?

(Both facts and know- how - -The Czar needed
value judgment.)

2. If production of orders is to go to 100 next
year, what must happen to order consumption
this year/

3. What kinds of pressure is the Planning Czar
subject to? To what extent in he free to
mu. the economy?

Use Reading #32. Answer questions as follows:
1. Why do we look at Soviet history to under-

stand Soviet economy?
2. Why did the Czarist regime sponsor indus-

trialization in the 1890'4
3. Why did the Communist regime push for

industrialization? (refer to page 118 text)
4. Why did both regimes try to raise agricultur-

al productivity?
5. What was NW? Why inaugurated? What

followed NEFI
To review background viev filmstrip B.:
1. Project frames 1-6 to show Russian agricul-

ture. Note the equipment being used in the
1890's.

Row would mechanized reapers and equipment
in Aserica'at the ease time affect indus-
trialisation in America?

2. Project fraaea 7-10.
How would you describe Russian transpor-
tation/

3. Pro et framoa 11 sad 12.
Des be Russian markets.

4. PrN, 't frame 18. Compare progress of
Russian industrial development by 1910 with
other major powers.

With above background --What was the Russia like
that was inherited by Lenin from the Czars?
Use Reading 033.
1. What are the two key facto of Russian his-

tory that have had a profound impact on
Soviet economic development?

2. How doss the lack of political freedom re-
late to economies? How do Russians expect
basic economic questions to be answered?

3. How does political freedom in the United
States affect our economic system?

4. Examine the five elements central to the
Soviet commend economy as follows:
a. Nationalisation
b, Centralized distribution
c. Collectivization
d. Comprehensive planning

Centre):

Compare the roles of government in economic
life in the Soviet Union and the United States.



CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

K. Use Reading 154.
1. What does the reading have to do with

making planning work?
2. What doer; s Zia man do? Page 124 -'My

specialty is eliminating bottlenecks and
oiling the wheels of industry."

3. What is his economic function? Coordination.
-e plant manager?

4. Why is a Zis man necessary? Even though a
planned economy exists, unforeseen events
occur.

5. What choices are open to an American factory
manager, but not to a Soviet manager, caught
in short supply of a needed product?

6. Why does the accountant support the Zie man?
Why are the director, chief cashier, party
secretary, and the staff man on the side of
Zia man?

L. Project transparency 54.
1. What do phrases refer to? As time permits,

you may want to analyze the phrases individ-
ually or in groups to show that we have
counterparts to the Zie man in the American
economy.

2. Can you think of other phrases that refer
to people who perform the same function?

3. Are such people necessary in a market econ-
nay?

X. Use Reading 135. What are the five core
elements of tad Soviet economy? (recall from
reading 03)

N. Project trtmzparency 135.
1, From where does infatuation flow?
2. From where do orders floW?
3. Does the information flow help produce the

flow of orders?
4. What dorm an executive do?
5. Where would the Soviet executive be on the

diagram?
O. Use the steel industry as an example:

1. What kinds of decisions are made at each
level?

2. Wbo decides bow much steel is needed?
3. Who decides how many steel mills should be

built?
4. Who decides how much oron will be allocated?
5. Who sets the steel production quota for each

wcrkerl
P. Compare the manager of a steel mill in

Volgograd with the manager of a steel mill in
Gary, Indiana. How are they atelier? How
would they differ?
Why is the American manager likely to place
greater emphasis on labor saving devices?
Why is the Soviet manager likely to place less
emphasis on labor saving devices?

Q. Why would an advertising agency probably have
a difficult time selling its services to a
Soviet manager?

R. Reading 136.
1. Now would economic decisions be soda in a

pure command economy?
2. What arm the core elements of the Soviet

economy?
3. Whieb of these five core elements was being

attacked moat strongly after Khrushchev's
ouster? Was the attack full or partial!

4. What directly alarmed Soviet economists is
1564f

5. What is OMPI and abet was the significance
if the halve of the Soviet Umicm'a OPP
to grow rcpidlyt
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CONCEPTS SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

S. Under pure command, how are the decisions made
Which fall under comprehensive planning?

T. Why did Professor Liberman issue his manifesto?
U. Under a pure market model who makes the

decisions?
V. Which of his six suggestions were directly

deeigned to reduce in efficiency?
W. What would his suggestion do to the Sic man if

they proved fully successful?
X. Why has the Soviet Union adopted some of

Liberman's suggestions?
I. If Liberman has his way, how would the Soviet

Union economy differ from the market economy
of the United States?

EVALUATION

1. Have the students learned that each economy faces the same basic problems?

2. Do they realize that choices in a command economy are made through a centralized planning

agency?
3. Are atudents able to abstract principles from a narrative account?

4. Are students was to abstract similarities from seemingly diverse situations?

5. Can studonta use evidence to support a statement?
6. Are they willing to see likenesses as well as similarities between the economies of the

United States and the Soviet Union?
7. Does the student accept the fact that most generalisations need to be qualified?

SELECTED REFEraNCES

READINGS

Reading #30. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SFEITIO -Ed. Fenton, Holt Rinehart and Winston

Reeding #31. 03F2ARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS-Id. Fenton, Bolt Rinehart and Winston

Reading #32. COMPARATIVE DOONOMIC SYSTMS.Ed. Fenton, Molt Rinehart and Winston

Reading #33. COWARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS-Ed. Fenton, Holt Rinehart and Winston

Reading 034. COMPARATIVE =KWIC SYSTEMS-Ed. Fenton, Solt Rinehart and Winston

Reading #35. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS-Ed. Fenton, Bolt Rinehart and Winston

FILMSTRIPS

THE RUSSIAN ECONOMY IN THE N1NLTEENTH CENTURY. Audio Visual Kit, Fenton

TRANSPARENCIES

Transparency #34. "List of Colloquial American Expressions', Audio Visual Kit, Fenton

Transparency #35. "Flow Chart of Reports and Orders" Audio Visual Kit, Fenton

CLASS HANDOUT

Class Handout #7. "Command Economy's Interrelationships" Audio Visual Kit, Fenton
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LEVEL TWELVE

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (Two Semesters-Elective)

OBJECTIVES

1. Develop the ability to read and interpret varying opinions.
2. An a responsible citizen, to keep abreast of world affairs and foreign policy decisions.
3. To understand that the global society is racially and culturally diverse and that it is

increasingly urbanized and mechanized.
4. Understand that within the global society there is an interdependence of people and nations.
5. Develop an understanding of the United States, position as a world leader in international

affairs.

I. NATIONAL COMMUNITIES AND INTERNATIONAL STUDY

CONCEPTS

1. A global society is:
a. A racially diverse society with a

majority of its population being
non-white

b. A multi-lingual society
c. A culturally diverse society
d. In general an economically depressed

society
s. An increasingly violent society
f. A rapidly growing society
g. An increasingly urbanized society
h. An increasingly mechanized society
i. An increasingly interdependent society.

2. There are certain major social processes
within global society each as:
a. Intergroup conflict and conflict

resolution
b. Intergroup violence
c. Intergroup collaboration
d. International trade, foreign aid

and foreign investment
e. Foreign policy decision making
f. Economic and political development.

3. Nations within this global society are
related to each other and to the
United States.

4. Within the global society there is an
interdependence of people and nations.

5. International values and their limita-
tions should be understood and shared.

6. A nation chooses the extent of international
trade and/O.7, national self sufficiency.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.
G.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Use maps to understand:
1. National physical boundaries
2. Ideological power blocs

3. Culture &feed,
4. Religious spheres
5. Language areas

6. Allignment between East and Weet.
Teacher lectures:
1. Value of international trade
2. Nationalism vs. Internationalism
3. Understand basic ideoligies from

IDEDIAGY AND V0114-1 AFFAIRS

4. Differences in religions, cultures, and
political backgrounds.

Student discussions - Specifically the "case
study" approach.
Answer questions frog "World Affairs Workshop".
Keep abreast of current problems through
periodicals.
Show film "The Hat" and discuss issues involved.
Show film "Boundary Linea" to initiate discus-
sion.

II. AMERICAN FOREIGN

CONCEPTS

1. American foreign policy is dependant upon
an informed people.

2. American foreign policy is a process of
polioy implementation.

3. Changing world conditions cause a constant
reevaluation of foreign policy.

4. American aid is a major factor in foreign
policy.

POLICY

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Opinion ballot to determine student ideas on
United Staten foreign policy before beginning
formal study.

B. Teacher lecture on United States foreign policy
explaining terms, ;roblese, etc.

C. Students read THE FOREIGN RELATIONS SERIES to
study foreign policy structure of the United
States governasat in relation to other couatriet

D. Discussion of questions end vocabulary from
reading above.

t. Dee of individual reports from questionA in
teacher's manual.

F. Student research paper on some aspect of
Vatted States foreign policy decision making.
(Ose to three pages in length.)

0. Students read from Great Decision 1966, 19671
for example #7, AMERICAN POWER AND FOREIGN
POLICY or more recent article.

les



CONCEPTS

N.

I.

J.

INTERNATIONAL

CONCEPTS

1. Countries have attempted to establiah a
world peace through collective security.

2. The United Nations has been very success-
ful in handling problems such as the popu-
lation ezilosion and the war on hunger.

5. The United Nations has bad limited success
in handling problems involving national
boundarios.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Using the above reading discuss opposing
opinion.

Write answers to questions based on fact and
opinion.
Play simulation games about international
affairs.

ORGANIZATION

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Students should read WILL THE UNITED NATIONS
SURVIVE? Play tape which accompanies this book?
Supplement the reading with diagrams.

B. Show films for example:
1. Pattern for Peace
2. We the People

C. Lecture and discussion throughout the year
describing the international organizations to
which nations belong.

D. Play simulation game,"Dangeroua Parallel".

EVALUATION

1. Have students learned to keep abreast of foreign policy and world affairs?
2. Have students learned sources of information to keep abreast of world affairs?
3. Have students an understanding of America's relation to geographic areas of the world?
4. Have students gained an ability to read and interpret varying opinions?
5. Have students developed the concept of the interdependence of people and nations?
6. Do students understand that the United States is a world leader in international affaire?

MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS

Christian Science Monitor
Current History
Manchester Guardian
National Review
Poet Dispatch (Educational Edition)
Saturday Review

SUPPLEMENTARY SERIES

SELECTED REFERENCE;

Soviet Life
Student Weekly (New York Times)
The New Republic
Time
United States News and World Report

American Education Publication, New York
AFRICA EMERGING NATIONS BELOW THZ SAHARA. Ed. John Maynad, 1966
CHANGING LATIN AMERICA. Ed. Boris Burack, 1967
CHINA, ISECHLED ASIAN GIANT. Norman J. Crampton, 1968
MIDDLE EAST. Bd. Richard N. Tucker, 1968
SOUTH EAST ASIA. George Morrill, 1966

Foreign Relations Series, Chicago
AFRICA AND THE WORLD MAT. Carl Rosbergs 1960
AMERICA'S NUB IN THE MIDDLE EAST. S. Jones, 1961
AMERICA'S STAKE IN WESTERN EUROPE. Harold Deutsch, 1959
CHINESE DILEMMA. Jobs Armstrong. 1956
INDIA AND TIE 4DRLD TODAY. Hyena Xublins 1963
THE UNITED STATES AND THE UNITED NATIONS. Chadwick Alger, 1963
THE UNITED STATES AND WORLD AFFAIRS. Raymond Platigs 1956
THE UNITED STATES /IDLE IN LATIN AMERICA. Norge Blankaten, 1962

Our Widening World. Ewing Road McNally and Company, New York, 1967
EAST ASIAN CULTURE
INDIA AND SOUTH !AST ASIA
LATIN AMERICAN CULTURE
MIDDLE EAST AND MOSLEM CULTURE
THE CULTURE OF A/2/CA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA
WEST EUROPEAN CULTURE
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Scholastic Book Services, New York
INDIA. Emil Longyel, 1961
THE RIM OF ASIA
THE SOVIET SATELLITES OF EASTERN EUROPE. Irvin Iaenberg, 1963

NO CHINAS. Oliver Bell, 1963
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT OOMMUNISK AND WHY. 1962

World Affairs Workshop. New York TiM28 and Enoyclopedia Britannic&
AFRICA. Waldemar A. Nilson, 1967
COMMUNIST CHINA. Harry Schwartz, 1567
MIDDLE EAST. Jay Wals, 1967
LATIN AMERICA. Ted Ssule, 1965
SOME EAST ASIA
SOVIET UNION. Herrieon E. Salisbury, 1967

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS

Bailey, Thomaa. A DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE.

FILMS

Buddhism, Man and Nature
Challenge of Ideas
Containment in Asia
Importance of Rice
Pattern for Peace
South East Asia, Problems of Transition
Two Views on Socialism
Ws, The People
The Hat
Boundary Lines
Food and People
Highlights of the United Nations, 1947-48
Lay and Social Control

FILMSTRIPS

Buddhiss
Foreign Relation&
Hinduism
Presidential Sweepstakes
Russia* Fifty 'leers of Revolution

South Eaat Asia

TAPES

New York: Appleton, 1960

United Nationa In World Dispute
World Balance of Power
Workshop For Peace
Decision to Drop the Bomb:
Foreign Trade
Hungry Angela
Challenges of Coexistence
Containment in Asia
Confrontation
Not So Long Ago: 1945-50 (Parts
The Widening Gap
Four Families (Parts A and B)

Struggle With Southeast Asia
Target the Moon
The Arab World
The Generation Under 25
The History of Dissent

A and g )

The Draft (To go with Behavorial Research Lab. Programmed Texts)
Vietnam (To go with Behavorial Research Lab, Itogrammed Tette)
Will the UnitedNetiosaSurvive (To go with book by Behavorial Reaearch Lab. Programmed Texts)

SAMPLE UNIT

CONCEPTS

1. American foreign policy must be constantly A.

re- valued.

2. The Stet* Department is the major decision-
:taking organ of American foreign policy. B.

3. Citizens should be informed and take an active
interest in foreign polity.

.. The United Nations is the most important
organ for inter-national cooperation today.

5. Areal: of the world are joinod through
various orgaaizations. (is SEATO, NATO,
BAGHDAD PACT.)

C.

D.

s.
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SUOGESRED ACTIVITIES

Students fill out opinion ballot to dettrat
their ideas ot. United States foreign policy
before beginning formal study.
Read THE UNITED STATE6 AND WORLD AFFAIRS.
(Chap. 1-6) to &tads foreign policy structure
in th* United States government:
1. Teacher lecturo
2. Diecuaaion of Questions and vocabulary

words
3. Questions and reports assigned from

teacher's sanual.
Teacher lecture from Ideology and World
Affairs (Chap. 1,2,3,4) to understand basic
world ideologies. Reproduce diagram from

book.
Student mar (one to three pages) on some
aspect of United Stet's fcreige poltoy
decision maklag.
Shaw films Challenge of Ideas.
Filmstrips Voreign Rolations

Prosidestial Sweepstekesm
Target the Vka,J.



CONCEPTS SUWESTED ACTIVITIES

F. Siudents read from GREAT DECISION 1968, die.
cuasion question #7, AMERICAN POWER AND FOREIGN
POLICY.
1. Diecuseion of opposing opinions.
2. Written MIANOSIA to questions found at the

end of the reading.
O. Students read WILL THE UNITED NATIONS SURVIVE?

Programmed learning text.
H. Students listen to WILL THE UNITED NATIONS

SURVIVE? (Tape)
I. Teacher lecture on international o:Earaeations,

i.e. United Nations, SEATO, NATO.
J. Movies to supplement and explain international

organization. i.e.
We, The People
Pattern For Peace
The Hat.

EVALUATION

1. DOSn the student understand the process by which foreign policy is made?
2. Does the student understand how nations are involved in international organizations?
3. Can the students compare and contrast conflicting opinions in American foreign policy?

SELECTED REFERENCES

A DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES. Thomas Bailey, 1949
CURRENT HISTORY
GREAT DECISICNS. 1968. Foreign Policy Association
IDEOLOGY AND WORLD AFFAIRS
VATICOAL REVIEW
NEW REPUBLIC
SATURDAY PPVTEW
STUDLNT WFFKLY. New York Times
THE NATION
THE UNITED STATES LND THE UN111D RATIONS. CHADWICK ALTRI, 1963
THE UNIMSTATES AND ihALD .iFFAIRS. Raymond Platte, 1966
TIME
UNITED STATES NEWS AND TILE WORLD P:2PORT
WILL THE UNITED NATIONS SUrviIIE? Science Research Program, 1967

FILMS

Challenge of Ideas
Pattern for Peace
We, The People
The Hat

FILMSTRIPS

Foreign Relations

FILMSTRIPS AND REOORDS (sets from New York Times)

Presidential Sweepstakes
Target the Moon

TAPES

Will the United Natitne Survive?
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